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THIS RESEARCH PROGRAMME RESPECTS THE EDUCATIONAL AND 
PROFESSIONAL CONFIDENTIALITY AND THE ANONYMITY OF 
INDIVIDUALS WHEREVER NECESSARY. IN EVERY INSTANCE, 
PERMISSION HAS BEEN OBTAINED BEFORE ANY INFORMATION HAS 
BEEN USED AND IN EVERY CASE, INFORMATION HAS BEEN CHECKED 
BY THE PARTICIPANTS TO ENSURE THAT THE ACCURACY OF THE 
REPORT HAS BEEN MAINTAINED. 

ANY OFFENCE OR EMBARRASSMENT TO ANY VISUALLY IMPAIRED 
PEOPLE WOULD BE DEEPLY REGRETTED. 
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ABSTRACT. SETTING THE SCENE. 

With this research programme, I will be looking at how visually impaired people 

interpret the sensory inputs that artwork evokes together with the spatial environment 

that visually impaired people engage with. 

The study intertwines concepts of aesthetics that have specific relevance for 

visually impaired people, together with the processes and concepts associated with 

vision. The study refers to some common beliefs regarding blindness and provides 

some evidence of links between art and blindness. 

The study reflects upon how human cognitive processes are different for blind people, 

the use of verbal description used by visually impaired people and comments upon the 

logical reasoning processes developed by people with sight loss. 

Finally the study teases out methods of media manipulation, the interplay of 

different sensory stimulus and the control that visually impaired people endeavour to 

exert over an unseen environment. 

The nature of this research will be developed into a programme which explores and 

revisits the central themes of study using a system of concentric evolution. (See 

methodology section.) As a result, this 'intertwining study' will examine the values of 

each strand of research and will provide data regarding the aesthetic understanding 

and creative processes used by people with visual impairment, together with an 

appreciation of the methods blind people engage with to understand and use spatial 

properties. 
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CHAPTER ONE. RAISING THE QUESTION. 

INTRODUCTION. 

What is the nature of aesthetic experience for people with sight loss? 

Assumptions are made about blindness (1) which raise critical questions concerning 

the difference between a 'seen' and 'unseen' world. To the sighted person, blindness 

is often regarded as a lifelong human handicap, devoid of interaction with a visual 

world. These assumptions often create a barrier of understanding between sighted and 

unsighted people. Yet these impressions about sight loss have been historically 

formed from limited knowledge and understanding of what constitutes 'blindness.' In 

the light of contemporary research developments (Millar 1994. Scholl, 1986) there 

now exists a more informed basis for recognising a wide classification of sight 

disabilities suggesting that many blind people are capable of responding positively to 

visual stimuli. 

Scholl (1986.pg 23) examines the condition of blindness by exploring influences and 

relationships, attitudes and beliefs of sighted people towards blind people. Equally 

she considers the beliefs and attitudes of blind people towards people with sight. 

1. The term 'blindness' is used as a general term for visual impairment, sight loss and real or 
metaphorical forms of 'not seeing' in the early part of this report. Once the terms of blindness have 
been established, specific referencing will be used. See page 24. 
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She examines the reactions of blind people towards blindness and towards themselves 

as blind people. In challenging the popular conceptions that blind people are exempt 

from forms of visual perception, Scholl (1986, pg 23.) makes the point that in reality 

only about. 

10% of all persons labelled as blind are totally without sight and only about 
20% of school age children labelled as visually handicapped. Most persons considered 
blind do respond to some visual stimulation e.g. light and dark shadows; or moving 
objects; and do not live in a world of total darkness. 

(Scholl, 1986 p23.) 

Scholl has qualified a parameter for the term 'blindness, which ascribes to a more 

continuum based definition of blindness. Millar (1994), who is interested in the spatial 

understanding of the blind and wishes to contribute to the question of how visual 

experience relates to spatial knowledge, asks, 'Is visual experience crucial?' and 

develops her introduction with this observation. 

To understand the role of vision, I am asking what, if any, information is missing in its 
absence and, if so, how can it be substituted. Furthermore, sound, as the main other distance 
sense we have is often regarded as the only substitute for vision. 
But investigating information from touch and movement is equally, if not more, important 
because, as I hope to show, it can yield knowledge about relations between extended surfaces 
in a way that hearing alone cannot do. 

(Millar, 1994 ) 

Millar wants to see where on the continuum one can be and its effect on spatial 

awareness, with her central question being, if one is at the furthest end of the 

continuum (totally blind) what, if any information is missing which cannot be 

substituted. If one puts her ideas into a notional model as illustrated, 

TOUCH 

SIGHT ---------------------------------------------- SOUND 
TRADmONAlL Y SEEN AS TIIE MOST 

DIRECT SUBSTITUTE 

MOVEMENT 
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One begins to wonder if the combination of movement/touch can assist in 

knowledge/experience whenever sight is missing! 

Richard Gregory (199S.pg15) examines the links between vision, perception and 

knowledge of the visual world and makes this point, 

The underlying philosophy is that perceptions are but indirectly related 
to stimulus inputs from the senses, and that perception involves betting 
on what they may mean. So knowledge is very important. As perception 
has to work very fast to be useful it can only use limited knowledge, 
mainly of the interactive properties of objects; while conceptual understanding 
which is slow and can be much deeper, develops more abstract knowledge. 

Gregory's notional model can be viewed as follows; 

IMPACT OF 
SOUND 

IMPACT OF 
TOUCH 

PERCEPTION 

IMPACT OF 
VISION 

IMPACT OF 
SMELL 

(Gregory, 1995) 

If you look at this model as transitory and its contents change based upon the strength 

of the individual sensation, one can appreciate that the model used by Millar is fixed 

rather like a pendulum whilst Gregory's model is cyclic in format. One's perception is 

expanded and formed by visiting and revisiting each particular sense dependent upon 

the intensity of input. Each model uses knowledge as the driving force, while Millar 

is concerned with the perception of space, Gregory is concemed with links between 

visual/perception and knowledge of a visual world. 

It is clear that the physical act of seeing, the interpretation of what is seen and the 

understanding of what is seen, is a series of individualistic sensory processes, yet any 
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study into these processes of visual impainnent is chronologically recent. 

By consulting the historical selective time line (fig. 1.) we can see how recently 

problems regarding blindness have been addressed and indeed how blind people have 

featured in the contribution to the world's social development. Roberts (1985. Pg 1.) 

offers the following observation on the significant contributions of blind people 

against a background of relatively undeveloped support programmes. 

Homer is perhaps the first name that comes to mind: the 
lliad and the Odyssey were known before 700 B.C. More recent 
illustrious blind persons are Nicholas Saunderson (1682-1739), a 
noted professor of mathematics at Cambridge University, whose 
sponsor was Isaac Newton; Francois Huber (1750-1831) a Swiss 
naturalist who studied the life of bees; and Maria Theresia von Paradis 
(1759-1824), a Viennese pianist and music teacher for whom Mozart 
wrote the Concerto for Piano and Orchestra in B-Flat. 

(Roberts, 1985.) 

From an historical perspective, the communications section of the time line (fig. 1) 

reveals that in 1834, the Braille literacy code was perfecte~ yet it took unti11898 for 

the first day school for the blind to be established in England. We can also note that 

before 1784, all blind people were accommodated into society without any benefits of 

a specialised education programme and without the facility of a communications 

system specifically for the blind until the beginning of the nineteenth century. We can 

therefore appreciate some of the difficulties for blind people in becoming socially and 

educationally worthy. 

In considering the deeper inner potential for aesthetic experience for blind people, we 

can see that, if it was considered at all, then it would have been attained through the 

medium of music or recited poetry. Napier (1973) makes an important case for 

musical experience by stating that self-expression can be encouraged through music 

by drawing out ideas about soun~ rather than imposing them. She suggests that a 

teacher might say 'Listen to the music, and then make your feet do what the music 
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1787 Constitution of the Unite 
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1882 Federal immigration legis 
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children have a right to an educe 
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1906 First U.S. radio program 
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U.S. 
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1930 White House Conference t 
Child Health and Protection ad
vocates services for "blind feeble 
minded." 
1930' National Society for the 
Prevention of Blindness (NSPB) al 
American Foundation for the Blin( 
(AFB) cooperate on standard eye 
amination report. 
1934 American Medical Associa 
tion (AMA) defines legal blindness 



seems to say rather than 'Pretend you are a bear and walk like one.' She completed 

her argument for using music as a medium for the blind with the comment' A 

visually handicapped or blind child may never have seen a bear walk.' 

The relationship between art and blindness does not suggest an obvious or even a 

comprehendible link for the sighted person and may even be strongly challenged. 

It was not until the 1950s that substantial progress was made to discount these 

judgemental ideas. Shaw (1986. Pg 386) catalogues the debate regarding creative arts 

and the blind by urging us to adopt an educational curriculum to encompass the 

achievements of blind people when they undertake visual art activity. 

As recently as 1959, however, Von Fieandt (1959) suggested that 
the quality of art work by those born blind was rather poor. Similarly 
Revesz (1950) concluded that blind persons are incapable of aesthetic 
appreciation. Lisenco (1971) reiterated that a difficulty in achieving 
success at creative efforts was the demeaning attitude of many sighted 
persons who perceive blind persons as limited in this area. Cutsforth 
(1951) argued that blind people produce art work reflective of a different 
aesthetic environment from sighted people, and that only in the recognition 
of that non-visual environment can a work be judged appropriately? 

(Shaw, 1986.) 

I have quoted at length Shaw's list of contributors to the debate regarding the 

creation of artwork by blind people and it is apparent the debate is judged using visual 

criteria. Cutsforth (1951) provided an enlightened opinion, but these strong views 

owe little to any concrete evidence from any research programme. Indeed, these views 

Have evolved through supposed construction by sighted people, into a diversity of 

expectation of any unsighted person who engages with visual media. 

In consulting the historical timeline I have arrived at an overview of the experiences 

of sight impaired people in the recent modem world. This time line highlights and 

helps isolate problems faced by blind people and illustrates society's response to those 

problems. 

Traditionally, blind people have been treated as 'people apart'. Blind seers and 
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magicians sprinkle social history and folklore with examples of their extraordinary 

abilities, and, ironically have been attributed with more developed perceptual powers 

than those of their sighted peers. Yet often those skills of perception accredited to the 

'blind wise men' are based on the discipline of listening carefully to the spoken word 

and the vocal inflections and method of delivery. For example, the national symbol of 

justice at the Old Bailey, court of justice, is defined in terms of a blindfolded woman 

balancing a set of scales in her hand. Without the distractions of sight, an accurate, 

alternative sensory interpretation has been conveyed. 

In the field of visual art, the image created by Sir John Millais, in his painting, The 

Blind Girl (1856) exemplifies a popularised late nineteenth century conceptualisation 

of blindness, symbolic through sentimentalised references to blindness, far removed 

from reality. The painting (fig.2.) shows a blind beggar girl and her companion 

sitting, paradoxically, against an idealised, (see glossary) setting, infused with 

symbolic content. The rainbow might traditionally be interpreted as a metaphor for 

hope of better things to come, and references to flight and freedom in the butterfly 

depicted on the blind girl's shawl seem beyond her grasp and realisation. Her 

companion is the only witness to these so called 'wonders of nature' and is quite 

possibly interpreting the 'seen' and 'heard' world to the blind girl. In the same 

symbolic vein we might further suppose that the blind girl's contact with the outside 

world is represented through music, for on her lap is a concertina. Adams (1992 

pgI23.) advances a slightly modified interpretation within a social context: 

The picture is concerned with a contemporary preoccupation with vagrancy 
among the young and disabled; in this instance Millais has dramatically 
contrasted the blindness of the young girl with the ravishing beauty of the 

minutely detailed landscape that surrounds her. (Adams, 1992.) 
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The Blind Girl (1856) Millais. Birmingham City Museum and Art Gallery. 



This image expresses sentimentality for the viewer (based on human emotion 

rather than reason) which is far from the intention of the artist In reality, Millais' 

painting was meant as a comment upon the social concerns for vagrancy rather than 

any concern for blindness (as noted above). Wood (1992 pg12) explains some of the 

concerns Millais, as part of the Pre-Raphaelite brotherhood, may have held about the 

social situation at that time. 

The Pre-Raphaelites were extremely conscious of the social evils and injustices 
of the age. The 'hungry forties' was a turbulent and unsettled period, culminating 
in the great Chartist demonstrations of 1848 which both Millais and Hunt witnessed 
Although they were both patriotic, they found much to criticise in contemporary 
life, and were infected by the revolutionary spirit of the times. As a result, the 
Pre-Raphaelites were to paint a number of pictures on social themes, particularly 
that of the position of women in Victorian society. (Wood, 1992.) 

The allegorical content and imagery in Millais' painting mirrors the complexities and 

problems in defining the relationship of the visual world to both the sighted and to the 

blind person. It also raises the question of creativity (see glossary) and crucially, the 

extent to which blind people are able to engage emotionally with the outside world (2) 

and, represent it through visual forms. Other artists have used images of blindness to 

portray and explain social and/or contemporary issues. These images also indicate the 

way in which the blind people of the time were regarded. Pieter Bruegel the Elder 

(1525-1569) for example, produced a number of paintings which portrayed 

contemporary life and also comment upon the social and political situation of the 

sixteenth century. His picture' The Parable of the Blind' shows from a rather fatalistic 

2. For a person who has been totally blind from birth, every sensory input can be considered to be 
'from the outside' Blind people develop any input, through a method of intemalisation which builds 
their concepts of the immediate environment. The 'outside world' can refer to this immediate 
environment and can also refer to the larger global environment. 
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The Blind Leading the Blind. (1568) Bruegel. Museo di Capodimonte. Naples. 

1-. 



perspective a succession of blind people holding onto one another, clutching at cloaks 

and staffs in an attempt to traverse an unfavourable landscape. The leading blind 

person has lost total control and lies flat on his back, head flung back, anns 

outstretched, in a ditch. The next person in this unfortunate procession is on the point 

of tumbling on top of the first person but his pose has been captured at the point of no 

return. His face is turned towards the onlooker and a suggestion of realisation crosses 

his face. (Exactly why this figure is seemingly facing his audience may be the artists 

intention to engage the onlooker or it may be the observation that blind people, indeed 

many people, perceive an onlookers gaze and turn enquiringly towards that appraisal) 

The portrait also seems to show a slyness that invokes little pity for his 

predicament. The rest of the group appear totally unaware of the unfolding drama and 

walk unknowingly and calmly towards a seemingly unavoidable fate. The individual 

portraits of the blind people seem to exaggerate some blind characteristics, one person 

stares unseeingly into space, another walks with his mouth wide open suggesting 

stupidity as well as blindness. Yet another blind person has his hood pulled over his 

face apparently denying vision even ifhe had any sight the whole picture suggests a 

ridiculousness and offers little sympathy for the shabby entourage. In the distance a 

church spire points heavenward and appears distant and apart from the human 

suffering portrayed in the picture. Whether Bruegel was indicating a personal opinion 

or a consensus of opinion regarding blindness, prevalent at the time is unknown but 

the picture certainly alludes to more than the allegorical proverbs, of the subject 

matter. This extract from www.afaweb.org/educationlbruege12 indicates a moralistic 

stance Bruegel is thought to have taken. 

Many of Bruegel's paintings have been interpreted as disguised 
criticism of the harsh Spanish control of the Netherlands. Bruegel 
was patronised, however by Cardinal Antoine Perrenot de Granville 
advisor to Phillip II and about 1563 he moved from Antwerp to 
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Brussels, the seat of the Spanish government in the Netherlands. 
Given the sparse and contradictory evidence, Bruegel's political 
convictions remain unknown. Modern scholars are also unable to 
determine his religious beliefs. Bruegel probably viewed organised 
religion as an obstacle between man and God; his 'Parable of the 
Blind', may be interpreted as illustrating this idea 

(www. afaweb.org/education/bruegeI2. ) 

This apparent lack of sympathy for the blind may also be reflected in impatience 

towards a blind person attempting to work creatively in an area considered by others 

to hold no significance for them. This erroneous consideration upheld by some 

educationalists, lay people and indeed by some visually impaired people, is that, 

creativity for blind people can only be achieved through the medium of music, poetry 

or creative writing, and the world of visual arts, by its nature, lacks any interest or 

relevance for blind people. The visual world cannot, however, be separated from the 

environment we live in regardless of whether we conventionally engage with it 

through sight and vision, and so visually impaired people must have experience and 

some degree of understanding of visual phenomena. 

Furthermore, the image created by Bruegel, shows blind people struggling with a 

hostile environment and their failure to cope with it. I would argue that in reality, 

blind people would not be this disadvantaged. Their perceptions built up from 

experience together with their training to deal with unseen encounters, would have 

alerted them to the possible dangers of the journey. 

From an educational perspective, a 1992 a government working party focused upon 

the interim report for the National Curriculum for art and design, (D.E.S.1992) and 

recognised that there was much more to learning in art than the acquiring of skills. It 

was considered that art provided for an informed understanding of things seen, felt 

and experienced. It provided an essential grounding for the development of 

imagination and for the powers of expression. Learning in and through art also 
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provided people with a unique way of perceiving themselves and the world, which 

cannot be experienced anywhere else outside the collective umbrella of the creative 

arts. It was believed that in a world that relies increasingly upon direct visual 

communication, the ability to experience aesthetic experience was important. 

Equally important was the development of aesthetic responsiveness. This was 

considered to be the fundamental responsibility of the subject that dealt with visual 

appreciation and this responsibility does not exclude pupils with a visual impairment. 

From this standpoint, the links between conventional notions of aesthetic 

understanding, visual art and blindness may at first seem tenuous but, if one was to 

minimise the significance of the visual experience, for blind people and to deny the 

value of artwork produced by blind people, we would be ignoring a potentially unique 

and valuable field of creative processing. Furthermore, sighted people arguably, might 

also gain much from artworks produced by people who are blind. 

If we are to assume that full vision is fundamental in the production of artworks then 

it might be concluded logically that the nature of aesthetic understanding (see 

glossary) for the blind is not a major concern of these people. My contention in this 

thesis, is that, just as there is a wide and varied understanding of what is meant 

by aesthetic experience for sighted people, there is equally a wide range of visual 

experience (3) available to blind people. It is important therefore, to investigate 

3. See Case Study 002. Rosemary Carter. On page E. there is an example of Rosemary using a logical 
reasoning method, which appears to be flawed to a sighted person, but provides an insight into a blind 
person's ability to understand a visual quality, which cannot be seen. 
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in greater depth the dynamic relationship between art and blindness, in order to gain a 

deeper understanding of aesthetic experience and visual impainnent. (see glossary) 

For any visually impaired person, the production and appreciation of art does present 

some difficulties, if a conventional method of working is employed or a traditional 

aesthetic response is expected. If a visually impaired person wishes to engage 

aesthetically with works of art or sensory stimuli, they will preswnably need to 

develop unique skills to help them overcome the disparity between a world of instant 

visual stimulus, and their world where visual information is not processable in the 

same way. Huebner (1986 Pg392) has questioned the validity ofvisua1ly impaired 

people engaging creatively with materials they cannot see and makes the following 

observation; 

Questions arise concerning the use of media that usually requires 
sight to be 'appreciated,' like drawing, painting, and the use of 
colour. Opinions vary as to whether or not the blind child should 
be asked to participate in creating something, which he may not 
be able to appreciate as a finished product, like painting and 
drawing. Kurzhals (1961) writes that 'often for the blind child 
the fun is not the end product, but in the process. 

(Huebner, 1986.) 

This raises the question of whether the process rather than the product embodies the 

creative act. If this is so, then we need to consider whether the process can be an 

aesthetic act in itself, and whether the process can be asswned to embody aesthetic 

understanding. There is definitely knowledge of procedure and an expected result, 

there is a logical ordering and manipulation of media whenever a visually impaired 

person creates an artwork. There is a clear intention of communication and there is a 

conscious desire to present the product in a manner that that conveys the message in a 

pleasing way. Many of the criteria for an aesthetic act are present, the visual qualities 

of the product seems to be the deciding factor. Many would argue (possibly 
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educationalists and critics) that the visual quality of the product falls short of an 

acceptable aesthetic standard, but perhaps this value judgement, which must surely be 

of a subjective nature, does not reflect the aesthetic understanding of the person 

producing the artwork, but only their competence in manipulating media. It might be 

worth mentioning at this point that the relationship between aesthetic understanding 

and manipulation is not fixed but will always reflect the circumstances of an 

individual. 

A form of sensory substitution might therefore be considered necessary to overcome 

specific sensory loss whenever a visually impaired person wishes to create an 

artwork. By using a range of 'multi-modal' material, not only is a visually impaired 

person able to manipulate these materials with a lessened reliance upon a visual 

protocol, they position themselves at the forefront of current artistic practice. 

Attempts can be made to explain certain visual properties such as colour, proportion 

and perspective by using the remaining senses. However, touch cannot explain colour 

fully and sound cannot explain perspective (4) but, a quality of differentiation (see 

glossary) can be established and a concept of a visual value can be explored as an 

abstract medium. Haupt (1968.pg.387) lists six points which she feels are necessary 

to enable totally blind children achieve success in art experiences. 

I have quoted fully at the end of the chapter the six points that Haupt feels are 

important for totally blind children to achieve success in art experiences, believing 

them to reveal much about the processes employed by blind people when they explore 

their environment. These points show a strict logical building procedure and 

4. By using a system of sensory substitution, an aesthetic value may be attributed to whatever image is 
perceived, mentally, by a blind person. These perceptions may indicate a process where blind people 
equate a seen phenomenon into an unseen understanding. 
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demonstrate a sequencing of events and they indicate a development oflanguage in a 

specific manner (perhaps as a creative tool in its own right). 

Yet again, however, through this method of investigation blind children are expected 

to develop some degree of competence in the manipulation of visual imagery, before 

any of their personal responses may be judged to have aesthetic merit. 

Certainly the points raised by Haupt show the amount of preparation and thought 

necessary to provide a sound basis of experience for totally blind people. They also 

show the amount of preparation needed before visually impaired people are able to 

manipulate visual media in a traditional manner that can be appreciated by 

sighted peers. However, this method of work does little to prepare for any 

understanding of personal, instinctive expressions that blind people may make if they 

are totally untutored in these aspects of the visual world and if they wish to 

manipulate visual media in their own personal, unique and original way. 

Some developments in the use of different media, have taken place (for example the 

use of computer graphics, CCTV and recycling of industrial waste into 'ready made' 

artefacts) shows how alternative materials manipulated by visually impaired people 

can extend the field of art experience. Huebner (1986 pg.392) notes the 

following; 

F eld and Hall (1980) describes an art programme for visually handicapped 
students using a closed circuit television system (CCTV). They found that 
artistically talented low vision students can benefit from dra\ving from life 
objects using a CCTV. Not only did the students' drawing skills improve, 
but visual efficiency was trained because the students had to attend to 
details in common objects they may have not noticed before. 

(Huebner, 1986.) 

An important feature for all people attempting to understand new information, is the 

ability to 'visualise' the ideas generated by the information, the possible 

developments of those ideas and the projected outcome of those speculations. In fact, 
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the ability to arrange thoughts and ideas in tenns other than through pure abstract 

thought is a valuable aid to everyone's memory. 

How people understand and comprehend new ideas has been the concern of 

psychologists for many years and has champions in both Phenomenal and Non-

Phenomenal groups. These diverse groups have debated the properties of mental 

representation to differing conclusions. 

Sensory experiences and perhaps images are considered to be the 'phenomenal' 

method by which new ideas are transferred. Whilst the 'non-phenomenal' transfer of 

ideas are considered to be through the medium of concept and thought. The Stanford 

Encyclopaedia of Philosophy (Pg.6), adds to this debate with the following passage. 

If a sensation is the mere having of a qualitative experience (a quale: 
a pain or tickle, an experience of blue or smoothness), while perception 
is sensory experience of something (in the external world) then, if 
perceptions are constituted in part by sensations- that is, if they 
have sensory phenomenal properties--a crucial question is what, if 
anything, such properties have to do with their representational content. 

http://plato . stanford. edu/ entries/mental-representation. 

Another important consideration for this study is whether totally blind people, (people 

who have never seen) have mental visualisation facilities, whether these facilities are 

a generic facility or if it is a product oflearning. 

Stephen Kosslyn (1994. Pg 3) describes a number of experiments, which 

demonstrate conclusively that people can mentally rotate objects in image form. He 

further describes experiments which show that people can 'mentally tmfold' these 

images and can transfonn them without having a three dimensional tangible model. 

Through these experiments, the idea was developed where images were considered to 

be 'internal representations', which stood for the corresponding object. 
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Kosslyn goes on to clarifY these ideas by explaining that there are two main ways of 

identifying visuality with the external object. 

1. Propositional representation-where the use of language describes the 

particular event or object. 

2. Oepictive representation-where a type of picture represents the event or 

object. 

What Kosslyn does not develop are his ideas regarding whether these 

representations exist for people who have never seen. 

I agree that sighted people use both of these concepts in varying degrees 

whenever they are presented with a situation that requires experiential development. 

Some people find the facility to organise their ideas into pictorial representations, 

helpfuL in the development of a particular understanding, whilst others prefer a 

predominantly linguistic explanation, involving verbalisation. However, for the 

visually impaired we need to consider to what extent, if any, there may be a facility of 

visualisation. We need to consider the impact this may have on concept development 

and we need to think about the effect it may have on the imagining process. 

John McCrone, (2000) in his Internet article A Bifold approach to Art and Aesthetics 

speaks about the processing facilities of the brain. 

The brain- even the animal brain- feels something about what is happening, 
whatever is passing through the eye of attention. So there is an 
evolutionary-polished engine of psycho physiological response for art to 
tap into. The reason why we can have feelings about a painting or even 
a clever idea (the aha response) is not in itself mysterious, just very 
complicated to explain in terms of the maze of brain pathways and 
the assessment processes that are involved. 

http://www.btintemet.comlneuroart/webtwofeaturesmt.htm 

It is clear that a visual impairment involves more than just the loss of sight, it also 
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reduces an understanding of the immediate environment and a relative loss of 

mobility. Equally, an examination into the effects that a loss of sight has on the 

development of a creative process and on the ability to produce artwork that is 

understood and appreciated by sighted peers, needs to be made, to see how this affects 

the aesthetic understanding of visually impaired people. 

According to Hill and Blasch (1979.pg.131) visually impaired people experience 

three basic losses: 

• the loss of the environment and self-relationship to that environment. 

• the loss of mobility. 

• the limitation of the range and variety of concepts. 

This loss concerning the limitation of the range and variety of concepts seems to be 

extremely important, and raises the question, how does the limitation of concept affect 

aesthetic understanding? Ifhuman development involves the use of 'mental imagery' 

to aid the processing of available information, by arranging this information into a 

pattern or structure that is recognisable to both user and receiver, then this mental 

ordering is a fundamental communication technique, and is a vital link between 

human correspondents. Further investigation needs to be undertaken to see how this 

imagery is processed, what aesthetic ordering is produced by people with sight loss 

(who have received no formal artistic training), and finally, how this aesthetic 

ordering is recognised and altered. 

This research is designed to explore the nature of aesthetic understanding for people 

with sight loss. It is also seeks to explore how, the making of art and the creative 

processes are altered, if the creator is visually impaired, it also includes the special 

importance the environment plays. From this base, the research aims have evolved to 
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include; 

• A study of the interrelationship of sensory information. (see glossary.) 

• An investigation into the visual imagery and symbolism used by blind people 

when they create an artwork. 

• A study into the role of sequencing (see glossary) and the ordering of imagery, 

blind people engage with, when creating an artwork. 

• A study of the learning responses (see glossary) developed by blind people, when 

• engaging with artwork. 

• A study of the special spatial concerns of the visually impaired. 
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ARTWORK AND THE PRODUCTION OF ARTWORK. 

A great many scholars have provided definitions for what they consider art to be and 

have also proposed a schema for what they believe aesthetics to be concerned with. I 

offer the following two quotations as examples of traditional thinking about this 

subject. The first claiming aesthetics to be a basic condition of human responsiveness 

(Abbs, 1996 pg 47) 

The aesthetic, far from being 'esoteric' is the most basic mode of human response. 
The tiny child, the newborn baby begins to mediate its world aesthetically: through 
touch, taste, smell, sound and vision. Nearly aU the early shaping responses of human 
life are aesthetic in character, bringing through pleasure or pain or a diffuse sense of 
well being imitations of the nature of our common world. 

(Abbs, 1996.) 

The next quotation, by Nairne (1987, pgI4.) places art and aesthetics centrally in a 

mix of cultural and intellectual influence upon current society. 

Art may be a minority interest (so are theatre, literature and dance) but its influence 
extends more widely than merely to those who have direct contact with painting or 
sculpture. Art provides one of the languages of our culture, a language in which the 
philosophical, the moral, the political and the aesthetic are mixed together, a language 
which may principally demand contemplation, but can also incorporate the polemic. 
Contemporary art is part of the continual exchange of images in our society, image 
that becomes part of an understanding of the world. 

(Nairne 1987) 

These two quotations give a special focus to aesthetics, which indicates that, the value 

of aesthetics for people is much more than an 'artistic preserve.' Aesthetics is bound 

up with ordinary events and feature in the normal pursuits of every day life. If this is 

the case then aesthetics feature, equally, in the normal 'every day life' of visually 

impaired people. Therefore, for the purposes of this research programme I would like 

to focus upon what I consider aesthetics to include for all people whether they have a 

visual impairment or not. This 'definition' of aesthetics is not meant to be a fixed 

statement but purely a catalyst for this research. 

, Aesthetics is an understanding regarding the performance, either active or passive, of 

those things, which function within a given situation, in a manner, which is judged by 
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to have a value of completeness. ' 

This definition was created after using a pilot study with visually impaired people 

which asked them what they considered art to be concerned with? The opinions 

gathered centred upon traditional concepts of beauty, traditional ideas offormal 

landscape and idealised concepts of the world we live in. Their opinion also reflected 

the reactions of current society taken from popular newspapers and television 

programmes. (In fact, the opinions gathered were no different from the opinions held 

by fully sighted people.) 

Whilst the information gathered provided for a working definition for the research 

programme, it did not address the issue of conflict between a visual object and the 

unseen reaction towards this visual object, by an unseeing person. Many visually 

impaired people commented upon the importance of touch and how, through touch, 

one could 'tell' if something was finished, 'right' or 'complete.' This notion of 

'rightness' or 'completeness' appears to be important to the idea of an 'unseen 

aesthetic' and is reflected in my definition. 

Art is about making sense of what is seen, it is also involved with interpretation of the 

environment. It is concerned with beauty, and it is concerned with all of our senses 

gathering information for an interpretation of the world we live in. It is the 

arrangement of this sensorial gathering into a format that we judge to be 'right' or 

'complete' which forms our concept of aesthetic. 

These judgements are more than a reaction to 'things perceived.' It is concerned with 

understanding and any appreciation relies upon a multi-sensory interaction with 

whatever is being experienced? A visual memory or recollection provides an instant 

impression, but often this 'instant impression' needs extra data to develop and 
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understand what has actually occurred. Often the visual impression is inconclusive 

and by engaging multi-sensory exploration techniques, a fuller and more complete 

concept is developed. With sight loss, there is a need to develop strategies to 

overcome the problems of not physically seeing and the use of a multi- sensorial 

approach provides towards redressing a balance. 

The investigation of these other 'multi sensorial' methods of gathering information 

include intuition, the unconscious, the imagination and use of verbal language 

together with smell, touch, sound and taste. 

Whilst not seeing could be considered a problem, when attempts are made to respond 

to visual artistic stimulus, it could equally present a unique method of aesthetic 

exploration for both sighted and unsighted people. Many visually impaired people do 

respond and respond in depth, to visual artwork, and further to this response they 

produce artwork using 'visual' materials. 

Not seeing can provide a positive alternative and an illuminating insight into the 

understanding and appreciation of artwork for both sighted and unsighted people. 
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THE RESEARCH PROGRAMME. 

It is appreciated that this programme will not provide a basic comparison between 

sighted and blind people and it will not produce a scale or measure of competence in 

the manipulation of media by blind people. It may, however, indicate judgments 

concerning degrees oflogical reasoning (5) and concept building strategies used 

by blind people when they engage with the environment, and with objects present 

within that environment. (6) 

Up to this point several terms have been used to descnbe the visual condition of the 

subjects of this study and it is important, to qualifY the tenns I have used for 

blindness. Many people who have a sight loss feel strongly that any reference to 

their impairment should be referred to in a specific way. Some find the term 'visually 

impaired' to be patronising and non-specific. Others find the term 'people with sight 

loss' to be equally offensive as it tends to modifY and nullifY the eye condition. To 

refer to people as being 'blind' can also cause offence, for not only does it serve to 

exclude people from participation, if you cannot see well enough, you cannot 

possibly take part; it can be used as a derogatory tenn based upon the outmoded 

clinical belief that the condition is a consequence of self-abuse or as a result of wrong 

doing by parents. This point is illustrated by Scholl (1986. Pg 23) 

5. See observation sheet No. 010, Inspector Gadget's Head. On page AA and BB there is an 
example of describing a visual viewpoint to an unseeing pupil. 

6. For visually impaired people, the environment can mean either the immediate location in which 
the blind person is situated in, or it can represent the global environment which consists of all the 
natural phenomena a blind person needs to address in a specific manner in order to understand and 
appreciate the world they live in. 
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Another erroneous belief is that visual impairment is punishment 
for sins, either of one's own or one's ancestors. This view was 
frequently found in ancient times but persists sadly, even amongst 
some persons in present day society. Instances of this point can be 
found in both classical and modem literature. There is, of course 
no evidence for this negative and profoundly harmful attitude. 
A related myth holds that blindness is the result of venereal disease 
Some venereal disease can result in visual impairment, but with 
Modem medicine such cases are relatively rare. 

(Scholl, 1986.pg.23.) 

To be registered as being blind does not mean the person has no sight. (see Ref.3.) 

Also, blindness is not always a constant state; (see Ref. 4.) It has many forms 

ranging from a limited field of vision, a limited range of vision, restriction of 

vision, limited colour range, the inability to recognise shape and form, to being 

congenitally blind from birth. (see appendix)Equally, sight does not solely depend 

upon the physical qualities of vision. Much of what is seen, is determined by mental 

activity and therefore, any mental aberrations (sometimes caused by injury) will also 

affect what is 'seen'. 

Understanding 'what is seen and understood' by the brain through both mental and 

physical interactions, has undergone much progress in recent years and to emphasise 

this point I offer the following extract from Pinker (1997. Pg19) 

When the visual areas of the brain are damaged, for example, the 
visual world is not simply blurred or riddled with holes. Selected 
aspects of visual experience are removed while others are left 

intact. Some patients see a complete world but pay attention only 
to half of it. They eat food from the right side of the plate, shave 
only the right cheek and draw a clock with twelve digits squashed 
into the right half. Other patients lose their sensation of colour, 
but they do not see the world as an arty black and white movie. 
Surfaces look grimy and rat-coloured to them, killing their appetite 
and their libido. Still others can see objects change their position 
but cannot see them move-a syndrome that a philosopher once 
tried to convince me was logically impossible! The steam from 
a teapot does not flow but looks like an icicle; the cup does not 
gradually fill with tea but is empty and then suddenly full. 
Other patients cannot recognise the objects they see: They 
copy a bird faithfully but identifY it as a tree stump. A cigarette 
lighter is a mystery until it is lit. When they try to weed the 
garden they pull out the roses. Some patients can recognise 
inanimate objects but cannot recognise faces. The patient 
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Thble 2.1 Deilllitions of visual impairments 

lAyal Educational Office of 1lehabiUlation World lleaWt Olyan~/;ion 
Services (CoienbrandeJ; 1977) 

Hlim/ H.£rt.i.a.iJ !J Visually Handicapped Visually I1npai1'ed Inw Vision Bl'illd 
Seeing RSA Code 

jJli1ld Low Limited 100-109 110.119 120-124 SmJere Profound Near Blbul Blind 
Vision Vision 

Visual acuity Visual acuity learns Severely Use of vision Blindness, Blindness, Blindness, Performs Difficulty with Vision Totally 
of 20/200 better than through visually limited under both eyes, both eyes one eye, visual tasks gross visual unreliable without 
or less in 20/200 but tactile or impaired average no light . (with other eye at a reduced tasks sight 
the better less than auditory after circum- .' perception. correction defective level 
eye witl, 20[70 in the materials correction stances not more (better eye 
correction or better eye (Caton, but can (Barraga, than 20/200 with 
restriction in with 1981, p. increase 1983, p.23) in better eye correction 
the visual correction 219) visual or limitation less than 
field of less (Hathaway. functions ::.,Of field 20/60,but 
than 20 1979. p.17) (Corn, 1980. less than 20 better than 
degrees p.3) degrees) 20/200 or 
(Koestler. correspond-
1976. p.45) ing loss in 

visual field) 



Figure F<:)v-Y 
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deduces that the visage in the mirror must be his, but does 
not viscerally recognise himself. (Pinker 1997. Pg 19.) 

Pinker has highlighted yet another issue. We need at this juncture to add to the mix of 

sight and vision, the consideration of disability. 

Whilst I have already discussed that vision is affected by mental conditioning, the 

physical conditions which shape sight are more varied than those only affecting the 

visual receptors. It is generally accepted that with the advances of medicine many 

people survive otherwise terminal illnesses but have resultant complex disabilities. 

These disabilities may affect both vision and other senses and organs and 

consequently these diverse issues must also impact upon this research as people with 

multiple disabilities may also feature under the umbrella of people with a visual 

impairment. It must therefore be appreciated that all of these issues add to the 

complex nature of the research. 

However, in order to clarify some of these categories regarding the terms used in this 

research to classifY 'blindness' I have listed the major causes of blindness as 

registered by the National Federation of the Blind (1995) 

http//www.nth-texas.org/legal.html 

It is interesting to note that many of these conditions are usually accompanied with 

additional physical disabilities. 

Cataracts: Opacities and clouding of the eye's lens. May block the passage of light 

through the eye. The only symptom is blurred dimmed or double vision. 

Diabetic Retinopathy: The increased lifespan of diabetics has increased incidence of 

this disorder. Changes in the tiny blood vessels of the diabetic's retina can cause 

blindness. 

Glaucoma: This is where the transparent fluid inside the forward part of the eye does 

not drain normally and excess pressure is built up within the eye. Early symptoms 
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may include blurred vision, a narrowed field of sight, and eventually total blindness. 

Macular degeneration: as the inner surface at the back of the eye, the retina 

functions a little like the film in a camera. The macula is the part of the retina which 

fonns the centre of the 'picture' and the sharpest image. Sometimes known as 

'pinhole vision'. 

Retinitis Pigmentosa: Frequently beginning with what is called 'night blindness,' 

this condition brings degeneration. At approximately age ten or twelve the youngster 

begins to experience some difficulty in seeing at night and in poorly lighted areas. 

Their visual field begins to narrow frequently resulting in what is known as 'tunnel 

vision.' Visual loss is progressive. Many adults with retinitis pigmentosa have a very 

tiny field of vision in which they see well under a good light but which is so small as 

to be of little use. Total blindness often results. 

There are many other causes of blindness and conditions of visual impairment and I 

would like to explore the complexity of the problem a little further. 

It is apparent that the qualification for 'blindness' is charged with a much greater 

responsibility than a definition found in a dictionary or a personal preference of a 

person with a visual impairment. This qualification is subject to international law and 

specific medical interpretation. It is also a concern of educationalists who note the 

responsibility of teaching pupils with a visual impairment. The following passage is 

taken from a check list issued to teachers who may have a visually impaired pupil in 

their class. 

There is much confusion as to the distinction between sight and vision. 
Professionals from both the medical and educational world who 
have worked and studied in the areas of the sense of sight for many 
years, still have a tendency to interchange the two terms. Most people 
tend to use vision when they mean both sight and vision. The two terms 
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actually mean two different things. 
Sight is limited to the response to light and is measured in degrees of 
acuity e.g. 6/6 in other words, the ability to see. 
Vision on the other hand is the ability to interpret and understand the 
information that reaches the brain through the eyes, in other words 
the process of interpreting what is seen. It involves the entire person 
and relates to all sorts of stimuli including the environment and experience, 

which takes place during a child's development over a number of years. 

(Getman 1992) 

This study into visual impairment and aesthetic understanding must include some 

aspect of the wider issue of disability but before 1 engage in focusing on this larger 

concern ,I would like to examine further qualifications for 'blindness'. 

Some Specific Definitions of Blindness 

The legal definition of blindness is as follows: 

Blindness is defined in sections216(i) and 1614(a)(2) of the Social Security Act as 

central visual acuity of 20/200 or less in the better eye with the use of a correcting 

lens. An eye which has a limitation in the field of vision such that the widest diameter 

of the visual field subtends an angle no greater than 20 degrees shall be considered as 

having a central visual acuity of 201200 or less. 

This means that a person can only see at 20 metres what a fully sighted person can see 

at 200 metres. This also means that this terminology is a scientific measurement and 

does not take into account any other criteria. Jernigan in his article, A Definition of 

Blindness. (2002) persuades us that' blindness' can best be defined not physically or 

Medically, but functionally or sociologically. 

U sing the following descriptions of visual problems it is easy to understand that the 

terminology of types and degrees of blindness can cause confusion. Added to this 

mix, there must be racial, social and cultural classification. Jernican (2002) comes to 

my aid with the following statement 
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What, then, in the light of these seeming 
contradictions is the definition of 'blindness' 
In my way of thinking it is this: One is blind 
to the extent that he must devise alternate 
techniques to do efficiently those things 
which he would do with sight if he had 
normal vision. 

Jernican (2002) 

Having considered the range and differences implied with the variety ofterrninology, 

this research programme will use the two tenns 'visually impaired' and 'people with 

sight losses from this point onwards as general qualifYing tenns. Any other specific 

sight loss condition will be referred to whenever it is appropriate. This will occur 

when the issue is specific to people who have never seen or to people who are now 

totally blind but have some visual memory of 'what things looked like', before they 

lost their sight. In these instances specific terminology will be referred to. 

Visual Impairment and Disability 

Whilst I have progressed to some degree with the tenns of qualification of 'not 

seeing' I would now like to address the larger issue of disability. Throughout the 

research programme I had never considered the labelling of the children and adults to 

be significant except for the classification of their achievement. The 'person' is 

always the most important feature and I would claim that I never regarded anyone as 

disabled. However, I realise that by not documenting specific disability I could be 

accused of marginalising achievement. To address this concern I wish to offer this 

quotation from Allan Sutherland from his Chronology of Disability Arts (2003) as a 

defining context 

By building upon the achievements of the past, as disability 
arts practitioners and the broader disability arts community 
we can ensure that we are creating something solid that we 
hand down to those who come after us 

Sutherland (2003) 
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However, the term 'Disability' is a very contentious and I would like to offer a quote 

from the paper 'Effecting change, Disability, Culture and Art. (Barnes, 2003) where 

Barnes is responding to the classification of disabled people. He states: 

This holistic approach is based on the insight that in a 
society geared almost exclusively to the needs of the 
mythical non-disabled ideal, physical, sensory and cognitive 
impairments are inevitably interrelated. Also labels have 
little meaning beyond the need for appropriate medical 
treatments and social support; they are also socially and 
politically divisive. 

(Barnes 2003) 

Barnes goes on to explain that in his view, the creation of a 'social model' of 

disability creates two major issues, firstly it includes all disabilities together in to one 

large generalised body, and secondly, by labelling all disabilities together it somehow 

denigrates disability into symbolic grouping of shame rather than any recognition of 

the significance and value of a disabled lifestyle. 

By labelling individuals as either 'disabled' or 'able bodied', creates a term of 

qualification for the work produced and for the level of competence by which the 

work is judged. This labelling influences the perceived quality of the artwork. The 

interview with Araniello (Sept/Oct 2004 Dail Magazine) explains the difficulty; 

I like the idea of art made by disabled people, of course I 
do, but what is disability art? (laughs) Is it saying that this 
work is only about disability and for other disabled people 
and interested parties in disability-related issues? Should we 
be using that term in the first place? I don't go round calling 
myself a disabled artist in the same way that I don't go round 
saying I'm a gay artist or a woman artist. I am a artist full stop. 

Araniello 2004) 

A further issue concerning disability is the portrayal of people with a disability in :film 

or video. Whether people with the specific disability should enact disability 

or whether an able bodied actor should used to represent the disability presents a 

thorny problem. Certainly a competent actor could, empathically represent disability 
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and the problem of finding a disabled actor who has the specific disability may be 

large. Yet the issue of portrayal needs to be carefully considered. 

My final comment on art and disability is taken from an interview with Alison 

Lapper. ( Dail Magazine March 2004.) 

As a disabled artist, I find it frustrating to be given a platform 
via the back door of an able bodied artist who is dealing with 
the issue of disability. I am not slating the guy (Mark Quinn) 
because his intentions were good, but I do just feel that if! 
had done that, would it be in the Tate Liverpool? I think not. 

(Lapper 2004) 

In some small way I would hope that this study applauds the contribution of the 

visually impaired section of what may be classified as a disability and is separate 

from any model of disability which attempts to demonstrate 'apartness'. 

My aim with categorising the visual condition of the people used in this study is to 

gather insights into to process of seeing and understanding what is seen together with 

an aesthetic understanding of what is seen rather than patronising any section of 

society. 
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VISION AND SEEING 

In this section, I shall look at different aspects of visual impainnent, together with the 

implications of seeing. I will start by considering the physiological conditions of sight 

and will develop ideas concerning the visual dimension of artwork. I will finally touch 

on some of the psychological processes of vision and seeing. 

From a physiological standpoint, vision is a complex process where light stimulus is 

gathered by the eye and is processed by the brain into meaningful information. This 

process is itself a complicated relationship between the physical activity of using ones 

eyes and the mental activity of processing the electronic signals that have been 

stimulated by light onto the retina and then transferred to the brain through the optic 

nerve fibres. Ernst (1992pg. 12.) provides an explanation of the intricate function of 

the eye by likening it to the mechanism of a camera. 

The camera lens projects a reversed, reduced image of the outside world onto 
the retina - a network of photosensitive cells, lying opposite the pupil, which 
occupies more than half the interior of the eyebalL As an optical instrument, 

it has long been recognised as a small miracle. Whereas a camera is focused by 
moving the lens either closer to or away from the photosensitive layer, in the eye 
it is the refractive power of the lens itself which is adjusted during the 
accommodation. 

(Ernst, 1992 pg 12.) 

The above quotation gives an explanation as to how an eye functions mechanically 

but it does not supply us with any information as to how we understand, what we see 

and how we process and interpret the information received. Ernst (1992 pg.13) again 

takes us one step further into understanding vision with this additional explanation. 

Within the brain, there is an area which specialises in vision; it is here 
that the retinal image is composed, albeit in brain cells. The more light 
that falls on a retinal cell, the more intense is the activity of its 
corresponding brain cell, so that the activity of the brain cell in our 
visual centre corresponds to the distribution oflight upon the retina 

(Ernst. 1992, pg. 13) 
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It is apparent that this physiological analysis of vision is based on a complex 

biological science, which is not a main feature of this particular study however, I wish 

to acknowledge the physiological process of seeing as instnunental in the 

understanding of what has been experienced visually and how the image is interpreted 

objectively. I will, through this study, develop ideas concerning conditions for seeing, 

in a way that specifically contributes to the theme of this study. 

The quotations from Ernst in 1992 provide a traditional interpretation of the 

mechanical process of seeing. In 1996, Jaynes compared human sight with that of 

computer vision; 

The importance of computer vision to the field of AI is fairly obvious 
intelligent agents need to acquire knowledge of the world through a 
set of sensors. What is not so obvious is the importance that AI has 
to the field of computer vision. Indeed, I believe that the study of 
perception and of intelligence are necessarily intemvined. 

(Jaynes 1996. Pg 1) 
www.acm.orglcrossroads/xrds3-1/vision.html 

Jaynes notes the importance that knowledge, context and reasoning hold, for the 

process of seeing and more importantly he notes that seeing is more than a physical 

process. (even for AI.) 

Block (1998) talks about the eye's functions in his article 'Seeing Science' and states 

that for astronomy, 'the eye is both a poor and an excellent tool'. He claims that the 

eye is not suited for observing very faint sources (planets) but equally, are remarkable 

light detectors. However, the most interesting observation that Block makes in this 

article concerning sight is his claim for the eye to detect noise! 

The other effect is even subtler. Guests \viIl often describe how 
the 'blackness' of space in the telescope field of view seems to somehow 
shimmer or look spotted. This is actually noise in the signal from our eyes 

to our brain! Under very low levels it can look as if the background (not 
just in the telescope) is a dim version of static on television, rather than 
appearing completely black. The neurons that are connected to the cells 
on the retina can 'fire,' indicating a detection of light ,vithout any light 
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actually entering the eye. This level of noise is very low, but easily seen, 
and perhaps startlingly so, when you are in the dark. 

(Block 1998, pg 3.) 
www.noao.edu/outreach/nop/nopbigh/eye.html 

It would appear that the eye functions in other ways than only seeing and that seeing 

is more complex than the purely physical process of recording visual information. 

Interesting as these issues are, they are not the main concern of this study and so after 

noting these disparate points. I return to the focus of the research programme. 

There is a common misconception that blind people do not see visually. Many of the 

people, who are registered as blind, may have seen for some part of their lives. Others 

retain some residual vision, (although this will be obscured and distorted in some 

fashion) and even those people who are categorised as congenitally blind from birth 

may be aware of shadows, colour or light perception. The idea that people who are 

'totally blind', 'see' a total blackness maybe completely false. As a congenitally blind 

person does not have any visual facility, the concept of seeing is as bizane as asking a 

sighted person to ' see out of their elbows' (quoted from a congenitally blind person, 

see Observation sheet No.1). Congenitally blind people develop their involvement 

with their environment using their other senses, they evolve concepts, information and 

tmderstanding without any visual reference and so visual references are devoid 

of practical meaning for congenitally blind people and only function as something that 

happens for others. The use of sight shows that although a large number of sighted 

people share the common visual stimulus of colour, shape identification, perspective, 

movement and tracking facilities and the understanding of spatial concepts, the 

intellectual processes used to identify and to understand what has been seen is varied 

and diverse. 
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It may prove useful to explore some of these common visual stimuli so that a fuller 

understanding of both seeing and not seeing may be revealed. 

Colour and colour blindness. 

Colour blindness is a frequent occurrence, it does not mean that people with 

colour blindness only see in black and white, but it does restrict the range of colours 

that may be seen. Some people with colour blindness may have difficulty 

distinguishing between reds and greens, other people may see their world in a range 

of 'muddy greys' whilst others may not be able to discern different tones of specific 

colours. Hobbs (1985. Pg.16) makes this observation regarding colour, 

If we accept the idea of black and white and grey as being part of 
colour then we must say that colour is basic to all things. Not only 
that: colour is basic to other visual elements. It is through variations 
of colour that we distinguish shapes, lines textures and space. 

(Hobbs, 1985 pg 16) 

This scientific definition of colour does little to explain what their properties are, yet 

it claims an immense importance for colour within a sighted world. Colour can be 

described as the sensation produced on the eye by rays oflight when resolved as by a 

prism. This again provides a description into the properties of seeing colour and also 

provides some conceptual understanding for a person blind from birth, but does little 

to explain the values of colour. 

Hobbs (1985. Pg.16) adds to his explanation of the properties of colour with the 

following; 

Words like red and green refer to hues, the qualities that differentiate 
one colour from another. Our perception of them is affected by the 
frequency of the light waves reflected to our eyes from the surface 
of an object, whether it be a green leaf, a poster printed with red ink 
or particles in the atmosphere that deflect the sun's rays and make the 
sky seem blue. Hue can be established with great precision by measuring 
light waves \vith scientific instruments, but for everyday purposes this 
is certainly not necessary. Three of these hues-yellow, red and blue 
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are called primary colours because they can be combined to create any 
of the others except black and wmte. (Hobbs 1985 pg 16.) 

If we cannot see colour or are blind, we can appreciate a scientific explanation and 

through verbal descriptions, might arrive at a form of related sensory equivalent or 

substitution for colour. Also, by using a negotiated sensory substitution system, a 

representation of colour could be established, for an individual where colours could 

be connected with sensation, smell or texture. For some totally blind people an 

understanding of colour is not important, but for many totally blind people a 

knowledge of colour is important. (It has occurred during art lessons with visually 

impaired children, that some of the pupils have questioned the necessity of learning 

about colour as they are totally blind and will never see colour. Usually, pupils are 

content to learn about sensory stimulus that is denied to them because it is one of the 

characteristics of the physical world and although unseen is something to be aware of 

and know about. 

Shape and shape identification. 

Whilst the identification of shape and form can be an exclusively visual experience 

for the sighted person, it can also be defined as the tactile interpretation of a particular 

form or object for visually impaired people. Yet shape does present difficulties for 

blind people. Shape defines the contours of a form and in a diagrammatic illustration 

is usually defined by an outline. Hobbs (1985 pg.35) attributes the following 

importance to shape identification. 

It was pointed out earlier that technically we cannot perceive shapes 
or anything else without colour, but we certainly can conceive of 
shape independently of their colour and we tend to see ourselves 
and the objects we live with in terms of their characteristic shapes 
Indeed in our everyday commerce, shape may be more important 
than colour. (Hobbs. 1985 pg 35) 
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Shape is universally described as external appearance, guise, arrangement or proper 

condition. These aspects of shape have a special significance for people who cannot 

see, because the identification of appearance and condition is not so readily 

accessible. Shapes that are larger than two hand spaces in width tend to loose their 

value for blind people and whilst regular geometric shapes can be 'learnt' by regular 

reaffirmation of contour, organic shape cannot be fixed using this method. For sighted 

people, shape identification can be used to quickly establish the placing of an object, 

the recognition of an object and their own place in an environment, yet for a person 

who does not have sight; shape can present a somewhat nebulous confusion of soft 

and hard spatial areas. Sighted people can understand large shapes, which are 

reduced in scale, as representations of the larger shape, but again for a blind person, a 

shape can only be established dependant upon the external reach of the person and a 

scale representation has only the value of concept. 

Perspective. 

As a visual theory, perspective is an illusion of space experienced by sighted people 

to read and understand the environment in which they are situated. By ordering the 

images received by the brain through the eye, a sense of near, far away, high, low, up 

and down is established. Perspective is primarily a visual convention used in drawing 

which produces a two dimensional illusion of the size and relative position of 

visible objects. Yet even within this visual world, representations of space and 

perspective is dependent upon other issues such as culture. In Japan and China, 

objects are assumed nearer to the viewer if they are placed at the top of the picture 

plane, whereas in western cotmtries objects are drawn smaller to indicate depth and 

distance from the viewer. Hobbs (1985 pg.43.) explains some of the methods 

employed to demonstrate the way artists have used some of the conventions of 
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perspective, which might have some bearings on how blind people can experience 

distance and proximity in relation to space. 

One of the most obvious methods is the placement of things 
higher or lower in the picture because we tend to think of the 
things that are higher as being further away. Another is 
overlapping, one thing set in front of another, which also 
strengthens the impression of nearness or famess. A further 
set of cues is provided by the artist's use of ariel perspective 
a method that stimulates the effect of colour in the atmosphere. 
The most traditional system of spatial representation is linear 
perspective which dictates the relative size of things according 

to their distance from the viewer. 
(Hobbs, 1985 Pg 43.) 

For congenitally blind people, many of the visual clues such as overlapping, size and 

placement, need further explanation regarding these properties, and perhaps, as a 

result they have a value as being something that features in a visual world. 

For visually impaired people, a sensory substitution system involving 'sound' could 

be used to provide a method of gaining a sensory impression of distance (and 

perhaps perspective). By using loud sounds to symbolise nearness and fainter sounds 

to represent objects further away, a concept of distances could be realised in a 

practical way perhaps more effectively than through verbal description. 

Space and Spatial Concepts. 

The concept of space is problematic for the visually impaired person, especially if 

blindness has been experienced since birth. If 'position' within an environment, 

functions as an abstract concept, (as it may do for the congenitally blind from birth) 

then, concepts such as up, down, above, below, sideways, left and right need to be 

discussed, described and understood in order for the physical qualities of space to be 

appreciated. This concept of one's place in relation to space provides much scope for 

speculation. People who have been totally blind from birth receive much from what is 

considered 'the outside'. As children, their requests for most things appear in their 
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hands, unseen and disembodied. Any sequencing of events to account for the sudden 

realisation of these request, are unavailable. Any manufacturing processes need to be 

explained and described, as clues to the procedure are absent. If food is required, it 

materialises as ifby magic, different rooms or places are established after a period of 

time and after being guided in unknown directions. Sounds happen suddenly without 

warning. Smells suddenly become apparent and temperature changes materialise 

without explanation. The environment for visually impaired people can appear to be a 

very unpredictable and confusing place for which Hobbs. (1985 Pg. 3 7) offers a visual 

explanation relating to boundaries: 

Space is really seen by its boundaries, where it touches objects 
and other solid shapes. For example the space of a room is 
defined by the ceiling, floor, walls and other things in the room. 
By looking at these things we can see the space well enough to 
describe it. (interior space is sometimes referred to as volume). 
Outdoor space is defined by the land, trees and buildings it 
touches (while its outer limits may be the horizon and the 
dome of the sky) 

(Hobbs, 1985 Pg 37.) 

Space impacts upon blind people in an insidious manner. Although every visually 

impaired person is involved with space, (by being physically present in space) unless 

it is described, explored and understood by the blind person, it completely confuses 

them. If a blind person is suddenly left in an unfamiliar area, they will in all 

probability, be seen by a bystander, at their most vulnerable. Through orientation and 

mobility a blind person can learn to manoeuvre safely within any strange 

environment, yet it can often be a painful and confidence sapping experience. In 

adapting to new environments any secondary aesthetic values that may be attached to 

a space can only be explored once the blind person is at ease with the space and is 

confident to explore the qualities and features enclosed within the defined area. 
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The relationship between blindness and the environment is a fundamental conflict. 

Unless the blind person is totally passive their engagement with their immediate 

environment is one that generates confrontation. From the initial stages of avoiding 

injury and moving around safely, a visually impaired person will develop a range of 

strategies to understand, negotiate with, and control that environment using' other 

than sight' techniques. These 'techniques, (explored within this study) will shape and 

form any aesthetic understanding developed by visually impaired people. 

Arguably, the main sense engaged with aesthetic understanding is that of sight. 

Through sight we receive images, which are transferred to our brain. TItis image is 

registered, interpreted, recognised and understood. These images are then 

offered and matched with any residual memories which have already been assimilated 

and stored from a previous encounter. Tlris 'previous encounter' is both a mental 

interpretation of the physical sensation produced by the external stimulus andior is an 

intuitive impression, based on conceptual knowledge. When the eye is stimulated, the 

brain interprets the messages depending upon 'what is already known'. If some 

knowledge is already present then the received image reinforces that impression. If 

the message received is a new experience, and then the new information is examined, 

registered and recorded along with any physical sensations and other subliminal 

subjective impressions gathered at the time. What we see depends on how we see, on 

the form of the visual information, past experience and the social/environmental 

content. What we see also depends upon the 'moment' of seeing. This being the 

position of the seer in relation to time (the persons point in time), the place, and the 

moment of intellectual development of the person when they actually see the object. It 

can depend upon whether there are any emotional triggers attached to the object and 
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what we see can also depend upon how others interpret what they think we see. 

Initially every sighted person must register first visual impressions and any incidental 

sensory input gathered at this time will shape and form that impression. If no sight is 

present first impressions rely on other sensory inputs yet any reference to a singular 

sensory input will trigger a collective response. 

By looking at the images made by children we may be able to reveal some insight into 

a direct visual response to external stimulus. This in turn may offer insights into non-

visual responses to external stimulus and may provide information regarding the use 

of a 'non visual ordering. ' 

Rhoda Kellog, in her book Analysing Children's Art (1970) has made several 

important observations regarding the mental and physical development of drawings 

made by children at various chronological points in their development. This 

information is important as Kellog considers these 'scribbling' to be a child's earliest 

form of aesthetic ordering, which appears to parallel the blind person's attempts to 

define boundaries and space in new situations. Even though Kellog's ideas have been 

questioned in recent years, in my opinion, it is still of value to consider her findings 

and to compare them with the imagery made by visually impaired people 

Kellog examined thousands of children's drawings to see if there were any shapes or 

designs that were repeated by the children. Kellog (1970.pgs.14-43) has collated the 

resultant information as follows; 

1. Basic scribbles, including the placement of these scribbles. 
( Up to two years.) 

2. Single type scribbles. (one per page.) Two to four years. 
3. Diagrams, with single lines to form crosses, circles and 

triangles. Three years onwards. 
4. Combined diagrams. Three years onward. 
5. Pictorial stage. Four years onward. 
6. By five years children are taught to copy schemes favoured 
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by society and by eight years of age most children stop all 
spontaneous art activity. (Kellog, 1970. Pgs. 14-43.) 

The children's patterns and placement of scribbles were catalogued into seventeen 

different categories, (the dot, the vertical line, the horizontal line, the multiple 

diagonal line, the multiple curved lines, the roving line, the zigzag line, the looped 

line, the spiralliue, the overlaid circle, the multiple circle, the circular line and the 

single circle.) The diagrams were ordered into six different types, five being regular 

shapes, the rectangle, (including the square.) the oval, (including the circle.) the 

triangle, the Greek cross and the diagonal cross, the sixth, the odd shape was any 

deliberate line formation that enclosed an irregular area. 

In the children's pictorial stage, apart from drawing humans, the groupings of 

pictorial imagery was as follows, animals, buildings, vegetation and transportation. 

Although her views are contested, Kellog offers us one insight into the types of 

images we might expect from children as they experiment with mark making and with 

their basic ordering processes of line and shape. Kellog's explorations also provide us 

with an insight into what may be a visual expectation by any other person viewing the 

basic drawings and by the child themselves with this early experimentation. Auy 

viewer of a child's earliest drawings may encourage or discourage the child by 

making comments. Equally, the child's own early image making may be a 

response to an 'inner' aesthetic ordering process that is reinforced by the physical act 

of mark making. 

Colwyn Trevarthen, in his article Mother and Baby (1995. Pgs. 170-171) provides us 

with some :further information on how children see; 
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The earliest art productions of children are not representations; 
They are active and conversational inventions, dramatic or historic 
icons, full of feelings which seek affirmation and fear disapproval 
Toddlers use simple stereotypes to evoke meanings and 
they distort representations to convey the relative importance 
or vitality of the things that hold their interest. They are not 
trying to recreate things as seen, caring little for realistic 
resemblance. Portrayal of reality with the aid of graphic 
conventions is learnt inside the energetic line of an intuitive 
communicative movement, part of a whole dramatic statement. 

(Trevarthen. 1995. Pgs. 170-171) 

Trevarthen talks about youngsters using stereotypes as symbols for representation in 

their artwork. These stereotypes are the children's earliest attempts at recording their 

basic aesthetic model, as apart from the representation, the children use a flourish or 

embellishment, a gesture or posture, which is a personal mark or movement. 

However, whether this indicates that these personal statements are dependent upon a 

personal ergonomic is questionable. If this is so, then, any aesthetic judgement may 

rely upon this human proportion and the resultant mark making that are physically 

bound. Perhaps our sub conscious links into this and offers these symbolic mark 

making representations to a generally accepted pattern and if it falls within an 

acknowledged criteria, then it is accepted as aesthetically pleasing and as such, the 

personal mark making becomes an aesthetic act. 

In the times when mankind was developing from its primitive state into one of 'settled 

agriculturist', the recognition, identification and manipulation of objects and 

images were an empowering facility. (7) Recognising edible berries, identi:fYing 

medicinal plants and being able to distinguish safe and dangerous animals ensures 

safety, yet this use of vision were purely a reactive impulse. As society developed, 

seeing became a tool of power. The 'all seeing eye' of a God figure established not 

7. 'The artist of the Palaeolithic period apparently did not distinguish between the images he created on 
the walls of the caves and the reality or fact that was pictured. To him the image was reality, not a 
symbol or spiritual essence.' 

(Myers, 1967. Pg. 8) 
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only the registration of religion, it also gave power to the people who af'finned 'His 

will'. The all seeing eye of the God cowed believers into obedience, the 

confrontational glare of the righteous, subjugated the vanquished and even a stem 

visage could make a less confident observer, unsure. World religions harnessed the 

power of vision and imagery as an instrument of propaganda, where the initiated 

could see the images and understand the symbols and inherent messages. They 

became safe within the family of their faith. 

In 1529, Albrecht Altdorfer painted his Battle of Issus (Alte Pinakothek Munich.) 

this shows Alexander the Great defeating Darius III of Persia in 333.B.C. The 

viewpoint of this painting is elevated so that the viewer is looking down upon the 

battle. The massed annies are small and seemingly insignificant and it could be 

interpreted that this is God's viewpoint as He looks down upon the ambitions of 

mankind. 

This elevated viewpoint was developed further by the artist Thomas Cole (1801-1848) 

in his painting The Oxbow (1836) (Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York) Alan 

Wallach noted this 'new perspective' with this observation; 

the 'panoptic sublime drew its energy from prevailing ideologies 
in which the exercise of power and the maintenance of social order 
required vision and supervision ..... words equally applicable to 
panoramic views and to the operation of the reformed social institutions 
of the period. 

(From the Panoptic Sublime and the Formation of the American Citezen, in Cooper's Wing and Wing 
and Cole's Mount Etna from Taormina, Sicily. 

(Brigette Bailey http://www.oneontaedu/-cooper/articles/suny/1997) 

Visual imagery has developed into a very sophisticated method of relaying messages 

either overtly or covertly between people. The use of sight has also been developed to 

give power to being either seen or unseen. Counter to the power of having sight, there 
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is the power of 'nonsight'. Supposed magical powers were bestowed upon those who 

did not see and even today, in Africa and some Middle Eastern countries, people who 

have no sight are considered to be special or marked by God. The artist, Skapski 

(2000) has exploited the effects of vision in his Light Works exhibition. One 

particular exhibit 'Enlightenment Device NDO-l provoked this explanation from the 

artist. 

This easy to use device allows the user to cross the barrier of darkness and 
to take a long lasting look inside reality. This is the good news, however, is 
that this device can be used only once and has serious side effects including 
lasting blindness; damage to the cornea; damage to the eyeball, eye foundation 
and retina; and other damage. 

(Sapski, 2000. Pg 25.) 

The article continues with the following reflection; 

Is Skapski being ironic? Or is he being deadly serious/ Is his point that we 
simple mortals cannot attain the highest level of spirituality, and even to 
attempt to do so a sacrifice must be made. In this case it is our sight. Only 
through physical blindness can we see the true light. 

(Shapski, 2000. Pg 25.) 

Shapski infers that our ability to perceive physical reality blinds us to an inner 

spiritual beauty. Apart from the 'magical or spiritual qualities of being able to see 

what others cannot, there is the physical power of seeing better than most. This ability 

to see further than anyone else is the athlete's power of superior strength, which in 

tum is attributed to the qualities of a superior being. The modem day comic strip 

hero, Superman has been empowered with X-ray vision and heat vision to help him 

overcome the enemies of good, surely a propagation of the power of sight? 

To develop the idea of a Superman and to link it with the concerns of visual 

impairment, we may consider the reasoning of Nietzsche. Nietzsche was a nineteenth 

century poet and philosopher who questioned the conventional opinions of his day, 

because these opinions (in his opinion) served as so many barriers to a fuller and 
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richer human experience. The History guide web site explains some of Nietzsche's 

views as follows; 

Against the tendencies of bourgeois society, Nietzsche stressed that man 
ought to recognise the dark and mysterious world of instinct-the true 
life force. Nietzsche wrote 'You must become who you are. Excessive 
rationality, an over reliance on human reason does little more than smother 
the spontaneity necessary for creativity.' For man to realise his potential, he 
must sever his dependence on reason and intellect and instead, develop his 
instincts, drive and will. 

http://www .historyguide. org! eurpoe/leture3. 

How does this reflect upon people with a visual impairment? Certainly, visually 

impaired people have to develop strategies for human experience differently than 

fully sighted peers and perhaps the use of instinct, supposition and impression is used 

to a greater degree. If this is the case, then Nietzsche may have found a visually 

impaired person close to his ' supelman' ideal. However, Nietzsche warns against 

'excessive rationality' and for many visually impaired, the primary way to develop an 

tmderstanding of something is through careful and painstaking exploration. This 

method of concept development would surely nm counter to Nietzsche's views. 

If we next consider the relationship of visual impairment together with the visual 

concepts of beauty, we may gain some further insight into the processes of vision and 

seemg. 

One of the basic criteria for the establishment of aesthetic understanding is the 

qualification of beauty. Beauty, according to Dictionary.com, is the quality that gives 

pleasure to the mind or senses, and is associated with such properties as harmony of 

form or colour, excellence of rutistry, truthfulness and 0l1ginality. It is also a 

quality in a person or thing that gives pleasure to the senses and pleasure is qualified 

as being a sensual gratification and a source of delight or joy. With a visual 

impairment there is a major concem regarding any aesthetic understanding and the 
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problem of not being able to see those things considered having aesthetic merit. 

Although the dictionary tenn qualifies a 'sensual gratification' and this could be 

argued to be involved with more than visual stimulus, the understanding of beauty as 

a visual commodity needs to be examined. 

When we examine aesthetic understanding, we are concerned with concepts of truth, 

order and symmetry, which are believed to be fundamental to the conditions of 

beauty. Appelbaum, in his book, TIle Vision of Kant (1995. Pg 165.) explained Kant's 

ideas of beauty quoting from his Critique of Aesthetic Judgement. 

If we wish to discern whether anything is beautiful or not 
we do not refer the representation of it to the object by 
means of understanding with a view to cognition, but 
by means of the imagination, (acting perhaps in conjunction 
,vith understanding) we refer the representation to the 
subject and its feeling of pleasure. The judgement of 
taste, therefore is not a cognitive judgement, and so not 
logical, but is aesthetic-which means that it is one 
who's determining ground cannot be other than subjective. 

Appelbaum, 1995. Pg 165.) 

On asking some visually impaired people on their understanding of beauty, they 

infonned me that the question did not make any sense to them as they judged other 

people by their personality. Personality was determined by the liveliness and sense of 

fun the person in question held. My question was countered by a returning question as 

to whether a 'sense offun' could be considered to be beautiful. (See observation 

Sheet No.OOl.) 

Subjectivity, as a condition arising from the mind, does not present any difficulties 

for visual impairment, but there is a problem with how and what infonnation is 

received by a mind that does not have the benefit of sight. In order to develop this 

idea Kant's (1995. Pgs. 164-166) theory concerning representation and the building 

of cognitive facilities could be helpful. Appelbaum states; 

To apprehend a regular and appropriate building with one's 
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cognitive facilities, be the mode of representation clear or 
confused, is quite a different thing from being conscious of 
this representation with an accompanying sensation of delight. 
Here the representation is referred wholly to the subject, and 
what is more to its feeling of life-under the name of the feeling 
of pleasure or displeasure- and this forms the basis of a quite 
separate facility of discrimination and estimating, that contributes 
nothing to knowledge. All it does is to compare the given 
representation in the subj ect with the entire faculty of representations 
of which the mind is conscious in the feeling of its state. Given 
representations in ajudgement may not be empirical and so 
aesthetic; but the judgement which is pronounced by their 
means is logical, provided it refers to the object. Conversely 
be the given representations even rational but referred in a judgement 
solely to the subject (to its feeling) they are always to that extent 
aesthetic. (Appelbaum, 1995. Pg 164-166.) 

Kant offers us a model for the appreciation of beauty yet he qualifies that appreciation 

by stating that in order to fully understand the diverse aspects of beauty we must also 

be indifferent to it If you cannot see beauty, but can understand the concept of 

beauty, then a visually impaired person may be considered by Kant to be an ideal 

person to fhlly appreciate the aesthetic qualities of beauty. Gombrich, (1994 pg.17) 

re-inforces the dangers that the contemplation of beauty may hold for an onlooker; 

Ornament is dangerous precisely because it dazzles us and tempts 
the mind to submit ,vithout proper reflection The attractions of 
richness and splendour are for the childish; a grown up person 
should resist the blandishments and opt for the sober and rational. 

(Gombrich, 1994. Pg 17.) 

Gombrich (1994. Pgs.18-19) further develops the theme of this discussion with the 

following comment; 

If we believe Plato, it was Socrates who constantly urged his disciples 
to be on their guard against the attractions of fine speech precisely 
because he was aware of their powers of seduction. The tricks and 
ornaments of sophistic oratory could easily deflect the hearer from 
the argument in hand. (Gombrich, 1994. Pg 18.) 

In some ways, the sense of sight takes away as much as it gives. Seeing offers a 

person a more instantaneous way of perceiving something within the environment, but 

in order to fully understand this 'thing', an engagement with all the senses will 
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provide a more comprehensive knowledge. A visually impaired person may listen far 

more attentively to what is being said whilst a sighted listener may be distracted by 

the visual appearance of the speaker, or by something else within the area of the 

conversation. The touch of textile will inform a person of much more than simply 

seeing it. Smells can summon up an atmosphere of a place (musty , claustrophobic) 

which sight alone cannot fully appreciate? A complete sensory input leads to a more 

complete knowledge of the object, but this does not mean that without a sensory input 

you can have no knowledge, it means, only, that the knowledge is altered and thereby 

different. It could be argued that by excluding the whole or part of one sensory input, 

the other senses react and compensate in a manner, which defines the object of study 

to a point where the difference in tmderstanding is impossible to gauge. 

Out of all our senses, though, vision is considered to be our major sense. Certainly 

from the eighteenth century, 'image' has been regarded as the major vehicle for the 

representation for ideas. Classen (1993. Pg.5) notes that the transition from a hearing 

culture to a sight dominated culture began much earlier, at the 'dawn of civilisation'. 

The invention of the alphabet marked the beginning of a transformation 
from a hearing dominated to a sight dominated culture. 

(Classen, 1993. Pg 5) 

Jay (1998.pg.3) develops this idea with his claim that sight is the dominant sense in 

Western culture and he further develops this idea to include his perception that 

'physical vision' is the dominant sense. 

It is difficult to deny that the visual has been dominant in the Western 
culture in a wide variety of ways. Whether we focus on 'the mirror of 
nature' metaphor in philosophy with Richard Rorty or emphasise the 
prevalence of surveillance with M. Foucault or bemoan the society of 
spectacle with G. Debord, we confront again and again the ubiquity 
of vision as the master sense of the modem era. 

(Jay, 1998. Pg 3.) 

Slolerdijk, (1987. pg 145.) with the following statement suggests that vision is 
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dominant even in physiological areas. 

The eyes are the organic prototype of philosophy. Their enigma is 
that they not only can see but are also able to see themselves seeing. 
This gives them a prominence among the body's cognitive organs. 

(SI0Ierdijk.1987.pg 145.) 

It is apparent that vision is much more than mentally recording what is visible. What 

we see leads directly to the consideration and the questioning of 'What do we think: 

we see?', and by developing further, this strand of exploration we are led to the 

further speculations ot; 

What do others see? 

What do we think others see? 

What do others think: they see? 

In many cases seeing is also subject to the same conditioning procedures as 

intellectual development. Hobbs (1985 pg 45.) again helps with the development of 

this strand of thought on the process of seeing. He states, 

What we see depends in large on 'how' we see. Our perception of 
even such an ordinary object as a hamburger is affected not only 
by the visual data of its shape and colour but also our knowledge 
of hamburgers-which includes such things as their taste, smell, 
feel and ability to satisfy hunger. 

(Hobbs, 1985. Pg45.) 

The original question, (concerned with aesthetic understanding and visual 

impairment) asks that an investigation be made regarding the relationship between 

what an artist has made and what the viewer (visually impaired person) understands 

by looking at the artwork. Sometimes the person, who is regarding the artwork, will 

imbue the work with a different interpretation than was intended. Without sight, it is 

equally possible to understand unseen information in a different way from the 

intentions of the maker of the artwork. By not seeing the artwork, a different emphasis 

may be placed on a tactile influence or a sound or smell which will create an 
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alternative impression. Other ways in which 'unseen' infonnation is received, is 

through descriptions from others, personal interpretations dependent upon earlier 

experience, personal cognitive reasoning and individual imagination. (interestingly 

none of these facilities is dependent on sight or non-sight). 

The processing of any of the information received adds to the various 'fonns of 

seeing' (8) that is engaged by everyone, (sighted or non-sighted) during the process of 

concept building. 

Due to several supporting issues being important, integral parts of this study, 

investigations will be made into the following areas; 

• the use of language used by visually impaired people. 

• cognitive development and visually impaired people. 

• the development of imaginative processes used by visually impaired people. 

These issues will be integrated and compared with the infonnation revealed by the 

main study into vision and seeing. 

8. The way in which people see can be classified into a range of physical and mental stances, 
confrontational staring, wistful gazing, voyeurism, compassionate looking and furtive glances, all of 
which imbue the 'owner' of the particular method of seeing with some sort of power. Berger (1977) 
provides some useful insights into the way we see. 
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NOTES TO CHAPTER ONE. 

'1. Know how to help the child use his hands and fingers for their 
maximum efficiency. By standing (or sitting) behind the child 
the teacher can facilitate exploration of objects by placing his 
hands over the child's and showing the child the various aspects 
of different objects. With the teachers fingers as a guide, the child 
can examine the whole object and analyse its component parts. 

2 Understand that it takes time and intense handling to explore 
objects in depth if clear concepts are to be formed. In the 
absence, or limitation, of sight, the teacher must be aware 
that extra time may be necessary to understand objects being 
examined. The child may need to explore objects several 
times before a clear understanding of it takes place. 

3. Use generative questions in order to provoke the spirit 
of inquiry and stimulate imagination. Ask the child 
questions that will elicit from the child his thoughts and ideas. 
For example, as a child examines an object, ask him to 
Describe it, to tell whether it looks like anything else 
He's seen, to tell whether or not he likes it, and why, etc. 
Avoid questions which result in a yes-no type of response. 

4. Use vocabulary that is rich in descriptive terminology 
and that describes qualities in the 'experience realm of 
his remaining senses.' Be conscious of using words 
which relate to the sound, smell, touch and if appropriate 
taste of an object. These sensory experiences have a 
real and rich meaning for the child and will enhance 
creative ability. Use of visual words, such as colour, 
do not have the same richness of meaning for the 
totally blind child and will stifle his ability to express 
himself. For the youngster with limited vision, use 
of visual words is appropriate, if consideration is 
given to the child's specific visual needs, that is, 
the degree of description necessary will reflect 
the child's field of vision, near and distance vision 
colour vision, overall blur etc. 

5. Understand the importance of first hand experiences 
with all objects used in daily life as well as basic 
geometric forms and their names so that one has 
the basis for describing newly experienced objects. 
The importance of interacting with objects cannot be 
minimised; the child must feel and actively handle, 
listen, smell and taste (if appropriate) in order to 
know. Building in a rich descriptive vocabulary 
provides the child with the verbal tools he will 
need to incorporate new and complex objects 
into his repertoire of experiences. 

6. Be aware that many things that sighted people 
know, blind people can only come to know by the 
skillful use of analogy (e.g. sky shadow). There 
are many experiences which totally blind children 
cannot enjoy by virtue of their lack of sight. Rather 
than avoid the words totally (e.g. sky) the teacher 
should try to convey the concept to the child in 
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terms of what already exists in his world. Thus, 
for a young child, perhaps picking him up in an 
outdoor environment and having his arms up 
and reaching, coupled ,vith an explanation that 
as far up as anyone could reach, it would feel 
like that, might start to convey a sense of what 
the sky is. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE SEARCH. 

The principal focus has been on literature concerned with aesthetics, visual 

impainnent, the development of human understanding and on orientation and mobility 

training for the visually impaired. Additional attention has been given to the specialist 

materials and publications dealing with general disabilities. Whilst the main thrust of 

this research is with visual impainnent, much general information can be gathered 

from publications such as Disability Arts in London (DAIL) and Disability and 

Society. 

The specialist library at the Royal National Institute for the Blind has been a major 

source of information. 

Tins library holds the largest collection of information and materials concerned with 

blindness and partial sight in the United kingdom and apart from loaning out books, 

will provide bibliographies listing articles regarding specific aspects of visual 

impainnents and will provide a photocopying service for any of the articles required. 

For the purposes of this particular research, the main areas of concentration have been 

in four specific areas. These being; 

• Psycho/social Aspects of Visual Impairment. 

• Spatial Perception in Visually Impaired People 

• Art Appreciation by Visually Impaired People. 

• Orientation and mobility. 
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These specific areas are featured in the RN.LB. cataloguing scheme and each of these 

sections are supported by a bibliography which references all known national and 

international infonnation currently available. 

Many of the articles on aesthetics, visual impainnent and the associated subjects are 

available through the use of the RN.m.library web site. 

http://www.rnib.org.ukllibrary/research 

There are several specialist journals dealing with all aspects of visual impairment. 

The most prominent ones are; 

• New Beacon. 

This journal is published by the RN.LB., it is a monthly journal dealing with all 

aspects of visual impainnent. 

The November 2000N 84 No. 991. presented the 'Shaping the Future' report on the 

needs and aspirations of blind and partially sighted young people. This report focused 

upon the educational oPPOltunities, social and leisure activities available to the 

visually impaired and looked into the problems visually impaired people have with 

'getting out and about.' 

• Positive Vision. 

TIus is a quarterly magazine published by a 'selfhelp' group of visually impaired 

people. The group specialise in the creative arts and the magazine features poetry, 

creative writing, artwork and infonnation of current issues pertinent to visually 

impaired artists. For example, the summer 1999. issue has infonnation about the 

BIitish Blind Sports Archery group alongside some velY accomplished pen and ink 

drawings by Rosemary Carter, (Rosemary is a subject of one of the main study 
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interviews) and a whimsical article concerning the King's Gennan Legion at Bexhill. 

• The British Journal of Visual Impairment. 

This is for all professionals concerned with children and adults who have a visual 

impainnent and provides a national forum for all views on related subjects. Some of 

the issues examined range from looking at Queen Alexandra's College, where the 

article discusses the changes in philosophy and curriculum that have taken place over 

the last three years, to an article on face recognition by visually impaired children. 

• Visibility. 

TIus journal is published by the RN.I.B. and is for parents and professionals 

concerned with the education of children with impaired vision. This journal focuses 

upon specific aspects of visual impainnent, such as Early Childhood, (Spring 2000), 

Numeracy, (Summer 2000) and Mobility (Summer 2000). 

• Eye Contact. 

This journal attempts to meet the needs of children with impaired vision and 

additional learning difficulties. The journal is published tennly by the RN.I.B. 

and is similar to the Visibility journal, the issues addressed have been, Holidays 

and Leisure, (Spring 2000), Disability and the Family (Summer 2000) and 

Technology (Autumn 2000) 

• Look. 

This is a monthly magazine produced by the National Federation of Families with 

Visually Impaired Children. The magazine (Autumn 2000) supplies infonnation 
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regarding self help groups and articles on massage therapy to help with the bonding 

between parent and baby. 

• Focus. 

This is a monthly newsletter for all staff dealing with people with visual and learning 

difficulties. In these newsletters, fact sheets are regularly supplied to help and inform. 

The current fact sheets are; 

Hints on teaching skills to people with visual and learning difficulties. 

Looking for eye problems in people with learning difficulties. 

Access to eye care for adults with learning difficulties. 

How to get the best out of sight testing of adults with learning difficulties andlor no 

obvious means of communication. 

• DAIL (Disability Arts in London.) 

DAIL publishes news, views, previews and reviews of the work of disabled artists in 

London and beyond. It provides a forum where people can express different views 

about all aspects of disability arts. 

Each of these publications concentrates upon specific issues concerning visual 

impairment, multi- handicaps, education and learning difficulties. They provide 

infonnation about current scientific developments, social events, conference reports, 

services for the families and for visually impaired people, current debates and general 

information for and about the world of visual impairment and about disabilities in 

general. Often the articles provide little specific information concerning aesthetic 

understanding and visual impairment but the information adds to a general fi.md of 

information that helps to build a more complete understanding of sight loss. 
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The RN.I.B. has produced a number of videos for both parents and professionals 

dealing with the conditions of visual impainnent. The most important titles are: 

• My Baby is Blind. (Parents talking.) 

• Moving On. (Children actively exploring their environment.) 

• Sounds Important. (Making sense of the world through sound and music.) 

• Clap your Hands and Stamp your Feet. (Babies and young children learning 

through play.) 

• Its Me. (Demonstrating language and communication skills with developing 

independence. ) 

The internet has become an increasingly useful feature for this research and a list of 

the main sources have been included in the appendix. 

Correspondence and dialogue with teachers of the visually impaired and other 

professionals who work with and for the visually impaired has been encouraged and is 

ongoing. 

Current associations have been with; 

l. The Chelsea College of Art, where a student undertaking an M.A in multi

sensory educational environment/equipment design, is investigating how visually 

impaired children perceive their sun·oundings. 

2. The Helen Hunt Research Centre. (Royal College of Art.) where some of the 

pupils from the Dorton House School mounted a joint exhibition with the Korean 

Association for Blind Artists. (the Korean blind artist do not have a tradition of two 

dimensional work created by blind artists and were very interested in the artworks 

produced by the pupils from the Dorton House School.) 
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Further Professional Bodies used and consulted in the process of the research. 

Art Through Touch: Is an expanding London based art organisation which aims to 

promote and provide access to art for visually impaired people. Activities include 

talks and seminars, art workshops, visits to museums and galleries working to secure 

equality of access and provision of art related information in accessible formats. 

The October Gallery. 

The October Gallery is an art gallery dedicated to the appreciation of art from all 

cultures around the world. The gallery exhibits and promotes art of the 

'transvangarde' - or trans-cultural-avant-garde- that is to say, the work of artists who, 

while working at the forefront of their own respective cultures, assimilate into their 

work elements from other cultures as well. 

Many of the exhibiting artists offer workshops to children from all schools where the 

children can learn about the artists, their inspirations and can produce artworks under 

the guidance of the artist. 

Towards the end of my study programme I became aware of the publication Art 

Beyond Sight. (2003) Axel E.S. & Levent N.S .. This book is a compilation by a 

number of people who have investigated diverse aspects of visual impairment. Each 

person offers information, insights and practical advise for anyone who is interested 

in working with people who have a visual impairment. 
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Literature Search Conclusion. 

A major concern for this research question has been the balancing of several areas of 

investigation through the literature search. The focus of these investigations being, the 

relationship between artwork and the blind, those of establishing what is meant by the 

tenn 'blindness', together with the developing awareness of psychological influences 

concerned with the act of both seeing and not seeing. The research has also 

considered the impact that physical disability may hold over someone who 

experiences both visual impainnent and physical disability. 

In order to progress the research, it has been necessary to 'straddle' these specialist 

disciplines and to weave together ideas, philosophies and theories from these separate 

areas. 

This research has developed into a hybrid, which raises issues for art, psychology, 

disability and for visual impainnent. 

For this reason there has been no specific area for empirical research, but I have 

borrowed freely from the diverse specialisms of art, theories on aesthetics, papers 

written on psychology and philosophy and from books concerned with the 

understanding of the implications of sight loss. 

Despite the disparate nature of these studies, I have drawn inspiration from the 

following authors. 

• Dennett. D. (1991) Consciousness Explained. 

• Gregory. R (1995) The Artful Eye. 

• Pinker S. (1994) The Language Instinct. 

• Solso. RL. (1994) Cognition and the Visual Arts. 

Whilst working with the visually impaired between 1991 and 2002, I was able to 

absorb much incidental infOlmation regarding the blind through the circulars and the 
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magazines I have listed. Whilst this information had little direct relevance for the 

research it provided a sound basis for the research programme to progress. 
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THE PILOT STUDY. 

Before embarking upon a main study, certain trials took place to establish the 

parameters of the research. By using a pilot study, questions could be refined in 

preparation for the main study. A clearer understanding of the infonnation required 

could be established and the precise tool for gathering infonnation could be perfected. 

The original method for the collection of data was through the use of a questionnaire. 

(see appendix). At this stage, it was considered pertinent to divide the categories 

of the questionnaire into four groups, blind children, blind adults, blind artists and 

adults who worked with blind children. By using these separate groups I hoped to 

explore and gather opinion from a wide and substantial group of people. With the first 

two categories, I hoped to establish if there were any common sensory links for blind 

people, with shape, smell, colour and texture that differed from the links that 

sighted people held. I also wanted to see if there were any special linking between 

language and pictorial imaging. Finally I wanted to see iflinks were made by blind 

people through these sensory and verbal stimulus and their immediate environment 

which might reflect upon the research question. No specific patterns emerged from 

the questionnaire, yet it was clear that the appreciation of art and the understanding of 

those things considered artistic was important to people who could not see visual 

artwork. Each contributor held positive and reasoned opinion concerning colour, 

shape, texture and the use oflanguage as a vehicle to describe those things concerned 

with artwork. The last two categories were abandoned almost immediately, the 'blind 

artists' category was included with the revised questionnaire for adults and was 

developed further into a dialogue scenario. The fourth category was never developed. 

I recognised that, adults working with blind children, can influence and develop the 

children's opinion and values regarding the understanding and appreciation of 
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artwork, but any decisions regarding the level of this influence could not be measured 

accurately and therefore would not help this research. As a result of these 

questionnaires, ideas regarding colour and any associations colour held for people 

who cannot see colour, were explored. Any sensory substitutions, visually impaired 

people found useful whenever they needed to understand something they could not 

see, associations of words with shapes, the appreciation of artwork and the recording 

of any instinctive aesthetic behaviour, completed the pilot study. 

As specific visual impairments influenced the responses to the questionnaire, each 

participant was banded into one of the following categories; 

Blind from birth. These people would never have seen and would have no visual 

experience. It was hoped that this category would provide some interesting insights 

into how people who had never seen considered visual phenomena. 

Had sight but are now totally blind. (Having some visual memory.) 

This group of people have some visual understanding, they also have some visual 

memory. However, these visual memories may be different due to the specific 

impairment of the person. For example, if the residual vision was of a quality where 

the definition of objects was impossible yet a perception of light was present, then the 

visual memory will be of light perception and of colour. The visual memory can only 

be based upon those things actually experienced. 

Still have some sight but are registered as blind. 

Each member of this category will have some form of eccentric or flawed vision. 

Their resultant visual experience may influence their aesthetic understanding in some 

way, but an appreciation of the methods they employ in order to gain knowledge of 
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visual infonnation may help this research. 

This third category is extremely broad but any attempt to separate this category 

further would not add to the quality of the infonnation gathered and does not degrade 

the quality of the data received. 

The subjects chosen for the pilot study were gathered from three target groups. 

Secondary pupils attending the Dorton House School. 

Each of the secondary pupils study art as a compulsory subject from the age of 11 to 

14 and can opt to study art for a further two years, either as an examination subject at 

G.C.S.E or Cert. Of Ed., or as a leisure activity. Most year groups produce a 30% to 

60% take up on the option. 

It was considered that by using this particular age range of pupil as a target area, a 

balanced response to the questionnaire would be produced. Not only would 

infonnation be gathered from pupils who were interested in art, but, opinions and 

impressions would be obtained from pupils who were less supportive of artistic 

endeavour. (These impressions could comply with the' disinterested evaluation' that 

Kant considered important with the understanding of aesthetic appreciation.) 

The main disadvantage of this subject group may be that the infonnation offered by 

them, could be unoriginal. Pupils might respond by providing the type of infonnation 

they felt was required and by being in a classroom situation, they might consider that 

the data should be linked into a lesson fonnat that was taught in school. (This in fact 

proved to be the case and although a little subjective material was revealed, the 

questionnaire reflected some of the learning processes used in primary education, 

where shapes and colour are often learnt by rote.) 
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Primary pupils at the Dorton House School. 

By using a simplified questionnaire with a group of primary pupils, an attempt was 

made to see if any raw instinctive data could be gathered. If any information was 

revealed, it could be compared with the data gathered from the other two categories. 

However, from this particular sample, further reiteration of teaching processes 

became apparent. For example the colour yellow was associated and linked with a 

round SlID shape. The letter '0' was described as a 'round' sound and the letter 'W' 

was explained as looking like a 'wiggly worm'. I had hoped that some ofthe random 

mark making displayed by the primary pupils would indicate some preference for 

either geometric shapes or organic shapes. I had hoped that some pupils may link 

shape with specific colour and perhaps word meanings may provoke verbal images 

that could be described by the pupils and offered for comparison with other verbal 

images gathered from other sources, unfortunately at this stage, this did not happen. 

Whether at this point the expectations were too simplistic or whether the search for 

data was not focused correctly it became apparent that further reflection was 

necessary. 

From this sample questionnaire, it was decided that a different method of data 

collection was needed, further reflection upon the questions asked and consideration 

upon the choice of a subject group was extremely important. 

Whilst the pilot study provided an insight into how visually impaired children learnt 

and understood their immediate environment and provided an insight into 

visualisation techniques used by visually impaired children, it did not produce data 

into instinctive aesthetic ordering. Neither did the information gathered produce 

insights into instinctive aesthetic responsiveness that may be present within us. 
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Visually impaired adults. 

The subjects for this category were chosen in two ways, either from responses to an 

advertisement placed in a magazine issued by the Kent Association for the Blind, or 

from a recommendation from Professor M. Tobin. (principal of the Research Centre 

for the Education of the Visually Handicapped, at the Birmingham University.) 

These subjects polarised into two sub-groups: 

Visually impaired people who were interested in art. (and the processes needed by 

visually impaired people to produce attwork.) 

Visually impaired people who had become visually impaired and wished to discuss 

the problems of 'not seeing'. (art was of secondary importance to them.) 

Following on from the 'initial questionnaire' used with the 'blind children' category, 

a revised questionnaire was used with the 'blind adults'. This questionnaire asked 

about their artistic knowledge, visual stimulus, ordering facilities, visual imaging and 

the use of their imagination. If anyone provided provocative responses, a further 

questionnaire was used and a 'case study' dialogue developed. 

These results reinforced the belief that blind people are interested in visual art, hold 

an opinion and understanding of visual art and an appreciation of those things which 

may be considered to have aesthetic qualities. (proportion, position, beauty and 

shape.) 

The Pilot Study Breakdown. 

Fifteen secondary pupils were interviewed using a standard questionnaire between 

January and July 1996. Further clarification was sought from individuals depending 

upon their responses. A group of six primary pupils were also interviewed at this time 

using a modified interview technique. Again further clarification was sought 
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whenever appropriate. The work with the visually impaired adults began in 1997, with 

a sample group of eight people. A questionnaire of ten standardised questions was 

completed by each of the people as a basis to establish a consensus of opinion and as 

a method for exploring a range of material that dealt with questions concerned with 

art and artwork. Themes and ideas could be developed on an individual basis using a 

semi-fonnalised interview schedule. 

The pilot study proved to be valuable. Initial ideas at this stage, were broad and 

unfonned, but through the process of examining a number of strategies for the 

collection of data and through the process of using a pilot study, the research became 

focussed. The points that were established were; 

1. Had the relevant infonnation been gathered? 

2. What were the specific areas that needed to be investigated? 

3. What methods of data collection were most pertinent for the delivery of 

infonnation? 

4. What issues were important to the pilot study and what issues would be important 

to the main study? 

5. What would be an appropriate target group for the research? 

6. What was actually revealed through the pilot study, and what amendments would 

be needed for the main study? 

Before embarking upon a main study each of these point was considered in depth, 

consultations were made and clarifications of particular issues sought. 

After each point has been addressed to a satisfactory solution, the main study could 

begin. 
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METHODOLOGY. 

So the question is, 'What is the nature of aesthetic understanding for visually impaired 

people?' and an appropriate way of finding out how to answer this question is 

important. A number of factors, which have a direct bearing on this subject, have 

already been established through the pilot study and it has become apparent that a 

unique yet specific method of investigation is required. 

The pilot study established that types of blindness need to be specified and examined, 

the research needs to be conducted using a specified target group and standardised 

questions need to be asked of the groups involved It also became clear that the 

research question was not a quantitative question nor was it dependent upon an 

answer regarding proportion or measurement. There will not be any definitive answer 

to the question but there will be an insight into the general condition of blindness and 

into the aesthetic understanding of visually impaired people. 

Through this research, there will be opinion, subjective reasoning, (a reasoning based 

on the perceptions and mental imaging, demonstrated by the interviewees, see 

observation sheets) and instinctive suppositions. (opinions and conjectures based on 

the guesswork of visually impaired people, who indicate certain conclusions drawn 

from the infonnation they have combined with the presumptions, they have made. 

see case studies.) 

The infonnation revealed should provide a greater understanding of the concept 

building strategies used by visually impaired people and an understanding regarding 

the importance that aesthetic understanding holds for visually impaired people. In 

order to develop the 'specialist tool' needed to answer this research question, I have 

used Walker (1985), Bell (1993) and Faulkner, Swann, Baker, Bird and Carty (1993) 
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as my main source. The internet provides useful reading on the subject of 

Research Methodology where articles such as 'An Introduction to Concept Mapping 

for Planning and Evaluation' (Trochim) and 'An overview ofthe Methodological 

Approach to Action Research' by O'Brien, have provided useful infonnation. 

Each of these sources provided infonnation regarding alternative methods of data 

collection and by comparing and trialling some of the methods explained, a 

refinement of the requirements for this research programme has been established. An 

account of each of the methods considered is listed below. 

DATA GATHERING. 

QUESTIONNAIRES. 

Questionnaires produce a body of work and will provide some uniformity of opinion. 

They will also provide an opportunity for the interviewee to express an opinion and to 

address specific issues concerned with the subject of the questionnaire. Walker (1985, 

pg 90.) provides the following infonnation; 

The questionnaire may be considered as a formalised and stylised 
interview, or interview by proxy. The form is the same as it would 
be in a face to face interview, but in order to remove the interviewer 
the subject is presented with what essentially is a structured transcript 
with the responses missing. The questionnaire is like interviewing by 
numbers and like painting by numbers it suffers the same problems of 
mass production and lack of interpretive opportunity. On the other hand 
it offers considerable advantages of administration-it presents an even 
stimulus, potentially to large numbers of people simultaneously, and 
provides the investigator with an easy (relatively easy) accumulation 
of data 

However, a questionnaire is only as useful as the validity of the questions asked, and 

can appear prescriptive. If the researcher knows exactly, the type of infonnation 

required, specific questions can be asked. If, however, the answers sought depend on 

further probing and clarification on an individual level, then a standardised list of 
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questions are not helpful. To administer a questionnaire to visually impaired people 

knowledge of Braille would be useful and also, to be able to provide the questionnaire 

in a range of print sizes and on different coloured questionnaire paper. Each of these 

considerations mean that this process could become unwieldy to administer and may 

rely on the researcher being the only one able to deliver. The possible advantage of 

being able to offer the questionnaire to a large number of people is not appropriate to 

this study and importantly, a major disadvantage of a questionnaire format is the lack 

of interpretive opportunity. During the pilot study, each questionnaire was 

administered by one person and it took around twenty minutes for each secondary 

pupil and around fifteen minutes for each primary pupil. This was unpractical. 

Although it provided raw data, it did not provide the facility for further questions and 

for any elaboration upon unusual responses. 

Interviews. 

At their simplest, an interview is a conversation between two people, where one asks 

questions of the other and are generally formally (using pre-planned enquiries) or 

informally structured. Walker (198S.pg90-91) again provides a description of 

interview methods; 

In essence the interview relies on the fact that people are able to 
offer accounts of their behaviour practice and actions to those who 
ask the questions. The interview is, in this sense, a method or group 
of techniques specific to the social and human sciences. It includes 
a wide range of techniques from the structured questionnaire through 
to the 'unstructured' conversation, but all hinges on the assumption 
that people are, to some degree reflective about their own actions or 
can be put in a position where they can become so. Implied in the 
notion of interviewing is the notion of the subject as a researcher, 
that someone is able to offer reflective accounts and to test these 
against experience. 

Whilst interviews take a long time to administer, an instant response to the 

information is available. This information can be interpreted and processed 
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immediately. The direction of the interview can be controlled and altered so that the 

interviewer can pursue pertinent lines of enquiry. The interviewer can tease out 

further infonnation to a greater degree as the interview unfolds. However, this can 

only be achieved if the interviewer is experienced. If the interviewer encourages or 

directs responses, the data is flawed, as it would reflect the opinion the interviewer 

has directly or indirectly provoked. Iftlle interviewer related poorly to the interviewee 

this would reflect upon the responses gathered and a lack of unifonnity of the data 

received could be a consequence. Interviews are conducted at a specific period in time 

and those inlpressions and opinions gathered at the interview are 'flavoured' by that 

specific moment. Those inlpressions and opinions could change at another time when 

the responses of either the interviewer or interviewee are exposed to other subjective 

influences. 

(If it was possible to repeat an interview without the interviewee having any memory 

of any previous questioning, it would prove to be very interesting to compare the 

constancy of the replies. I believe that opinion, aesthetic or otherwise, is of a 

fluctuating nature, where subjective influences interact with the physical presence of 

tlle moment and situation, evoking a response that will alter accordingly. An opinion 

of a moment does not constitute a rigid belief and as such any responses gatllered for 

this study need to take account of this.) 

For some researchers, a structured interview is a method of research that attempts to 

'second guess' the interviewees response. Hopefully those answers would support the 

theory put forward by the researcher and the interviewee may be chosen to provide 

the infonnation the researcher wishes to gather. This would be unacceptable as valid 

research, the purpose of any line of enquiry must be to develop an understanding of 
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the process in question rather than attempting to justifY opinion regarding the process. 

With unstructured or informal interviews, questions can be far more wide ranging and 

the interviewee could be allowed more time to develop their responses, opinions and 

experiences. This type of approach is flexible as the interviewer can develop lines of 

enquiry and can pursue new ideas that were not initially considered at the inception of 

the interview. Care needs to be exercised with this method of enquiry as whilst much 

interesting data could be gathered, a difficulty may arise when this data is compared 

with the original question and with responses from other people. The information 

gathered could become a collection of anecdotal rambling rather than a precise tool of 

enquiry. 

Unstructured interviews have a place in this research but formal guidelines are 

important as correlation of information is required. 

Interviews hold merit when used with people who have a visual impairment. Verbal 

discourse does not disadvantage people with sight loss. A researcher is able to 

conduct an interview completely and the interviewee needs only to respond to the 

prompting of the interviewer. A final concern must be regarding the ability of the 

interviewee to reflect upon those things discussed. By carefully choosing people from 

a wide range of experiences and by using the categories of visual impairment decided 

upon earlier, this method of investigation still holds merit as a tool for this research. A 

selection of people who have a range of reflective ability would add to this research as 

both conscious and unconscious responses have value for this research. 

Observation Techniques. 

Observation of a munber of artworks created by visually impaired people and the 

observation of those people engaged in the making of the art\¥orks would provide 

data towards the answering of this research question. Yet observation presents 
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some problems regarding the level of involvement of the observer. If people know 

they are being observed, they may perform differently because of the observation, but 

if an observation takes place witllout the person's knowledge, then questions 

regarding unscrupulous recording practice and the taking of unfair advantage could be 

levelled against the observer. Problems regarding ethics then become an issue. If the 

observer becomes actively involved with the process, valuable data could be missed 

as the observer's attention was distracted. The observer could influence the outcome 

of the project by encouraging the direction of the work. Problems may also occur with 

the recording of events if the recording is made after the event has finished, memories 

of incidents become less reliable than the instant recording of the happenings as they 

unfold. Bell (1993. Pg.109) confirms these difficulties; 

Anyone who has carried out an observation study will no doubt 
agree with Nisbet that observation is not an easy option. Careful 
planning and piloting are essential and it takes practice to get the 
most out of this technique. However, once mastered, it is a technique 
that can often reveal characteristics of groups or individuals which 
would have been impossible to discover by other means. 

For a teacher, participant observation is a constant and natural process, the pupils do 

not react to being observed and may provide relaxed and honest responses to any 

stimulus presented to them. Analytical observation together with reflection is an 

important part of research into aesthetic response yet for this particular research 

question, a further blending of the information gathering process is necessary. 

Case Studies. 

Case studies provide us with yet anotller method of gatllering information and offer 

much to this particular area of study. Bell (1993. Pg. 8.) provides the following 

information. 

The great strength of the case study method is that it allows the researcher 
to concentrate on a specific instance or situation to identifY, or attempt to 
identifY, the various interactive processes at work. These processes may 
remain hidden in a large scale survey but may be crucial to the success or 
failure of systems or organisations. Case studies may be carried out to 
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follow up and to put flesh on the bones of a survey. They can precede a 
survey and be used as a means of identifying key issues which merit further 
investigation, but the majority of case studies are carried out as free standing 
exercises. 

By looking closer at the various methods of investigation used with case studies other 

ways of gathering source material are revealed. 

• Documentation-letters, administrative memos, progress reports and formal 

evaluations. 

• Archival records-organisational records, lists of names, diaries, and personal 

records. 

• Interviews. 

• Direct observation. 

• Participant observation. 

• Physical artefacts. 

Much of the information gathering techniques offered by the case study method is of 

value to this specific area of research and whilst I have quoted at great length from a 

variety of sources, it is because of the need for a precise tool for data collection. The 

need for a detailed examination of data collection methods is important if the correct 

system is to be found. 

The nature of this particular study is anthropomorphic in so far that it is a study 

relating to a culturalfsocial characteristic apparent in human beings. However, the 

results of such a study are not measurable in tenns of quantity, but deals with the 

appreciation of things considered beautiful, and deals with judgements concerning 

taste, proportion, culture and civilisation. The study also deals with opinion and 

impressions gathered by sighted and visually impaired people concerning those things 

that relate to the world of art and to aesthetic experience. 
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If it was stated that 98% of the people interviewed, who were totally blind fi.-om birth, 

preferred sculpture to painting, it may provide a statistic, but it would not provide any 

insight into aesthetic judgement, or any understanding towards aesthetic experience. 

The research question is concerned with the elusive qualities of enlightenment and 

taste acquired by intellectual and aesthetic preference that is bound to vary across the 

sample taking part in the research programme. 

Practitioner Research. 

The final 'too1' considered for the gathering of infonnation for this research 

programme was practitioner research. Faulkner, Swann, Baker, Bird and Carty (1993. 

Pg 7.) explain the basic thinking for this method of data collection; 

Like other forms of research, action research involves identification 
of problems, collection of evidence, analysis and diagnosis, interpretation 
using theory, and the communication of findings to audiences outside of 
the researcher's immediate working contex"f. It is unlike more conventional 
research in that most problems usually arise directly from practice rather 
than from published theory. Its main purpose is to identifY appropriate forms 
of action or intervention which may help to solve those problems. 

This particular study relies heavily upon dialogue and involvement with visually 

impaired people and their creation of artwork. It is involved with visually impaired 

people talking about their own artwork and the artwork of others. It is also concerned 

with the modification, improvement and development of an aesthetic model which 

satisfies criteria for visually impaired people. 

A teacher of art would be in a situation where the possibilities for gathering data are 

large. The potential difficulties of observation and participant observation will be 

lessened by the 'teacher-pupil' relationship. Clarification ofinfonnation could be 

easily obtained from the pupils and the possibilities of elaborating and developing 

particular strands of infonnation are readily available. Any spontaneous incidental 
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aesthetic experiences could be noted and casual comments that are pertinent could be 

gathered and recorded whenever an incident occurred. 

Balanced against this are the following concerns: 

The classroom practices of the teacher need to be carefully considered. Awareness of 

the values, preconceptions and theories held by the teacher need to be examined as 

these values may be reflected in the infonnation offered by the pupils. Care needs to 

be taken to eliminate prejudice and influence that could be imparted either 

unintentionally or sub-consciously to the students. Care must be taken to reflect 

honestly and critically the behaviour, actions and results of any observations 

regarding the interaction between teacher and students. 

Whilst comparing the various methods of gathering infonnation, it has become 

apparent that whichever method used, specific data needs to be collected and 

consequently the research tool will need to provide for the following; 

• The facility to tease out infonnation in specific areas, dependant upon an 

individual's personal knowledge and feelings. 

• Certain unifomrity in some basic areas in order to establish a basis of consensus. 

• A method of observation whereby the interviewer can make certain judgements 

independently of the interviewee. 

• A system where the interviewee can initiate proposals which can be correlated 

into the data collection system. 

• The facility to return to the interviewee at a later date to clarifY data or to re

examine particular responses. 

• A situation where artwork could be presented for exploration and reaction. (either 

in a familiar or unfamiliar setting.) 
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• A situation where artwork could be made and the study of the artwork and the 

study of the methods of manufacture together with the possible dialogue 

concerning the making of the artwork, is available. 

• The possibility to establish historical, social, medical and cultural background 

information if deemed necessary. 

• A data collecting system that allows the data to be understood and referred to in 

an efficient way. 

For all research programmes it is important to consider the ways of understanding the 

data gathered. Presentation of the data in a form where it can be analysed and 

reproduced will add to the efficiency of the research programme. In the article' An 

introduction to concept mapping for planning and evaluation,' 

(hrtp:lltrochim.human.comell.edulresearchiepp lepp l.html) 

Trochim explores hierarchical clusters and multi~dimensional scaling as preferable 

methods of weighting the value of responses. However, for this research all the 

responses have an equal value and so a hierarchical cluster will not add to the quality 

of the research but it may provide a tool for data retrieval. The first part of the 

description for the production of a cluster map may be of use for this research 

programme, Trochim provides the following information. 

First we have the two dimensional point or statement map which 
locates each of the brainstormed statements as a point. Next to 
each point we place the number of the statement so that participants 
can identifY each point as a statement. Second, we have a cluster map 
which shows how the cluster analysis grouped the points. Third, we 
have the point rating map which shows the average rating for each 
statement on the point map. Finally, we also have the cluster rating 
map which shows the average rating for each cluster on the cluster map. 

The detail of this system is far too intricate for this study but the idea of having a three 

dimensional cluster of statements where each statement adds and builds towards a 

fuller understanding of the research programme holds favour. 
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The diagram, (fig. 5) taken from the Methodology Handbook by Faulkner, Swann, 

Baker. Bird and Carty, (1993, Pg. 8) and modified for the purposes of this research, 

provides an illustration of how this particular research tool has been blended. In this 

form it provides for the gathering of infonnation, the opportunity to re-visit sources if 

necessary the facility to observe proceedings and the time to reflect upon the 

information gathered. Whilst the cyclic imagery is taken exactly from tlle handbook, 

the stages of development have been altered to suit this programme of study. The 

method of revisiting, reflecting and refining is of particular benefit to tlns study, as it 

ensures that data received from diverse sources can be added to the research at any 

time and will contribute to the study fully without the research programme having to 

restart because of this new data being added. 

O'Brien, (http://www.web.net/~robrienlpapers/arfina1.htm1) 

quotes six key principles for action research (1) which reflect the type of infonnation 

required by this research and the methods which need to be employed for the 

collection of the data. 

As this question is concerned with aesthetic understanding engaged with and 

displayed by visually impaired people, it is necessary to establish what will be 

considered as artwork. Any debate concerning the qualities of art is unnecessary at 

tlns point and is better suited for an art critic rather than for the purposes of this 

research. The reason for defining the qualification is purely to establish what will be 

considered for the purposes of the research. It is apparent tlmt works shown in 

galleries and museums will be useful as a starting point for a dialogue as these works 

usually reflect a focus upon an aesthetic opinion, but recognition offolk art, ethnic 

art, religious iconography, weaving, gardening and needlework will be also 

considered as having a fonn of aesthetic merit. A difficulty may occur if we argue 
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that, if we include gardening, why not cookery? Or if we include needlework why not 

knitting? The answer has to be, that these categories may well be included, as well as 

any other diverse and individualistic samples of aesthetic expression. Providing each 

separate example contains some element that is sought by this research, then it will be 

included. 

The pilot study enabled several trials to take place, which helped to develop the nature 

of the research, the vehicle for delivery and the facility for reflection. 

The research question and the requirements for the research programme have been 

established and the appropriate method for gathering the data had been devised. For 

this research programme, a combination of case study research and the strengths of 

practitioner research should collectively provide the relevant data to answer the 

question of aesthetic understanding and visual impairment. 

The Educational Frame of Reference. 

The pupils used for the Main Study attended The Dorton House School between 1994 

and 2000. These pupils were separate and distinct from the pupils used in the Pilot 

study as I did not wish any influences from the pilot Study to be transferred into the 

Main Study. 

Classification of Pupils. 

Five pupils were chosen from seven to nine year groups. These pupils attended art 

classes as part of their balanced curriculum programme of study and had not chosen to 

develop their skills in art and design. Their observations and practical achievements 

could truly be described as 'a disinterested opinion.' However these observations 

provide some valuable and interesting insights into aesthetic understanding and visual 

impaitment. Observation sheet No.3. describes how a totally blind pupil develops a 
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logical sequencing to help her tmderstand new and tmseen objects. I have descIibed 

how she constructs and expands her world of 'known stimulus' using a development 

of shape, texture and language. 

Eleven pupils were chosen from those who expressed an interest in art and were 

taking their GCSE examination in Alt and Design. 111ese pupils demonstrate a further 

thoughtful approach towards their artwork and illustrate a confident schema, which 

shows an ability to juggle language with shape, colour with sotmd and the 

assimilation of new tactual sensation into their creative world. See 'Main Features of 

Observation Sheets.' 

Ethical Issues. 

Before any research began I consulted the document on Research Ethics compiled by 

the University of Washington, School of Medicine 

http://depts.w3shington.edulbioethxltopics/resrch.htmI In this report they list the 

important areas for consideration. These being: 

• The safety of the research participant. 

• Obtaining infOlmed consent from each participant 

• Enumerate how pIivacy and confidentiality will be approached. 

• How adverse events will be handled. 

• The investigation should be genuinely tmcertain regarding the outcome of the 

research. ( a null hypothesis) 

A consent form was completed by all participants of the study. Each pupil was asked 

if they would be prepared to contIibute and the method of collecting data was 

explained to them. Parents were also contacted and the programme of work was 

discussed with them and the object of the study was outlined. Ally parent or pupil 
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who was unsure of the proposed project was not included and care was taken to avoid 

any feeling that they were being excluded. The delivery of the programme of study 

was exactly the same for all pupils. 

All the data was gathered using a tape recorder, fonnal interview, observation and 

group discussion. 

Whenever further elaboration or work was required further detailed methods of data 

collection was used. This could be in the fonn of the production of artwork or further 

specific consultation with individuals. 

Each pupil was allocated a symbol letter to preserve their anonymity for the purposes 

of this study. 

I attempted to remain impartial throughout the research programme and I was 

surprised with some of the responses which made the research dynamic and compliant 

with the objective of a 'null hypothesis. 
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NOTES TO CHAPTER TWO. 

1. Principles of Action Research. 

Winter (1989) provides a comprehensive overview of six key principles. 

(a) Reflexive Critique. 

An account of a situation, such as notes transcripts or official documents, will make 

implicit claims to be authoritative, i.e. it implies that it is factual and true. Truth in a 

social setting, however, is relative to the teller. The principle of reflective critique 

ensures people reflect on issues and processes and make explicit the interpretations, 

biases, assumptions and concerns upon which judgements are made. In this way, 

practical accounts can give rise to theoretical considerations. 

(b) Dialectical Critique. 

Reality, particularly social reality, is consensually validated, which is to say it is 

shared through language. Phenomena are conceptualised in dialogue, therefore a 

dialectical critique is required to understand the set of relationships both between the 

phenomenon and its context, and between the elements constituting the phenomenon. 

The key element to focus attention on are those constituent elements that are unstable, 

or in opposition to one another. These are the ones that are most likely to create 

changes. 

( c) Collaborative Resource. 

Participants in an action research project are co-researchers. The plinciple of 

collaborative resource presupposes that each person's ideas are equally significant as 

potential resources for creating interpretive categories of analysis, negotiated among 

the participants. It strives to avoid the skewing of creditability stemming from the 

prior status of an idea-holder. It especially makes possible the insights gleaned from 
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noting the contradictions both between many viewpoints and within a single 

viewpoint. 

(d) Risk. 

The change process potentially threatens all previously established ways of doing 

things, thus creating psychic fears among the practitioners. One of the more 

prominent fears comes from the risk to ego stemming from open discussion of one's 

interpretations, ideas and judgements. fuitiators of action research will use this 

principle to allay others' fears and invite participation by pointing out that they, too, 

will be subject to the same process, and that whatever the outcome, learning will take 

place. 

( e) Plural Structure. 

The nature of the research embodies a multiplicity of views, commentaries and 

critiques, leading to multiple possible actions and interactions. This plural structure of 

enquiry requires a plural text for reporting. This means that there will be many 

accounts made explicit, with commentaries on their contradictions, and a range of 

options for action presented. A report, therefore, acts as a support for ongoing 

discussion among collaborators, rather than a final conclusion of fact. 

(f) Theory, Practice, transfonnation. 

For action researchers, theory infonns practice, practice refines theory, in a 

continuous transfonnation. In any setting, people's actions are based on implicitly 

held assumptions, theories and hypotheses, and with every observed result, theoretical 

knowledge is enhanced. The two are intertwined aspects of a single change process. It 

is up to the researchers to make explicit the theoretical justifications for the actions 

and to question the bases of those justifications. The ensuing practical applications 
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that follow are subjected to further analysis, in a transfonnative cycle that 

continuously alternates emphasis between theory and practice. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

THE MAIN STUDY. 

I intend to answer the research question by using a combination of case studies and 

Practitioner research. The case studies will be focussed upon the members of the 

Positive Vision art group and the practitioner research programme will concentrate 

upon pupils from the Dorton House School for the Blind. 

(The defining of this proposed method of study is explained in the methodology 

section where several methods of data collection were examined and the precise 

process was established for this particular research programme.) 

The Dorton House School for the Blind. 

The following infOlmation has been taken from an introduction folder available at the 

DOlton House School and provides background information about the school's basic 

Philosophy. (The full extract is shown in the notes at the end of Chapter Three.) 

Education is more than academic achievement however, particularly 
for blind and partially sighted children. Mobility, social skills, enjoyment 
of life and one's surroundings are equally important to enable our pupils 
to leave Dorton and take an independent place in society outside. 

As a teacher of art with the pupils of the Dorton House School for over ten years, I 

was keenly interested in what was taught in art and what was understood about art by 

the pupils. Over the years definite procedures were established where dialogue, 

elaboration, tactual (1) example and examination of materials, shapes and visual 

information was established before the creative realisation of a project could be 

embarked upon. Often there was no specific finish for a set project and sometimes the 

1. Tactual. Connected with the sense of touch, producing or concerning the effect of three dimensional 
solidity. (C.O.D.) For many of the totally blind pupils, the sense of touch was underdeveloped and it 
was my concern to teach these pupils about touch sensation and what these feelings related to. 
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'internal 'realisation of the concept was far more important to the blind child, 

than a physical end product. Sometimes this physical product appeared rough and 

unfinished but if the tangible object has been 'worked' by the blind child it may be 

considered tactually complete and not subject to the visual appraisal that may be 

levelled by a sighted onlooker. In other cases a blind pupil might have attempted to 

combine sensory and literary information together, which a sighted person may 

considered unusual. This might be considered to be a unique strength of artwork 

produced by unsighted people, it certainly offers much speculative evidence for this 

research. 

The Positive Vision Art Group. (See Appendix.) 

The Positive Vision Art Group is a group of people with sight loss who meet together 

to increase awareness and to promote understanding of people with sight loss 

amongst the whole community. Positive Vision aims to promote a positive image for 

people with sight loss through their creative skills, social skills and talents. 

I first became aware of the Positive Vision group through their involvement in the 

Artwaves Festival (see appendix.) in Lewes, East Sussex, in 1998. I attended some of 

their exhibitions and felt that their endeavours would provide useful data for my 

research. 

Through my pilot study, it became apparent that this research would benefit by 

collating information from two main source areas, the Dorton House source would 

provide information regarding artwork, opinion, impressions and responses. (I found, 

through the pilot study, that many children with sight loss were unable to articulate 

fully about their artistic concepts, but provided interesting insights and speculations 
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into a visually impaired world.) 111is source will provide some raw intuitive data in 

many instances. Yet, for the main part, the pupils from the Dorton house school will 

be presented with a pre-detennined package of art stimulus where responses can be 

evaluated for the research programme. TIlls package will consist of; 

• Fonnal art lessons where the exchange will take place 
known artwork will be explored 
material will be manipulated and experimented with 
impressions and expressions gathered and developed 
results reflected upon. 

• Infonnal conversations regarding artwork and art activity 

• Infonnal conversations regarding aspects of sight loss and blindness 

• Trips to art galleries and museums 

• The recording of reaction to new sensory stimulation 

Details regarding the exact nature of the tasks presented to the pupils will be recorded 

on 'observation sheets.' (See appendix.) A facility for further speculation has been 

included at the end of each sheet and the opportunity to develop specific strands of 

research has been possible whenever this is appropriate. The method of recording 

infonnation has been determined by the nature of the activity and has included audio 

tape, video tape, photographic record, written evidence together with paintings, 

drawings and three-dimensional work. The data gathered will provide infonnation for 

the 'practitioner research' area of study. 

The data gathered from the members of the Positive Vision art group will provide 

the case study component of this research programme. Each of the contributors for 

this part of the research were chosen after a questionnaire had been completed and if a 

further dialogue was pertinent further dialogue took place. These dialogues fonn the 

basis of the main study. The combination of the practitioner research infonnation and 
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the case studies data, provides an interlocking cross reference for the aesthetic 

understanding of visually impaired people. 

With each case study, I developed a dialogue with each person, where I could 

return to them and develop ideas and suggestions that have been presented during 

previous conversations. In this way I could pick up on issues that need to be explained 

further and upon comments that I failed to react to during the initial meeting. By 

cultivating an understanding with each person in the case study categories I was 

able to develop an empathy towards people with sight loss and also an appreciation 

into the possibilities and problems of aesthetic understanding and visual impairment. 
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THE CASE STUDIES. 

John Pym No.OOl. 

Background Information. 

John is sixty years of age, was at school during the Second World War, where he 

didn't enjoy his school life and his period of National Service provided for his 

academic and working life. On leaving the services, John worked in the hotel 

management trade and became a chef. John remembers his time in the forces with 

fondness, he was in the Middlesex regiment in the army and was seconded to the 

Navy Reserves. 

John has always held a passion for photography after, at the age of three, he was given 

a 'box brownie' by his father and a Kodak 127 by a maiden aunt, followed by the 

, Johnson's Home Dark Room' for Christmas. John has taken photographs ever since 

these early days, developing his own film, teaching photography and has been a 

member of numerous photographic societies both in England and on the continent. 

John has had a 'sight loss' for around ten years due to diabetes. The sight in his right 

eye is very poor, his overall vision provides him with loss of colour definition and 

fine detail. John sees basic shapes at around eight metres but the outlines at this 

distance is extremely blurred. After the initial shock oflosing his sight, John has 

continued to take photographs, he considers that 'a good lens is better than a pair of 

glasses.' 

Context. 

Regarding any artistic or aesthetic experiences encountered at school, Jolm felt that he 

had received very little experience or influence. In fact he felt that he had received 
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very little from school at all Through his interest in photography, he started to make 

his own prints at this time and this interest continued during his time in the Forces 

and is a main interest today. For John, photography is not just a hobby, he feels that 

is an aid to almost anything else he does. 

The only change John has made with his photography has been the acquisition of 

equipment which is easier to use with his failing vision. Since his eyesight has 

diminished, John still recognises the possibilities of artwork in the objects around 

him, but he tends to leave out fast moving objects and tonally similar objects as he has 

problems with light on light and dark on dark objects. 

John enjoys the creative photography processes, where he can superimpose objects 

onto different backgrounds. (Sunsets placed behind an image of Stonehenge and 

aeroplanes placed against different skylines.) John can still see well enough to process 

his own black and white films without too much difficulty and together with the 

inexpensive costs of film processing in general, he finds photography a very 

satisfying leisure activity. 

Specific creative/aesthetic information. 

I asked John how he developed his ideas in order to satisfy himself that they were aU 

that he imagined and how he could eliminate any errors he could not see. 

John considered himself to be very critical of his own work and studied it over a 

period of time. He felt that there was always room for improvement with any artwork 

and was rarely satisfied. 

John did not feel that his loss of sight enhanced any of his other senses, he has always 

had good hearing, he supposed that he had already used his sense of hearing and smell 

more than many people. He was finding that as his diabetes developed, he was also 

losing some of his sense of touch. 
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Shape and colour are very important to Jolm even though he has some difficulty in 

distinguishing colours that are close tonally. Distant shapes are also difficult for John 

to see, yet with his failing vision he appreciates what he can see and is attempting 

to store up visual information. 

Texture for John is not so important, due to his loss of sensation but he feels that for 

other people with sight loss, it could provide some compensation and would add an 

extra dimension to their everyday environment. 

When I asked John about his aspirations for his creative outlets he found it difficult to 

answer with a specific point or focus as he had been interested in doing what he did 

for so long. His recurring themes were, the recording of historical events, capturing 

a moment in time and capturing a particular atmosphere. In fact, John felt that his 

interest in history provided for much of his source of inspiration. 

My next question for John was concerned with the purpose of art and whether it 

mattered whether we expressed ourselves creatively or not. His response was that our 

place in the universe was unique and it was our purpose to express ourselves. 

Do other inhabited planets have religion, art, a sense of humour? As 
mammals we have to procreate and evolve and to develop our intelligence. 
As we have evolved we have lost the need to hunt and grow yet we have 
a facility to do things but we don't have a reason, art is part of the reason 
for our evolution and the making of artwork helps us fulfil our role in life. 
On a basic level we make art for historical record. It is fulfilling our need 
to belong and to add to our sense of continuity. 

Further Questions. 

I asked John his opinion of abstract art (see glossary) as I felt that his opinion 

regarding the 'role of art' might provide further enlightenment, John said that he did 

not understand it, but he felt he did not like it, it was rather like pop music, and he 
didn't 

like that either. I prompted Jolm furtlIer by asking if he considered that trees and 

clouds, rivers and mountains might also be abstract tenns for people who had never 
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seen. He felt that as he himself had some useful sight, he couldn't comment, but he 

did feel that these telIDs could only function as describing words that held no 

particular meaning to people who had never seen. 

My next question for John was concerned with the ideal of beauty, (see glossary.) his 

immediate comment was that in his opinion, beauty goes further back into the brain 

than a visual image, or indeed further than any of the sense organs. He did agree that 

beauty might have something to do with the concept of a 'wholeness' or 

'completeness' that people bestowed upon an artwork, another person or any situation 

that engendered aesthetic merit. (see glossary.) 

John felt that most people have a need to engage in some fOlID of creative (see 

glossary. )or aesthetic experience during their lifetime. 

If you look at children, they are often playing with mud or banging stones 
Its part of a basic need to be creative and I think it's linked to our sex drive 
I don't know how or why but I think the two issues are interlinked. 

John enjoys music very much and dancing but feels he has two left feet. He 

considers that many people with sight loss could appreciate old time dancing, various 

ethnic fOlIDs of dancing such as Scottish, Irish or Caribbean dancing as an art fOlID or 

as a means of personal expression which would be the development of an aesthetic act 

in itself. 

I next asked John if he thought he could tell if a piece of sculpture was complete, 

purely from touch. John thought that it would depend on whether it was figurative or 

not, if it was abstract then probably not but if it was a visually recognisable shape he 

thought he might. (In this instance I felt that John's response was a sighted person's 

response as he was employing a visual memory to appreciate a shape rather than other 

tactile appraisal methods.) 

Following this I asked John ifhe thought that a totally blind person from birth, could 
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fully understand something visual, purely from a verbal description. His answer was 

that he felt it depended upon the description given but he did feel that it was 

impossible for a person who had been blind from birth to appreciate a sunset, from a 

verbal description. However, he did concede that a totally blind person may 

appreciate the verbal description in itself 

We pursued the ideas of sound substitutions where it may be considered that 

Tchykovsky's 1812 overture may represent a thunderstorm or whether Swan Lake 

could portray a sound equivalent for the splendours of a sunset. John thought that 

there was some emotional overlap but if there was no colour concept (see glossary.) 

there could be no equivalent for an image. My final question for John, at this session, 

was whether he held any pre-conceived ideas of 'what things should look like'? 

visually and whether he considered that our unconscious (see glossary.) contributed 

to our understanding of the world we live in. John felt that we all had some pre-

conceptions and we sometimes get ideas that prove to be wrong but also we cannot 

always accept the reality of things as they are. 

Sometimes, not being able to see heightens our perceptions 
We all have an 'inner eye' which can sometimes see things 
that bare no relation to whatever you are thinking of. Sometimes 
there is no visual relationship to anything at all, it can only be 
a feeling. 

Initial Reflection. 

John's initial responses were quite revealing, whilst through my prompting I suppose 

I had hoped for some kind of formula that all blind people used and recognised when 

they dealt with visual phenomena, John tactfully indicated to me that all people 

(sighted and otherwise) are unique. Each individual has different experiences, likes, 

physical attributes, culture and interests and responds equally to exterior stimulus in 

wide and varied ways. What is important to one person, is a matter of complete 
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indifference to another. It is clear that what I will gather through these case studies is 

not a list of what blind people collectively believe but what blind individuals 

understand and what methods they employ to understand about visual phenomena 

With John's first conversation several issues need to be developed; 

John talks about 'possibilities' when he is contemplating taking a photograph. 

What elements add towards these 'possibilities'? What are John's criteria for the 

making of a photograph? 

John's ideas about a link between a need to be creative and our sex drive is 

interesting. Gombrich (1991,pg 55) in his book Art and illusion describes how the 

artist Richer and his friends approached a drawing exercise, 

They selected the hardest, best-pointed pencils, which could render 
the motif firmly and minutely to the finest detail, and each bent 
down over his small piece of paper, trying to transcribe what he 
saw with the utmost fidelity. 'We fell in love with every blade of 
grass, every tiny twig, and refused to let anything escape us. Every 
one tried to render the motif as objectively as possible.' 

Gombich 1991. 

It is debatable whether Jove can be objective, but I do consider that the involvement 

attached to the creation of an artwork includes many of the emotions linked with the 

feeling oflove (see glossary.). It is also worth considering the relationship between 

love and one's sex drive, but not at this point! It is also interesting to note that each 

person had emphasised aspects of the subject which corresponded to their own 

particular demeanour. 

John makes a point about art being a part of evolution, again Gombrich (1991 pg 

53) can be used to develop tlns point. He states that, 'All culture and all 

communication depend on the interplay between expectation and observation, the 

waves of fulfilment, disappointment, right guesses and wrong moves that make up 
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our daily lives.' Much art is dependent upon culture and communication and in 

line with Gombrich, Jolm recognises a link between art and everyday life. 

John makes a very interesting point about 'making art helps to fulfil our role in 

life.' This can only hold true for people who are concerned with art and the 

making of artwork. It may be true to say that whenever people engage with a job of 

work, the subliminal creative component could be the completion of the task using 

the most efficient, precise or complete method available. If we develop tlns line of 

reasoning to encompass tIlls particular study, we could claim that all work may be 

of an aesthetic nature and all completed work could be subjected to an aestlletic 

appraisal. Certainly the criteria of completeness is a component part of my 

definition for aesthetic evaluation. 

John's next statement, was rus claim that 'beauty goes further back into the brain 

than a visual image.' Again, I would argue that all our influences concerning 

beauty, and indeed, with our artistic appreciation, and with our acceptances and 

tolerances of our environment develop from our involvement with that 

environment. The understanding we have of our environment and the 

understanding others have of that environment all held together within a parameter 

of generally accepted values by most people Yet again Gombrich (1991 pg 134.) 

has tllis point covered; 

The perfect painter is endowed with the gift of seeing the universal 
in the particular, of looking across the dross of the matter at the 
'essential form' which-in Aristotelian rather than Platonic terms
shaped the resisting clay from within. 
We need not doubt that painters experienced this vel)' thrill. And yet 
one suspects that the pattern they found behind the visible world 
was not the one laid up in heaven but the remembered shapes they 
had learned in their youth. 

Gombrich (1991) 

The final point I wish to consider at tllis stage is John's thoughts about any 

relationsrups between perception and creative triggers. John talked about 
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'getting ideas that proved to be wrong' and that we could not always accept the 

'reality' of things. He suggested that sometimes our perceptions and our creativity 

worked together, outside of our rational ordered responses to new stimulus. This idea 

has been explored by the philosopher Carl Jung.(1875-1961). In the book, Man and 

his Symbols, (1978, pg.72) Jung makes this observation. 

What we call civilised consciousness has steadily separated itself 
from the basic instincts. But these instincts have not disappeared. 
They have merely lost their contact with our consciousness and 
are thus forced to assert themselves in an indirect fashion. This may 
be by means of physical symptoms in the case of a neurosis, or by 
means of incidents of various kinds, like unaccountable moods, 
unexpected forgetfulness or mistakes in speech. 

Jung (1978.) 

Whilst both John and Jung intimate that our perceptions are subjected to memories, 

instinct and our unconscious, Powers. (1 97 4), make this claim; 

Behaviour is an integral part of the feedback loop by which we affect 
changes in the world so that the experiences we desire occur and the 
experiences we want to avoid go away. Behaviour thus produces negative 
and positive feedback which operates to attain and then perpetuate the 
object of perception and to control responses to disturbances that might 
othenvise detract from that object. Behaviour is thus a phase of intentionality 

and is an exercise of motor control over the state of consciousness. I tum 
my head and body so that I see what I want to see. And I maintain the muscle 
tone, orientation, posture and activity required to keep what I want in my 
sensorium happening. 

Powers (1974) 

This is a much bolder claim where Powers feels that everyone is master of their 

emotions, perceptions and of their conscious and sub-conscious actions. I would argue 

that the belief that one can totally control the input of perceptions by allowing or 

rejecting sensorial input through choice, is a limiting process. We should be open to 

influence and impression whether we desire them or otherwise. However, these 

speculations form the basis for a second interview with John where further 

information will add to the understanding of John as a person and to our 

understanding of his aesthetic values and creative outlet. 
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John Pym. Second Interview. 

The second conversation with John was conducted over the telephone as a further 

visit was not possible. I pre-arranged with John to conduct this conversation 

over the telephone. I did not offer John any clues as to what my further questions 

would be. The reason for this was that I wanted to record John's initial reactions 

rather than any considered opinion. 

In our first conversation, John had talked about photographing subjects that held 

'possibilities', so my first question was about what he considered to be the 

possibilities of a photograph. 

There are three main 'possibilities' with photographs, commercial possibilities 
technical possibilities and artistic possibilities. If you think about the subject 
matter on the lids of chocolate boxes. On postcards and on calendars, you usually 
think of kittens, thatched cottages, babies, spectacular sunsets or old castles, these 
make nice photographs and are commercial. Its not necessarily good art but these 
images have commercial 'possibilities.' If a photograph has technical possibilities 
it's usually of something like aeroplanes or steam trains. They are usually taken for 
a specialist market, for an enthusiast or for a magazine cover, and they would show 
minute detail. These photographs may look good but they are not particularly artistic, 
they are for information mainly although an enthusiast would consider them to be 
beautiful. Artistic possibilities are much more difficult to explain. I suppose the easiest 
way is to say that if you photograph things purely for your own pleasure, then I suppose 
it might be an artistic photograph. It's something that appeals mainly to you, other 
people might like the photograph, but, basically you have taken the photograph because 
it appeals to you. It strikes a chord or feeling in you and you respond by photographing 
it. 

John had previously told me that he was uncomfortable with modem art and modem 

music (pop music).1 thought that it might be advantageous to develop these ideas 

through questions concerning his use of imagery and how these ideas of' satisfactory' 

imagery could be balanced with more general themes in art. 

My own particular pleasures are with superimposing images against unlikely or 
unusual backgrounds. I have taken particular pleasure out of placing Second World 
War bombers, (usually Lancasters) within a photograph of a sunrise or sunset taken 
at least fifty years after the aircraft had ceased flying. As well as creating an image 
you are juggling with time. These pictures may have some commercial and technical 
possibilities, but for me they are artistic. I like my art to be about something, Picasso 

to me is a joke, he was having people on. I like combining images to create a new 
image. There is so much you can do; you can blur images by creating a soft focus, 
you can make close ups of flowers and drops of water. You can't define what is a 
satisfactory image until you see it, then you get a feeling when you know its right. 
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I recently took two photographs of my grandson with our dog. The photographs 
were almost identical, to me, one was satisfactory and the other was not. I couldn't 
say what the real difference was, perhaps there was a hair out of place or a slight 
difference in position, but one 'worked' the other did not. Something was right and 
something was wrong. It's just a feeling inside. 

I was pleased John had mentioned this feeling of 'rightness' in his attempt to define 

his ideas concerning 'satisfactory' imagery and to press these ideas further, I 

asked John about his preferences for colour or shape. I wondered whether any 

subconscious preference might indicate John's formulation of 'rightness' for his 

artwork. 

I suppose I like streamlined shapes, ships and aircraft, but I like my aircraft to 
have a propeller on the front. If it has some sort of historical content, then I usually 
like it. If you think of war, it's not a very nice subject I know, but I would have loved 
to photograph some scenes from a Napoleonic battle and a scene from the Second World 
War, taken on the same site. The landscape would be the same but the shapes and images 
could be combined and mixed together. The soldier's uniforms would be different colours 
and the shapes of the different guns and equipment would provide both technical and artistic 
information. 
Composition is very important in a picture, almost as important as the colours and the shapes 
I usually compose my pictures through my viewfinder, I think of having three vertical lines 
and three horizontal lines across my viewfinder and I place my interesting parts away from the 
middle. A lot of the interest depends upon the subject. Other people's children do not interest 
me at all, but if it's mechanical and dealing with transport, then I'm usually interested. 

John is also interested in words and enjoys the play on words that arises when a word 

has several meaning. It was with glee that John was able to question my meaning 

with my next question, which was concerned with the role that decoration (see 

glossary) held with the making of artwork. I was interested with John's placing of 

images into backgrounds and wondered about any decorative elements John might 

consider using, in order to develop his ideas of creating an 'artistic' image. 

It depends on what you mean by decoration. An army general could have decorations 
on his uniform. If I was photographing him, the decorations would be very important. 
It would make the picture more interesting for both reasons, the decorations would 
decorate the picture. The medals would be part of the picture because the general had 
earned the medals and they are part of him; they show us what he is. The medals also 
help to create the image of the general. But with decoration, if it fits, then, it's usually 
right. Whatever decoration there is in a room usually helps provide clues to what is going 
on. If there are charts and graphs on a wall it could be an office, if there are flowers it 
could be a sitting room. Basically, photography is about things as they are, painting is about 
what things might be? 

The final statement by John is extremely important and r will consider this together 
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with other issues raised during the second speculation section, however in order to 

develop John's thoughts concerning artworks, I asked John about the importance of 

colour. 

Colour is eX1remely difficult but extremely important, you have to get it right. Even if you 
were photographing a brick wall, the right colour of brick red is required, not crimson or scarlet 
you wouldn't feel comfortable with the wrong colour. 
I sometimes use filters to get the 'right' colour but you have to be careful, what is the 'right' 
colour for one person is not always the right colour. For example, everyone has heard the 
joke, What's red and lies in the gutter?, well all Londoners would get that joke but if you 
came from Lincolnshire you wouldn't know what they were talking about. Their buses are 
green If! used a red filter on an ambulance it wouldn't work. Its like sound, I like Glen 
Miller and classical music but I don't like Heavy Metal, but it's a personal choice. With colour 
a pretty good guide in photography is, would it make a painting? If you can transfer it to 
another medium, then it is a successful thing. 

I wanted to develop some ideas about notions of beauty with John, so I asked him 

to tell me what he considered constituted beauty in his photographs. 

I suppose if! could superimpose a modern tractor into the painting of The Haywain, by 
Constable, I would consider it to be beautiful. A common idea of beauty can only be a 
generalisation. There are some accepted rules that most people believes in but in reality 
no one completely accepts them. For example, The Princess of Wales is generally accepted 
to be a beautiful person, but I prefer Fergie. Who is right and who is wrong? If I am in the 
minority then I suppose I am but my ideas about beauty work for me. I can't see anything 
attractive in Cubism or Art Deco but I can in Winnie the Pooh. Beauty can not be a constant. 
Another example would be, if I photographed someone peeing against a wall well it would 
be dirty and disgusting, but how do you explain the nudity of Michelangelo's David? How 
can you have a constant ideal for beauty? 

John breaks of from his train of thought to describe a reflection of Christmas tree 

lights in his window. He says that whilst he has been speaking to me, he has become 

increasingly aware of his reflection and although he is perfectly aware of the cause of 

the reflection, his imagination is triggered to consider the different possible 'realities' 

of this image. John says that the reflections form a 'sort of sideways'S", which 

suggests to him an archway. He goes on to speculate as to where this archway could 

lead and to wonder why he is thinking about archways. What has triggered this 

process of imagining and why have certain possibilities presented themselves to 

John, when he is perfectly aware of the rational explanation of the reflected image? 

Following this demonstration of his imaginative processes, John develops his theme 

on creativity by explaining how much satisfaction he derives from creative writing. 
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John is dyslexic (see glossary), yet through the development of his ideas through a 

multi-media approach, he is able to present work for the Positive Vision magazine and 

to produce other work for his own satisfaction. Combining his love of mechanical 

toys with his love of history, John has produced a model railway system based in his 

fictitious 'Vale of Avalon'. He has chronicled this 'history', developing a regimental 

history of the (again fictitious) Lymeswold Regiment and produces a local paper, The 

Avalon Chronicle. John has invented a number oflocal firms and cottage industries 

which all combine to complete his fantasy. He has interwoven some of the Arthurian 

legends together with his knowledge of regimental procedure and with his own 

particular interests. 

My wife says it's all a load of rubbish, or she will pick out spelling errors. I suppose 
fault finding is her particular art! Until I became diabetic, I wouldn't write, so I think 

the illness has given me the time to follow up these imaginations. What use it all is, I 
haven't a clue but its important to me and other people seem interested, so I suppose 
I'll carry on. I've been thinking of writing, Star Trek the Opera, but we will see what 
happens. 

Further Reflection. 

John had given me a lot of further ideas to consider and yet throughout the whole of 

the conversations, three re-occurring themes presented themselves. 

John regularly referred to his feeling of 'rightness', with his work. When I was 

considering my initial definition for aesthetic understanding, I had used the tenn of 

'rightness' as part of the qualification, but I had altered this tenn to 'completeness'. 

I had done this because I feel that completeness is a better describing word and the 

word 'rightness' needed to be compared against whatever 'wrongness' might be. John 

felt quite comfortable with what was right and what was wrong with his linages, he 

talked of things 'striking a chord' and of 'feelings inside' all of which are of interest 
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to this research. I think a key point to John's philosophy with his artwork was 

swnmed up when he talked about his ideas of beauty. He stated; 'how can you have a 

constant, there are so many relative issues?' Budd (1996, pgs. 43-44) confinns this 

belief in his statement, 

The species of artistic value that are open to the different art forms in virtue of their 
distinctive natures are highly various and open ended, and no exhaustive specification 
of these values is possible. 

Budd (1996) 

John answers this question with his 'feeling of rightness', and I consider this to hold 

true for any measure of aesthetic value. Gombrich, (1991, pg 264) provides the 

following quote which helps with this strand of thought. He says; 

To read the artist's picture is to mobilise our memories and our experience of 
the visible world and to test his image through tentative projections. To read the 
visible world as art we must do the opposite. We mobilise our memories and 
experience of pictures we have seen and test the motif again by projecting them 
tentatively onto a framed view. 

Gombrich (1991) 

So, in order to gauge this 'feeling of rightness' with artworks we need to test the 

images against our experiences. These experiences in tum are based upon what 

Berger (1977, pg.l1) describes as 'learnt assumptions'. 

Yet when an image is presented as a work of art, the way people look at it is 
affected by a whole series ofleamt assumptions about art. Assumptions concerning: 
Beauty. Truth, Genius, Civilisation, Form, Status, Taste, etc. 

Berger (1917) 

U sing each of these conditions to form our ideas concerning artwork and our 'feeling 

of rightness' , it is of no surprise that there is a difficulty with having a constant or 

standardisation for an aesthetic model, yet this contlict with visual imagery equally 

indicates the dichotomy within an unsighted world. Whilst an unsighted person can 

relate to their own assumptions regarding beauty, truth, and genius etc, each of these 

conditions is dependent upon the individual experience of the person and their 

relationship with the artwork perceived. 

Another strand of thought that John presented, was that he considered 
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photography to be 'about things' and paintings to be 'about what things might be'. 

This is a very large statement to make and would be interesting to develop fully, 

however, in relation to this particular research programme, I would like to develop a 

small part of this dialogue. If painting does depend upon a sub-conscious 

interpretation of things perceived, and upon a physical portrayal of that interpretation, 

then a question could be, What are we actually seeing and what do we think we are 

painting? Ifwe include the visual impairment issue within this conundrum we have 

quite a complex issue to think about. It is certainly true that painting can be about 

what we think we see and are about what we want other people to see and are also 
about 

what we think other people ought to see. However, a painting may not only be a 

response to something seen, as paintings are often interpretations of complex 

stimulation and evoke impressions gathered from many physically sensory and 

unconscious interpretations, bound together in the plastic form of a painting. Berger 

(1977, pg 9-10) complicates the issue further with this statement, 

An image is a sight which has been recreated or reproduced. It is an appearance, 
or set of appearances, which has been detached from the place and time in which 
it first made its appearance and preserved-for a few moments or a few centuries. 
Every image embodies a way of seeing. Even a photograph. For photographs are 
not, as is often assumed, a mechanical record. Every time we look at a photograph 
we are aware, however slightly, of the photographer selecting that sight from an 
infinity of other possible sights. This is true even in the most casual family snapshot 
The photographer's way of seeing is reflected in his choice of subject. The painter's 
way of seeing is reconstituted by the marks he makes on the canvas or paper. Yet, 
although every image embodies a way of seeing, our perception or appreciation of 
an image depends also upon our way of seeing. 

Berger (1977) 

If our perception or appreciation of an image depends upon our way of seeing, how 

does this affect people with a visual impairment? The creation of an artwork is 

always more than the physical making of the object and the physical presence of the 

finished piece. The artwork is imbued with the artist's influences, impressions, beliefs 

and intentions and a visually impaired person can receive information and 
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impressions regarding the artwork in other ways than visual. Obviously the 

information received by a visually impaired person is altered and different but a 

specific message is received. Trevarthan, (1995 pg 170 ) provides a valuable clue 

towards a resolution of this issue; 

Human beings everywhere appreciate art to share their intuitive evaluations about 
life experiences. They create works of art that they hope will move other people 
strongly. A two year old child can show us a proto-art in his or her first attempts 
to paint or draw. The earliest art production of children are not representations; 
they are active and conversational inventions, dramatic or histrionic icons, full of 
feelings which seek affirmation and fear disapproval. Toddlers use simple stereotypes 
to evoke meanings and they distort representation to convey the relative importance 
or vitality of the things that hold their interest. They are not trying to recreate things 
as seen, caring little for realistic resemblance. 

Trevarthan (1995) 

It could be argued that much art seeks to evoke meaning and visual ambiguity is a tool 

that is used by artists, to convey certain visual impressions in their composition. If 

this is accepted, then artworks produced by visually impaired people and the 

appreciation of conventional art by visually impaired people is simply a part of the 

larger picture of creative endeavour. The way of seeing is more a way of interpreting 

and visually impaired people can interpret information in their own unique way as any 

other person would do. The only difference being less dependency upon visual 

information. 

Another point raised by John, was his belief that by transfenmg creative processes 

into another medium, somehow proved the validity of the artwork. Certainly with 

some art movements, (Art Nouveau, the influences of African tribal art on Cubism 

and the influences of Japanese art on Impressionism) the transference of cultural 

themes has emiched a particular movement in art, although for many these influences 

were merely the visual impressions of these 'new creations' rather than the beliefs 

that the images symbolised .. TIus cross cultural enrichment may be at the core of 

John's beliefbut I feel that the cross fertilisation of creativity goes much further into 
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the fundamental expression of ideas, where a multi modal response provides a more 

complete understanding of the creative investigation. In Performance Art, (1997, pg 

3) Guzkowski described a performance piece directed by Mitolo, called Giro in 

Popono. 

Multimodal performance does not privilege separate and distinct media or disciplines 
in the manner of multi-disciplinary or multi-media shows. Instead, Mitolo clarifies, the 
main emphasis is on telling stories and inviting people to interpret a story in different 
ways. 

Guzkowsky (1997) 

If interpretation of ideas is the base for creativity then any measure of aesthetic 

understanding must take account of the individual responses evoked by the original 

idea. Guzkowsky, (1997 pg 3) develops this idea further, in his article Performance art 

goes multimodal; 

Mitolo craves a more collaborative method and describes his preferred work process in 
this way. 'I invite people to collaborate. Each bring their own ingredients to the soup. The 
genius is not in the initial idea The genius is in the invitation.' What has emerged is a style 

which he calls 'multimodal' which combines theatre, dance, music, film, video and slide. It 
allows the audience to piece together its own version of the story. 

Guzkowsky.(l997) 

This type of active involvement does not disallow visually impaired people to 

participate and to contribute and allows for the unique qualities that may be used by 

visually impaired people, when they respond to stimulus. For people with sight loss, 

the transference of ideas from a visual medium to a partially non-visual medium 

(sculpture, dance, music or theatre) has long been practised. The transference of 

responses between media has enriched and evoked not only the world of the visually 

impaired but provides for a new way of seeing for sighted people. Artists are 

experimenting with 'other than visual' materials to portray ideas. One such artist is 

Lukasz Skapski, who in 2000 produced a series of sculptures for his Light Works 

exhibition. Skapski was not content to use traditional materials but used 
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a wide range of media to include sound, taped stories, personal space, photography 

and scientific instruments. In the catalogue for the Light works exhibition, (pg 24) 

Swenson 2000, describes Skapski; 

Skapski is an artist who wears many different hats. He is a shaman and a showman; a 
mechanic and a magician; an inventor and a trickster; a philosopher and a comedian 
a craftsman and a scientist. But above all, Skapski plays both God and devil's advocate 

Swenson 2000. 

Perhaps any search for aesthetic understanding should allow for the diversity of the 

artist's approach as well as the diversity of responses from all types of audiences. 

(Certainly for my search for aesthetic understanding this is the case.) 
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Rosemary Carter. No.002 

Initial interview Saturday 12th September 1998. 

Background information. 

Rosemary has no left eye and the sight in her right eye is very poor. She has 

nystagmus, photophobia, tunnel vision, myopia and has colour blindness seeing only 

greys. (See in appendix, An overview of Children's Eye Conditions) Rosemary has 

an enquiring mind and as a child endured much deprivation at school where she was 

left to her own devices as it was considered that as a visually impaired child, she was 

unteachable. As a small child, Rosemary realised that she had a sight problem, but 

thought it was 'something she was doing that was wrong' and as a result, never 

informed her mother who did not realise Rosemary had a visual impairment. 

Rosemary's sight defects were discovered when she was around six years old. Her left 

eye was removed after a bout of measles and Rosemary remembers that her 

underlying thoughts as a child were, 'to get back to normal. ' 

Rosemary was a sickly child who was nursed for long periods by her mother. She 

missed a lot of schooling but was always interested in books and pictures. Letters and 

numbers were initially a problem for her as she had little formal teaching and until a 

retired teacher made letters out of sandpaper for her to feel and recognise Rosemary 

was unable to read. Rosemary was always interested in practical things, (things she 

could do for herself) Latin, algebra and geometry bored her stiff but she enjoyed 

history, biology (where she could practice on her pets) and French. 

Rosemary applied herself to mastering reading, where by sheer concentration and 

with the use of a large magnifYing glass, she could manage around three pages of 

classical literature before giving herself a severe headache. Rosemary has now read 
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most of the popular classic books. When Rosemary was able to attend school she had 

no individual support, was not allowed any physical exercise, (as jumping up and 

down was considered dangerous for her) and as a result found herself marginalized 

for long periods oftime. As a result, Rosemary entertained herself by drawing, 

copying shapes, inventing letters and by keeping quiet and not making a fuss. 

As her mother was always extremely busy, an old Scottie dog would take her to 

school. It was tied to the fence at school and later would bring her home again. 

Rosemary had this dog from the age of fourteen and it was a constant companion until 

she was twenty-one, she feels it was a form of , self help' guide dog. 

Rosemary says she didn't know what art was, what she did was just a way of making 

pictures and copies of the world she lived in, 'a strategy to entertain herself and to 

learn about the world.' Whilst others did their homework, Rosemary kept quiet by 

playing with buttons, seeing how many different stalks and leaves she could find in 

the garden, seeing what types of textures she could discover and what patterns she 

could find in nature. 

When Rosemary was forty years old, she realised she could register as a blind person 

after listening to a radio programme on radio four. In many ways, Rosemary's whole 

philosophy reflects this attitude of not complaining, doing things for herself and 

making things happen for her by sheer application. For Rosemary, evelyday activities 

and art activities mesh together into her normal everyday endeavours. 

Artistic Information. 

Sounds, picture making, texture exploration, shape exploration are ail part of 
everything I do. Art is an incredible luxury I haven't got time for, yet 1 feell 
have to make time to understand ail the things that are happening. 
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Everything Rosemary has learnt has been through her own exhaustive application of 

touch, examination, comparison and :finally understanding. Even the drawing of a six 

pointed star (demonstrated) was perfected after long periods of time were spent by 

rigorously tracing the outline of the shape again and again until her hand recognised 

the movement and her brain recognised the symboL Rosemary illfonned me that she 

didn't take the pen off the paper because she didn't want to loose her place and it was 

like drawing with string, 'she unravelled the shape.' 

Rosemary spent some time doodling whilst we talked and by watching her work, I 

began to understand her process of learning. Rosemary seemed to focus her drawings 

together with her thoughts and ideas into a fonn of interlinked doodling. The process 

was rather like an embroidery using pencil, ideas, shape, letters, words and 

impressions in order to create a new multi-faceted whole. 

Rosemary suddenly infonned me that as a child she used to hate some people and she 

would think of all the different ways she could hate them, usually starting with how 

many different ways she could embellish the word 'hate' with decorations. 

For Rosemary, artwork was a way of not being bored. As a child, she would occupy 

herself by inspecting conkers, green beans and sweet peas. 

I learnt everything by feel; I just drew what was there. If you got really bored you 
could see how many different stems you could find in the garden. You could compare 
the lengths, thicknesses, where the buds carne out, the shapes of the stems and what shades 
were visible to me. Sweet peas were one of my favourites, they are quite interesting, and you 
can peel them to see how they are made. 

I next asked Rosemary about her pottery. For a while Rosemary had worked at her 

own studio pottery business. 

To begin with, I hated the idea of pottery; it was for disabled people or for middle class 
people. I faked my way into an art college to learn about pottery but once they found out 
I was colour blind they said I couldn't take any examinations and again I was left to my 
own devices. 

Rosemary attended the Guildford Art College between 1958-1962. During this time 
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Rosemary managed to persuade the college to let her stay where they devised a course 

loosely based upon art, architecture and pottery. However, Rosemary thought that 

they didn't really know what to do with her as she was the only one on this particular 

course and she concentrated upon things that she wanted to do rather than on any set 

programme. To begin with Rosemary found she could not throw pots, she could 

model, but tlllS was not good enough. After six weeks of intensive throwing she felt 

she had not mastered the process and so she devised a method of thinking of at least 

twenty-five different ways oftlrrowing a pot and after attempting them all she felt she 

had improved. Towards the end of her third year at Guildford, Rosemary decided to 

build herself a pottery kiln. She went to an old aeroplane scrap yard and purchased 

some dexion shelving and some aluminium sheeting and together with concrete, 

venniculite, electrical elements and dowel rods she managed to make a fully working 

kiln. Rosemary made some copies of old Staffordshire figures, which she sold easily 

and suspects they have subsequently been sold on as originals. Yet for Rosemary the 

process of enquiry is just as important as the finished work and is all a procedure of 

keeping herself occupied, finding out about the world she lives in and not 

complaining. Rosemary's independence is quite extra ordinary, she infonned me tllat 

she managed to repair her washing machine after it had 'eaten' an under wired bra. 

I could tell what was wrong by touch. I knew where the heating element was 
and where the outer casing was and I could feel between them to see if anything 
was loose. By methodically inspecting all the parts you can tell what is wrong. 
It's like nature, by comparing all the bits you can see what doesn't fit. Rats have 
long tails which they use for balance, I'm rather like a rat where everything I 
do has to balance. It's a way of expressing myself within nature, its being me. 

I asked Rosemary what she thought her role in life was and how this affected her 

artwork. Rosemary thought it important not to waste time as time was quickly used up 

witll finding out about things. Rosemary mentioned that she was a Christian and 

unfortunately it brainwashed you into thinking about things in a particular way. 
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I'm interested in youth clubs, teaching in prisons, dyslexic children and pet 
rescue. My own family life has focused me onto lots oflife's problems, my 
grandmother had chronic motor disability, my husband suffers from depression 
and bouts of violence, my son has Turrets Syndrome and diabetes, I am partially 
sighted and all these peculiarities have moulded the way I think about things. 
Being artistic, whatever that means, is like being pretty, it's just a physical trait 
it's what you are or rather; it's what people think you are. 

Initial Reflection. 

Rosemary is a very intense person, possibly a perfectionist. She has very well 

considered opinions yet often feels that people do not like her. Rosemary's daughter 

informed me that she felt that Rosemary could misread other peoples reactions 

towards herself. Due to her time at art college, Rosemary" knowledge about art and 

artworks are well developed. Her drawings show a good level of draughtsmanship and 

her pottelY is developed to a level of saleability. Rosemary's home life has been one 

of constant illness and disability both with her own ill health and with the poor health 

(both physical and mental) of her immediate family. I must admit that I find 

Rosemary extremely difficult to assess. Her aesthetic contribution is obvious and her 

sight loss makes her an extremely suitable candidate for a case study, yet her extreme 

originality and her forceful interpretation of life render her so unique that any 

parallels with other case studies may prove to be too tenuous. What is apparent is the 

lack of understanding the sighted world held for Rosemary and her specific problems 

One particular thought at this stage is that Rosemary's situation demonstrates the 

isolation that a number of visually impaired people feel about their impainnent. The 

fact that they do not see as well as other people, does mean that they can not interpret 

visual clues, they miss visual communication aids and they calmot pick up gestures. 

However, tins extreme case does provide towards defining some of the parameters for 

any aesthetic inclusions into this study. A further meeting will prove extremely 

interesting, where careful questioning will be extremely important. I will need to tease 
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out information regarding specific visual interpretations and of Rosemary's 

understanding of her environment. As Rosemary is colour blind, it may prove 

interesting to find out about Rosemary's thoughts on colour. I would like to develop 

some ideas regarding Rosemary's use of language and her thoughts on visual 

impairment. I would like to ask Rosemary about the ideas John had about his feelings 

of' completeness' in order to see if there is any common ground between these two 

people. Finally, it will be interesting to see if Rosematy's ideas concerning abstract 

art are close to the ideas she was taught in art college or whether she has a particular 

interpretation of this area of art. (At the time Rosematy was at college, Cubism was 

considered to be the most usual example of contemporaty art and the Abstract 

Expressionists were considered to be an example of extreme artwork.) 

Rosemary Carter. Second Conversation. 

In the speculation, following our first meeting I had mentioned that I found 

Rosemary to be a puzzling' client' and due to this I wanted to prepare carefully for the 

next meeting. I wanted to develop ideas concerning shape, as Rosemary had stated 

that in her childhood she had spent many hours feeling leaves, seeds, stalks, bark and 

the various other items found within her garden. This definite input of stimulus must 

reflect upon her subsequent concepts regarding shape and proportion and I wish to 

pursue this. I would like to see if any patteming or reoccurring shapes are used by 

Rosemary in her artwork and although Rosemary is and has always been colour blind, 

I wish to investigate any strategies she has developed for tllis problem. 

I consider Rosemary to be an intelligent and inquisitive person and I want to 

consider the importance Rosemary placed upon the use of language as a vehicle for 

sharing infonnation, ideas and for the development of one's imagination. 
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With this second 'conversation', my final questions would be concerned with abstract 

representation. I had been hoping to uncover some form of 'instinctive imaging' that 

visually impaired people used and with Rosemary's assistance, I hoped to 

demonstrate some evidence of sub conscious preference that may fit into a scheme of 

inter relationship between shape, colour and form. 

Recurring shapes. 

To begin this session of information gathering, I asked Rosemary about what she had 

learnt from her time in her garden as a child. 

I learnt a lot from my time in the garden. I was often alone and very lonely and so 
for me, the garden was a voyage of discovery. I learnt all the different shapes of the 
leaves, I learnt that holly leaves have beautiful dips between the sharp spikes. I learnt 
about the different seasons and when to go to different parts of the garden to find 
special flowers and plants. You can tell the seasons by the different smells of the plants 
and by the weight of the berries. Horse chestnut seeds have a texture inside which is 
very like human skin and when I split them open to see the conker inside, it felt as if 
I was looking at new born babies. I felt very privileged. 
I experimented with stinging nettles to see if there was a way I could pick them without 
being stung. I exarnined the way fern leaves unrolled and I learnt about the way dandelion 
seeds fitted into the top of the stem to make the round fluffy shape. 
Gardens get you down to earth after being out and you can invent games in the garden 
when you haven't anyone to play with. For example, I discovered that ladybirds like lilac 
plants and if you place an umbrella upside down under a lilac bush and shake it, you can 
guess how ladybirds fallout and you can guess how many different types there are. You can 
count the spots and you can watch them to see how they move around and how they fly. 
Gardens are an inspiration; in fact, my daughter took up ballet after learning about seeds 
and plants in the garden. 

I purposely did not pursue this statement at this time; it seemed to be a very large 

statement and I did not wish to become side tracked this early on, but an interesting 

observation by Mc Fee (1994) pgs. 117-118, helps to focus this point when he 

discusses the difficulties for the dance/language analogy. Initially McFee sees little 

compatibility; 

The first difficulty concerns the fact that, it seems, the unit of meaning in 
language is the word, but in dance there is no equivalent unit. There is no 
independently meaningful element of a dance. We find the meaningfulness 
of particular segments of the dance in terms of the meaning of the whole dance 
The second difficulty concerns translation, for we can typically translate a passage 
oflanguage into another language, or (and this is paraphrase) into another set of 
words in the same language. But it is widely agreed, it makes no sense to speak 
of constructing an exact equivalent for some work of art. 
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McFee (1994) 

I am interested with this idea of transferring creative responses through different 

media because I consider that visually impaired people can achieve some measure of 

aesthetic enjoyment by employing a method of transferral. Luckily McFee (1994, pg 

119.) softens his argument with this qUalifYing statement; 

For dance-critical purposes, the explanation functions not instead of the movements 
as it would if we thought of the dance as translatable into words, but rather (at the 
least) as an adjunct to the movement. One may even think of that explanation as part 
of the movement. For seeing it as dance is seeing it as the sort of thing that can be 
explained in these sorts of ways. 

McFee (1994) 

This area of research, concerning the transfer of creativity through different media 

was first raised by John when he was explaining his ideas with photography, 

Rosemary has spoken of transferring garden stimulus into dance, it will be interesting 

to see if anyone else mentions this phenomena. 

My next question for Rosemary was to reflect upon her involvement with gardens and 

what beneficial qualities she thought gardens held. 

Nature feels so nice, its friendship really. It has the promise of new life every year 
and it has the promise of old friends revisiting you with the changing seasons. 

The next issue I wanted to develop with Rosemary was her interpretation and 

understanding of colour. Rosemary has always been colour blind and describes her 

vision as seeing shades of grey. I asked Rosemary what coloured clothing she thought 

I was wearing and I was intrigued by her logical reasoning. Firstly, after gathering an 

overall impression of tone, she commented that as I was wearing jeans, they were 

probably dark blue and as I seemed to be a tidy sort of person my jumper would 

probably be colour co-ordinated. The jumper seemed lighter and so it would probably 

be blue or green as these seemed to be lighter colours. It was in fact a lighter blue! 

If you have never seen, you have to learn so much. It means that I might wear socks 
that does not match, so you have to learn about texture and shape to help you. If you 
don't have colour you have to learn what colours people usually wear. 
Old ladies usually wear purple and children usually wear red and blue anoraks at the 
moment. You can tell different ages by the colours people wear, business men are usually 
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in dark blue and school girls wear bottle green. You have to learn about colour instinctively 
otherwise you could quite easily get mixed up. Looking only at shapes means that you 
can't tell the difference between puddles and concrete, so you have to get your colours 
in order. In fact, you can tell history by its colours, the 40's was khaki, the 60's was 
red and black and the 50's were green. Willow pattern is always blue and I know that 
my cups are probably green because the old ones are blue and these ones are not quite 
so old and look lighter, so they are probably green. 

They were in fact green but she could have been told this at some point. However, the 

point that impressed me was Rosemary's demonstration oflogical reasoning where 

she showed that even though she had no colour vision and had never had colour 

vision, Rosemary enjoyed the notion of colour in her everyday life. Rosemary had 

developed a process of establishing colour values for the objects in her environment 

and she used this large colour range as part of her everyday experience. 

Rosemary next turned to her old Springer spaniel and explained about its colouring. 

She felt that it was probably dark brown or black and as she had been told that it had 

'liver markings' she supposed the lighter patches were red. Rosemary knew that her 

dog had cataracts and claimed that this colour was green. (the colour of putrefaction?) 

I prompted Rosemary further by asking her about the colours she found in nature and 

I asked her to consider those elements in nature that people with sight loss may not 

readily understand, such as clouds, reflections water and rainbows. 

Fluffy clouds are a lie, its just water, cold fog. You could never sit on one. As soon as 
I got the chance, I went up in a plane and it's just cold and wet. It's worse than telling 

children about gooseberry bushes. 
You need colour to see what the weather is going to be, I've never seen a sunset or a red 
sky at night, I'd never seen rivers until I was six years old and that was a disappointment! 
I was surprised to see that it was all the same colour and I can remember thinking 'why 
isn't it deep? It was dark and looked just like a concrete runway, it didn't seem to flow 
anywhere like rivers are supposed to. It was like a trap because you can't see it go down. 
I was terrified of water. 

Rosemary had begun to touch upon the very interesting issue concerning the reliance 

upon verbal descIiptioll some visually impaired people have. If a sighted person uses 

language to define 'things' in the environment, to a visually impaired person, they 

empower those things with impression and value that are attributed by both descIibers 

and receiver. These impressions need to be matched with an actual physical 
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experience and often that experience is less than the imagining of the visually 

impaired receiver expected. The impression of clouds that Rosemary received 

through flying, was more of a reaction to wind, speed and altitude rather than an 

impression of cumulus nimbus on a sunny afternoon. The important point is that any 

input provided by a sighted person for an unsighted person must be very carefully 

explained. 

My next question for Rosemary was concerned with the use of language and the 

development of the imagination. It helped to develop this point. 

Language is trust, if you can't believe people you don't rely on them. You have to 
find out for yourself. I always thought that if I could find out for myself without 
being told about things, then I wasn't really blind. Experience was always more 

important to me than talking about things. I have always striven to ridiculous levels 
but experience is everything to me. The doing usually ends up disappointing though 
and I loathe meeting new people. 

Language is a very important tool to help visually impaired people understand more 

about their environment but I would develop this further by adding that the use of 

voice is even more important. Visually impaired people cannot react to gesture or 

facial expression but they can listen velY acutely to what is being said and how it is 

being said. Without the distraction of visual contradiction a visually impaired person 

can focus upon the voice and can discern more than the language describes. 

Often these things revealed pertain to the describer rather than the object being 

described, but the process provides a unique experience for the unsighted recipient. 

Rosemary indicated that tmst was needed between sighted and ullsighted people in 

order to overcome perceived differences between both parties. I asked her if she 

thought that blind people could develop their ideas without sharing with sighted 

people. 

Once you have leamt to read, you can get thousands of ideas from books and other 
people are not so important. For me, well written books like the Bible and fairy stories 
give me lots of ideas. Books transfer ideas and playing games can develop these ideas 
even further. As children we always played games like, Simon Says, Grandmothers 
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Footsteps, the Farmer and his Wife, even musical chairs. You could develop your own 
ideas with the stories you had read by giving different endings to Cinderella or Jack and 
the beanstalk We used to act out Charades. Do people still do things like that any more? 
Poetry was another very important way of imagining things. My mother and I would read 
poetry together, we learnt a poem a week When you have read a poem or a story, it makes 
you want to go out and find things out for yourself. You could forget you couldn't see and 
if you never talked about being blind, it might go away. 

My next question was about Rosemary's own art, about her reaction to abstract art 

and why we should be concerned about making artwork. 

Art for me is part of why I'm here. It's about making my mark. It's about not wasting 
my day, it's a reason for being. As I've been given a life and the senses to experience 
things, then I've got a responsibility to try and understand them. Making pictures helps 
me not to worry because I'm learning about where I am. Art is like carving your name 
on a school desk, someone's been there before but you are making your mark and you 
become part of it all. It's attractive and it's ugly but its all nature and all art. It's like 
duck's feet, they are beautiful but they have vicious little hooks. Art is like listening at 
doors to find out what people are talking about. Art is like being blind in the playground 
and walking in front of the swings because you can't judge distances. Art is space and 
time and pieces of string. 

Rosemary's thoughts on abstract art. 

With abstract art you need to learn. Some abstract art like Henry Moore's work, you 
can understand but with most you need to ask, why? why? why? You either challenge 
it or dismiss it. It's subjective. It definitely appeals to our primitiveness but you do need 
to look at it in a special way and not only with your eyes. Perhaps all people should try 
to look at art in different forms. What about tractors and dustbins? You could set up an 
artificial dustbin and by examining the contents you could discover a whole range of new 
information. Did you know you can clean shoes with banana skins? If you rub your shoe 
with the inside part of a banana skin, it makes them shine. All art should be from nature. 
A lot of abstract art is taken from nature and it all fits together like a jig saw puzzle. You 
can learn about art from galleries but you need to go to six or seven different ones, but for 
me I only need to go to one garden. It has the most art, abstract and representational. 

My final question was concerned with any associations Rosemary might have 

between shapes and ideas. 

Shapes can trigger memories and new ideas and I ideas make you think of shapes. 
Whenever I am out I look to find new shapes and experiences, sometimes a shape 
makes me remember things I had forgotten. The other day I went to a funeral and I 
discovered what porn porn chrysanthemums and stripy lilies looked like. I remembered 
that I used to eat flowers when I was a child, the smell oflavender was so much better 
than the taste though. I learnt that at crematoriums curtains swish and you can measure 
how tall the person might have been by the number of clicks the coffin makes as it passes 
by. You can look for different patterns with shapes and sounds and smells and you can link 
up lots of new and different things. Its like Happy Families, I suppose its genetics and its 
nature and its art! 

Further Reflections. 

As a child, Rosemary channelled all her unhappiness and loneliness into discovering 
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things in the garden. When her mind was diverted by shape, fonn and texture, she was 

not thinking about her sight problems. Rosemary's method of listing and categorising 

leaf shapes, stem types, smells and textures combined with her methodical nature of 

attempting to understand how these things 'worked' and is an attempt to exert some 

control over an environment which was confusing and hostile. If she could understand 

how fem leaves unfurled or how seeds were arranged in pods then some degree of 

control could be established in her world. Not only was she occupying her mind away 

from the tonnent of her sight difficulties she was exeltmg some influence over her 

benign environment. 

Listing of objects is a common practise amongst visually impaired people and whilst 

it is a good ordering method and an aid to memory development, for visually 

impaired people, in Rosemary's case it could indicate a fonn of obsessive behaviour. 

There are links between the behavioural pattems of visually impaired people and of 

people who are judged to be on the autistic spectrum. Bee (1985,pg 505) explains 

about some of the mannerisms of autistic children, all of these can demonstrated by 

visually impaired children although the use oflanguage is usually Vety well 

developed 

Autism. Autistic children are generally unresponsive to the people 
around them, do not cuddle or respond to affection as do normal infants 
do not make eye contact regularly, and show significant retardations of 
language Some do not develop language at all; others develop vocabularies 
and may even use two word sentences, but they do not adapt their language 
to the person they are talking to and may develop their own words for common 
objects. They also typically show resistance to new events and to any changes 
in their environment and often show ritualistic or repetitive behaviour (twirling 
finger movements, or the like.) 

Bee 1985. 

Rosemary's method of deciding about colour is extremely interesting. Her method 

oflogical reasoning demonstrates a very good example of how visually impaired 

people can understand about things they cannot see. Rosemary shows an 
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understanding and use of a medium she cannot see well, yet, is prepared to manipulate 

its qualities. In some instances Rosemary was correct in some of her assumptions but 

more realistically, her demonstration showed that a literal understanding of colour 

together with the substitution of sensory stimulus can not fully compensate for sight 

loss. In many cases her logical deductions led to an understanding of those things 

unseen but her final conclusion appeared to be flawed as her inability to see colour 

often led her to inaccurate conclusions. 

The ideas Rosemary holds regarding the links between colour and time offers much to 

the speculation of aesthetic understanding and visual impairment, Rosemary 

understands a certain rhythm and balance with her colour assumptions that could be 

construed as contributing to an aesthetic appreciation of colour. Pinker, (1994, pg 62) 

offers us this insight into the phenomena of colour; 

Languages differ in their inventory of colour words. Latin lacks generic 'grey' 
and 'brown'; Navajo collapses blue and green into one word; Russian has distinct 
words for 'dark blue' and 'sky blue'; Shona speakers use one word for the 'yellower 
greens' and the 'greener yellows', and a different one for the 'bluer greens' and the 
'nonpurplish blues. 

Pinker (1994.) 

and equally interestingly an opinion regarding time; 

The fimdamentally different Hopi concept of time is one of the more startling claims 
about how minds can vary. Whorf wrote that the Hopi language contains no words 
grammatical forms, constructions or expressions that refer directly to what we call 
'time', or to past or future or to enduring or lasting. He suggested too, that the Hopi 
had no general notion or intuition of time as a smooth flowing continuum in which 
everything in the universe proceeds at an equal rate, out of a future, through a present 
into a past. According to Whorf, they did not conceptualise events as being like points 
or lengths of time like days as countable things. Rather, they seemed to focus on change 
and process itself and on psychological distinctions between presently known, mythical 
and conjecturally distant. 

Pinker (1994) 

These statements place Rosemary's views into a context where much of what is seen 

is not what is actually there but reliant upon basic concepts believed by the person 

who is perceiving the event. 

Rosemary's statement that' language is tmst' is again revealing. If one cannot 
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see, then any description or explanation takes on a more significant importance. 

Her endeavours to experience her environment 'first hand' demonstrates how that 

environment is less accessible and more challenging. Time needs to be spent 

examining almost every aspect of any particular incident before a perception and 

evaluation can take place. Many blind people feel that sight is the ability to 'feel at a 

distance' or a 'short cut' to understanding. Language is an important tool for blind 

people in their pursuit of knowledge and a trust in the information delivered through 

verbal language is vital. However language is much more that a vehicle for the 

transferral ofinforrnatioll. Pinker (1994) pg 18, develops this argument with these 

thoughts; 

Language is not a cultural artefact that we learn the way we learn to tell the 
time or how the federal government works. Instead, it is a distinct piece of 
the biological makeup of our brains. Language is a complex specialised skill 
which develops in the child spontaneously, without conscious effort or formal 
instruction, is deployed without awareness of its underlying logic, is qualitatively 
the same in every individual, and is distinct from more general abilities to process 
information or behave intelligently. For these reasons some cognitive scientists 
have described language as a psychological faculty, a mental organ. A neural system 
and a computational model. But I prefer the admittedly quaint term 'instinct.' 

Pinker 1994. 

Both for Rosemary and for other blind people, language can function as a 

computational model and as an instinct together with the medium for transferring 

ideas. The use oflanguage is very important for visually impaired people as part of a 

process used to deliver any creative response. Language enables visually impaired 

people to verbally' doodle' with description and to mentally negotiate image 

for practical interpretation. (See observation sheet number 002) Equally through the 

ideas Rosemary has, regarding her imagination, we are able to see how she has 

interlinked ideas, language, observation and instinct into a creative and aesthetic 

understanding of her environment. 

Delmett, (1993), pg 60 offers us an interesting observation on the imagination which 
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may help to develop ideas regarding an aesthetic understanding and the use of 

imagination; 

Imagined sensations (if we may call these phenomenological items that) are 
suitable objects for aesthetic appreciation and judgement, but why, then, do 
the real sensations matter so much more? Why shouldn't one be willing to 
settle for recollected sunsets, merely anticipated spaghetti al pesto? Much 
of the pleasures and pain we associate with events in our lives is, after all, tied 
up in anticipation and recollection. The bare moments of sensation are a tiny 

part of what matters to us. 
(Dennett, 1993) 

For a visually impaired person, the facility to anticipate is closely linked with their 

abilities to construct a concept. By working with those things learnt and known, a 

visually impaired person will logically anticipate an outcome. 

Rosemary is not interested in competitive games but through her interests in poetry 

and reading, she felt that she was able to act out and develop ideas generated through 

this literary input. Rosemary considers the information, explores the qualities of 

experience and extends it into a 'play reality.' 

This is a very interesting proposition as it demonstrates how visually impaired people 

combine different sensory qualities together into their act of creativity. Where sighted 

people deal with a combination of tactile material or a combination of colours, 

visually impaired people will attempt to combine language together with shape, 

texture together with smell and sound together with density. The fact that some of 

these combinations seem unlikely is because the sense of sight tends to override the 

other senses and creates a visual order. Without sight this order is different yet has an 

aesthetic merit that can add to a general aesthetic understanding appreciated by both 

sighted and unsighted people. 

Rosemary's art, at times seems to be a type of therapy, where she uses the 'things' she 

finds in the environment to firstly explore and understand, and then to combine into 

her world of art. It has become a way of life for her but it is also the creation of a safe 

environment. When she was a child, Rosemary subjugated her fears of everyday life 
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by conquering her known environment, the garden. In later years, Rosemary 

constantly demonstrates this process through her artworks, where she produces 

'logical' drawings developed by her knowledge of 'what goes where' and 'this must 

be this, because that was something else'. 

As a strategy for overcoming visual impairment, Rosemary has developed a 

successful model and if we apply this model to a developing understanding of an 

aesthetic order, used by visually impaired people, there is much to be learnt. 

(Rosemary's model is itself extremely aesthetic as are her statements.) 

The ordering process, the use oflogical reasoning and the methods of qualifYing an 

unknown by using a series of known things, present an insight into how people with a 

sight loss function in a sighted environment. Rosemary's methods of developing her 

perceptions also indicate a value that aesthetics may hold for visually impaired 

people. The facility used by visually impaired people, to take (extract) known 

infonnation for themselves, (to intemalise) through different routes other than vision, 

is an extremely valuable facility. The possible creative output of this process is a little 

difficult to evaluate, there could be a definite aesthetic process and a physical artwork, 

yet this evaluation tends to provoke a visual response rather than an unsighted 

appraisal. (I'm not sure how an unsighted appraisal of a physical entity could be 

communicated, perhaps through language?) 
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Elizabeth Price Simmons No.003 

Background Information. 

Elizabeth felt she was never meant to survive. She was a Rhesus negative baby and 

after a blood transfusion at birth and against all odds she lived. Elizabeth was a 

clumsy child who lacked balance and also suffered from infantile paralysis. Her sight 

has always been impaired and she has had corrective surgery in the form of a lens 

implant and has had cataracts removed. Elizabeth's sight dramatically deteriorated 

further when she was in her forties and can only see 'close up.' 

Elizabeth has always been interested in art, her father was an antiques collector and 

some of Elizabeth's earliest memories are of her father's collected curios. She recalls 

images of stuffed brown bears, armadillos and Japanese suits of armour as regular 

items of interest placed around her childhood home. Her father was also interested in 

the 'Dutch Masters' and Elizabeth's early years consisted of regular visits to museums 

and art galleries, she has always hated loud noises and counts a museum atmosphere 

as a favourite environment. 

Elizabeth worked as a journalist until her increasing failing sight forced her to give up 

her work. Elizabeth can no longer drive a car but has thrown herself into the Positive 

Vision cause with enthusiasm. 

The occasion of our :first meeting was through an invitation from Elizabeth for me to 

attend the unveiling of a collective artwork that had been produced for the Lewes Art 

Festival by members of a disabled art group, of which Elizabeth was a driving force. 

The artwork was a totem pole where each composite feature had been 

sculpted/painted/shaped by the different members of the art group. This particular 

sculpture workshop had been funded by Altability and the project had been completed 

over three intensive days. 
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Specific creative/aesthetic information. 

On asking Elizabeth about her interests in the creative processes, Elizabeth began by 

making an illuminating observation; 

When you can no longer see outward, you tend to focus on things that are 
inward. You have to look and feel more. Not only with the visual things 
but with those things that you don't need sight to see. As I no longer see 
the world as sighted people see it I have to focus on other things. I have 
to make my own reasons for the world. 

As a response to this, I asked Elizabeth about any specific strategies she employed 

when she attempted to make sense of her world and what methods she relied upon 

when she focused upon those things she could no longer see. Elizabeth informed me 

that she made judgements based upon the sounds she heard, the way the sounds were 

made and based upon the 'intensity' of the sounds. This audible stimulus provoked 

'spontaneous visualisations.' As an illustration for this Elizabeth recounted incidents 

of people reacting to her white cane in railway stations. Dependant upon how 

Elizabeth was received or how she perceived she was being received, Elizabeth's 

imagination was triggered with strong visual images ofthose people arotmd her. 

Elizabeth felt that even after speaking with someone on a telephone, the verbal clues 

were sufficient for her to build a strong visual image of the person. Elizabeth 

admitted that this was possible because she had a visual memory and when she had 

seen more fully she had been able to gather a large memory bank of images. Elizabeth 

thought that if sighted people practised this exercise of visualising people over a 

telephone they might get some idea of what being visually impaired was like. 

Elizabeth felt that as her detailed sight had diminished, bright colour had become 

much more important to her. As she saw less, pure, vibrant colour provided rich 

visual sensation for her. The colours became more important and Elizabeth 

believed that the physical properties of colour gave her much more than a purely 
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visual sensation. Colour symbolism has become increasingly important to Elizabeth 

and she felt that she could interpret mood, feelings and emotion from different 

colours. Her particular affinities were with reds and yellows, she felt that pastel 

shades were not 'real colours,' they are anaemic and not pure, insipid and not restful. 

Elizabeth defined her belief by stating that in her opinion it was 'not an accident that 

the sky was blue and the grass was green, it's all part of a greater plan.' 

Elizabeth felt a particular affinity with curved shapes; she claimed that they were 'non 

threatening.' As she was now visually impaired this was very important to her as 

'curved shapes had no sharp edges.' From an aesthetic point of view Elizabeth 

qualified this by stating that' an archway is better than a doorway.' 

Elizabeth felt that with bright colours and curved shapes, you were encouraged and 

stimulated to respond in a positive manner. These qualities inspired people to achieve 

things they would not normally attempt. Elizabeth thought that the shapes and colours 

worked upon people physically, to help overcome repressed feelings. These colours 

and shapes could affect health, ideas and they could motivate sub consciously. 

As Elizabeth was speaking at length about feelings, I asked her if she felt it was 

important for people to express theil' feelings. Elizabeth thought that it was impOliant 

for our emotional well being and that it was a fundamental requirement for people to 

make contact and communicate with each other. 

People live in fear and through communication and through art we have a peaceful 
way of introducing ourselves. Each of us is a separate contemporary history, we each 
have a truth or a story to tell. This can be distorted and altered by time and the future 
but through our influences and through art we can tell people and remove some of the 
fear. This fear is based on the unknown or unseen. If you cannot see, you have more 
to be afraid of. Colours and shapes can help you to understand about the world. 

Following on from this statement, I asked Elizabeth about her thoughts on our 

unconscious and what she thought our unconscious mind contributed to our 
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understanding of the environment. 

Our unconscious is like a magnet that calls to the environment. We are attracted 
to certain elements and repelled by others. Our sub-conscious knows what is best 
for each individual and it acts as a guide. Our unconscious is a primitive irresistible 
instinct. 

My final question for Elizabeth at this meeting was regarding her thoughts on beauty. 

I wondered whether her ideas concerning our sub conscious covered what she 

considered to be aspects of beauty. 

Beauty is like art as it can be anything that makes you feel better about yourself 
It is uplifting, it shines. Beauty and art in fact could and should affect the world 
in every way to make it more harmonious. Beauty is like a favourite colour that 
shines and inspires you. Each of us has a particular affinity with a colour and each 
of us has a special feeling for our ideal beauty. You don't need to see beauty because 
it becomes a feeling rather that a seen thing. 

This interview was sandwiched between the unveiling of the totem pole and Elizabeth 

meeting and greeting her fellow artists. It provided an interesting insight into the 

person who was overcoming her problems with an increasing sight loss, who is 

dedicated into a pursuit of a creative release and is very able to articulate her feelings 

and perceptions regarding a 'non seeing' aesthetic. 

Initial Reflection. 

Elizabeth has a rich visual background and has had the benefit of a very broad visual 

stimulation as a child. Her father's antiques and curios have provided Elizabeth with 

an abundance of shape and colour associations. Therefore it is not surprising that 

Elizabeth places significance upon colour and shape and her references to her 'inner 

visions' must derive from these vast influences. 

Elizabeth's belief that all colours have a meaning which is more than a colour 

identification is very interesting and has been the subject of speCUlation throughout 

history. Feisner (2000) pg.118 in her book on colour provides several pointers 

showing the developing concepts regarding colour. 
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Some colours seem to convey universal truths, and have been codified by 
organisations such as the Occupational Safety and Health Administration 
(OSHA) of the US Department of Labour. Yellow, for example is a very 
visible colour, which is used on school buses. OHSA regulations designate 
yellow for caution and for marking (usually with a yellow and black chevron) 
physical hazards you might trip over. Red, for danger, is the colour for 
identifying fire protection equipment and emergency stop buttons on dangerous 
machinery (though in some states yellow is replacing red for these functions) 
In many Middle Eastem countries, blue is viewed as a protective colour: front 
doors are painted blue to ward off evil spirits. In some communities of the 
Southeast, (USA) front porch ceilings are painted blue to keep ghosts at bay; 
in the Southwest (USA) many native Americans also paint their doors blue to 
keep the bad spirits away. 

Feisner (2000) 

The notion of 'universal truths' for colour is very interesting and I suppose Elizabeth 

is relating to this when she hints that the sky is blue for a specific reason. The idea 

that the sky is blue in order to blanket the world with a benign reassurance is quite 

comforting. Feisner (pg 126) develops her ideas regarding the power of colour with 

the next statement. 

Colour has been shown to affect human moods, physiological responses and 
perceptions of temperature, size and ambience. Coloured light is used to treat 
some illnesses and to soothe patients in hospitals and institutions. Warm colours 
(particularly red) increase human attraction to external stimuli, induce states 
excitement, produce higher arousal levels, quicken muscular responses, and 
increase grip strength. In contrast, cool colours (particularly green) reduces 
illL~ety states, and are associated ,vith extremely calm and tranquilizing moods. 

Feisner (2000) 

If as Feisner states, colour can affects human responses, the affect on people who can 

see colours is profound. It must shape much of our initial responses to whatever we 

see. Conversely if someone cannot see colour they must be equally deprived of these 

responses to our everyday environment. Feisner (pg 127) confirms this thought with 

her final statement. 

Colour has a significant effect on both our minds and bodies. Young children 
are attracted more by colour than shape. As we mature, we will often become 
more form dominant; however, creative people often remain colour dominant 
throughout their lives. Eye tracking studies of infants indicate that, regardless 
of sex, red and blue are the most preferred colours. 
Some psychologists believe that analysing an individual's use and response to 
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colour can reveal information about his or her physiological and psychological 
condition. It has even been suggested that specific colours can have a therapeutic 
effect on physical and mental disabilities. 

Feisner (2000) 

Elizabeth's increasing reliance upon the things her diminishing sight can see has 

unearthed a method of visualisation that blind people may use for gathering 

information about an unseen environment. If one cannot see the particular 

wavelengths that attribute colour to an environment, it may be possible to gather input 

from those unseen wavelengths that correspond to those colours. In much the same 

way that a person responds to the colour therapies dependant upon strong colour, a 

visually impaired person may benefit from the connotations that specific colour 

imbues upon individuals. In the same way that all people respond to the benefits of 

ultra violet light (in medical uses) all people may respond to the unseen wave lengths 

attributed to specific colour bands. I suspect that these benefits of colour therapy may 

initially be through the medium of sight, but logically there is no evidence to rule out 

the hypothesis. The final thoughts I have on this issue at this particular moment are 

shaped by the thoughts of Ryle (1990) pg.14 in his book the Concept of mind, he 

says; 

Even when 'inner' and 'outer' are construed as metaphors, the problem 
how a person's mind and body influence one another is notoriously 
charged with theoretical difficulties. What the mind wills, the legs, arms 
and the tongue execute; what affects the ear and the eye has something 
to do with what the mind perceives; grimaces and smiles betray the minds 
mood and bodily castigations lead, it is hoped to moral improvement. But 
the actual transactions between the episodes of the private history and those 
of the public history remain mysterious ..... 

Ryle (1990) 

Eliza beth Price Simmons. Second conversation. 

The second 'interview' with Elizabeth proved quite difficult to arrange, I had chosen 

to conduct the interview over the telephone, but attempts to track her down were quite 

problematic. My first attempts were postponed due to her holiday in Cyprus, my 
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second attempt found her in Hong Kong where she was combining another holiday 

with generating interest for the Positive Vision art group by means of an art exhibition 

featuring artworks made by visually impaired people. My successful attempt at 

contacting Elizabeth found her in Cambridge; her son had furnished me with several 

phone numbers scattered around the country of likely places where she might be. 

Elizabeth was full of enthusiasm after her successful trip to Hong Kong, she had 

generated further interest for the exhibition and thought that venues in both France 

and Spain was possible. 

After this preliminary exchange of news, I reminded Elizabeth of some of her earlier 

comments and asked her if she would expand upon some of her initial thoughts. 

My first interest was based upon Elizabeth's ideas regarding her 'inner world', the 

place where she sought some kind of refuge from the 'outer world 'where her sight 

was diminishing. I wondered what sort of things she might 'see.' 

I suppose I 'see' a form of chaos. A swirl of fragmented shapes and images 
which come into a kind of focus when someone says something that triggers 
my mind to concentrate upon a specific thing. I dust off a particular idea and 
analyse it. These ideas are my creations; they haven't been named yet, but when 
I concentrate on them I develop a viewpoint or perspective. I crystallize my 
thoughts. Everything in my mind is moving around all the time and altering, 
my sub conscious is working all the time just waiting for some spark to set it 
off. I suppose I have some sort of theme to these ideas and these are influenced 
by what I have seen or heard in the past. Then if something happens, my imagination 
takes over and ideas are formed and shapes and images fill my mind. 

Following on from this statement, I wanted to expand on what these shapes and ideas 

might be. I wanted Elizabeth to tell me about these symbols and colours she found 

and used from her sub conscious. I wondered if there were any re occuning shapes or 

colours. 

I think that these sorts of things are attuned to one's body. They are dependant 
upon moods, the type of things you eat or drink and they become an almost organic 
part of what you are. It's all linked together. Sometimes you feel confident and 
the shapes are light and floating, other times you feel differently and the colours 
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are darker and the shapes are much more fragmented and rugged. Emotions and 
feelings can shine through your being rather like the feeling of the sun's rays on 
the top of your head. I'm sure you can feel colours without seeing them, rather like 
wavelengths. Using eyesight is like taking a shortcut or like knowing a particular 
language, there are lots of other languages for colours and shapes, it's just that we 
use eyesight because it's the easiest one if you have some useful vision. With my 
sight, I can see things as they appear, but I can also wonder and visualise how these 
things might become or how they could be altered. If you don't have to rely on 
sight you can experiment a lot more. 

The ideas that Elizabeth has regarding these 'swirling fragmented shapes' awaiting 

the catalyst of sensory stimulus is not as fanciful as a first impression may suggest, 

Pinker (1995) in his book, The Language Instinct, (pg. 71) provides this insight; 

Another creative scientist, the cognitive psychologist Roger Shepard, had 
his own moment of sudden visual inspiration, and it led to a classic laboratory 
demonstration of mental imagery in mere mortals. Early one moming, suspended 
between sleep and awakening in a state of lucid consciousness, Shepard 
experienced 'a spontaneous kinetic image of three dimensional structures 
majestically turning in space.' 

Pinker. (1995) 

It would appear that this 'mental visualisation' process is quite a common occurrence. 

My next question was concerned with the use and importance oflanguage for people 

who have a sight loss. I wondered whether a description of something, (i.e. a sunset) 

could ever be fully described through words to create an equivalent of the visual 

phenomenon. I added the proviso that if someone had seen a sunset and was now 

totally blind then the description would act as a memory stimulus but if they had 

never ever seen, I wondered whether verballanguage could fully describe the visual 

impact. 

If you have never seen, I should imagine that it would be most difficult to develop 
an equivalent through language of a sunset, probably impossible. A lot depends 
upon the quality of the description and on the experiences of the visually impaired 
person. If you are visually impaired, you cannot 'see' all in one go. You need to 
fill in the gaps using your other senses. Ideas can be put across that's what 
communication is all about You have to build up your knowledge and experiences 
For example, ,vith water, you can start off by putting your hands in a bowl of water 
and you can make ripples and waves. You could then, paddle in streams and the sea 
you would build up a 'picture' or experience. You would add to this using other senses 
like sound and smelL You may never fully understand about the sea and things like the 
horizon but you would have an understanding of what it meant 
It would also be important to know the person who was describing the things to you. In 
many cases, people with sight loss build up a sort of intuition ,vith the person who 
regularly describes things to them, you can sort of understand things from their 
viewpoint and you get a fuller understanding of what they are describing. 
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The use of language is more than the use of words and the transferring of ideas, 

Pinker (1995, pg. 151.)describes it as an 'instinct' and I think that Elizabeth is 

suggesting this 'instinct', when she speaks of building up an 'intuition' with the 

person who is describing things to a blind person. Pinker explains this when he 

considers words to have 'power.' 

A word is the quintessential symbol. Its power comes from the fact that every 
member of a linguistic community uses it interchangeably in speaking and 
understanding. If you use a word, then as long as it is not too obscure I can 
take it for granted that ifI later utter it to a third party, he will understand my 
use of it in the same way I understood yours. 

Pinker (1995) 

In our previous conversation, Elizabeth had explained that she felt that certain people 

held affinities with specific shapes. Some people were drawn to curved shapes. Others 

found merit in straight lines. I wanted Elizabeth to expand these thoughts and so I 

asked why she preferred 'archways to doorways.' 

You can't bang your head on an archway so easily, but I think it's much more 
to do with touching. If you are visually impaired, you need to feel and touch 
much more to understand what is going on. If you feel an archway, it is much 
nicer than a doorway. You can follow it with a sweep of your arm. It's comfortable 
With an arch, you have a nice smooth curve. With a doorway. you have a movement 
upwards, then across, then downwards. They feel like three sharp movements. An 
archway has a smooth curve upwards and a smooth curve downwards, it feels much 
calmer. When you feel things, they are either 'feminine-rounded' or 'regular-male.' 
Depending on what type of person you are and on your personal preferences, choices 
regarding shape and colour follow on from this. 

Gombrich, (1982, pg 273.) provides the following thought regarding 'standards of 

truth' which fits well with Elizabeth's ideas of having an 'instinct for shape.' 

I believe that some degree of what used to be called empathy, the automatic reaction 
to another person's physical state, is built into our perceptions ........ But surely man 
is a strange creature. His ability to assimilate, to learn to respond to symbols and to 
novel situations, suggests a degree of plasticity of the moving mind which defies 
analysis and confounds prediction. 

Gombrich (1982) 

Much work has been done over the last forty years which explains how man responds 

to sub conscious imagery, Dennett (1993pg 55) is possibly one of the most forward 
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thinking philosophers in this field, who offers this thought; 

Our sense organs are bombarded with physical energy in various forms, where it is 
'transduced' at the point of contact into nerve impulses that then travel inward to 
the brain Nothing but information passes from the outside to inside ...... . 

Dennett (1993) 

I think that all of these 'nerve impulses' mesh together and combine into an 

instinctive belief that is triggered whenever the person is subjected to a further 

sensory stimulation. This form of 'mental processing' attributes specific qualities to 

whatever has been perceived. These 'specific qualities' may be manifested into 

different sensory areas. Sight, being the principal sense, tends to rationalise the other 

senses. When feeling a rough surface, one can affirm the roughness of the surface by 

sight, if you smell a particular smell, again you can determine the source of the smell 

by sight. If sight is not used, then one's reaction to a primary stimulus cannot be 

proved so easily and the information received by the brain is not regulated so 

vigorously. Consequently the impulses received by the brain could have emphasises 

that has a more subjective interpretation. This could account for Elizabeth's belief 

that 'shapes have meanings.' 

Current art also take notice of the need to involve much more than a visual 

appreciation of displayed artwork. Pipilotti Rist, who is best known for her double 

video projection, Ever is Over All (1997) has been quoted as saying; 

We are all trying to build images that people can experience with their whole 
bodies, because virtual worlds cannot replace the need for sensual perceptions. 

Rist (1997) 

I contend that people with sight loss, in their attempt to understand elements within 

their environment (and artworks), demonstrate the ability to engage their 'whole 

bodies' in the process of gathering information. 

I asked Elizabeth if she felt that instinct played any part in the relationship between 

touch, preference and understanding. I wondered why she associated curved shapes 
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with calm feelings and why regular shapes with sharpness. 

I think that our instincts and our sub-conscious ideas are based on practical 
considerations. Sometimes we do not realise what is happening but our automatic 
preservation instincts take over and instruct us. Sometimes this automatic instinct 
is triggered by things like shape and colour and we react. We may not need to react 
so forcibly in these modem times, but we are still ruled by these primitive instincts. 
I think that although modem people respond to a modem world, we are still stimulated 
by our basic sub- conscious feelings. In Hong Kong they build things on a smaller 
scale and although to begin with, I couldn't see this difference, I felt uncomfortable. 
As I am quite tall I didn't like using their sub ways, I felt closed in and claustrophobic. 
When I realised how much smaller their sub ways were I understood why I instinctively 
didn't feel comfortable. My preservation instinct didn't want me banging my head and 
so my sub conscious had been triggered to dislike the sensation. To use one's sub 
conscious is another way to feel and I suppose if you cannot see, then it's another sense 
to develop and use. It's another way to see. 

In our earlier conversation, Elizabeth had mentioned that she felt that we were all a 

part of contemporary histOlY and that the truth could be distOlted in the future. At the 

time I wasn't sure how this fitted into my research but I thought it was worth 

exploring a little further to see what information emerged. Thinking about Elizabeth's 

ideas concerning instinctive behaviour and the sense of 'now', which I consider to be 

important if you cannot see, I wondered how Elizabeth could develop these ideas. 

Politics and fashion dictates what is acceptable at any given time. Whatever you say 
or believe is subjected to the fashions and times you live in. If you speak right now, 
it is the truth as you know it, but later it could be wrong because something else has 
happened and the truth has altered. Your original statement has been distorted and is 
now out of context. 
A good example of this was when we looked at some photographs of my mother. 
They were of her at the beach and she was wearing short skirts and you could see 
a lot of her legs. In the Fifties my brother had found these photos and he had thought 
they were disgusting and had tom them up. Ten years later, in the Sixties, you could 
have had your photograph taken completely naked and no one would have thought it 
so bad. It is time and fashion. Its the same with dancing, at one time, it was daring to 
hold your partner close and if you touched a bare back, it was shocking. Think about 
when the Tango first came out, now we all dance apart, in isolation. We have put a 
distance between ourselves on the dance floor and a distance between ourselves and 
our instincts. This is a concern between our basic beliefs and the fashion of the times, 
you can build and alter things to fit the times you live in but there are always basic 
truths or instincts that will always modifY us. I suppose you will always alter things 
to suit the feelings of the moment but our sub conscious will always obey our first 
primitive understanding. These primary instincts are not subject to fashion. 

Elizabeth's belief in the influence of our sub conscious and the possibilities that 

visually impaired people could 'tap into' this source of information gathering is 

extremely interesting. Often a claim is made that visually impaired people use a sort 

of 'sixth sense' to overcome their disability, I wonder if the development of one's 
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instinctive behaviour could explain this phenomenon? Dennett, (1993,pg.55) 

notes the British Empiricists as believing the following; 

the senses are the entry portals for the mind's furnishings; once safely inside, 
these materials, may be manipulated and combined ad lib to create an inner 
world of imagined objects. 

Dennett, (1993) 

I suspect that Elizabeth's world of subjective imagery, devolved from her core of 

chaotic shapes together with her symbolism and her primitive/instinctive responses to 

her environment owes much to the interplay of her sensory input. 

Further Reflections. 

The second conversation with Elizabeth developed many ideas regarding visual 

impairment, but the particular strengths that Elizabeth displayed were her methods of 

perceiving her environment. Whilst Rosemary had chosen nature as a vehicle for 

understanding her larger environment, Elizabeth has combined a more spiritual! 

instinctive approach to completing her understanding of those things she can no 

longer see. Her explanations as to how visually impaired people use a disciplined 

approach to developing an understanding oftUlseen objects, offers an illumination as 

to how visually impaired people might respond to an aesthetic experience. Other than 

visual stimuli is combined together with intuition, instinct and the ullconscious to 

provide an understanding of a perceived object. Without the controlling (and perhaps 

limiting) rein of vision, a more subjective concept of the environment is established. 

Elizabeth's description of her imagination as some sort of unfocused chaotic 

maelstrom of shape and colour awaiting a catalyst to focus and form this energy of 

creativity into a tangible product is quite poetic and is an extremely visual 

explanation. This could be due to Elizabeth's literary background, or it could be her 

own personal method of juggling with different sensOlY descriptions based 011 visual 
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memory. Before Elizabeth became visually impaired, her visual library was very rich 

and her gradual loss of sight was supplemented with increasing stimulus from 

literature and an increased dependence upon her other senses. 

As with other visually impaired people, Elizabeth considers sight as a 'short cut' and 

explains it as 'the easiest way of seeing.' Her comment that eyes can see things as 

they are, but by using all of our senses, one can see how things might be, is profound. 

John Pym had, in his interview, mentioned that by transferring something from one 

medium to another, somehow transformed it into a more substantial object. In Iris 

conversation he considered that by transferring an image from a photograph to a 

painting somehow created an artwork, yet he may have been describing a system that 

visually impaired people employ, in order to gather the maximum amount of 

information about specific objects. By attempting to completely understand an object 

by examining it by several different sensOlY scnrtinies, a more complete 

understanding is arrived at and perhaps an understanding of what the object may 

become is more defined. Dennett (1993, pg 31) explains his thoughts on the conscious 

mind as follows; 

So the conscious mind is not just a place where the witnessed colours and 
smells are, and not just the thinking thing. It is where the appreciating happens 
It is the ultimate arbiter of why anything matters 

Dennett, (1993) 

This explanation of the mind's role could also describe a reason why visual art is 

important for visually impaired people and why it matters that people with sight loss 

wish to engage in a visually pre-occupied world. 

Through Elizabeth's explanations of how she builds up images of her environment we 

are led to understand how unseen things 'matter' to those people who cannot see 

them. 

Elizabeth has described how people with sight loss, could build up an understanding 
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of rivers and oceans by developing their understanding. By engaging in a lengthy 

process of using water in bowls, feeling water running from taps, visiting streams and 

seas, listening to sounds of water and verbal descriptions about water, some sort of 

tmderstanding concerning rivers and seas is evolved. 

Perhaps this methodological approach used to build an understanding of a particular 

phenomenon provides for a fuller understanding from that of an arbitrary glance at a 

seascape. Whilst this glance confirms that the particular features necessary in a 

seascape are present, further unconscious appraisals instinctively take place. The 

sensation of sea breezes on one's cheek, the smell of salt air and the call of sea birds 

combine with the visual impression to confinn the imagery into that of a seascape. 

Without the visual confinnation of the image, a visually impaired person, together 

with a verbal description would still experience much of the specific stimulus of a sea 

front. Sight, then, may be considered to be an easy way of perceiving an 

immediate environment and a speculation on what sight is really for becomes a 

pertinent question. 

The nature of our sub conscious is also worthy of further investigation, where 

Elizabeth's description of her use of instinctive behaviour provides a useful 

insight into her methods of investigating her environment. Tins description offers a 

suggestion that people respond instinctively to shape and colour and that our aesthetic 

appreciation of our environment is dependant upon a sub conscious patterning or 

tmconscious imprinting on our individual personality. Dennet (1993, pg.45) places 

impOltance upon those internal developments of the mind when he describes the 

functioning mind. 

Our phenom (stream of consciousness) is divided into three parts: (1) experiences 
of the 'external' such as sights, sounds, smells, slippery and scratchy feelings, 
feelings of heat and cold, and of the position of our limbs; (2) experiences of the 
purely 'internal' world, such as fantasy images, the inner sights and sounds of day 
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dreaming and talking to yourself, recollections, bright ideas, and sudden hunches 
and (3) experiences of emotion of 'affect' ranging from bodily pains, tickles and 
sensations of hunger and thirst, through intermediate emotional storms of anger, 
joy, hatred, embarrassment, lust, astonishment, to the least corporeal visitations 
of pride, an;'(iety, regret, ironic detachment, rue, awe, icy calm. 

Dennett. (1993) 

By acknowledging all of these varying influences upon our judgement, Dennett has 

confirmed that our visual impressions are modified by mental processes and that what 

we see is dependent upon what we wish to see. 

Finally, Elizabeth's thoughts regarding the influence of time and fashion upon 

thoughts and impressions demands further investigation. If you cannot see fashion, 

then any coercive influence is negated. Perhaps the process of change under the guise 

of fashion may be an attempt to 'prove' the validity of the object, in much the same 

way that John Pym wished to 'prove' the value of an artwork, by changing its 

medium. At a fixed point of time, fashion is considered to be 'right' or correct in the 

same way that an artwork is considered to be 'right' upon its moment of completiolL 

Time will modify the 'rightness' of the object whilst this may be an exercise engaged 

by our sub conscious minds to 'prove' the reality of the object by subjecting the 

modified object to an 'inner blueprint.' 

Time offers a further interesting dimension. The measurement and usage of time 

appears to be different for people who cannot see. If seeing is a 'short cut' for 

knowing, then it must have an element of time attached to the process. If 

understanding can be achieved 'quicker' by seeing, but more time is needed to 

completely understand through the necessity of employing other senses then time 

must alter the perception of any new experience. Equally, if you cannot physically see 

the sun move across the sky then the length of a day is an intemal understanding 

which is govemed by a mechanical process. Night could become a period of time that 

is qualified after a period of work. When you are tired you sleep, tins must be night. 
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How do our instincts deal with the passage of time if you do not have any visual 

clues to assist you? Dennett (1993, pg 144.) again comes to our rescue with the 

following observation regarding the brain's function. 

The brain's task is to guide the body it controls through a world of shifting 
conditions and sudden surprises, so it must gather information from the world 
and use it swiftly to 'produce future.' 

Dennett. (1993) 

Dennett explains that the brains function is not to mark the passage of time but to 

forecast what is about to happen. This can be difficult for people who cannot see as 

the most immediate forecasting facility is absent. However to 'forecast', appreciate or 

anticipate an artwork there needs to be more than a beginning and an end to the 

experience. Dennett saves the day with this :final observation regarding time and the 

brain; 

What matters is not the temporal properties of the representings, but the 
temporal properties represented, something determined by how they are 
'taken' by subsequent processes of the brain. 

Dennett. (1993) 

People with sight loss definitely 'take' information is a different way from their 

sighted peers, yet their other sensory inputs are processed in the same way as 

everyone else. Once the information is transferred into electrical brain impulses the 

responses are unique to the individual but universal in availability. 
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Cy Follington No. 004. 

Background Infonnation. 

At the age of eight Cy managed to blow himself up tampering with a Mills bomb he 

had found. He lost an eye, an aIm, punctured a lung, broke a leg and was pronounced 

totally blind. At first he and his family were told there was no chance of any sight 

being regained but after time, and several operations at Moorfields Eye Hospital, 

some little sight was returned. Cy had no lens in his eye and a damaged retina but was 

able to see a small amount and was able to lead a fairly normal life. He worked as a 

local manager of a motor company and around twenty years ago he began to draw 

again as a leisure activity. Four years ago Cy experienced further problems with his 

sight where, as a result of his childhood accident, pressure began to build in his eye 

causing Glaucoma and a detached retina. After a further operation where silicone oil 

was pumped into his eye and laser treatment was undertaken his eyesight was 

stabilised. 

At present, Cy is very short sighted and needs watchmaker's spectacles to see, 

otherwise images are blurred and indistinct. 

Cy was quite keen on art at school but after leaving school at sixteen he concentrated 

on other things until aI·ound twenty years ago when he re discovered his liking for art 

and pursued it as a hobby. He joined the Siddely art group which was an 'art for 

pleasure' amateur group run by a succession of different people and eventually by Cy 

himself after becoming the longest serving member. 

The group meets most Monday mornings and caters for retired people, many of which 

have some sight loss. 

Cy also runs another art group on Wednesdays which caters for similar people. 
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Basic artistic information. 

At the moment Cy works in pencil and water colour, but is interested in developing 

acrylics as a medium. Through his teaching, Cy has found that his interests have 

widened as he needs to cater for the needs of the group. As a result, he finds that his 

appreciation of the various art expressions much more informed. 

All of Cy' s classmates have some form of visual impairment and Cy needs to 

prepare carefully in order to cater for their needs. Cy found that attempts at sti11life 

were unsuccessful and asking them to compose a picture for themselves was too 

difficult. Many of the group simply did not understand how to make a picture or did 

not have enough vision to do so. Cy found that teamwork was his way forward. By 

developing a strategy of description, negotiation and observation within the group, 

they became more confident and often collaborated on each others work to produce 

finished artworks. 

Cy had developed two main aids for his classes, the first being the framing ofhis 

pieces of paper. By drawing a black felt tip edge on the edges of the pieces of paper 

before the group actually started to work, he found that this actually made the group 

consider what went inside the frame. Secondly, ifhe placed some parts ofthe major 

components in the pictures, it enabled members of the group to fix and complete the 

remainder of the pictures. 

Once the group members had completed all of the outlines, he then discussed shading, 

shape, reflection, light ,dark and propOltion with them. Cy felt that he needed 

something tangible for the group members to focus upon, as a large blank surface was 

too much for them to deal with. In fact, Cy's method of 'providing a few lines to get 

them going' was extremely successful. The confidence it provided enabled the group 

members to develop their own images using the basic positioning framework. It also 
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gave 'ownership' to those class members who did not have the ability or 

understanding to organise a picture surface on their own. 

I asked Cy ifhe ever had any problems with knowing when an artwork was complete. 

He felt that everyone had this problem and was not an issue that only visually 

impaired people had. In his case, he placed the artwork in a prominent place and 

scrutinised it several times over a number of days. He also thought that some of his 

group would consider an artwork to be complete when they could not think of 

anything else to put in the picture. Often, when they had completed a particular task in 

their work, they would consider it finished even though they had completed only one 

aspect of their artwork. On other occasions they would be of the opinion that their 

work was 'progressing well' when in fact there was nothing else to do. Cy thought 

that the group members took their cues from whether he was working on a picture or 

not rather than attempting to judge the image for themselves. He did feel that as the 

classes progressed, group members were becoming more confident and were slowly 

making decisions for themselves. 

Cy's work with his group seemed to be focused upon traditional painting and drawing 

techniques so I questioned him about using textured materials as a substitute for the 

paints and colouring pencils he was using. Cy informed me that the group had 

experimented with different texture as a group activity, the result had been the 

completion of a large collage which was currently displayed at the Conquest Hospital 

Eye Department in Hastings. However the group were more interested in leaming 

about those visual things that had previously been denied to them. The group was 

interested in leaming about perspective, composition, proportion, shape and shading. 

My next question for Cy was concerned with the idea of using artworks to express 

feelings as I felt that Cy was focusing heavily upon representation and the processes 
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necessary to create representation. 

I think I wouldn't know how to start to express my feelings through the medium 
of painting. I suppose it would be using subjective imagery, I suppose I'm very 
literal with my painting. If a pools winner and someone whose mother had just 
died, painted the same scene they would be totally different pictures, but the things 
would be the same, I think it would be the colouring that would show the differences. 

Cy went on to explain how a member of his group wanted to experiment with 

Abstract art. To begin with Cy was completely flummoxed, however, he remembered 

that the ladies husband had taken some photographs of the raising of the Mary Rose 

and he hoped they might help him. These photographs showed the large yellowy-

orange claws of the crane holding the fragile skeleton of the ship and Cy used this 

image to help him create an abstract picture. Using the strong architectural structures 

as a backgrOlmd and by highlighting some of the girders Cy and his pupil created a 

powerful image that they both considered to be 'abstract.' 

At this point I would like to speculate on what Cy had enacted with the creation of 

this artwork. Abstract art is generally considered to have begun after Cezanne's 

paintings had been appreciated by Picasso and the so called Cubists. Their 

experiments with light and shape completely changed ideas about representation 

Ozenfant, commented in his book Foundations of Modem art (1952, pg 76.) 

Cubism is painting conceived as related forms which are not determined 
by any reality external to those related forms. To hope to imitate sunlight 
with splodgy colours or translate into actual colour the vibration oflight 
was inevitably to come to grief .... The cubist painter no longer sought to 
imitate. His object was to evoke emotions by the exhibition of coloured 
forms, ..... 

Ozenfant (1952) 

It would appear that Cy had re-invented Cubism in his search for abstraction! 

I next asked Cy whether he thought it mattered if we made artworks, whether it was 

important to re-create images or to express our own ideas through the medium of 

painting or drawing. 
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It does matter because we are creating our own environment. We are modifYing 
it to suit our moods and feelings. Art is an extension of creating a friendly, extra 
special environment. It makes us feel good, it gives us a sense of awe. We can 
appreciate that humanity is good enough to create something and you can loose 
yourself in the creating. 

It is interesting to note that Cy has talked about creating an environment as many 

people who have sight loss are interested with notions of their environment. Perhaps, 

because visually impaired people cannot instantly see their environment, they feel that 

their control over it is tenuous. Through art, people with sight loss are able to 

experiment with and examine different features of the environment and as a result, are 

more able to appreciate the concepts and realities, of the different places in their 

world. 

My penultimate question for Cy was whether he regarded it important for people to 

make statements through their art. Cy felt it was important for people to get involved. 

If we attempt to make a picture, we realise the difficulties involved and we can 
appreciate what other artists are trying to say. We are placing ourselves in a better 
position to understand things in our world. We must all have a bit of artist in us 
because we all want to understand more. 

My final question was, 'What else could rut be like? I asked tins as Cy appears to 

enjoy representational imagery and I wanted to see how flexible his approach to art 

could be. 

Art covers everything, whatever subject, whether it's a gardener digging or 
someone baking or icing a cake. Nature is a work of art, even if you believe 
in God, art comes in to it. Things do not just happen, art is involved somewhere. 
What else could art be like? It could only be a creation of something, all artwork 
is a creation, it's the opposite of destruction, although I suppose there is art in both 
creation and destruction. 

Reflection. 

Cy presented as a very committed teacher. TIle amount of preparation and forethought 

he put into each of Iris classes demonstrated Iris concerns for both art as a 

subject and providing for the needs of his classmates. His ideas of providing a 
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skeleton structure for those in his class who did not have either the confidence or 

understanding of formal artwork is interesting. Whilst Cy initially held complete 

control over each of his classmates, he did provide access to composition and he did 

relinquish ownership of the artwork as soon as they began to embellish the work for 

themselves. Cy was open to any initiatives his classmates suggested and in many 

ways his classes were a 'voyage of discovery for Cy as well as his colleagues 

Another feature of Cy' s work was that most of his work was representational, he 

seemed to have some difficulty with emotional and abstracted imagery. Over the 

eleven years working with visually impaired children, this has been noticeable in their 

artwork. Even though the visually impaired pupils could not see what they wished to 

draw, they wanted to know what it looked like and how to make the marks in order to 

represent the object. As people with sight loss need to have a disciplined approach to 

their evelyday life, (with the placing and organisation of the things they use, need, 

etc) it would appear that they need to have :finn order when they produce artwork. 

Cy's linking of his artwork with the environment is another interesting feature, I have 

mentioned earlier that people with sight loss have a noticeable interest in their 

environment and Cy demonstrates this pre occupation with his imagery and with his 

verbal examples. 

Cy is working towards mounting an exhibition of work produced by his group, and 

whilst he is basically against the idea of labelling the group as 'Blind artists', he is 

prepared to go along with it for the group's benefit. 

Cy Follington. Second Interview. 

I arranged to meet Cy at the place where he took charge of his group of visually 

impaired artists. The arrangement was that whilst I gathered information, I was also 

going to assist Cy with the teaching of the group. The room was a large well lit multi-
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purpose room. The tables were arranged in a large rectangle and each table had a set 

of eight acrylic colours, (black, white, green, yellow, red, purple and brown.) a 

selection of hog's hair brushes, water, paper towels and a selection oflarge 

magnifYing glasses, arranged for each person. 

Cy had prepared for the lesson by marking out borders and details for the individual 

members of the group. Each person had a pmticular task set, depending upon their 

sight capabilities and of their interest. Cy informed me that he did set homework for 

the group, but as yet only two people in the group were doing it. At this particular 

session, Cy had ten painters, nine had some limited vision and one had been totally 

blind for the last eighteen years. All of the group were of pensionable age with one 

exception, a helper who was taking advantage of the time to pursue a leisure activity. 

The group arrived by mini bus at around ten fifteen and initially two of the group 

were studying some painted sketches of trees that one of the group had attempted to 

paint earlier. This was of particular interest as I have found that it is unusual for 

visually impaired people to instigate for themselves any exploration of visual 

material. 

Cy introduced me to the group, I explained what I hoped to do and the class settled 

quickly to work. I observed the whole class for a few minutes whilst they 

concentrated on their work and whilst Cy explained any points he wanted to make. 

My first involvement with the group was with the helper who was anxious to mix the 

correct shade of watery blue for his picture. He wanted an exact copy of the colour on 

his picture and was unsure how to mix colours. After helping him with this, my next 

'client' was a gentleman called John. 

John was the only totally blind person in the group and was working on a tactile 

picture of a fonnula one racing car. John listened to formula one racing on television 
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and was interested in car racing. Cy had drawn and explained the outline shape to 

John who was now attempting to fill in the shape using cork, margarine tubs and other 

household containers, to make a tactile picture. John needed total support as his tactile 

skills, his fine motor skills and his positioning skills were very poor. Cy felt that he 

had little tactile skills himself but was happy to start filing the cork for John and to 

show him how to continue. Cy would place the items onto the picture surface and ask 

Jolm to examine the placing to see if they made any sense or if John could measure 

the differences. John claimed that he could understand what Cy was doing for him but 

I doubt that he did. On talking with John, I found that he enjoyed being involved with 

the art group for social reasons rather than for any creative reasons. He did enjoy 

working on his picture and although it was almost completely instigated and driven by 

Cy, John considered it to be 'his work' as he was putting in some work of his own. 

Cy considered John to be the least successful member of the group. 

My next conversation was with a gentleman called Wilf. Wilfhad been one of the 

people I had observed discussing a painting of trees earlier. Wilf informed me that 

when he was sixteen, he had attended art college but had only managed three sessions 

when he had been forced to give it up in order to concentrate on his :full time job of 

work. Now, in his eighties, Wilffelt able to continue with this unfinished business. 

Wilf s particular interest are landscapes and was currently working on producing a 

desert scene. The picture he was making was based on a picture he had found in a 

magazine and he was interested in copying exactly the shapes and colours of the 

magazine picture. Wilfs sight was poor, but by peeling closely at the magazine 

picture he could see enough to work independently. He was interested in how to make 

a range of brush strokes, how to create the impression ofleaves and how to mix 
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colours correctly. Wilfs particular difficulty was when he took his paint brush offhis 

paper as he could not find the place again when he had loaded his brush with fresh 

paint. Wilfis a very enthusiastic member of the group and practises at home with 

shape making and composition. He particularly enjoys the social contact within the 

group and as he is retired and alone he finds his artwork to be a main interest. 

The next person I talked with was a lady called Phyllis. Phyllis was the other person 

Wilf had been discussing his work with at the beginning of the class and both of them 

seemed to be very enthusiastic about their art. Phyllis had been a teacher before 

retiring and had previously made Chinese style paintings as a leisure activity. Phyllis 

is still coming to tenns with her loss of sight and often becomes frustrated with her 

inability to see as much as she used to. Phyllis can no longer drive and finds this loss 

of independence frustrating. 

Phyllis was attempting to paint a landscape scene and Wilfhad made some drawings 

of trees for her to copy. These drawings were basically roughly drawn tree trunks with 

unattached branches arranged at the top of the paper. They followed a basic formula 

of tree shapes, i.e. the base was wider that the top, the lies were irregular, the branches 

were narrower than the trunk and the leaves were at the end of the branches and were 

oval in shape. Phyllis studied the drawings carefully but I was not sure what could be 

actually gained from these unattached images. 

I've never drawn trees before, but I'll keep trying. It's to do with balance and 
practise. You have to practise don't you? Otherwise you will never get it right. 
I'll keep trying. 

Phyllis enjoys the art group very much, she has only been attending since October 

(eight months) but has become one of the foremost members. Phyllis enjoys talking 

about her work and how she tackles the different problems with creating the effects 

she wants. She is also interested in the work of other artists and has started to read 
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about famous artists of the past. The whole process is very much of a new exciting 

development in her life. 

I have included a small abstract of an ongoing conversation she held with Cy 

regarding her landscape painting. It is interesting to note that although they were both 

talking together, they seemed to be focusing on two diverse issues. I'm not sure they 

actually heard what each other said. 

Cy---'This area needs to be darker, think: about where the light is coming from.' 

Ph--- 'You have to try out your ideas, sometimes they work, other times they don't 
but you know for the next time. I can't make my trees look three-dimensional. ' 

Cy--- 'A tree is not a flat shape, it's rounded, think of a football with light on one side, 
it gradually gets darker as you move around it. That's what you have to think 
about when you paint your trees. It's the logic oflight!' 

Ph.--- 'I never know whether to do the leaves first or whether to put in the branches, 
What do you think CyT 

Cy.--- 'It's probably best to place in your branches first, then you can fi'{ in your 
lighter leaves and your darker leaves. Then have a look at the overall effect 
then you can add more details when they are needed. ' 

Ph.--- 'It's difficult when all you can really see is a dark outline against a blue sky 
but I want to get it right. ' 

Without the unifying visual image of the painting, both Cy and Phyllis were 

concentrating upon slightly different aspects of the painting. Cy had focussed upon a 

method of portraying light, Phyllis upon the basic shapes. Both had an idea of the 

overall image, but each were relying upon their 'inner visions' of the landscape and 

each was seeing something different. This is common with every individual sighted 

or otherwise whenever any image is appraised, but when each person has a sight loss, 

there is no unifying visual image to focus upon. 

Moving on from Phyllis, my next conversation was with Jack. Jack is a sprightly 

eighty eight year old gentleman. As a younger man, jack had belonged to an amateur 

art group that had met regularly and had exhibited work arOlmd three times a year at 
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libraries and town halls. Jack's sight was now extremely poor and Cy had assisted 

Jack by placing a black border around the paper so he could register on a place to 

start, and by drawing around some of the prominent shapes to help Jack with his 

overall composition. As well as being unable to see detail, Jack could now only see 

blight primary colours but was adamant that he wanted exact shades of colour and so 

through negotiation, Cy mixed the exact shade of colour Jack demanded. I asked Jack 

what he gained from the art group. 

It makes me feel happy. I used to like painting my favourite subjects, such as 
boats, but I've come off them to widen my scope a bit. I'm working on blending 

colours at the moment. I'm contrasting colours and working the colours into a landscape 
I enjoy the company here and I get satisfaction from achieving something. I also get 
frustrated. The white of the paper frightens me, I suppose it's the prospect of starting 
something and the worry that you will get it wrong. Cy helps me to bring my ideas to 
life. He describes what's there tells me how to achieve the effects I want and lets me do 
it. I'll never hang in the Royal Academy, but I'll get a lot of enjoyment out of it. 

Two interesting points came out of this blief conversation, firstly the desire of Jack's 

to create an exact shade of colour he could no longer see and secondly the trust he 

placed upon Cy in the execution of these duties. 

Firstly, why should it be so important to create something you cannot see? I would 

suggest that it demonstrates a control over your environment and over the artwork you 

are working upon and it also creates a dialogue with someone. Often if you cannot 

see, contact with others is dependent upon conversation, you can prolong that 

conversation by asking questions and you can prolong the conversation by developing 

specific requirements of the other person. 

Secondly, the developing trust that Jack placed upon Cy not only to create the exact 

colour that Jack held in his mind, but also to 'bring his ideas to life', is something that 

Elizabeth had touched upon when she had talked about the trust needed by a visually 

impaired person, when things were described to tllem. 

Once this trust is established, it provides a confidence in the visually impaired person 
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to 'visualise' and focus upon any common element being described. Once a 'common 

language link' is forged, it would appear that it releases the blind person to engage 

with a visualisation process. 

The next person I spoke with was a lady called Lilly, Lilly has double vision and is 

the only member of the group to work independently ofCy. To begin with she had 

presented Cy with some problems as the images she wished to paint were images she 

held in her head and her descriptions for Cy never exactly matched what he attempted 

to produce for her. Their first few sessions were attempts to build a dialogue and 

drawings, which were acceptable to both parties. Lilly had been attending the class 

since last May (six months) and has become independent with both colour and basic 

drawing techniques. Cy still prepares Lilly's ideas for her by using a black felt tip 

marker to draw around the major features in her pictures. Together they have arrived 

at a working system where Lilly's descriptions are interpreted by Cy to produce basic 

shapes positioned in an acceptable composition for Lilly to embellish. Lilly can 

interpret the basic shapes and develop them to express her own personal memories. 

These memories are of Lilly and her husband. She and her husband used to fish 

together and they used to fly kites together and after she had described these images 

for Cy to outline them for her, she added her own personal features of her 

remembered outing. 

For Lilly, her artwork was a personaljoumey of remembrance, the artwork in itself 

was not too important to her but provided a vehicle to remember incidents and events 

from the past. Lilly was not too concerned with any 'photo realistic' imagery but 

through the process of elaborately remembering a particular event, her precious 

memories were re enacted and became a tangible link with her past. 

Bill had been attending the art group since October, (two months) after his wife had 
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died. For Bill the art group was a means of rebuilding his life and attempting to find 

new interests and friends. His subject matter was of old pastoral farm scenes taken 

from a set of table mats he had at home. 

I always wanted to paint but I didn't know where to go. It was after my wife died 
when the social came round. They found it all out for me. It doesn't matter if it 
isn't any good, so long as I get something out of it. It's a personal satisfaction 
that's important to me. 

Bill had been working vigorously the first time I had walked around the group and I 

had not disturbed him, but on the second time around, it seemed as if he was relieved 

I had wanted to speak with him. He appeared to have rehearsed what he wished to say 

and a flood of explanations were offered. He had been painting a sky and had turned 

his paper upside down in order to make it more accessible. After tuming the paper 

around, Bill had lost his point of reference and had struggled to establish the position 

he wanted to continue with. This procedure is a sighted person's way of painting a sky 

as most visually impaired people will not move their paper precisely for the reason 

Bill had demonstrated when he had lost his place. Bill finally and reluctantly turned 

his paper the 'right' way up and began to enthusiastically paint the green field at the 

bottom of his picture. 

Bill had sufficient sight for him to attempt many 'visual,' methods of manipulating 

paint and paper and used his visual memOlY to good effect. 

Ann was the last person in the group that I worked with. The time had passed very 

quickly and unfortunately I had been unable to work with all of the members of the 

group, but I had made a point of speaking with everyone. Ann was working on a 

painting of a landscape taken from a calendar she had at home. The subject was a 

waterfall and there were branches of a willow tree in the foreground providing a view 

of the water through the leaves. There were a lot of reflections on the water, a lot of 
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white spray and foam against the rocks. The whole composition was extremely busy 

and the overall effect was of fragmented images and distortions. In my opinion it was 

quite a confusing image for a visually impaired person as there was no distinct focus 

for the composition. However Ann was persevering with the painting although she 

was becoming a little confused and frustrated. 

Sometimes you have to walk away from it othenvise you do too much. When 
I come back to the work, I can see what I need to do nex1. People with eyesight 
see pictures in a different light, we see one thing, and they see another. 

Again we have this observation where people with sight loss perceive that other 

people (people with sight) 'see things differently.' I consider that if we were to 

analyse all people, sighted or otherwise, each person would see most things 

differently, yet only people with a sight loss actually consider this point. 

By around eleven thirty, the group had exhausted their creativity and spent the next 

thirty minutes inspecting each others work, discussing their achievements and finding 

out about what they were going to tackle at their next session. 

I thanked the group for their help and support. 

Reflection. 

Cy is an inspiration for the group, his forethought and planning, his supply of visual 

material and his ability to generate dialogue, provides a very stimulating platform for 

creative experiment. Cy is also registered as blind and so his methods of enabling his 

group member's access to painting is extremely interesting. His method of using a 

black marker pen to provide a layout or outline for group members provides a guide 

or safety net for the people who lack the confidence to work independently, it 

provides a matrix of a basic composition and it gives some limited flexibility to the 

group members for tlle development of individuality within the framework. I liked the 

amount of dialogue Cy used with each person, this not only stimulated interest, gave 
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ownership to each individual by providing the facility for decision making, it built a 

trust between Cy and the group member through the medium of verbal language. 

The amount of source material supplied by the individuals in the group varied due to 

sight and interest levels but each group member had brought in some familiar object 

from home. These items were not examples of' great art' and in some cases were 

poorly drawn but they provided a starting point for the group members. Discussion 

and dialogue catered for most of the aspirations of the group and each of them settled 

to a specific task. 

It is interesting to note that all of the artwork being tackled at this juncture was of 

representational imagery. The group was wrestling with the fonnal construction of 

landscape images and even though they all had sight loss, they were interested in such 

subtleties as perspective, foreshortening and shadow. They had discussed each of 

these qualities and were keen to use these 'realities' in their work. The blending and 

mixing of colour was also a main interest and some of the group had mentioned that 

when they had first joined the group they had been content to use colour straight from 

the palette, but now they wanted to mix the exact colour of their source material. Ann 

had made an interesting statement at the end of our conversation when she had 

claimed that people with eyesight see pictures in a different light. What I feel she 

meant was, that people with sight usually see what is before them, this being a visual 

image. What people with sight loss see is what they think is there combined with all 

the imaginings and speculations that a verbal description together with their own 

experiences, provides. Sight loss also offers all other sensory speculations which, for 

a sighted person, sight has subjugated. By seeing an image we are often content to 

accept an amount of conceptual baggage attached with our impression of that image. 
If you cannot see the image, then you need to investigate a number of different 
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possibilities of the initial stimulus, in order to establish what has actually happened. 

The next issue I would like to consider at this juncture, is why people with sight loss 

wish to create visual artwork, which they cannot see. Why would someone wish to 

work in a medium that is unseen by them and difficult to manipulate? Why are they 

concerned with the visual elements of perspective and foreshortening, when such 

procedures are purely a mathematical equivalent for a visual phenomenon? 

Perhaps this is part of the reason why anyone wishes to either conquer mountains or 

undertake undersea exploration. Mountains are there to climb and oceans are aspects 

of a world we need to explore. It may also be an attempt by people with sight loss to 

demonstrate that they can perform these tasks in the same way that their sighted peers 

can. Many of the art group talked about a 'personal satisfaction,' about' getting it 

right' and of 'having to do it' as if the whole process was a compelling and 

compulsive act. For many of us, whether we are visually impaired or otherwise, there 

is a compulsion to create artwork and this is an example of this creative act. Many of 

the group had always been interested in art and now that they had the time to devote 

to the subject, they did so. The fact that they could no longer see is not a condition of 

exclusion. The group members 'saw' their memories and 'saw' through description, 

explanation and experience. J.D. Barrow (1997, pg 5) offers this thought on human 

creativity, which helps develop our ideas on creativity; 

Imagination-the making of images-lies at the root of all human creativity 
and directs our conscious experience of the world. From early childhood, we 
are constantly making pictures of things, of people, and of places. As we grow 
older, we learn new ways of doing it. Photography, painting, descriptive writing, 
sculpture, poetry: all are means of capturing images in permanent form, so that 
we can savour and re-experience the fruits of our imagination. 

Barrow (1997) 

For Barrow, human creativity is a method of understanding and examining our past 

experiences. Certainly this holds true for Lilly as much of her artwork is the recording 
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and remembering of 'things past', but for, other group members it is much more a 

process of being involved with the environment and having some control over the 

world they live in. The lack of sight is only a difficulty to overcome in their pursuit of 

recreating some aspect of the known world. Barrow (1997 pg 246) finally concludes 

that creativity owes something to ' an internal, sub conscious compulsion' with this 

statement at the end of his book The Artful Universe. 

The history of the human race has selected for the development of specific forms 
of analysis and response. Many features of our environment in the widest sense of 
the world, have become internalised in our mental picture of the world. Our responses 
to those features have been sifted by natural selection. We sometimes respond to 
indicators, or symbols, that provide only partial clues about a potentially vital aspect 
of the environment. 

Barrow (1997) 

It would appear that through the artworks of visually impaired people we have a 

demonstration of humanity responding to a shared memory that one's sub 

consciousness has access to . 
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Joy Wilkinson. No 005 

Background Information. 

Joy was a deputy headmistress at the Dorton House School and had been involved 

with the teaching of visually impaired children for over twenty years. Joy has sight 

loss, (coloboma, nystagmus, myopia, microphalus (keyhole pupil), sight only in her 

left eye, a reduced field of vision (110 degree angle), reduced field in her upper 

vision, no vision above head height, and a limited distance vision. Joy has good near 

vision, full colour vision and feels that with her particular visual limitations she 

should have a depth impairment but considers that she can use 3D effects with little 

difficulty. 

By including Joy in the case study section, she provides information regarding the 

teaching of visually impaired children along with any strategies she has employed for 

herself to overcome visual difficulties. Joy should be able to articulate responses 

concerned with visual impairment and issues connected with aesthetic understanding 

from a personal perspective and she should be able to provide an informed view, 

through her teaching of children with sight loss. 

In order to gauge Joy's own artistic understanding and her opinion regarding art for 

children with a visual impairment, our opening conversation was concerned with 

Joy's own particular artistic achievement. Joy informed me that whilst she had been at 

school she had enjoyed art but she had not been encouraged to continue with art as 

she did find it difficult. These early experiences were at primary school where she 

was encouraged to work with needlework rather than still life or painting. Joy 'failed' 

her mock '0' level examination at art but she paid for her own entry and passed. (Joy 

is a determined lady, who rises to a challenge, the fact that she had been told she 
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could not pass this examination had provided the impetus for her to achieve.) 

Whilst in the sixth fonn, Joy had continued to work in the art room but this was 

because she had some free time and was preferable to games which was the other 

option. During this time Joy experimented with water colour and collage but was not 

allowed to use 'proper' paints, (oils) as they were saved for the 'A' level students. 

Still life was not experimented with, by Joy, as she was only able to see fuzzy 

outlines, Joy developed her artistic skills using other media. 

I next asked Joy if she considered her lack of sight to be restricting for her whenever 

she attempted to create an artwork. Joy stated that she felt that her personality was 

such that she had always done whatever she wished to, regardless of sight problems. 

Joy had attended evening classes to work on etching, she had experimented with 

fabric dyeing, decorating match box covers and had worked with scraper board 

images. Joy has sold some of her finished artwork in craft shops and at fetes. 

I asked Joy if she had a favourite artist and she mentioned Bruegel's painting of a 

schoolyard with the busy children engaged in their diverse activities. (Children's 

Games ,1559) 

Specific Aesthetic Information. 

Joy has never linked colour, shape or words together, but had developed a personal 

scheme of sensory substitution linked to her own specific sight limitation. Joy felt that 

this was her own 'personal shorthand' and did not transfer to other people. She had 

never tried to give this method of work to any of her pupils and was rather evasive 

when I pressed her to reveal what this method was. (I feel that it was a 'naming' 

system where Joy gave a particular name to any unseen impression, this form of 

cataloguing does become highly personal but I have found that people with sight loss 
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may use this system to codifY unseen conceptions.) 

Colour is very important to Joy and by using her limited vision she feels she has 

developed a 'keen sense of colour and colour relationships.' Joy made the observation 

that blind and visually impaired children all had a favourite colour and this 'favourite 

colour' was usually a very specific shade. 

My next question for Joy was concerning abstract art. I elaborated on this by 

informing Joy that I was interested in the subjective qualities of abstraction and I 

wondered if there were any similarities with a sighted person's understanding of 

abstract art and a blind person's understanding of clouds, rivers and reflections 

Joy felt that all concepts and impressions varied according to the specific 

lmderstanding of the individual. 

Any person, sighted or otilenvise builds up a perception of 'tllings in tile 
environment' tilrough a range of experiences, as tilese experiences vary, 
tilen understanding varies. There are links between abstract art and perceived 
colours and shapes as tilere are between imagined colours for clouds. I always 
imagine clouds to be pink even though I know its only fog. 

In order to pursue this line of thinking, I asked Joy about any notions of beauty she 

held. 

I don't know about beauty, for me it would probably be symmetry. If it was 
a building it would be a Georgian house, beauty would have to be some1hing 
tilat fits. Some1hing that blends in well witil its surroundings and creates a 
complete picture. Beauty is balance, a regular shape, sometiling that you know 
is right and fits togetiler. 

For further development I asked Joy about music to see if, by applying her ideas of 

symmetry to another art form, I could unravel any information regarding subjective 

unagery. 

Music deals directly witil human expression. It deals with emotion and can transform 
people's ideas. You don't have to see to feel the intensity of music. I suppose sight 
can help to develop those feelings but then if you see sometlling that you link to the 
music then everyone who sees the image, links it to a particular piece of music. If you 
don't need to see then you are not forced to conform. With music you can express your 
emotions. You can get frustrated and angry from time to time and it is important to let 
these feelings out. In fact, it's nice to have the opportunity to do so. The world wouldn't 
care if you do or do not but it is important for the individual to do so. Music can be a release 
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for feelings. It's innate within all people to express themselves, its part of the human condition. 
If you can't see you still need to express your feelings and if you can't do it through drawing 
or painting, then you can do it through writing or even just through listening to music. I think 
that if blind people crumot use art as a medium for expression then language and poetry is the 
way that most visually impaired people create things. It's like playing with language and like 
playing with form and colour. 

This is a very interesting observation as it points to a process visually impaired people 

use whenever they create an artwork. They will combine sensory information from 

several different sensory bases, combining sound, touch and language together to 

provide an alternative impression of a visual image. This prompted my next question, 

which asked whether, in Joy's opinion, totally blind people could fully understand 

about things, only from a verbal description. Joy was of the opinion that this could not 

happen. I asked Joy if she felt that one's unconscious might help formulate an 

interpretation of the environment using only language as thought stimulation. 

Yes, we all have a memory, but most often we are unaware of it working on us. I 
think we all share a common memory and a common unconscious rather like a common 
language. Its common knowledge that the sky is blue and the grass is green. This is 
known and understood by everyone, visually impaired and fully sighted. Its one of 
the common things we all know about. There must be lots of common things we 
understand but take for granted, even if you crumot see them. This is our common 
unconscious. I suppose if we were clever enough to be able to describe or draw these 
instinctively known things we would see that they were similar. But if you don't know 
shapes and colours then language is what you need to use. 

In the book, Man and his Symbols (1978, pg 41-42.) by J. Freeman, edited by Carl 

Jung, we have this observation by Jung; 

There are many symbols, however that are not individual but collective in their nature 
and origin. These are chiefly religious images. The believer assumes that they are of 
divine origin-that they have been revealed to man. The sceptic says flatly that they 
have been invented. Both are wrong. It is true, as the sceptic notes, that religious symbols 
and concepts have for centuries been the object of careful and quite conscious elaboration. 
It is equally true, as the believer implies, that their origin is so far buried in the mystery 
of the past that they seem to have no human source. But they are in fact 'collective 
representations' emanating from primeval dreams and creative fantasies. 

Freeman (1978) 

Joy has indicated that people with sight loss may utilise a facility of 'unconscious 

imaging' to overcome a visual disability. If this is true, then, not only do visually 

impaired people use a multi-sensory method of perceiving those things they cannot 

see, they also utilise both sub-conscious and unconscious perceptions to add to their 
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sensory impressions. 

Joy Wilkinson. Second conversation. 

The second interview with Joy took place after several weeks and I initially returned 

to Joy's own creative exploits. Joy had mentioned that she enjoyed art at school and 

had continued to create artworks throughout her teaching career. I asked Joy why she 

continued to work in an area which she had admitted was difficult for her, when 

possibly writing or poetry might cater for her creativity. 

I get a great deal of personal satisfaction and a release of my creative energy when I 
work on some creative venture. When I was younger, my parents discouraged me as 
I was visually impaired. They thought I had more important things to think about. I 
suppose I suffer from repressed creativity! I want to develop my individual expression 
My painting is impressionistic rather than realistic, but that's me. I just like to work 
that way. How good it is, is purely about how I feel about it For me colour is very 
important, I just like it. I love mixing and playing with colour, you can get fantastic 
feedback from colour, placing one colour next to another, it produces different effects 
that are more thanjust one colour next to another, it becomes vitally important and is 
like creating history. It assumes epic proportion. 
Painting is personal, it doesn't matter whether its good art or not, or whether its a 
photographic representation. You are looking beyond that, painting becomes a 
feeling of being good or of making you feel good. 
This feeling is about rightness or completeness. 

With visually impaired pupils, even totally blind pupils, they enjoy using colour. 
They want to know what colour they are using if they are finger painting. They 
even get pleasure from the texture and feel of the different colours. The pupils 
,vill choose their favourite colours even if they cannot see them 

Joy is obviously a committed practitioner of painting and I think that the physical act 

of painting adds to her enjoyment of this creative process. Many visually impaired 

people engage in very little physical activity simply because they cannot see well and 

consequently it could be dangerous to leap in an unseen environment. With painting 

there is a physical component where you have to mix paint, clean brushes and 

manipulate paint yet, it could provide for gentle exercise and for a creative outlet. 

My next question was concerned with the types of imagery she had observed her 

pupils using. I wanted to see whether visually impaired pupils required factual 

representations of everyday objects or whether imaginary images such as dragons 
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were of value to totally blind children. 

You are on safe ground with fantasy, most pupils will like to hear about these things 
and you can describe and invent any number of different creatures. Fairy stories are 
a favourite source for everyone's imagination. Teapots and other functional objects 
are important in a different way. These objects must have certain features for them to 
be whatever they are and for visually impaired people to know about these objects 
and to be able to feel these special features helps them to understand the position of the 
object in the environment. It helps visually impaired people to understand about the 
environment and how it works. Its the same for things like fire, water and sunsets. They 
are part of everyone's environment even if you cannot see it. Therefore its important to 
know about these things. 

In our earlier conversation Joy had talked about the importance oflanguage and how, 

if she was unable to paint, she would experiment with poetry. I think that language 

holds a special importance for visually impaired people for two main reasons; 

Firstly, it is the main form of communication of ideas and information. It is the major 

method of exchanging knowledge and of describing everything that happens. 

Secondly, it is a major medium of creative release for people who cannot see. 
(creative 

WIlting, poetry, imaginative writing explanatory writing.) Joy considered that 

although visually impaired people were impeded with their understanding of the 

ftmction of objects through not being able to see them, she also thought that sight 

sometimes restricted' the possibilities' of creativity. Sometimes by seeing an object, 

that person was restricted into the formal shape and contour of the object whereas, by 

'seeing the object, mentally' it could be formed in a number of different ways. 

Mayen (1996), in his book, Exceptional Children in Today's Schools, (pgs 351-398) 

claims that visually impaired pupils are impeded and affected in all aspects of their 

educational development, these being, motor, concept, language and social. He notes 

that in language development there are four specific impediments. 

1. Lack of ability to see facial expression, gesture. 
2. Lack of ability to gaze at a described object. 
3. Lack of ability to develop vocabulary and linguistic 

Concepts by not being able to see objects of discussion. 
4. Parents tend to supply only the names of the obj ects or 

requests for objects, without any additional information 
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because they receive little feedback or indication that the 
child understands or is even interested. 

5. Visually able children ask more questions, change topics. 
Mayen, (1996) 

Mayen also discussed the practice known as 'Verbalism' , which some 

visually impaired people use. 'Verbalism' is the inappropriate overuse of 

verbal description and is often based on the visual impressions of sighted 

people. These sighted descriptions have been adopted by visually impaired 

people and together with an over-elaborate verbal description show an 

attempt by a visually impaired person, to describe things they could not 

possibly see. These descriptions could not be based on any concrete 

experience and a question arises about exactly what concept, the visually 

impaired person understands. Mayen (1996) provides two verbal 

descriptions, used by totally blind people, which illustrate the point he 

wishes to make, these being, 'sun shining on the blanket of snow' and 

'squirrels flying through the trees.' 

Joy felt that language was the main medium for getting over ideas and her 

thoughts regarding Verbalism were that totally blind people may not have 

a complete concept of whatever they are talking about, but they did have 

the vocabulary and were prepared to engage in a dialogue with a sighted 

person concerning the issue. The blind person may not have a visual 

interpretation of a squirrel flying through trees, but they had an 

understanding of a squirrel and an understanding of flying and a 

knowledge of trees. Joy developed this argument, with the following 

explanation_ 

Totally blind people cannot understand the concept of a river. 
They have the vocabulary and a description, but in order to 
provide a greater understanding of what rivers are and what 
rivers do, you need to build up the blind person's experience 
in stages. First, you could use a bowl of water to find out what 
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properties water has, how to make waves, how to create a current 
and to understand what 'wet' is. Next, you need to stand in a river 
and walk in water. Together with the sounds and sensations of the 
river, the totally blind person arrives at a concept of a river. I doubt 
if the blind person has the same understanding of a river as a sighted 
person but they will have an understanding of the concept. A description 
of a stream starting in the mountains and flowing down to the sea provides 
further information and is the best you can do but a totally blind person 
would never be able to compose a picture of a meandering river with 
overhanging willow trees. Concepts without seeing is a very difficult 
proposition for the totally blind. 
Another point to consider is voice tone versus facial expression, especially 
in conversations. Visually impaired people usually listen much more carefully 
to what is being said and are not distracted by movements. They are distracted 
by sounds though, and conversations can be difficult. Usually in a 
conversation, sighted people watch each other's faces to see when to speak 
or whether the other person is becoming bored and to check the other person's 
attitude or emotion. If you cannot see, this becomes difficult and in extreme 
cases, a blind person can continue to talk when the other person has actually 
walked away! Many blind people will use a question at the end of a sentence 
in order to prolong the conversation and also to control the situation. It is 
a strategy to encourage the other person to speak, but it also is a method of 

controlling the direction of the conversation. 

Throughout many of the conversations with the various visually impaired 

people in the case studies, reference has been made to exerting some form 

of control over the environment, a conversation or even the actions of 

other people. This notion of a totally blind person functioning in a hostile, 

unseen and to some extent an unknown world, and functioning in a manner 

which demonstrated confidence and control is remarkable. It also indicates 

that totally blind people could also function in an aesthetic world where 

again the totally blind could manipulate unseen media to create something. 

Regardless of sight, a tangible expression could be produced using verbal 

description, an understanding of physical properties, manipulation of 

materials and a determined outcome. As well as demonstrating an 

understanding of the environment they live in, the creation of artwork by 

visually impaired people shows that not only do they understand an unseen 

world, they can utilise the concepts, experiences and material properties to 

create something unique. 
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The final question I wanted to consider with Joy, at this conversation, were 

thoughts about the unconscious. In our earlier conversation, Joy has stated 

that she thought we all shared a common unconscious rather like a 

common language, regardless of whether we could see or not. I wanted to 

develop this line of enquiry and I asked Joy how she thought our 

unconscious worked. 

I think our unconscious works by being taught things. Either through 
language or experience. This gives us clues and pointers and provides 
a basis for our ideas. The unconscious is a series of mental jigsaws, 
each piece being a tactile impression or a smell, a sound, a sight of 
something, everything is interlinked. All of this subliminal information 
can be triggered through language, or anything. Any sort of impression 
or stimulation. It has to be something that you can respond to, it has to 
imprint on your conscious mind and then your unconscious mind develops 
the impression into something else. Our existing perceptions and concepts 
develop from these new impressions and our knowledge grows. 
Instinctive behaviour is fashioned very early on, but I do believe that initially 
it was learnt. Our reactions to water and fire where we are cautious are 
instincts, but they were first learnt as a reaction to an unpleasant incident. I 
once taught a group of deaffblind children and on a visit to a zoo, the pupils 
showed no instinctive fear of snakes whatsoever, whilst sighted children are 
usually more cautious. They had not learnt to be afraid whilst a visual sighting 
would have triggered an instinctive reaction. The zoo keeper handled the 
snakes and so the pupils handled the snakes. What did concern them was the 
speed of the snake's tongue flicking out so quickly. The pupils instinctively 
disliked the quickness of the actions but were not instinctively frightened by a 
potentially dangerous creature. 
I think that our earliest and our most fundamental learning becomes instinct. 
We all have a preservation instinct and this is developed by our experiences 
and by our exposure to the things we find in our environment. These early 
experiences shape and fashion our fears and concerns in later life. 

In the book Man and his Symbols (1978, pg. 36) Jung makes this statement. 

Primitive man was much more governed by his instincts than are his 
'rational' modem descendants, who have learned to 'control' themselves 
In this civilising process we have increasingly divided our consciousness 
from the deeper instinctive strata of the human psyche ....... Fortunately 
we have not lost these basic instinctive strata; they remain part of the 
unconscious ..... 

(Jung 1978) 

It would appear, that if this claim were true, visually impaired people are accessing, 

both their instincts and their unconscious to aid them in their understanding and 

exploration of the world they live in. lfthey cannot access a visual world, visually, 
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they use other facilities that help them. Perhaps because sight is so dominant and 

instant, the working of these more peripheral sensory guides are subjugated into a 

shadowy and insubstantial impression and are disregarded by the instant visual 

overloaded world of the twenty first century. 

Reflection. 

With Joy's explanations regarding the appreciation of artwork, it was interesting to 

note that, along with other accounts by visually impaired people, she uses criteria of 

'feeling complete' or of 'rightness.' Her qualification for the success of an artwork is 

the evocation of a sensation gained regarding colour, accuracy of representation, 

sensation, smell, sound and subliminal feeling of a perceived object. The implications 

for visually impaired people to be able to share in this feeling of , rightness' is that 

they are able to derive similar feelings from these sensory stimulations (other than 

sight). If an artwork, feels 'right' or sounds 'complete' then we must accept that the 

artwork performs in a manner that is similar throughout a variety of stimulus so that a 

uniform impression is gathered by both sighted and unsighted people. If we were to 

attempt to listen to paintings or to hear a sculpture it may offer a new perspective of 

appreciation, in fact it might heighten our more usual senses to a greater degree. 

However I consider this to be an unknowable pursuit and I think at this point, it is 

enough to raise this issue. It appears plausible that to conclude that visually impaired 

people are able to appreciate and understand visual artwork and by using alternative 

sensory exploration techniques, they gather stimulation that can be considered 

aesthetic. 

What needs to be explored further, is whether a touch sensation or a sound sensation 

provides a quantifiable gauge of appreciation that is comparable to a visual sensation. 
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The use of verbal language would appear to be a catalyst for this speculation. 

Language is a very important issue for visually impaired people. The use of 

description together with an actual physical experience seems to provide the best 

alternative to sight. Conversely, description plus experience could overcome other 

sensory losses. Without the sense of touch, a visual impression together with a verbal 

description could provide an understanding of a textured surface and a visual act 

together with a description may lead a deaf person to build a concept of a sound or 

rhythm. By having full access to all of the sensory input sensations people are able to 

place each 'jigsaw piece' of perception into their understanding and knowledge is 

gained. Yet if we are able to access most or some of the sensory input sensations, we 

can still provide for that feeling of 'rightness' that appears to be necessary for concept 

development. 

To build an understanding of the environment through the process of description and 

experience is a lengthy and time consuming process, but is vital; if there is a visual 

disfunction. For a sighted person to appreciate an apple, it may be enough to see it 

,but to understand the qualities of the particular fruit, touch, taste, smell, a visit to the 

orchard at various times to see the flowering tree, the bud and the growing apple 

provides for a more complete understanding. For a sighted person this process can be 

developed over a space of time as the concept does not need to be a logical 

progression. For a blind person the sequence of events needs to be ordered so that the 

process can be developmentally understood. For both sighted and unsighted people, 

the full understanding of an apple relies upon all of the different sensory stimulation 

being gathered and the final understanding will be similar for each person. The 

difficulty arises when one is attempting to gather stimulus from intangible 

phenomenon such as sunsets. These atmospheric experiences can be described but are 
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impossible for a large number of other sensory exploration. It would appear that we 

can overcome one sensory deprivation and still gather a large amount of infonnation 

to build our 'jigsaw' of perception, but if several senses are disengaged, then it would 

appear that concept development is too fragmented for any unifonn understanding to 

take place. 

Language needs the input of the majority of senses to provide meaning and 

understanding to whatever phenomena is being presented. Equally sensory sensation 

needs to have a common communicative fonn of relating those experiences in order 

to demonstrate an understanding of the sensation received. Language and cognition 

need to work together so that any experience can be gathered, articulated and 

communicated. 

It is worth noting at this juncture that many human experiences are only through the 

development of a concept. Whilst some people have the actual experience of climbing 

mountains, deep sea diving and walking on the moon, most of us understand the 

concept and through descriptions and images we can imagine the actual sensations. If, 

for most people, these experiences are purely an empathic realisation, then this 

'empathic realisation' functions for blind people regarding visual things. The 

understanding sighted people have of climbing a mountain and of other extreme acts 

is no less than the understanding, blind people develop regarding visual stimulus. T he 

ability to perceive 'phantom' experiences is available to both sighted and unsighted 

people, if a sighted person can appreciate a walk on the moon, it should be no more 

incredible for a blind person to appreciate a painting by van Gogh. 

Finally, we need to consider the input of our unconscious mind into the understanding 

and appreciation of our environment. If as Joy believes, all unconscious reactions are 

a result of fundamental learning and a subsequent instinctive response to this 
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experience, then a full aesthetic understanding is denied to visually impaired people. 

If, however knowledge and understanding is the result of a process of developing 

experience, then our unconscious must be subject to sensory development and any 

aesthetic understanding for totally blind people can be gathered through other sensory 

channels. We need to consider to what extent aesthetic understanding is taught 

through visual example and through dialogue. If we apply the idea of a sensory 'jig 

saw', network of experience combining to provide for all our cognition, then visually 

impaired people can appreciate a partial aesthetic stimulus, yet how it is partial is 

difficult to establish. If all the senses combine to create a 'whole' then how can you 

have less than a whole. You either have an aesthetic understanding or you do not! I 

believe that the development of an aesthetic understanding is a cwnulative experience 

and is the result of dialogue, impression, experiences, one's unconscious, and one's 
sub 

conscious and the interplay of multi-sensory sensation. If one sense is not available, 

an aesthetic experience is not forfeit, it is merely modified to account for the 

sensations present. 
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OBSERVATION SHEETS. 

These sheets have been gathered over a period of time whilst the teaching of visually 

impaired children has taken place and the infonnation has been collected through 

different teaching situations ranging from fonnal art lessons, casual conversations 

and art workshops. The infonnation gathered from these sources was regularly 

compared with the data gathered from the case studies of the visually impaired adults. 

I initially hoped to find links between the 'raw instinctive imagery' of the visually 

impaired children with the more considered and mticulate observations of those 

visually impaired adults who practise their mtwork with the Positive Vision art group, 

but I actually fOlmd much more! I fOlmd a rich source of data which demonstrated 

how visually impaired children used their imagination. I fOlmd fonns of 'mental 

doodling' which could be compared with Pinker's 'Mentalese' and I fOlmd methods 

of assimilating new infOlmation. I fOlmd a system where unrelated sensOlY 

infonnation is grouped together in a channing and lmexpected way and I fOlmd how 

limiting, applying the rules of visual and physical logic can be when a sighted person 

views mtwork constructed by imaginative yet totally blind pupils. 

For the benefit of a reader I have provided the following matrix which highlights 

some of the major findings of the observation sheets. 
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OBSERVATION SHEETS. MAIN FEATURES. 

Ol. Notions of Beauty. 
A conversation highlighting the 
pointlessness of a visual world for 
people who are totally blind from 
birth---seeing out of your elbow! 

02 Artist's Garden. 
Garden of Ten·or. V.I. pupil's 
ability to use others to develop 
their ideas through generalisations. 
TransfelTing lmpleasant sensOlY 
sensations-sandpaper stinging 
nettles. 

03 Artist's Garden(ii) 
V.1. pupil's ability to construct an 
understanding of things unknown 
by using known tactile and 
described infonnation. (triangly 
squirrels) 

04 Figure Images. 
How drawings evolve and have a 
contribution to the finished image. 
Commentary on work in progress, 
use of symbolism. 

05 Monster Pots. 
The combination of new 
infonnation together with personal 
imagination. (building a reservoir 
of experience.) 

06 Shield Design. 
Further examples of relating new 
experiences with known 
infonnation. 

07. Abstract Art.(i) 
The combination of shapes, words 
and sounds. 

08. Abstract Art (ii) 
The use of pictOlial symbolism. 
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09. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

Abstract Art (iii) 
The use of colour to represent 
mood. 

Inspector Gadget's Head. 
Internalisation versus external fact. 
How blind children fashion things. 

Recycling material into new 
artwork. 
How new and different materials 
are assimilated into the world of 
the V.1. child. 

Tactile Colour Workshop. 
Music, tactile paper and 
imagination. 

Interlocking Shapes. 
Mental juggling and how the 
football pitch evolved. 

Looking at Tactile Skills. 
How V.I. pupils investigate new 
material. (feeling, tapping, 
moving) 

Multi-choice examination. 
How totally blind people apply a 
type of logic to things they cannot 
know about. 

Transport. 
Combining bears and spaceships. 
U sing imagination that defies a 
physical space and the limits of a 
sighted world. 

I apologise for some of the obscure and tantalising brief descriptions of the 

information fOlmd in the following observation sheets but I wish to project a feeling 

of anticipation and affection for the forthcoming passages. 

I felt privileged to be included into these fascinating explorations. 
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Observation Sheet No. 01 

This conversation was between me and five pupils, all totally blind with the exception of 

Adam who is visually impaired. Kojeer has a strong memory of seeing and can remember 

what things look like. 

The conversation started with me asking what notions of beauty the pupils held and the 

consensus of opinion was that looks didn't actually mean anything to them. They tended to 

judge people on personality, kindness and what they did. 

This raised the question of beauty versus personality and whether you would rather be with 

someone who had a "good personality" or whether they just "looked good." Scott asked 

whether fim could be beautiful! 

I next asked them if there was any importance in distinguishing "things in the world" for 

example how do you tell the difference between dogs and cats. The pupils generally held 

some sort of standard size recognition based on what they had been told and by reaffirmation 

by touch. 

"Things are based on what you feel and on celtain atmospheres that surrOlmd events." D.C. 

The next stage of the conversation was interesting as the pupils asked me a velY impOltant 

question, being, 

"What do you think we see?" 

The standard concept of blindness is to see black and I answered that I didn't know and they 

seemed relieved that I hadn't said black. Scott made the point that if you don't have any 

facility to see and never had, then sight was as ridiculous to them as asking someone to see 

out of their elbow. I was patticularly impressed by tIus observation as the pointlessness of the 

visual world to a totally blind person from birth became a little clearer to me. 
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My next point was regarding their views on the lack of sight or whether sensOlY substitution 

offered any apparent insights into a visual world. 

Scott felt that there was no point in swapping senses; he felt he functioned extremely well, by 

using echo location he could tell where walls, lamp-post and people were and in fact he felt 

that his hearing was so accurate it in fact was better to him than his idea of sight. (Which was 

the ability to feel at a distance) 

Kojeer, (who had seen) felt that ifhe got his sight back he would only be able to see more 

clearly, he felt that he ah'eady had the skills and strategies to move around in the environment 

and to know what was occuning around him. 

William said that when he was walking, he could tell ifthere were any obstacles around as 

there was, "a closing off of air, a SOlt of build up of pressure." 

My next observation was regarding any value art might hold for them if visual concepts were 

not important. 

Danielle, Scott and William all felt that looks of things were unimportant but the feel and the 

atmosphere was extremely impOltant. Kojeer and Adam held no opinion of this point of view 

and offered no opinion regarding the things they had seen and remembered. 

With the making of artworks all the pupils prefened to make artworks that related to 

something tangible, either an emotion or an arrimal or a building. (Something real) 

The final point we dealt with during tlris session was the impOltance oflanguage with visual 

impainnent. The pupils relied heavily on sighted people describing and explaining things to 

them in tlle first instance. After tllat they built up and reinforced their understanding of 

"things in the environment" by repeated touch, repeated descriptions and by repeated 

encounters with the variety of "things". Extra time was needed to "understand" the various 

things but once you had "tmderstood" a particular" tiring; you could recognise tlle sanle tiling 

again and you could also recognise sometlring that was "nearly like" the Oliginal tiling. 
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Kojeer offered the opinion that you could be totally lost if you didn't speak a language and 

you couldn't see. 
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OBSERVATION SHEET No, 002, 

The Artist's Garden, 

As a topic in alt and design we decided to offer the youngsters the topic of thinking of a 

faIllollS person and deciding what type of gal'den they might like and what things they may 

choose to put into their gardens, 

Initially we described a number of different types of gardens, (wildlife gardens, gardens with 

water features, gal'dens for the disabled, gardens for children, gardens for older people) and 

we developed the ideas into a more abstracted form of gal'den with questions such as, "What 

could a sound garden be like?" and "What smt of smell garden could we choose ifwe wanted 

more than the scent of flowers in it?" and finally, "What other types of emotion or sensations 

could we provide in our gardens?" 

As a final development we allowed the pupils to design a gal'den for themselves if they 

thought that a garden for a falnous person was too limiting, 

A----'s Gal'den of Tel Tor! 

A--- is a totally blind boy offomteen yeal's of age, quite lazy, not paIticularly interested in 
art, 

or indeed work in general, he is physically small for his years and is quite manipulative, 

(The dialogue is as follows---) 

"What's going to happen in your garden?" 

A"WeIl, You know it's going to have trees that are like big stinging nettles," 

"How could we make those?" 

A"What about really coarse sand paper?" 

"Good, but what shape could we make?" 

A "A cylinder shape for the tree, We could have an insect house with creepy crawlies and 
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buggy things." 

"Good idea, tell me more about them." 

A "The insect house is just an ordinary house but it's got insects in rather than people." 

"What shape and size shall we make the house?" 

At tIus point I was attempting to draw more specific infOlmation out of A---, as he has a 

fantastic ability to be rather vague, offering generalisations hoping you will develop his 

ideas. TIus assumption or ability to fire the participant's enthusiasm and to offer a "taster" of 

the concept yet leaving tIle participant to provide the real constructs of the idea is a feature of 

A---' s creative ability and to this end I was quite har'd on him by attempting to make A--

qualify all his statements. 

A. "An ordinary shape, if I had some matchsticks I could show you." 

Matchsticks were provided (to A----'s disappointment) and no construction was created. 

A. "I need 1ar'ger sticks." 

Lar'ger sticks were provided, and much to my surprise arId pleasure a simple house shape was 

arTanged. On questioning A--- flUther he had been taught tlle basic house shape in infarIt 

school. 

What is apparent from this conversation is tIIat A---' s descliptive arId imaginative powers ar'e 

velY good. His concepts ar'e Oliginal tlloughtful arId subscribe to a definite creative ability. 

What is not apparent is an aesthetic ordeling, what A--- provides is a mecharuca1 construct 

which has been taught to him and acts as a symbolic bridge between his creative reasoning to 

his three dimensional expression. A---, has in fact offered a reality to his imagination but only 

on request. His ideas are much stronger; his explanations offer much to creativity but little to 

an aesthetic order. However he has drawn on his extemal world to provide shapes arId 

tangibility and has sorted out good substitutes and equivalents to give form to his ideas and 

we should recognise these as aesthetic. Sandpaper stinging nettles offer a very strong 
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aesthetic perception. What I need to consider is whether this perception is truly an aesthetic 

judgement by A---, or whether I am bestowing an aesthetic merit upon it through my own 

judgement 
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OBSERVATION SHEET. No. 003. 

Another example of a pupils ideas concerning the topic of "An Artist's Garden." This pupil is 

totally blind, is quite an anxious child and has need of special help within the Special School 

situation. L---- sees very little point in mobility and prefers to be led about, she enjoys 

discussions and particularly likes the idea of woodwork although her skills are quite 

limited. (By that I mean that her manipulative skills are less than other totally blind children 
of 

comparable age.) 

L---' s Wildlife Garden. 

L. "In my garden I am going to have a squilTel, a hedgehog, bears birds and a fox." 

"Tell me about your squilTel, what size is itT' 

L "It's smaller than a horse." 

"What does it look like?" 

L "It eats monkey nuts and is white with whiskers." 

"What shape has it got and what does it feel like?" 

L "It's a kind of triangle shape and it feels limy rather like natural fur fabric. I've chosen a 

squilTel because it looks best." 

"Where shall we put the squilTel?" 

L "In a tree." 

I then offered L--- a piece of square cork as a possible tree shape. I did this because I knew L-

had a limited knowledge of where to look for materials and much prefelTed to be offered 

alternatives to give form to her inner vision. 

L "Wow! I think this is the goodest one!" 

L--- was extremely pleased with the first textme offered to her, it seemed to fit her concept of 

a tree exactly and she didn't want to modify the shape at all, the texture was COlTect therefore 
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it became the tree!" 

"Where shall we put the squirrel?" 

L "Up the tree, so it can get down and roam about a bit." 

L--- has no vision at all and so her use of the concepts of up and down will have been taught 

to her, therefore the reasoning of placing the squinel up a tree is a remembered fact and L--

has decided to incorporate it into her aesthetic ordering. 

"What about the hedgehog?" 

Silence. 

"What does a hedgehog look like?" 

L "PIickly." 

"What SOli of shape is a hedgehog?" 

L "Squmy? A circle shape. Like this" L--- points to her curved finger nail. 

"How m'e we going to make him ptickly?" 

L "Put some spikes on him." 

I then offered L--- a choice between pipe cleaners and match stick and on consideling both 

(by touch), L--- chose the pipe cleaners. 

L "1 like this best as they are sharper than the others." 

"How can we make a hedgehog?" 

L. "Well, you could stick them together with copydex, you make it into a hedge hog." 

L--- bent the pipe cleaners into a scnmched up shape. 

L. "Horse chestnuts feel like a hedgehog." 

"Let's see if you can make it spikier." Some more arbitrruy squeezing with her right hand and 

twisting with the left hand. No apparent moulding or shaping so 1 decided to continue the 

picture construction. 
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"Where is the hedgehog going in the picture?" 

L "Not by the squin'el, over here," 

A rather vague wave of the hand over the smface of the paper. 

"Over where?" 

L "What do you think? Is it by the tree, by the squirrel's tree, as they get on together, no not 

in the air, at the bottom of the tree, light that will do it." L--- places the hedgehog at the 

bottom of her tree and satisfied with locating a place ,offers, "Hedgehogs hibernate ill 

willter." 

"Should we put any colours ill our picture?" 

L "I think we should put a blue colour for the sky. Maybe we could put it on when the glues 

dry. 

"What else shall we do, do you remember we talked about bears, birds and foxes." 

L "Oh yes foxes, do you know what a ymmg fox is called, A fox cub." 

"Shall we make a fox cub?" 

L "Yes we could." 

"What will it be like?" 

L. "He'll have a nice tail and it will live in a little hole. We could make a black fox cub. It 

would have a good scent. If the wind was blowing towards the hole the fox could smell a 

man." 

"Well shall we make a black fox cub?" 

L "Yes." 

"What do we need to stmi?" 

L "Some fur, some little claws, sharp claws." 

I then offered L--- some black fur fabric. "Is this any use L---?" 

L. "Yes, foxes can have long fur to keep them warm in winter. Do you remember I made a 
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snake? 

"Yes it was a good snake, what shape shall we make our fox?" 

L "A uiangle shape, it has three comers." 

"Do foxes have comers?" 

L "Not really." 

"Do you want to cut out the shape?" 

L. "I'll try." 

"Let's see what you can do." L--- held the scissors upside down. 

L "I'm uying to cut the comers, I've cut this sU·ip." 

"Look at the other animals and see if they help you sort out the size and shape of the fox." 

L. "He needs to be medium sized and a bit like the squilTeL" 

"So, how can I help you?" 

L "Actually, the hedgehog could be smaller and the squilTel can be bigger, then the squirrel 

can nm around the u·ee." 

"What about the fox?" 

L "It needs to be smaller, shall I cut it in half?" 

L--- fails to cut the fur fablic in half, I cut it for her and offer it to her for inspection, L---

wants the edges "rounded off' 

"Are you happy with this?" 

L. "Yes" 

"What about a taiL" 

L "I'm thinking it could be a very long taiL" 

A piece of material is chosen by L--- and I ask L--- to compare it with the body of the animal 

as she is quite prepared to use the material as she has fmmd it without tailoring it to the rest 

of the picture. L--- does not consider anything like proportion but is quite content to have 
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rudimentary shapes placed within a framework. L--- takes time with her selection of textures. 

L---' s creativity deals with defining "what goes where" arld piecing together a logical "stOlY 

like" scenario. 

L "TIus looks really good, it's enough for the aIlimal. You don't want it too big." 

"Where shall we put the tail?" 

L "You place it for me." 

I put the tail at the end of the body and invite L--- to comment. 

L "Wow, that looks really good, that looks absolutely fine, one of the bestest animals I could 

make. Wow!" 

"What's next L--- ." 

L "Could we make a bear now please?" 

"Okay, what's a bear like?" 

L "Soft nice fur, he's got big paws and a big head arld a big body and he growls." 

"Does he have any colour?" I thought I would ask about colour as L--- seems quite definite in 

providing colours for her creations. 

L "Can he be blue?" 

"Yes I've got some nice blue fur fabric." 

I provided L--- with an off cut of blue fur fabric and it was instantly accepted as "perfect!" 

A long straggly bit was pronounced as the tail. 

"Where shall we put the bear' L---?" 

Her hand wandered over the picture surface arId the fur fabric was placed in the top light 

hand comer, half off the paper. 

"How can we make the bear" look good, L?" 

L "I'll tell you what, we carl put the tail right past the squilTel's tree." 
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L--- having composed the picture in her mind made no attempt to alter the picture herself and 

was content to let me maneuvers the fm fabIic for her until it fitted in with her idea. I wonder 

if this procedure was purely a demonstration by L--- to show that she was making considered 

judgements or whether in fact it did comply with her "inner vision". 

"Are you happy with this bear L---, feel where it is and see what you think." 

L "It's nice, it's a long tail and it's in the right place. Shall we put a bird in the pictme now? 

a nice pheasant?" 

"What's a pheasant like, L---?" 

L. "They've got wings, they live in the cOlmuy, they live in a tree in a nest and they fly 

arOlmd a lot." 

"What do they feel like?" 

L "I'm not sure, I think soft fur." 

"What about feathers? Might they have feathers, L---?" 

L "Oh yes feathers." 

Feathers were produced, L--- felt them, voiced her approval and infonned me that you got 

feathers in pillows. Each feather was taken out ofthe packet individually, was inspected. The 

label was also taken out of the packet and was pronounced as being suitable for the 

pheasant's shape. 

"What would be the best shape for the pheasant L---?" 

L "We could make it as small as the hedgehog." 

"Will it be rounded or spiky?" 

L "It could be a sharp pheasant. We could cut it out and use the rest for the nest." 

After the ambiguous descIiption (a feature ofL--- style of composing) I cut out a rounded 

shape and offered it to L--- for her opinion. 

L "I'm happy with that." the rowlded shape was placed "In the middle" 
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"Where do you want the nest, L---?" 

L "Past that bit, (the pheasant) at the top of the picture. We are going to make the nest out of 

the feathers." 

"What about the pheasant, does he have any feathers?" 

L "Yes he gets to have feathers, perhaps to keep him WalID." 

"Shall I glue on the feathers, L---?" The feathers were glued onto the picture with more 

attention being paid to the feathers in the nest than on the bird itself Finally I asked if we 

could put in anything like leaves and grass in order to "complete" the picture. Purely as a 

consideration to me rather than any wish for fulther items to be placed into the picture, L--

chose an al·ea below her bear shape for grass and the tree area was chosen for leaves. 

L--- was happy to demonstrate her knowledge about animals and made definite decisions 

regal·ding composition, ifunsure she would ask the teacher but would also construct little 

logical concepts where she would reason through her choices. L--- often used tillrelated facts 

to qualifY her reasons. 

L---was definitely using her imagination and was using infonnation to compose her picture, 

there does seem to be an ordering process with L---' s work but it is difficult to tease out any 

aesthetic processes. When given an "either or" situation L--- will make subjective choices but 

left to her own devises she seems tillable to construct a representation. However as L--

cannot see anything I do not find this too surprising, and it celtainly does not exclude an 

aesthetic process. With L---'s reluctance to move easily within her environment I feel that 

she is content to use whatever is to hand as symbols for her imagination alld providing the 

texture alld shape is approxinlately in aCCOrdallCe with her idea, then it is acceptable to her 

as a representation. To this end I feel that there is an" abstracted" aesthetic ordering with L

's work as she has definite ideas, definite fmID and places for those ideas and the whole 

concept was fitted into a considered situation. 
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OBSERVATION SHEET No. 04. 

Charlotte is a totally blind, fourteen year old pupil at Dorton House School. She has never 

seen but has felt outlines drawings of a wide range of different objects and has built up an 

understanding of "how things appear" in a sighted world. 

The topic that Charlotte was working on with these drawings was an introductory lesson on 

figures. We had discussed basic human proportion and had demonstrated this by feeling our 

own bodies and estimating sizes and lengths oflimbs by touch. We had felt the distances 

between eyes, we had felt where our ears were in relation to our eyes, we had felt the way our 

noses grew out of our faces and what sort of shapes they might make. 

After spending some time on describing and realising our human proportion, we then talked 

about perspective and how foreshortening worked when we attempted to reproduce a figure 

shape onto a two dimensional surface. Without seeing this proved to be very difficult but by 

thinking about how sOlmds diminished along a distance we fOlmd a sensory substitution that 

helped explain the fonnula of perspective. 

The next task for the pupils was to develop some "figure images". The dialogue below is 

Charlotte's descriptions of her drawings. 

Charlotte's Policeman. 

"T ell me about your policeman." 

C "His ears are at the side, he's got a bit of hair on top and his helmet is on top of that. That's 

his forehead, (pointed to) and his eyes are below that, one's bigger than the other, it seems 

like." 

"What else can you tell me about your policeman?" 

C "His nose is below Iris eyes and he has a smiley mouth below that." 

"Tell me about his helmet, what SOli of shape have you given him?" 
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C "Well, it's a tall dome shape." 

"That's really good, Charlotte, are you thinking of any textures for the policeman's face?" 

C "Not at the moment, we can choose those later." 

Charlotte's Clown. 

C "I'm making a clown now, a very peculiar clown, ab. I can do freckles!" 

Tell me about what you have decided so far, Charlotte." 

C "I have done curly hair like the last one and I've made him frown on his forehead by 

making a curly shape on his forehead. I know about shapes from some stuff I have at home. I 

feel different pictures of faces and I then know what different faces are like. And then in tius 

one, one of his ears is quite big and the other is quite small." 

"Did you plan it like that?" 

C "Yes." 

"What else?" 

C "And tilen I did his eyes under his forehead and then in between his eyes I have made some 

freckles." 

"Why freckles?" 

C "I just like them." 

"Will it help make him fumW?" 

C. "Yes, I hope so, and under Ius freckles, I have done Ius nose. 

"How have you done that?" 

C. "By making a circle shape. Then under Ius nose, I have made a big smile to make him 

funny. I've done that by making a curved line go upwards, that's a smile shape. Well I've 

now made a policeman and a clown, I could make up a story about them later." 

"That would be a great idea." 
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Charlotte's Father Christmas. 

C."This is a Father Chlistmas impression. He's got one of those hats on his head with a bell 

on the end. He's got quite a bit of curly hair and then he's got a smaller forehead than the 

others but I was planning that. He's got these two eyes and below them is his nose and below 

that is his smiley mouth. At the bottom of his face he has got a rather small curly beard." 

Each of the drawings made and described by Charlotte were made using Gelman Film as the 

drawing medium. This is a type of plastic paper which is placed onto a rubber mat and drawn 

on using a ball point pen, knitting needle or other dull pointed tool. The effect of this type of 

drawing raises the line of the marks made so that the user can feel the drawn lines and marks. 

The person in effect draws the picture and then feels it to see if it cOlTesponds with the idea 

and image the person imagined. 

Area of Speculation. 

Charlotte's method of drawing is remembering a range of tactile impressions that represent 

fonnal situations. This bank of "ideals" are then imposed into situations that Charlotte feels 

are approPliate. Charlotte also has a strict logical sequencing with her drawings where there 

is a fOlmal process and order. Each drawing is a "step by step" process, culminating in a 

finished picture with all the specified parts strictly placed down in an order that starts at the 

top and finishes at the bottom. 

In Charlotte's first picture, (the Policeman) when she was re-examining it to see if it 
complied 

with her "inner image", she speaks as if she has no control over the varying size of the 

policeman's eyes. ---"one's bigger than the other it seems like---". 

Charlotte has created the drawing, but the linage, once drawn becomes a separ'ate entity. 

Whether the medium of Gennarl Film restricts alteration, or whether the tr'ansferal of the 

image from brain and memOlY into a touch reality creates this response needs further 
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investigation. 

Later, with her clown image, Charlotte makes reference to the different size ears she has 

purposely drawn. This appears to be a specific design requirement for Charlotte and is 

perhaps a feature of an unseen drawing. Whilst a sighted person would usually make ears the 

same size, because they are constantly aware of ears and know that generally, ears are the 

same size and would automatically draw them so, it may be that for a person who has never 

seen this could be a negotiable design feature. It certainly seems so in Charlotte's descliption. 

Again this will be something the monitor at a later OppOltunity. 

Finally, it is extremely interesting to compare the felt image along with the visual images that 

Charlotte has made. The felt unage seems much fuller than the visual one, and there is a 

balance and "touch symmetry", again it may prove useful to transfer some visual linages into 

touch pictures to see what compatisons are apparent. 

(On some images transfelTed, the detail becatne too "fussy" atld detracted from the shapes 

and proportions of the Oliginal drawulg. It would appeat' that shape and position can be 

readily transferred between the senses but colour, tone ultensity atld textures are rather more 

difficult to illustrate. 

At fourteen, Chat'lotte's choice of linage may be rather linmature compared with that of a 

fully sighted peer. Yet the use of a stereotypical image which has been leatl1t, memOlised and 

reproduced as one of a ratlge of remembered images is the product of a velY sophisticated 

and ordered mind. One further investigation that may provide atl insight UltO Charlotte's 

creative processes will be the offering back to Charlotte, of her drawings to see if she Catl 

remember her shapes atld images. 

Hopefully this would demonstrate that there was some constatlcy to Chat"lotte's unagery and 

that it was not a transitory drawing, given life by an accompanying dialogue. 

A final speculation may be concemed with the choice of identifying features used by 
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Charlotte. How do they compare with a range of identifYing features a fully sighted person 

might choose? Celtainly there is no reference to colour, but the use of freckles, which are not 

a tactile feature is quite interesting. Charlotte has provided us with the component Palts of a 

portrait, but these aloe purely 'the regulation requirements.' 
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OBSERVATION SHEET No. 005. 

The Monster Pot. 

The pupils had designed and made their first plywood containers. They had been asked to 

consider an outside surface decoration that reflected the shape and function of the container 

they had made. I asked them to think about what they wished to keep in their containers and 

how they could make their pots attractive to both sighted and non-sighted people 

D---- is a totally blind, eleven year old pupil. TIns topic was his first in the secondary 

department and was used as a method of finding out what his capabilities were as regards, 

imagination, attitude, motor skills, knowledge ofmatelials, knowledge of tools and 

responsiveness to aItistic stimulus. 

The following conversation unfolded as D--- described his decoration 

D--- , tell me about your design. (D--- had been working on Gennan Fihn as he has no sight.) 

"It's a monster decoration that wraps aI·ound all the sides of the pot. It's got two chins, one 

has a circle on the end. 

Wlnch one--- tlris was a strategy to see ifD--- could remember aIld register the drawing he 

had made earlier. 

"I think it's tIlis one."( D--- pointed to a specific PaIt of the dragon) 

"One's got a circle wart thing, the others smaller witI1 a pointing down bit. Let me see, I've 

got a flattish egg-shaped head. It's got circular anns, lots of toes and I think it's got long 

fingers." 

Wl1ere are the fingers? 

"It's hard to tell really," (at this point, D---'s fingers are roaming over the drawing, retracing 

promising areas.) "It's got bits allover the place." 
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Is there anything else you can tell me about the monster? 

"Let me think, oh yes! It's got horns going this way and that way on top of its head, I think 

I'll make them a little longer so it stretches to the edge ofthe paper. 

D--- extends the shape of the homs accordingly. 

Anything else you would like to tell me about your design, has it got a name? 

(At this point I was increasingly aware that D--- had developed the drawing from a surface 

decoration into an entity of its own, I stmted asking about the design but then developed the 

identity of the creation by asking about personal details.) 

"No, I haven't thought of one yet, maybe I'll think of one over the day." 

Is it fierce? 

"Very Fierce!" 

What does it eat? 

"Oh it doesn't live on food. Oh yes I've thought of its name, it's BOROGS. 

Is there anything else you want to tell me about the Monster? 

"Yes, it can change its shape and form into half dinosaur and half fish. It swims underwater 

and then it's a super villain. One more thing, it kills everything, it smashes things. 

D--- then decided to draw another monster design so that he could choose the best one for his 

container. 

Monster Number Two. 

"This is a four headed dragon; it's got scales all over its body." 

Can you show me the scales? 

"It's got scales here and here, (D--- indicated an m·ea on the drawing that had several patches 

of texture.) "And on its four heads it's got fmlgs." 

What else? 

"It has moon shaped gums, its scales are velY sharp and it has two big wings" 
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Can you show me? 

"Okay, all the scales are on the body, oh yes, the wings are up at the top. Did I put in its long 

tail?" (At this point, D--- scans the drawing with his fingers attempting to find an area of 

texture that he has made to represent the tail.) 

"The tails light here, (an indication of the appropriate area of texture) "It's got scales on it as 

well. Oh yes, it's got two big homs right at the top of its first head." 

Has it only got homs on one of its heads? 

"Yes, only on it's first head. Thinking about it, it's got long toes on its two feet and I think 

that's the description of this dragon." 

D---, you haven't mentioned any colours, I know you cannot see but do you imagine any of 

your monsters to have any colour? 

"It's black. I can't actually see colours but I can see ifit's light or dark but not what colours 

are. Black ones are more evil than light ones." 

Is there any reason why you want a black dragon? 

"I just really like the colour black, I've just thought, it's black and green." 

Why green? 

"Well sometimes monsters are black and green." 

Speculation. 

D--- provides a fascinating insight into his way of combining infonnation he has received 

with his own personal imagination. The sClibbled unages D_ places onto the German film 

appear to be accurate symbols of his imagination as he can refer to the specific parts of the 

drawing, yet, in other instances, he describes parts of the drawings as ifhe is discovering the 

shapes for the first time. When he is exploring the marks he has made, he comments, "It's 

hard to tell really, it's got bits allover the place." rather as ifD--- has imbued the drawulg 
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with a life of its own and he (D---) is purely relating what is there. He seems to be distancing 

himself fi.-om being the creator of the image to being someone who translates what is there. 

This aspect of recalling an image was also a feature of a drawing description by Ch-----, in 

the observation sheet No. 004. And may be worth further investigation. 

Again there is the interesting jumble of imagelY which seems to be another feature of 

artworks created by people with no vision. Particularly the mixture of geometIic shapes that 

become Palt of physical attIibutes. ("One's got a circle Walt thing.) And the impOltallCe 

placed on things that to a sighted person may not consider wOlthy of specific mention, "It has 

moon shaped gums." 

As D--- is able to recall the images he has made and to place these marks together with 

specific identified mental images; it suggests that mental imaging for those people who have 

had no sight does exi st. Whether this fonn of imaging is the result of D--- having felt the 

shape of something he remembers as being "dragon shaped" and he can reproduce this SOlt of 

shape mechanically is the next stage in this investigation, but the observation still provides 

much interesting infonnation. 

D----'s infonnation regal'ding colour may also be "leamt knowledge" but this area can also be 

developed as there must be some perceptions that D--- holds regal'ding colour. 
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OBSERVATION SHEET No. 006 

The Shield Design. 

For tIris topic, I introduced tile idea of "KIrights in Annor". I had several motives for this 

topic. 

1. I wanted to increase tile awareness of body shapes and body proportions to pupils who 

2. had never seen. 

3. I wished to develop the understanding of pupils with sight loss to an aspect of our history 

that most people know about. 

4. I wanted to develop tactile skills. 

5. I wanted to develop the use of materials and the use of hand tools for the pupils. 

6. I wanted to see how the visually pupils demonstrated their understanding of tile concept 

of wrapping one's body in a protective layer of steel. 

7. I wanted to compare the results of tile visually impaired children's work with that of 

similar children without a sight loss. 

To begin with the whole group talked at length about brights and suits of armor and of tile 

various types and the vatlous functions of annor. By the end of tile discussion, three main 

reasons were developed for the use of alIDor and for the use of shield designs. 

1. To protect tile wearer. 

2. To frighten the opposition. 

3. To identifY the wearer to his colleagues. 
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D---- Shield Design. 

D--- has a love of monsters and so not unnaturally, his shield design demonstrated this 

affection. (D--- attempts to include aspects of monsters in all of his creative work and he 

quickly latched upon the aspect of fiightening off one's opposition.) 

"My shield design will have half ant, half gunge monster, half octopus and half duck monster 

with webbed feet. That should really fiighten off the enemies! 

On its webbed feet it has got long toes, its got saucer shaped shoulders--no, flat shaped 

shoulders." 

Are flat shapes more fiightening than saucer shapes? 

"Oh yes! Flat shapes are sharper. It's got long fingers and it's got h0111S on top of its head 

and it's got gUllge in lots of places. 

Are long fingers and long toes fiightening? 

"On my shield they are really fiightening!" 

I was a little dissatisfied with D---'s desctiption as I felt that he had purely reused a "tried and 

trusted fonnula", where he had not really developed his ideas any further from the designs he 

made for his "monster pot". This was just another example of an infinite nmnber of imagined 

monsters. In an attempt to understand a little more about this preference of imagery, I opened 

out the discussion. 

Why do you like monsters? 

"Well, I really just like them; I like everything to do with aliens and space monsters. 

Do you think it might be because you can imagine so many different types of monster? 

"No, not really, it's just that they are my favOlite, I look at monster programmes on the 

television and I have some figures at home. I like the look of them. I'm looking forward to 

clay work so I can make some more. I want to try and make a fishy SOlt of gunge monster but 
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I will think: of all different types. I wonder how many r can think of, I've lots of ideas." 

Speculation. 

It is becoming apparent that whenever you introduce new ideas to totally blind youngsters, 

they relate the new experience to something they already know about. This creates a point of 

reference for them. In tIns way D--- has lea111t about pot making and about suits of annoI', 

yet both new expeliences have been tI1fough the medimn of "monsters". Visually impaired 

people depend upon "points of reference", for moving aromld tIleir environment and I believe 

that tlris method of stalting from a "known situation" to develop know ledge about an 

unknown situation is a logical process ofleanring about new concepts. 

Much creative work with visually impaired children is tI1fough the creation of a practical 

altifact. Once you can relate an altwork to a specific entity, then visually impaired pupils are 

quite capable of developing quite sophisticated concepts regarding the Oliginal prograIl11lle of 

work. 

D--- again demonstrated a strange symbolism with his descriptions.(saucer shaped shoulders 

and flat shaped shoulders--and the reasoning tIlat flat shapes are more aggressive than 

rounded shapes.) There is a seductive logic to D----'s reasoning and I will investigate tlris 

flUther. 

Finally, it is interesting that through the medimn of television and by the touch of his figures, 

D--- has a full understanding of these monsters and his concepts al'e developed enough so 

that he can reproduce his own' original' creatmes. Certainly within D---' s imagination he has 

developed a "full image" of these creatures and tIlrough his perceptions, it again makes us 

thing of how tactile images and verbal descriptions work together to produce mental 

'imagery' 
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OBSERVATION SHEET No. 007 

Abstract Art. 

I decided to present a topic on abstract representation to the group as I thought by stripping 

away any constraint of visual representation some interesting imagelY may be revealed. The 

idea of developing non-representational art to pupils who did not see representational objects 

anyway also inuigued me as to what I might expect! 

In the initial presentation of Absu'act mt the group shared ideas about non-representational 

mt by talking about emotions and feelings. We talked about how we could use symbols to 

represent things and significantly we mentioned Braille. We talked about the use of colour 

and shapes and sOlmds. I illustrated our developing understanding by showing the group 

works by Miro and by Mondrian. I spoke a little about the SUlTealist's use of dremn imagery 

but stressed that any representation of recognisable imagelY at these initial stages was to be 

discouraged. The group of pupils grasped the concepts of absu'action quite easily (perhaps 

much more easily than their fully sighted peers) and the preliminary development of ideas 

began with enthusiasm 

Ch--- Absu'act Ideas 

"What I was thinking about was making different versions of words that are not real words 

but describe some sort of shape." 

Such as? 

"I don't know yet, but words like T akiti and Malooma. I thought I would stmt off with these 

two words in the same picture. The Takiti is a shml>, spiky word m1d the malooma is smooth 

and long and it's got su'aight smooth edges. The Takiti is sha1l> and jagged probably made 

out of sandpaper. I'm going to start with these two words and I'm going to put other words 

all m'Olmd them." 
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What might your other words be and what might they look like? 

Long Pause. I prompted Ch--- with, what about a soft squeezy SOli of word, Ch---? 

"Yes that's a good idea; the new word could be a --- jamongo!" 

That's a lovely word, what does it look like? 

"What does it make you think of, sir?" 

I considered this to be an attempt to get me to provide some clues as to a different type of 

shape so I was deliberately ambiguous with my answer, although I hoped to spark off further 

inspiration. Well, I think it's a kind of word that has joins in it. 

The following constructed "word shape" was negotiated. 

Ja----is sharp 

Mong---is a long shape but a bit like a bell ringing. 

Go--- is rounded and finishes in a point. 

At this point another pupil who was sitting close by joined in the debate and offered us some 

new words. These words were derived from some Chinese she had heard. 

Guan. 

What does a Guan look like? 

"It's a sort of flowing word, its soft and it is probably a blight colour. I don't know which one 

but it could be a light bright colour." 

Chai Jing. 

"Chai is a roundy moon shape and it goes into a star shape for the Jing. It's probably a rough 

sort of texture when it's the Jing bit and velvety for the Chai patio The Ching pati is a blight 

red and the Chai is a pale pink." 

At this point I thought it useful to stati making these "word shapes" and we decided to use 

collage as our medium. Material was inspected and smied by Ch--- who used the comment 
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that she wanted to find some long, soft, flowing material for the Guan. A piece of pre-cut 

material was chosen and considered for its rOlmdness and after passing scrutiny the fabric 

was clued onto a piece of card. The fabric had a rough texture that appealed to Ch---. 

"This reminds me of a long crocodile, I suppose the Guan is a bit like a crocodile." 

"Right, let's work on the Chai jing! Yes, I think I'll use sand paper for the Chai mooney 

shape, but ifit's wrong I'll put something else over the sandpaper to make it right." 

The first shape Ch--- cut out was similar to the Guan shape and Ch- wanted to improve it. 

She decided it was too long and needed to be rounder. Ch--- cut out two similar shapes and 

compared them choosing the rOlmder of the two for her Chai shape. This was then placed and 

clued into place. For the "Jing" shape Ch- chose a bright green textured shiny paper and 

continued to cut shapes in a seemingly random way until she could choose one from out of 

them. This became the "Jing" part of the letter and was placed and then clued and replaced 

next to the "Chai " shape. 

In Ch--- Oliginal description of her word shapes she provides definite descriptions of shapes, 

colours and the positioning of the shapes, yet when Ch--- statts to actually make her word 

shapes the whole concept evolves. The carefully chosen shapes become different carefully 

chosen shapes and the placing is still velY carefully considered but does not cOlTespond with 

her eat'lier ideas. I do not think that this is due to Ch---'s inability to organise her shapes to 

her previous requirements but is due to an evolution of Ch--- 's creativity. Ch--- responds to 

an internal ordering which is modified by the shapes she creates. Sometimes she will alter the 

shapes because they are wrong but on other occasions it is as if the shapes can dictate to 

Ch-- what they need to become. Ch--- will often use the phrase, "It seems to be bigger 

than" or "It has become like." This is a very interesting feature of Ch--- creative process and 

I will develop this further. 

During the next lesson Ch--- decided that she wanted to develop shapes and musical sowlds 
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and that she was going to make "the whole thing stand up on its own." 

Well, what SOlt of shapes do you want to use in your musical shapes? 

"Well, maybe some more star shapes, they could represent sharp, loud sOlmds and then we 

could have, maybe, some round shapes for soft, quiet sOlmds." 

Yes, how could we alTange these shapes? 

"I'm thinking that we could place the star shape first and have the rotmdish shapes leading 

off from the star as the notes get quieter. For the loud sotmd we could have large stars and 

some smaller stars depending on the loudness of the sound." 

So, if the star sound is sharp and loud, and the rOlmd shapes are soft: and quiet, how does the 

size work? 

"The size refers to the sound tailing away as it becomes quiet." 

Okay, let's make some star shapes. Ch--- decided to draw out a variety of different star 
shapes 

onto Getman film paper which raises a line when you draw onto it. In this way Ch--- can 

trace the outline of any image she draws. After making several star shapes Ch--- was ready to 

choose the "COlTect" thickness of wood for us to cut out the shapes she had drawn. On 

returning to Ch--- 's drawings I asked her to tell me about them and how she knew about star 

shapes in the first place. 

"My brother taught me about stars, he drew some for me and I leaInt about their shape." 

Star Shape No. One. 

"This is my favoUlite because it's the biggest and the shaI-pest and it SOlt of feels right. It will 

make a loudish hollow sound." 

What sort of sOtmd would that be, give me a demonstration? 

Ch--- made a shaIlJ knock upon the desk. 

Star Shape No. Two. 
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"This one makes me feel slightIy confused as it has a lot oftums. It's got a busy SOlt of 

sound." 

What would that be like, Ch---? 

TIle band saw was being used in the next classroom and Ch--- felt that tIlls busy sound was 

exactly the sort of sound her "confusing" star would make. 

Star Shape No. Three. 

After comparing all of her star shapes Ch--- offers the following observation. 

"This one, compared with the last one makes me feel calmer. A bit more on track or in 

control as it were. It sOlmds like" ---Ch--- made another knock on the table but it was a lot 

quieter and was actually quite a calm sound! 

Star Shape No. Four. 

"This one makes me feel relaxed and I suppose slightly sleepy." 

What's a sleepy sOlmd? 

Ch- flicked the edge of the mbber mat onto the table and the soft slapping noise satisfied 

Ch--- that tIle conect sound had been made for star shape number fOUI. 

The next stage was to cut out these shapes for Ch--- so she could compare them and arrange 

them. Ch--- enjoyed holding tlle shapes and assimilated the infOlmation that these new 

shapes could provide. Whilst Ch--- became familiar with her star shapes through touch, I cut 

out the rOlmd shapes tIlat Ch--- had drawn earlier. These in tum were offered for inspection 

to Ch--- yet tIlis time Ch--- was more concerned with the sOlmds of the shapes rather than 

confinuing the shapes were tIlose which she had originally drawll. 

Round Shape No. One. 

"Ab yes, tIus rOlmd shape makes a sort of knock SOIDld but it is a bit more muffled." 

Wouldn't it make a different sOlmd to the star shapes? 
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''''Yes, it might, perhaps we could stick things onto the round shape so that its sound was a 

little more rustley. We could do that by sticking on string and tissue paper." 

So, in fact, the shape sOlmds will make sotmds as well as represent sOlmds? (This was a 

further development in the evolution of Ch---' s concept of sOlmd shapes.) 

Round Shape No. Two. 

Ch--- felt her next rOlmd shape and decided that she would get a "tiny tube and put rice inside 

it and fix it to the rOlmd shape, so when we knocked it, it would make a fimny sOlmd." 

Round Shape No. Three. 

"I don't know what to do with this one, mnmm, I'm not sure" (All this time Ch--- is feeling 

the rOlmd shape.) "I don't know if it's possible or practical, but what I was thinking was of a 

metal SOlt of sound that when you knocked it, it made a sound like a chime." 

Round Shape No. Four. 

"I'm begilllling to wish I didn't have so many circle sOlmds, mmnm, 

Ch--- seemed to be getting a little lost so I inteljected a further observation. 

Isn't it interesting that your star shapes represent sOlmds but your round shapes make sounds? 

"Yes, it's as ifthe sOlmds have influenced the shapes to make sOlmds." 

Perhaps we could stIike the shapes to see if we get any new sounds? 

"Yes, that's a good idea." 

Would we make some of the round shapes out of different materials ifwe want to play the 

shapes like a musical instrument? 

"We could make it out of metal; metal makes some nice sOlmds when you stIike it. We 

could COllllect metal circles to it." 

Round Shape No. Five. 

Ch--- sat with her hands on round shape number five for around five minutes thinking hard. 

"Sir, with number five, I thought maybe we could make a circle out of wood and we could 
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stick fur onto one side and we could leave the other side plain wood and we could have two 

hammer type stmctures tied loosely and if we knocked it we would have two sound coming 

from one circle." 

Speculation. 

Ch--- is a very imaginative pupil who develops her ideas in a logical progression. Each idea 

grows from her previous idea where any infonnation gathered, is processed and refined and 

flUther developed into the next idea. Her experiences with a range of stimulus, fur, 

sandpaper, star shapes, round shapes metal and wood are all carefully considered and 

reproduced for inclusion into her developing ideas. Ch---' s metamorphic progression with 

shape and sound and the sounds of shapes into the sounds shapes make is a very good 

example of the interplay that visually impaired children engage in when they superimpose 

one sensOlY experience with another. In fact they have the ability to use different sensOlY 

experiences together, shapes become sounds and vice versa. 
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Observation Sheet No. 008. 

K--- is a visually impaired pupil who has two other brothers who each have visual 

impairments. K--- is a rather large pupil, who acts inappropriately at times and whose 

behaviour could be construed as lazy, yet ms artworks often show sensitivity and 

forethought. 

Another example of a pupils work using the Abstract Art lesson as the focus of their 

imagination. This pupil was interested in using symbols to represent different moods. His 

imagelY developed into creating either "good" or "bad" symbols. For this particular part of 

his Abstract art topic, K--- produced five separate drawings, each one being an example of 

either "bad" or "good" aspects of the htunan condition. K--- hopes to make these symbols 

into 3D sculptures but may loose interest in the fOllTIS before he realises this part ofms work. 

Symbol No. 1. 

This is K---'s first symbol and it looks like a tick mark one receives for a COlTect answer. K--

calls it his "Goodness mark". ---. "a good mark for good things" 

Symbol No.2. 

This symbol appears as a series of squashed concentric circles, K--- calls them his 

"sunnyness symbol". He feels that it looks like a mixture between a Still shape and an ice 

lolly shape. 

Symbol No.3. 

This is K---'s "Ugliness Symbol. 

On first appearances this symbol looks like a simple mnbrella drawing. K--- explains that this 

image holds two features; 

1. The umbrella shields you from rain and weather. 

2. The shape itself shields you from ugliness. 
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K--- says that this ugliness symbol shows that ugliness can be how people talk or act as well 

as just looking honible. 

Symbol No.4. 

This is K---' s "Sadness Symbol" 

On fint looking at this symbol, it appears as a cloud shape, with a smaller cloud within it and 

above the cloud there are rain drops. K---'s explanation is that rain and tears are the same and 

the cloud is also a mouth which is shaped to look sad. 

Symbol No.5. 

This is K---'s "Happiness Symbol." 

TIus drawing appears as a rather angular plant in a plant pot. The centre of the "flower" is a 

well drawn ellipse and the "petals" seem to be a cloud like shape around the ellipse. The 

"stem" is two parallel lines from the cloud shape and there are two "leaves" set one above 

the other. TIle stem is joined onto a square. TIlere is some shading at the bottom of the 

"flowerpot" 

K---'s explanation for this is, "This is an insect eating shape, and it eats all unhappiness." 

Speculation. 

K--- has shown some velY imaginative symbolism with these drawings. He has demonstrated 

that he can quite easily transfer ideas into shapes and that he can juggle language and 

imagelY to fit into a logical sequencing. It will be interesting to see ifhe demonstrates a 

similar ability with the use of colour. 

Each of the symbols were of similar size, indicating that each of the "emotions" displayed 

were of a similar power at this point. Again it will be interesting to see ifK--- emphasises any 

of the symbols to show an order or priority for these shapes. 

K ---' s use of symbols seem to be quite literal transferences, this may be due to the fact that 
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he has better vision than some of ills peer group and therefore has greater access to a usual 

visual language. 
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OBSERVATION SHEET No. 09. 

S----- is a visually impaired pupil who has suffered a significant decrease in her sight over the 

last few weeks. S----- has been receiving counseling and has shown an improvement in her 

behaviour, for several months, S--- has been demonstrating some very peculiar behaviour 

This observation was taken from the Abstract art topic which the whole of the group were 

experimenting with. S---- decided to concentrate on ananging symbolic shapes on black card. 

The shapes, their position, their colours and their positions on the card were to illustrate 

certain moods that S---- felt. S---- explained that at different times of day, her moods were 

different and that her moods could suddenly change, she had considered reflecting this in her 

pictures but as it was a very difficult proposal S--- has concentrated on picture making. 

Picture No. One. 

"TIns is a positive picture, so I've used bright colours to show that I'm in a blight bouncy 

mood. The shapes are sort of tIiangular as they feel positive and fit my mood. There are a 

few circle shapes and all of the shapes show all of the different types of happiness you can 

feel. 

The colours are blight and loud and make you feel cheerful just looking at them. 

Picture No. Two. 

This picture struts off feeling really happy, nothing can go wrong for you and has lots of 

blight colours and the shapes are all made up and different. Then as you move across the 

picture there is an explosion and things go wrong and you end up really annoyed, angry and 

depressed. It's like when things go wrong in the middle of the day. 

The colours of the depressed prut are pinks, pm-ples, black and green. The shapes are closer 
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together because you feel clamped and you feel closed in. 

Picture No. Three. 

I don't like this picture. It's meant to show calm. I've hied to balance all the shapes and put a 

lot of spaces in it to show calm and floating. It's supposed to flow in lots of different 

directions. I don't like the middle bit it's too boring, I could improve it, some of the shapes 

are too pointed. The colours are calm, light, dainty coloms which seem calm to me .I chose a 

landscape background of blue and green as I thought it might show calmness and order. 

Everyone seems to like No. One best, I think it just looks good. The blended in background 

makes the whole picture content. When you are happy it's a complete feeling." 

Speculation. 

S--- has produced three velY interesting pictures, I am velY impressed with S---- mature 

handling of shapes and positioning to symbolise a range of emotions. 

As with most of the visually impaired pupils, S--- seems quite confident h'ansfening shapes, 

coloms and the positions of those shapes into feelings. S--- also demonstrates an ability to 

empower her images with their own feelings. (The shapes are SOlt of triangular as they feel 

positive, This statts off feeling really happy) This ability to transfer emotions and to engender 

images with their own power of decision seems to be an exatllple of children with sight loss. 

As they tillCOver and discover facets of imagery, they embark upon a type of natTative where 

the subject of the attwork becomes a main chat'acter in the understatlding and explanation of 

the attwork. Perhaps the reason for this is that much of the infonnation received by children 

with a sight loss, is in the fonn ofliterature, either in large plint, Braille or on audio tape, and 

so it could be that the children at'e presenting their own attworks in a fonnat that is fatniliar 

to themselves. 

Some of the ideas used by S--- must be pure imagining, as due to her sight loss, first hand 
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experience is lUlavailable to her, yet the confidence with which she manipulates colours and 

shapes shows how little her disadvantage with sight loss has affected her. 
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OBSERVATION SHEET. No. 010. 

Inspector Gadget's Head. 

A topic that is being explored by a year ten alt group is the production of Tactile books. 

These books illustrate simple stories using a range of tactile matelials so that other 

YOlmgsters with low vision or no vision can receive a tactile image of the StOlY. The tactile 

image is not meant to be an exact reproduction of the particular instance portrayed, but rather 

an "mtist's impression". Each youngster is responsible for one page, but extensive 

discussions regarding the complete story have taken place, each youngster knows about the 

pages before and after their palticular page and all youngsters have had some input into the 

book as a whole. 

Each youngster is themselves visually impaired. 

Eacb page demonstrates a personal interpretation of an instance from the story and 

reproduces the patticular image the youngster wishes to portray. Often, the particular picture 

indicates a rather obscure viewpoint, it can portray a scene that the youngster may have never 

seen or perhaps never will, it can often deal with objects that the YOlmgsters have no visual 

experience of (i.e. traffic lights) but have verbal understanding of, and each picture 

contributes and builds up into a whole StOlY that can be enjoyed by other children with sight 

loss. 

W----'s Page. 

W ----' s page deals with the patt of the StOlY where Inspector Gadget is sitting down for 

breakfast and opening his mail. One of the letters he receives is a death threat and this is the 

pmt of the StOlY, w---- wishes to illustrate. 

After several discussions mld descliptions, W ---- decided upon a viewpoint that looked over 

Inspector Gadget's shoulder onto the breakfast table, showing the letter being opened. W---
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wanted to make a letter that could be opened by participants of the story and he evolved a 

"wooden envelope" which was basically a rectangular base of plywood with four hinged 

triangular pieces of plywood attached along their bases so that closed the triangles fOlmed the 

envelope shape, yet when unfolded a message was revealed on the opened out plywood. 

W---- also wished to show a shape of Inspector Gadget in his picture so that the reader could 

feel the Inspector, feel the breakfast table, discover the envelope on the table and open the 

letter to reveal the message. 

The table was made out of a rectangular piece of wood and W ---- was satisfied that he (and 

others) could establish the shape of the table. 

The envelope was made as described above and W---- was again satisfied with the result. 

A problem occlUTed with the portrayal of the hlspector. W----- had no ideas as to how he 

could portray this image. He could describe it but had no idea what shapes he should use. 

The first attempt at finding a satisfactory tactile image was to sit W---- down and "showing" 

W---- by tracing the shapes on W---'s head and shoulders fl:om behind. We established the 

areas of body we were dealing with. 

The next attempt was to make W --- feel the same area on another pupil in order for him to 

develop a touch memory of the particular viewpoint and to get some type of positional sense. 

After tins, we provided W---- with a rectangular piece of wood, roughly the correct 

proportions to a head shape, confilmed that W--- knew what he was going to do (shape tile 

block of wood into a more realistic head shape), and established that W--- knew how to 

accomplish the shaping. We then left W--- to complete the task. 

Shortly after, W---- called me over claiming to have completed the task. He had made 

rudimentary attempts at rounding the block of wood but it in no way resembled the felt (and 

agreed) shape of a head and around tile edges tIlere were some deep grooves where W --- had 
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enthusiastically filed the wood. 

On questioning W--- about this he was a little puzzled that I did not recognise the roughly 

filed block of wood as Gadget's head. 

By working on the extemal surface of the wooden block, W--- had internalised the fashioning 

into his realty and as this is one ofthe ways that a totally blind person functions within a 

visual world he genuinely believed that his actions had completed the task. In fact he had 

completed a symbol to represent Gadget and any further shaping or fashioning of the wooden 

block would be totally superfluous to the completion ofthis task. 

Sighted people need to have a close visual comparison in order to distinguish the particular· 

character or point of reference. The visual world is cluttered with visual stimulus that can 

easily confuse an onlooker purely due to the fact that there is so much infOlmation around. 

For people with sight loss, much of this incidental infOlmation is automatically screened out 

and the point of reference need only be the object that they immediately concentrate upon. 

In this way W--- has provided us with a clue as to how people with sight loss use symbols to 

represent objects within their environment. These symbols do not need exact visual 

similar·ity or even tactile similarity, they need only to fimction as real symbols that provoke 

one's memory. The fimction of them appearing in "the real world" proves to a visually 

impaired person that the idea exists for others as well as for themselves, any actual realistic 

representation is uilllecessary to them. 

As visually impaired people often have difficulty with manual dexterity, it is worth 

considering whether W--- actually lacked the skills or strength to develop the carving and 

shaping fmther. Possibly, but I do feel that the time W--- took working on his Oliginal 

shaping served to convince W--- that the task was complete. 

TIns raises the interesting concern regar·ding the measurement of time and the lack of sight. 

When you ar·e working on completing an artwork, there is constant visual feedback whilst the 
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fashioning is taking place. You can gauge the progress by the development of the idea. 

Without refening to a clock, time is measured in the progress of the artwork. Often an artist 

can become so engrossed in their work that time seemingly passes extremely quickly until the 

task is completed to the artist's satisfaction. That satisfaction is determined by how the 

artwork looks or feels. 

Ifwe apply the same rules to a person with sight loss, then the time taken to complete a task 

cannot rely on any visual measuring and so after a space of time whilst a fashioning function 

takes place the task is complete. This space of time does not rely on any usual measuring 

devise, (watch, visual measuring of progress) but on an actual execution of the task. Once 

this task has taken place, it is impossible to measure the time span and so the task is complete 

when the person undertaking the task judges it to be complete. 

With W---, I consider that he considered to task of shaping the head to be complete when he 

felt that the job was done. It was purely a part of the process of making, possibly a symbol of 

making, as much a symbol of the process as the actual head shape was within the creation of 

a vehicle for his idea. 

After conceiving the idea for his page in the "Inspector Gadget" saga, the rest of the making 

process is creating a tangible set of symbols to communicate the idea to a wider audience. W

does not differentiate between the process of making and the made object, they are both 

stages in the realisation of his idea and the fact that both he and anyone else can see and feel 

the results of his imaginings proves that Iris symbols do in fact represent what he wants to 

describe. 
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OBSERVATION SHEET. No. OIl. 

By observing a group of visually impaired youngsters participating in a sculpture workshop, I 

hoped to obtain some further information regarding aesthetic tmderstanding and people with 

sight loss. 

This particular group of youngsters are year ten pupils (aged around 14-15), who are in their 

first year of a two year G.e.S.E. mi cotITse. They are all familiar with working in a range of 

different materials (collage, wood, fabric, clay and some minimal painting mId drawing.) 

and m'e all used to discussing and developing their ideas. 

There aloe six pupils taking pali in this workshop, one pupil is totally blind and has been so 

since buih, (Ch) 

One pupil is now totally blind but has seen (K) 

One pupil can see but has very little useful vision, (D) 

One pupil only has some central vision, and this is deterioratiIlg. (e.G.) 

Two pupils have limited vision, but are registered blind. (S & Ki) 

TIus paliicular sculpttrre workshop was provided by Alme Cmlington, a practicing mtist who 

is ctmently employed by Tile October GallelY to run the education progrmnme for the 

GallelY At this time they were able to provide the workshop at the school. Anne sent 

beforehand some contemporary African sculptures made by cluldren, some exmnples of her 

own work and a Im'ge amount of materials from her own studio for the visually impau'ed 

yOtmgsters to use. 

Anne has traveled to Africa to see children making toys from scrap matelial in 1983 and UI 

1985 and was so impressed that she brought the skills mId ideas back into the u.K., where 

she has been offering workshops to pupils in schools. 
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Setting the Scene. 

Anne introduced the theme of the workshop by developing her feelings about the recycling 

of materials. She instantly captured the imagination of the pupils by describing a work of 

hers, a crocodile made out of old leather shoes, handbags and belts. The idea that leather 

came from a creature and was in time returned to fonn a sculpture of another creature was 

quite appealing. Her next description was about a work she had made called "Dancing 

Horses", which Anne had made completely out of Coconut shells. Asking the pupils why 

they thought she may have chosen such a medium, provoked two instant responses; 

"Because coconut shells are brown and hairy like horses."(S) 

"Because when you bang them, they make a sound like galloping." (D) 

Anne's next illustration of "a map of America made from old pairs of jeans" 

very quickly pressed home her advantage and her final explanation of her theme, recycling to 

art, illustrated by another of her works, old tuna and sardine cans fashioned to create shiny 

metallic shrimps, provided a firm base to showing the artworks of the African children. 

Anne had two very different artworks by African children, her first, was a quite traditional 

carved wooden figure of a man, except the feet were extremely large. The figure was clothed 

in modern clothes, shOltS and an old ragged tee-shirt that was printed with the Freedom 

Charter of South Africa and was arOlmd life size. 

The second altwork was a model of Con cor de, made out of wire that had been wrapped by 

telephone wire, giving the appearance of a plastic lUlifYing surface. The construction was 

built as a wire framework where one could see and feel inside the plane where seats and 

tables were carefully constructed in the same way as the rest of the artwork. Where the 

engines of the plane had been made, uncovered wire had been crushed up to symbolise the 

smoke or combustion of the engines. 
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TIle pupils eagerly felt all of the exhibits, ranging from the sharp and tmcomfortable "tin 

shrimps" to the life size figure. They instantly "tmderstood" and "recognised" the Concorde 

model and were delighted by the fact they could feel inside the plane and could feel the rows 

of seats and tables. They easily tmderstood the difference between the wire of the frame and 

the wire of the smoke. 

Having established the SOlt of work shop activities and having provided a good source of 

inspiration the pupils were keen to strut making artworks for themselves. 

Initially the pupils were a little hesitant as they didn't know what to make, where to start and 

what to use. Anne quickly provided basic ideas of animals ruld nature and offered the basic 

matetials of telephone wire and a roll of pewter sheet that could be easily cut, shaped and 

drawn upon. 

These matetials were ideal for visually impaired pupils as they were already faI1liliar with 

Gelman film, (a type of plastic paper that raised a line when drawn upon with a biro,) and the 

skills needed to wind telephone wire around thicker wire, to produce a pleasing sculptural 

medium, provided for a simple, repetitious, making method that tlle pupils easily learnt. It 

also provided for the using of the creative energy that had been engendered through the 

descriptions and examples of work. 

The Artworks. 

Ch. (Totally blind from birth.) 

Ch- found it quite difficult to make a start, she had understood the eXaI1lples she had been 

shown and was velY interested but the task of transfen'ing all of the new infOlmation into 

making something else and new ruld for herself was difficult. After a short time and with 

some discussion, Ch- chose to make a picture of a dolphin onto a piece of pewter sheet. Ch

uses Gelman Film regularly and dolphins are a favomite subject of hers. With some 
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assistance, Ch- made a tine drawing of a leaping dolphin and after further discussion, 

decided to make a series of holes through the pewter and around the drawing of the dolphin, 

so she could thread some telephone wire through the pewter sheet in loose loops to show the 

dolphin leaping through the waves. Ch- needed some help with this but some of the help 

was due to the fact that it was a new depaIture for Ch- and the support was to some extent a 

need for confidence rather than help with making. Ch- had no difficulty with the process of 

deciding how to use a new mateIial and was able to "intemalise" the possibilities that the 

new matelials held. Ch- was able to transfer the uses of the matelials into the idea she 

wanted to illustrate. Without ever seeing pewter sheet before and without ever seeing 

telephone wire before, Ch- was able to conceive the possibilities of constructing an image 

of a leaping dolphin. Finally, Ch- chose some buttons to provide the impression of stones 

and shells, which were laced onto telephone wire and nailed to the bottom of the picture and 

some cut up outer casing of the telephone wire was used for seaweed. 

The overall effect of this picture was of a traditional pupil's idea of a dolphin leaping out of 

the waves. The fact that a totally blind pupil had created the unage using unfamiliar materials 

and without much tiIne to experiment with the materials, indicates the vast amount of 

conceptual processing that must have taken place. 

K--'s AItwork. (Now totally blind.) 

Throughout the whole of the talk and demonstrations, K--- had been extremely positive. He 

had greedily felt all of the artworks and accepted the ideas put forward. He had easily 

understood the shapes of the Concorde, the shriInps and the figure and had questioned the 

shapes he felt until he was satisfied they felt "right". The winding technique that Moses had 

used on his model of the Concorde had paJ.ticulady inspired K--- and he almost immediately 

decided that he wished to make a model plane for himself 

After a very quick practice, K--- had mastered the winding technique and was every bit as 
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neat and competent as the originator. With some small help with the bending of the wire to 

fit into K---'s idea of the basic plane shape, K- spent the rest of the session demanding 

specific coloured wire so he could furiously wind the telephone wire armmd ms plane shape 

It is interesting that K - had a very definite idea of what he considered the shapes to be, 

although in some cases he had never seen or felt those shapes before. K - 's flISt language is 

Kurdish and he is having special English lessons as his mastery of English is patchy, 

therefore bis lUlderstanding of possible descliptions cannot be too helpful to K- if 

descriptions were to be considered as a possible method, K---uses to facilitate his 

understanding of previously unseen objects. 

D--'s Artwork (VelY poor vision and deteriorating.) 

D- has always been interested in art and Iris parents have taken him to a range of galleries 

and museums over the years and so D--- was quite familiar with the process of expeliencing 

new and strange artworks. Again, D- was velY interested in all the exlribits and 

explanations that were presented to him and was velY keen to staIt making an aItwork ofms 

own. D- chose to make a model of a crocodile, wmch is a favoUlite subject ofms. He 
started 

by bending wire to make a basic "crocodile shape" and then he cut a piece of pewter sheet 

and created a skin texture by lritting and denting the pewter with a bammer. Once he was 

satisfied with the feel of the beaten pewter, D--- folded and molded the pewter aI'mmd the 

wire frame. 

D- worked quickly and efficiently on tiris project but once it had been resolved to an almost 

complete state, D- tired of it aIld wished to try something new. It seemed that once be had 

resolved the problems of creating tile crocodile, tilen the work was complete. Perhaps the 

point that D- uses crocodiles regulaI-ly in Iris works provides the reason for the rapid loss of 
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interest. Once he had expelimented with a new mateIial and had used it sufficiently to satisfY 

himself that he could "re-invent" his crocodile shape, then D- was satisfied with the 

artwork. His familiarity Witll the crocodile shape rendered it to purely a symbol and the 

method of making and the use of mateIial was the artistic adventure. 

e.G. AItwork. (Central vision only) 

e.G. is a velY quiet pupil who is interested in alt but has limited knowledge and experience. 

She lacks confidence witlJjn the group alld often chooses not to expeliment too much but 

likes to work witlrin a small range of familiar subjects. 

e. G. was interested in tlle presentation, examined the altworks cal'efully and quietly absorbed 

tlle new infonnation into her repeltoire. 

When it was time for the group to make their own artworks, she was a little lost for a while 

as she was tillable to make rapid links with tlle new matelials and methods of work and her 

own field of interest. With a little encouragement C. G. chose to use a sheet of pewter and to 

develop a picture of flowers using traditional drawing methods and fixing buttons and other 

fOlmd pieces onto her basic drawing to make the finished altwork more tactile. 

The valiety of petal shapes and tlle arrangement of her composition was quite traditional but 

val'ied and interesting. Her use of detail was quite explicit and the whole image that C.G. 

created indicated that she had understood about the new mateIials and had quietly 

assimilated their usage into her own design. 

S--'s AItwork. (Limited Vision) 

S- has limited vision, which is deteliorating, but by placing her work close to her face she 

can create altworks that lack fine detail. S- has a good grasp of shape and positional sense 

and can see a wide range of colour. S- has been interested in using pOltraits as a vehicle for 

her creativity and after enthusiastically taking PaIt in the discussions quickly chose to make a 
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head shape out of the telephone wire and to use knotted wiJe for hair. 

s- chose to make a three dimensional head and began by making a simple ball shape out of 

wiJe. Eyes, nose and a mouth were fixed by winding a veltical hoop into the existing globe 

framework of her head shape. Buttons were used for eyes and the whole head shape appeared 

similar to the see through effect of the Concorde modeL The wire frame defined the outside 

shape of the head but allowed the viewer to see througlt the head and to see anything that was 

inside the head. At this point, S- chose to make a feature of the hair and spent a 

considerable length of time knotting and winding telephone wire and fixing it to the top of 

the head shape. The features and proportions of the head were realistic and placed in the 

conect places. 

S- had absorbed the infOlmation given at the earlier pmt of the workshop easily. She had 

inspected the mtworks and had experimented with the new matelials, but, as with others 

within the group, S- had chosen to use these new materials on one of her favoruite subjects. 

After assimilating the new infonnation and the new materials, S- had "proved" or "tested" 

this new stimulus by using it on something she was fa1llilim· with. By transfening the 

infOlmation througlt another medirun, S- was demonstrating a method of establishing the 

pm·ameters of the new infonnation gathered. As it could be used to re create something S

was sme about, then the new medirun could be fixed within her range of expelience and as it 

had been successful, then it was a wOlthwhile artistic expelience. 

Ki--'s Attwork. (Limited vision) 

Ki- has some useful vision but lacks a lot of confidence. All of his work is accompanied by 

a constant dialogue stating what he intends to do, asking for reasSmance and constantly 

asking for confinnation about whether what he proposes, is acceptable. At the same time he 

wishes to use as many different materials as possible and often wants to change his ideas to 
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pm-sue yet another one. Ki- was possibly the quietest member of the group and was the least 

adventmous, with his experimentation. Ki was reluctant to make any judgements and was 

unsme about handling the new materials. Ki- did not ask any questions and when the 

practical sessionlUlfolded was possibly the most resistant to any of the new materials or 

ideas. 

Ki- finally chose to draw a pictme of a wolf onto a sheet of pewter, it was a realistic image 

and was copied out of a book Ki- had used on several occasions previously. No new 

techniques were attempted, but he chose to knock nails arOlmd the drawn outline and to infi11 

the wolf shape by cutting up coconut cord and sticking it down. 

The nail knocking process was something Ki- would have practiced in a lesson, three years 

earlier in the school and was one Ki- had not used since. 

I doubt the experience was so traumatic for him that he had regressed but possibly the new 

experience had made him think quite hard and had resulted in Ki- re discovering a method 

of work that he had learnt previously. 

A new experience for Ki- had provoked a new method of behaviour and whilst he was not 

confident enough to experiment with the new materials, Ki- felt suitably inspired to 

implement some change. 
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Observation Sheet No. 012. 

Tactile Colour Workshop ---The use of sound to inspire artworks. 

Tactile Colour is a company that produces sheets of brightly coloured tactile paper for use 

with visually impaired pupils. They are in the process of developing this range of materials 

and are quite anxious to make sure their product caters for the requirements of their visually 

impaired clients. To this end they have been employing artists to work with classes of 

visually impaired pupils and by using the tactile paper as a main medium they are able to 

evaluate the material. The tactile paper has a sticky, peel offbacking and is easily cut with 

scissors. It has a plastic feel and each colour has a different texture. (Orange has an "orange 

peel" texture, green has a sand paper texture, red feels soft and mbbery, and blue feels 
similar to 

green but is not so coarse, pink feels soft and ftmy.) There are twelve colours and textures. 

The ranges of matelials are meant to stick to wood, glass, metals, in fact most surfaces. 

By taking the oppOltunity of using this workshop facility, I felt that it could provide another 

situation where I could observe pupils with sight loss undeltaking creative pursuits. 

When organising the workshop, I asked if the focus of the workshop could be delivered 

through an expeIiment with sOlrnd. I wanted to see if by playing specific music to the group, 

any specific shapes, textures or colours, were used as a response to those sOlrnds. I wanted to 

see what SOltS of compositions the group ofYOlrngsters developed and I wanted to see 

whether there were any preferences regarding representational imagery or if the chosen 

compositions were purely abstract. I was interested to see how those responses to music 

changed with a change in the rhythm, melody and hrnes of the music .I wanted to see how the 

images developed over a peIiod of time and I wanted to see how the pupils adapted the tactile 
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papers to fit in with any of their ideas. 

The group of YOlmgsters I chose to take pali in this workshop was from a year eight fonn. 

(Twelve to thirteen years of age). The pupils were in fact YOlmgsters who volunteered to take 

part and although some were interested in art and music, others opted to take pali, as I 

suspect, they felt that by avoiding some usual lessons they were getting an easier days work. 

As an "all day" workshop, I wondered if by late aftemoon, the group would lose interest, but 

I thought this may in nun provoke some positive altwork. 

As an introduction to the workshop, I had spoken to the group of pupils and had explained in 

general tenns what the workshop was concemed with. (The linking of shapes and colours to 

a valiety of sounds. Some being musical others being more random.) I asked them to think 

about the ways they might choose to make shapes and I asked them to think about where they 

might place these shapes. I did not provide any further infOlmation as I wanted the altist who 

was taking the workshop to develop her own ideas with the group of pupils. 

The aliist who took this palticular workshop was called Teltia Longmire and introduced 

herself by telling the pupils a little about herself and asked each pupil to do the same. Next, 

Teliia produced the range of matelials the pupils were going to work with and each different 

sheet of tactile paper was examined thoroughly. Any references the pupils fOlmd regal'ding 

the colours or texnu'es was discussed and desclibed within the whole group. Each pupil made 

a reference sheet containing a small square of each texnlre for themselves so they could feel, 

compare and consider whatever shape or colour they wished to add to their artworks. After 

that. Tertia, explained to the group that she was going to play several passages of sounds or 

music and the pupils were to think about the associations the sounds held for each pupil. 

The first piece of music was of Balinese drummers, the start was slow where each drum beat 
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was long and measmed and the next dnun beat was made only after the resonance of the 

earlier beat had completely faded. The sOlmds gradually increased in speed until there was a 

rapid beating ofthe dnuns and the sOlmds were completely intelmingled. Finally the sOlmds 

slowed and faded into silence. Initially the pupils were a little bemused by the passage of 

sOlmds but fOlmd that they had imagined some velY specific images. Some were of 

lmdelwater scenes or ideas about outer space, but each pupil produced some specific ideas 

concerned with the tract of music. 

TIle second piece of music was taken from an hish folk song called, Catch the Fox. This 

piece of music was played on a violin and again statted slowly and gained speed as the 

imaginaty fox was pmsued throughout the length of the music. The pupils identified the 

various instruments used by the players but did not patticularly like the music. Teltia had 

described the influences of the music and the pupils easily lmderstood this and dismissed it 

pmely as a piece of music. The ideas had been made and presented to them and after heating 

it, they accepted it! 

A third piece of music was played and this was electronic sOlmd. After listening to this, the 

pupils felt they had enough infOlmation and input to make their attworks and were keen to 

statt. Teltia offered to play the music again and dming their work and the pupils were happy 

for this to take place. They felt that it might help them to remember if they missed out 

anything. Building on the ideas received from the first piece of music the group of pupils 

statted to work on ideas connected with water and undelwater, caves, space, icebergs and 

machinery. 

The group worked steadily from arOlmd ten 0 clock in the morning to at"Olmd two thilty in the 

afternoon. (with the usual regular breaks) At tins point most of tile pupils had taken their 

ideas to a state of completion, some wished to stop at tIlis point otIlers wanted to either 

continue or to try a finther development. I was happy for tins to happen. 
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The pupils had, up to this point worked in two's using a large piece of A2 paper. Tertia had 

asked them to work in this way as she felt that by working together, they may inspire and 

encomage each other with their joint ideas. TIns generally worked although in some of the 

groups, the more dominant party took charge and the less inspired pupil was relegated into 

producing cut out shapes for the other person. After the two-thirty cut off I encomaged each 

pupil to work on any individual idea they might have. 

A- and B--'s artwork. (A- has some useful sight, B- has light perception only) 

Tlris group felt that the sounds evoked thoughts about lmderwater. They envisaged 

submarines, rocks and fish. Whilst the music played they described their ideas as a journey 

lmderwater and they made their shapes to fit in with this idea. The colom they chose for the 

underwater was red. TIns felt rubbery and they said that it produced the "right kind of feel for 

underwater". TIle red "rubbery" paper was cut into long rectangular strips and was stuck 

overlapping along the top and to halfway down the sheet of paper. It created a very heavy feel 

to the artwork. Under this solid band of rubbery red other coloms and shapes were fitted and 

fixed. (TIIese shapes and coloms were simple cut shapes using a variety of col oms and 

textmes, they had no specific plan or pattern other than providing a decorative function and a 

symbolic function for the creators.) 

A--- was the pupil who made most of the decisions arId described the ideas that should be 

placed into their artwork. B--- spent most of the time cutting out and providing shapes for A-. 

A--- also decided upon the col oms and the shapes arId often asked B--- to redo some ofthe 

shapes ifhe felt they were lUlsuitable. 

Once the effect of the sounds had provided an initial stimulus to the group, their own ideas 

began to influence them and more representational imagery was introduced. The underwater 

concept changed into a seaside pictme and although the coloms, textures and basic shapes 
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remained the same, these "symbols" now became named as a pier, a wreck, an unsafe area on 

the beach and quite tmusually, an alien space craft shooting rays across the water. Tins last 

inclusion was influenced by another group nearby and was added because it appeared to 

provide some exciting imagely. 

J- & T ---' s artwork. (J- has no sight whatsoever, T - has some limited vision.) 

For tills group, the electromc music inspired ideas about space rockets, a space station and 

mechanisms and clock dials. A lot oftime was spent thinking about the space rocket and how 

to show the power of the rocket as it flew through space. Some colom representation was 

considered, (black for the smoke coming out of the rocket's exhaust, yellow for the rocket 

and wllite yellow arId red for the stars and planets) As with the previous group, their first 

ideas were much more abstracted and seemed to respond much more directly to the sOlmds 

they had hear'd but, as their ideas became more fixed, they introduced representational 

images of spacemen floating ar'Olmd in space. 

This group fOlmd some limitations with the tactile paper and needed to use metal rods to 

make their artworks. Tllls group also broke up their composition and introduced a clock dial 

into their picture, which had nothing to do with their original idea, but this idea seemed to be 

so strong for them that they felt it was necessary to include it into their pictme. 

Some small account was taken of the materials they used but their main interest was the 

creating of an image and again much of the col om and shape was a symbolic placing of a 

mar'ker wInch represented some part of the whole idea. 

M- & A--'s artwork. (Both M- and A- have some useful vision.) 

This group appear'ed to be the least interested in the creation of artworks, yet they 

participated with some interest for the first part of the day. Each pupil had specific ideas 

about the music and after discussing their ideas with one another, felt that they needed to 
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divide their paper and to work independently on each part. They each experimented with the 

paper to a much greater extent than any other group and their originality was much more 

marked than any other group. 

A- decided that the music made him think of caves and lmderground treasure. His IDtwork 

represented golden nuggets in rock formations. A- used the materials in a much more three 

dimensional way where he made some of the cut out shapes stick out from the smface of the 

paper. These were representational stalagmites. 

A- worked very quickly and after hmch claimed it had been a useful experience but was not 

really Iris sort of thing. 

M- fOlmd the music inspired him to think about tmderwater things and of ice. However 

M- felt that he needed to make ice men, ice weapons and an ice bomb. He described ice 

explosions and also included ideas conceming machinely. He made a "wonder wheel" that 

some how was a type of weapon. His ice men had triangulID· heads and cID"l1ed weapons. His 

"wonder wheel" actually spun ID·Ound, (fixed by a central butterfly pin) and seemed to have 

some similID·ity to a roulette wheel. 

M- again worked extremely quickly and after he had completed the music inspired 

composition asked if he could use the tactile paper to make an almost life size picture of 

David Beckham. (A footballer) 

With both of these pupils, their impressions created by the music were quite mID·ked and 

profound yet they dismissed this creative outlet and found tlleir success in representation. 

They used the tactile paper to produce something they were more interested in and were 

content with producing a realistic image. These pupils were not concerned with IDly symbolic 

shapes or textures but wished to make realistic representations about things tlley wanted. 

A- and M- absorbed tlle ftmctions and processes available tllrough the tactile paper 

medililll and produced work that was of interest to tllemselves rather than inspired by the 
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sounds, they did in fact produce work that indicated their understanding of the links between 

the sOlmds and their interpretations of the sounds but found that they could use the matelials 

to produce other results as well. 

J- & B--'s artwork. (1- has some useful vision, B- has no sight whatsoever.) 

This group fOlmd that the music evoked thoughts and ideas about icebergs and water. They 

became fixed on the iceberg idea and very quickly decided to make their mtwork about the 

film, Titanic. J- was the main inspiration for the group and also made most of the shapes, 

decisions about placing the shapes and colours and textures used B- spent most ofms time 

experimenting with cutting out shapes, feeling the vmious textlU"es and listening to what J

had to say about the film. (1- had some useful sight B- has no sight whatsoever) 

This group quickly ran out of ideas, (the tightness ofthe film gave them very little 

oppOltunity for expelimentation) and after they had exploited the shapes and textures felt 

they could make little further progress. 

J- asked ifhe could make a pictlU"e about Jerry Springer, (a television personality) and 

proceeded to explain about him to B-. They were both content to use the tactile paper as a 

medimTI for their conversations about films and television. 

Both of the pupils found the musical passages "boring" yet had been inspired initially by it. 

The shapes, colours and textures they had made were arbitraty and again were used as 

symbols for other things they described. Once they had explored, to a limited extent, the 

original ideas concemed with the tactile paper and sound, they were happy to exploit the 

possibilities of the medium for their own interests. 

A- mtwork. (A- has no sight whatsoever.) 

A- felt that the electronic music reminded him of underwater and of icebergs. A- thought 

long and hard about the sOlmds and created some very interesting, carefully considered cut 
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out shapes. A- is now totally blind but has a velY good visual memory and his shapes were 

similar to simplified "lightning" shapes. He cut out several of these in blue and white and 

placed them very closely together, these were Ins ice shapes. Next, A- thought about 

undersea rocks and about moving through the water, near to the rock fOllllations. A- made 

rounder shapes out of brown and black tactile paper and stuck these shapes towards the 

bottom of his sheet of paper. He carefully felt where he had placed his "ice shapes" and 

placed his "rock" shapes, around and towards the bottom of the paper. 

He talked about slits and cracks in the sea bed and cut out more black jagged shapes, wInch 

he stuck to the bottom of the paper. 

As the idea became more fixed, A- elaborated with the idea and became more descllptive, 

distress flares, oil platforms, boats with spray, lighthouses, divers and islands were quickly 

added. Again the picture became much more representational. As the strong influences ofthe 

music became fixed, A- interpreted it into a representational, figurative image. 

A- worked steadily throughout the day and although he developed his ideas into a more 

personal vision he kept to his original idea. 

Speculation. 

The most marked observation was that for all of the pupils, the music evoked strong pictorial 

images. Many of those images were linked to the sombre qualities of the sOlmds and each of 

the pupils were able to build up a detailed impression of a patticular representation. 

Each of the pupils impressions were of representational scenes. Even those pupils who had 

no sight was able to translate the sounds into a patticular environment. Whether this was due 

to the sounds being those that they had previously associated with those patticulat· 

environments or, if those sOlmds evoked an environmental impression due exclusively to the 

feel of that environment, needs to be considered further. 
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When the pupils started to constmct their artworks, the abstracted shapes, coloms and 

textures were more carefhlly considered but as the narrative aspect of their ideas became 

more in focus, then all of the pupils became more interested in providing a figurative 

representation. 

Once some of the pupils became familiar with the matelial, they used it to create artworks 

that was of interest for them. Whilst this is a perfectly normal development, it also has 

some aspects of the blindism which transfers the qualities of one particular medium into 

another. 

Many of the pupils used random textured and colomed shapes as tokens or symbols for their 

imagely. Sometimes the role of tlle symbol altered, if tlle pupil forgot the original function or 

if the symbol needed to be replaced at a subsequent point, is again an area for further 

consideration. 

All of the pupils eagerly consumed the "new" experience and added it to their range of 

experiences. Many of the pupils expelimented with the new experience and modified it to fit 

in with their own range of interests. 

Out oftlle five separate groups, two were led by totally blind pupils and there was no 

discemable differences in the types of representation all the pupils chose to use. 
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Observation Sheet No. 013 

Interlocking Shapes---An Aesthetic Exercisel 

T - has velY limited vision and has two main interests in life, West Ham Football Club and 

F onnula One motor racing. 

T- was one of the pupils who had taken part in the Tactile Colour Workshop. 

Dming his time in the Tactile Colour workshop, T - had enjoyed himself but had been rather 

subdued and had spent most of the time assisting J- with Ins ideas. 

For tIns pmticular lesson, T -- was experimenting with placing basic geometric shapes into 

what be considered was a pleasing anangement. We had talked about placing shapes next to 

one another, so that they "looked better" or looked more interesting than before. I had 

mentioned that sometimes one pmticular shape, complemented another and sometimes the 

use of colour or texture could also produce a pleasing effect. 

T - had decided to use the tactile paper and as he was familim· with the range of colours and 

textures, I decided to concentrate upon describing the possibilities of experimenting with 

shapes and colours. 

To begin with, T - had velY little idea about shapes and how to place them. He also had 

little idea about what shapes to use, so we begml by looking at a football pitch mId T

recognised the component pmts. (Centre circle, penalty m·ea--small rectangle, goal keepers 

area--large rectangle, comer flags--tIiangle and a halfway line.) T- drew out a munber of 

shapes he related to a football pitch mId added the luxmy of three small circles--footballsl 

After consideling the shapes he chose colours for each of the shapes, the two penalty areas 

becoming sepm·ate colours (one purple the other black). Each of the small circles (footballs) 

became pink, blue mId green. The green ball was placed upon a brown small 
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rectangle (penalty area). The blue circle was placed upon the large orange circle (centre 

circle) 

and the pink small circle was placed upon a blue senTI circle. (from the edge of the goalies 

area) 

All of the shapes were placed and considered and replaced until T - decided that he was 

happy with the arrangement. The finished composition bore little relationship to a football 

pitch but did present a velY dynamic arrangement. 

Many of the shapes had been placed at the top of the composition and T - had retained the 

centre line which now became a diagonal line from top right, ending by touching the two 

small rectangles (penalty areas) which had been placed side by side just below halfway down 

the pictme. 

The centre circle had been pushed up to touch the top edge of the paper and separated the 

two large rectangles that had been placed in each comer. 

The fom enlarged triangles (comer flags) were fixed in a row together on the light hand side 

of the composition. 

The two semi circles were placed on the bottom edge of the paper. 

All of the shapes were taken out of their usual positions and were alTanged in what T

considered to be a "pleasing alTangement". 

T - had used a very interesting colom composition, the top Palt of the composition, two 

large rectangles and a lal·ge circle, were, brown, orange and mustal·d. A small green circle 

appears in the brown rectangle and a small blue circle appears in the large orange circle. 

The coloms used in the bottom half of the composition are mainly the plimmy coloms of red, 

blue and yellow. 

T - has retained the green base colom for the composition. 

(Please see pictme enclosed) 
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Speculation. 

TIle finished work, is totally different from other pieces because T - has reversed his method 

of work. Usually he struts with an unfOlmed idea and develops it into a representational 

nruTative. In this case, T- has struted with a known image and has reruTanged it to fmm an 

abstracted interlocking pattem of colours, textures and shapes. He has considered the 

qualities of balance, hrumonious colour and composition. 

T- has created an aesthetic composition. 

Another interesting feahrre ofthis rutwork was that even after producing this pruticulru· 

layout, T - still provided a commentary where he refelTed to the ball being in the goalies 

ru'ea and he better not commit a foul or he may concede a goal. Again we have the 

possibilities that with these ideas we are able to juggle through medium, dimension and 

discipline (wI1tten, spoken, drawn or constructed.) 

T- does not limit himself to any pruticular specialism, he purely develops his idea and 

moves throughout innumerable possibilities limited only by his lack of imagination or 

enthusiasm. 
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SPECULATION. 

Throughout all of the observations some interesting reocclUTing instances have been noticed. 

In many cases when negotiations are taking place regarding the mtworks that pupils are 

making, vague mnbiguous descriptions are used which invites the other person to develop the 

description more fully. A---'s Gm'den of Tel TOr, (Ob. Sht. No.2.) is very imaginative 

regarding trees that are giant stinging nettles and Ins method of using sandpaper as a textme 

but the sizes and the positioning are left for the helper to anange. Shapes have to be coaxed 

out of the descriptions although much of the language used by the pupils is quite 

soplristicated. The "cylinder shape" for the trees and the leap to the creation of ml "insect 

house with creepy crawlie buggy things" appem's to be a strategy wlrich keeps the questioner 

interested in the ideas but just fails to describe fully the content of the idea. It could be 

argued that the pupil who cmmot see, is lillable to describe these specific details but I 

consider that their language development and their knowledge of the environment m'e 

sufficient for this to take place. 

I consider tins method of describing an artwork is an ''tmfolding'', tIu'ough language of an 

artwork. The dialogue is a component part of tile ordeling of the artwork and evolves ratIler 

like a doodle in a sketch book, which, when elaborated upon, becomes the blueprint for a 

finished artwork. 

Through tIlese "language doodles" pupils often construct reasoning or invented "logic" 

which does not relate. Tins "logic" is again a type of mental doodling wlrich moves between 

different senses arId produces an intrigtling f0l1ll of description, L's description of a squinel 

(Ob.Sht. No.3) and D--'s dragon description, (Ob. Sht. No.5.) Illustrate tlris point. 

Another interesting feature of visually impaired drawing is the use of basic shapes as symbols 

for objects witIrin their altwork. Circles can become warts on dragons chins and clouds and 

houses can interchange as tile narTative of the StOlY lillfolds. (L--, D--, K--.) 
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The deliberate and accidental interchange of shapes is also interesting to note. Ch- regularly 

made reference to eyes and ears being different sizes. She would claim to have made these 

sizes deliberately on some occasions but at other times tlns would surpIise her as she 

rediscovered tlle details in her artworks. Ch- also demonstrated her "logical sequencing" 

with her drawings. "This is the hair and underneafu is fue forehead and underneath that are 

the eyes." TIns is a method of memory traiInng and is a logical ordeIing of "what goes 

where". 

A further demonstration of a developing logic is the metl10d of extending the knowledge of 

unknown tllings tlrrough tl1e medimll of sometlling which is known about. (Ob. Sht. No.6) By 

using his known and loved ideas of dragons, D-- is able to develop his tmderstanding of 

annor and shields. 

Visually impaired pupils often use different sensory expeIiences togetl1er to construct a 

reality. Ch-when making her mtworks, (Ob Sht. No.7.) juggles with shapes, sounds colom 

and feelings. We have sleepy shapes and circle sounds and tl1e whole concept becomes a 

sensOlY of interrelating constmctions which overlap and inte1ming1e. The complete artwork 

is dependant upon this inteITelationship and is licher because of it. 

My final observation at tlllS point is tl1e method of using an external flmction to satisfY an 

internal idea. (Ob. Sht. 10.) W-was rmmding off a block of wood to make a head shape. 

After a few cmsOlY strokes witl1 a smfOlm and on inspecting the shaped wood, he declm'ed 

tlle task complete. Wifuin tlle internalisation of his creation, W- had finished an outward 

mallipulation and so tl1e task was complete. Only by using sight would anyone feel that tlle 

task was incomplete. 
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SUPPLEMENTARY OBSERVATION SHEET 

An experiment to; 

(A) look at visual/tactile measming skills. 

(B) consider aesthetic lmderstanding 

(C) develop abstract concepts. 

And to, 

(D) consider imaginative processes, 

No. 014. 

that could be stimulated by the presentation of a carefully constmcted series 

of tactile artworks, for pupils who have a sight problem. 

Grace Chan, a student of the Kent Institute of Art and Design, who is in the final year of her 

Degree course in model making, had visited The Dorton House School for the Blind as she 

was interested in lmderstanding how and what, people without sight lmderstood by the tactile 

information they received. After spending time at the school, working with the pupils and 

learning how they developed their tactile skills, Grace went away and devised a series of 

carefully designed layouts (6) for the pupils to investigate and comment upon. 

These layouts were in the form of fonnal, brightly coloured, basic shapes that had been 

carefully alTanged over a square surface. Grace had repeated some of the basic shapes on the 

square surface but had either tm-ned them arOlmd, placed other shapes on them, altered the 

texture or colour of the shape, or had treated the background arOlmd the shapes. 

Some ofthe layouts were low relief (5), others were three-dimensional (2), one layout used a 

face profile, whilst the others were of basic geometric design .One of the layouts had 

removable magnetic tear-shapes that pupils were encouraged to <mange, measure and 

position within the square fi-arne provided. 
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Each pupil experimented with the six layouts, any questions by the pupils were answered and 

any projected speculations were developed. In tum each of the pupils was asked about; 

Results. 

1. The feel of the shapes. 

2. The position of the shapes. 

3. The relative size of the shapes. 

4. The possible colom of the shapes 

5. If any impressions were fonned by the shapes or positioning 
of the shapes. 

6. If they considered that any improvements could be made to 
The positions or to the actual shapes themselves. 

Layout Number One. (Containing two equally sized semi-circles) 

1. Most of the pupils thought that the plain semi-circle was larger than the semi-circle 

which had the blue shapes placed upon the semi-circle. 

2. Most pupils thought that the first shape they investigated was the largest shape. 

3. Most pupils desclibed the shapes they discovered by relating the shape to something they 

had expelience of (i.e. a gear stick or a lollipop, for the blue shapes. 

Layout Number Two (Containing a large uiangle and two similar rectangles.) 

1. Most pupils thought that the top rectangle shape was the larger.( again it was usually the 

first shape they fotmd.) 

2. Most pupils fotmd this mTangement quite boring as they were unable to relate it to 

anything else. 

3. Most pupils disregarded the textmes of this layout although it provided a tactile similaIity 

to a visual optical illusion. There was appm'ently no tactile equivalent to a visual illusion. 
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Layout Number Three. (Containing three dimensional cone shapes.) 

1. The smooth cone shape was preferred to the textm'ed cone shape. 

2. Most pupils thought that the cone shape with the cut away parts was larger than the plain 

solid cone shapes. 

3. Two pupils related the cone shapes to breast shapes. 

4. Most pupils enjoyed the three dimensional shapes to the low relief shapes. 

Layout Number Fom. (Containing magnetic tear shapes.) 

1. This proved the most popular as it was a layout were most manipulation and inter action 

could take place. 

2. No references were made to the tear shapes. 

3. Most pupils recognised the soft tactile rulers that were provided for the pupils to measme 

and compare the tear shapes. 

Layout Number Five. (Containing a low relief profile.) 

1. One pupil recognised the outline as that of a face in profile 

2. Most pupils enjoyed the change from a basic geometric layout to what they considered to 

be a random line pattem. 

3. No recognition was made conceming the positive and negative images and the fact that 

they both made visual images. Visual linages that bear positive and negative siInilaIities 

do not cross reference with tactile similalities. 

Layout Number Six. (Containing a negative relief of the profile image.) 

1. One pupil recognised that the low relief was in reverse to the previous profile image. 

2. Most pupils realised it was "similar" by being another organic shape. 
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3. Again all pupils only registered one tactile image and did not consider any duality of 

meaning. 

One pupil thought that the shapes were quite boring but considered that if they were in pale 

colours they may have a cahnillg effect in a hospital waiting room. 

The three pupils who had low vision were reluctant to touch the layouts being content to 

respond visually. They did not like the blight plimalY colours although they could see them 

well but would "improve" the layouts by using other colour combinations. (These 

combinations proved to be al'bitrary and were purely their own favourite colours) 

The pupils who could not see investigated the layouts more fully than just feeling the 

contours of the shapes, the layouts were tapped, tested for possible movement, the reverse 

sides were felt as an initial over all investigation and each pupil returned to their first point of 

contact and retraced their touch paths and then enlal'ged their al'ea of investigation. 

Some pupils fOlmd that areas that were not planned for inspection held some interest for the 

pupils. (Areas of roughness, ilTegulalities in construction and the smoothness of the paint 

were all commented upon.) 
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Supplementmy Observation Sheet Sheet No. 0015 

Answers taken fi-om a Multi Choice exmnination paper for Biology 

This pupil has been totally blind from birth and is sixteen years of age. 

English is his second language and he is within the autistic spectrum of education. 

The pupil was questioned carefully regarding his responses and there is no reason to believe 

that his answers are due to lack of tmderstanding through language difficulties, lack of 

understanding of the questions or lack of basic knowledge. Each response has been carefully 

considered by the pupil and the correct answer (for him) has been flagged. 

A table was presented for the pupils to consider. 

It indicates a range of different receptors in the body of a CaInel which lives in a hot desert. 

Match words from the list with each of the munbers, 1-4 in the table. 

PART OF THE BODY. 

1. SKIN 

2. EYE 

3. EAR. 

4. TONGUE. 

EAR. 
EYE. 
SKIN. 
TONGUE. 

CONTAINS RECEPTORS WHICH ENABLE 
THE CAMEL TO. 

DETECTS THE CHEMICALS IN THE 
LEAVES OF THE PALM TREE. 

FEELS HOW HOT THE SAND IS. 

HELPS IT TO KEEP ITS BALANCE 
ON A DARK NIGHT. 

SEES TREES IN THE DISTANCE. 

Initially, one is quite bemused by the answers, yet when you apply a non-visual logic to the 

problem you can easily see the reasoning behind the apparently incorrect answers Both skin 
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and tongue have become touch sensors and so it is correct to assume that these organs can be 

used to detect chemicals in leaves, (by touch) and can be used to gauge a distance, if the 

camel was feeding and was stretching to find food. The pupil has in fact demonstrated his 

knowledge of how camels feed. 

The use of the eye to feel how hot the sand is is more problematic. If you have never seen, 

then the eye has lmknown properties. It is possible the pupil has guessed that eyes have this 

power, but it is also possible that the pupil has anived at this response by assuming that 

whenever a blind person is confronted by a new expelience, two major interactions take 

place. FirstIy the use of hands, and secondly the other senses are involved. As tile otIler 

senses are contained in the head, then it is reasonable to move ones head closer to tile subject 

being studied. As the table did not offer hands in the list and as camels do not have hands, the 

pupil has provided an answer that approxinlates the closest answer he can find. 

For the remaining question, the pupil has indicated correctly that one's ears help to keep 

balance. 

The answers supplied by this blind pupil provide a wonderful example of a "blind logic". By 

demonstrating methods used by people WitIl sight loss to facilitate tIleir environment and to 

lmderstand different and new experiences we can perceive how tile world of the lUlsighted 

can be different. We can imagine experiences in another way and we can utilise om senses to 

provide us with infonnation in an unusual fashion. 
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SUPPLEMENTARY OBSERV A nON SHEET No. 0016 

The topic was concerned with transport. Pupils were to describe specific types of transport 

they knew about. Originally the group discussed the usual modes of moving from one place 

to another, train car bus plane and boats. Taxi's and transit vans featured highly as many 

pupils are transported to school using tIns method of transport. Space travel also featured 

highly. Pupils listen to television constantly and their imagination is fed by Star Trek, Star 

Wars, Babylon 5 and other popular programmes. It was interesting to note that the pupils 

discussed the various space crafts as if they were as real as the other fOlms of transport. As 

the discussion developed the group decided to make some drawings of particular vellic1es 

and to construct those ones they felt were most interesting. 

D--- is a totally blind from birth pupil, he is fascinated by monsters and space travel. 

D--- "There's this bear and it's flying through the air. It's wearing a kind of harness wInch 

makes it fly better." 

"Can you show me on the drawing where the hamess is?" 

D--- "I can't show you exactly, but its there. Below lnm on one side, there are lots of flames 

reaching up to him and on the other side is the dragon breathing the flames out at hlm. TIns is 

the dragon and the flames are just reaching him and touching him." 

"What is tlle bear going to do?" 

D--- "The bear will Stllt to bmTI, but when he's just a bit singed, a craft will anive, called 

Bell· Rescue and it will spray water onto the dragon. Dragons and water do not mix and the 

dragon will explode and vanish. They hate water." 

The Craft. 

D--- "This space sllip comes and sprays the dI"agon with water. There is vapotU" coming out of 
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it, its head is pointing down. It sprays the dragon and the dragon blows up. TIlere is a lot of 

dust. I'm not very good at drawing dust but I've put it in." 

Show me where the dust is." 

D--- "I'm not sure actually, he tUl11S the whole drawing arOlmd, constantly feeling the smface 

ofthe drawing. He checks vml0us pmts of the drawing tmtil he is satisfied with the mm'ks he 

can feel. "This is the head and this is the dust, but I'm not sure really." 

Speculation. 

D--- is a pupil who has an extremely fertile imagination, his ability to describe and build a 

complete scenario from a purely verbal input demonstrates a remarkable creative process. 

However this investigation highlights two areas of specific interest. 

1. D---- tenuous ability to tmderstand the physical constraints and 
fimctioning of objects within our environment. 

2. The ability D--- has to make his drawings a constantly evolving 
Vellicle for his ideas. 

One of the beauties ofD--- imaginative processes is his ability to describe specific instances 

in a way that almost defies logic. The prospect of a bear supported in a type ofhamess 

attempting to do battle with a space craft is quite impossible, yet the impossibilities m'e due 

to an tmderstanding of the physical world. It is so easy to denOlmce the proposal because a 

bern' cannot fight a space craft, what is the hmness attached to and how does the bear breathe 

in space, but to dismiss the incident dismisses a creative innocence. D--- description proposes 

an imagination that soars beyond the practical and the impossible. Even though D--' s lack of 

knowledge conceming the physical propelties of the world may be the main reason for the 

construct of such an improbable scene it should not lessen the creation. 

D--'s drawings are little better than random scratches upon the smface of the Gelman film. 

(The meditilll D- works with). Yet these scratches and mm'ks seem to be a visible 
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manifestation ofD--'s creative and mental development. As Iris ideas unfold and evolve 

marks are committed to the film. The marks become a palt ofD--'s dialogue and the marks 

become changing and modifYing symbols of the creative work. Sometimes a mark is a pmt of 

a creatme, then it becomes a part of the sky, finally to become some pmticles of dust after the 

battle between the bem· and the craft has finished. The craft has now become a dragon. The 

whole ofD--'s drawing process is a constantly changing vehicle for Iris creative outpouring. 

Both of these instances show a fluidity of ideas concerning the physical properties in the 

known environment. Symbolic representations in this enviromnent can change and are only 

temporary markers or guides within a constantly evolving dialogue. By not actually seeing 

the images, these images become as tempormy as transient thoughts and just as flexible. 

It would appear that, D---' s marks are manifestations of a mental creativity. 
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CHAPTER FOUR. REALISATION. 

REFLECTIONS ON THE RESEARCH QUESTION. 

Rather than use the title 'Glossary' for this part of the study I have chosen to use the 

telID 'Realisation.' The reason for this is that the case studies and the observations 

have formed and reformed the definitions of aesthetic appreciation, which could not 

have been established in the initial stages of this research. The nature of this study 

has, from the start, been cyclic as I have regularly revisited specific points as the 

research unfolded. The case studies and observations formed an organic part of the 

process of the thesis and culminated in the fulfilment of the initial promise of the 

research. 

Dming those early months, I was awar·e of the potency of the prograrnme but 

lllcertain of its exact nature. It was through the diverse arId sometimes difficult 

personalities of the case studies and observations that the research progrannne was 

defined and this feature of the research is demonstrated through the ticlmess of the 

data revealed. 

At the beginning of the research programme I focused upon some of the problems 

concemed with blindness. These problems highlighted the attitudes and beliefs held 

by both sighted and lllsighted people towards the condition ofblilldness. This focus 

established the fact that the teml 'blindness' was a general term and this term did 

little to convey any visual acuity held by people with sight problems. I exanrined 

some of the improving knowledge held concerning the states of visual impainnent and 

I investigated the role that vision played for many people from both a psychological 

and a philosophical standpoint. 
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Finally, in the first part of the research programme I looked at a small sample of 

artwork which used blindness as a theme for their imagery. I also discussed the ways 

in which visual imagery was manipulated to convey meaning. 

The other strand of this investigation was concerned with an aesthetic understanding 

that both sighted and unsighted people could appreciate. 

After considering many of the debates on the subject of aesthetics, I decided to 

formulate my own definition of aesthetics as a measure of the qualities I considered to 

be important for people with a visual impainnent. This definition owed much to 

empirical knowledge and provided a definition of aesthetics which could be used by 

both sighted and un sighted people, but took particular care not to exclude those 

people who could not see. 

The main body of work was the collection of data through two main sources; 

1. Five case studies of visually impaired adults who, despite their visual 

impainnents, had continued to pursue artistic activities using visual media. 

2. A nunlber of observations of visually impaired children during art lessons at a 

school for the blind. 

After the collection of this data I reflected upon the findings to find that several 

reoccuning ideas emerged from the data and these ideas seemed to inteltwine 

throughout the research programme. I have gathered these ideas together into three 

main areas for further reflection. 

1. The individuality of aesthetics. 

2. The interplay of sensation. 

3. Control over the spatial. 

I wish to end this part of my 'realisation' with some further explanation and a small 
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apology. 

I realise that at several junctures in this study I have led up to some velY important 

disclosures and have retreated. I also realise that I have been a little unfair to some of 

the people who have contributed to the research .Finally, I realise that much of the 

data gathered reflects upon my own idiosyncrasies. I would like to refer back to two 

of the 'important disclosures' of which I deliberately avoided. 

John Pym. 

John raised the issue of creativity being linked to one's sex drive. r briefly commented 

on this by using Gombrich's description of the artist Richer's drawing exercises. It is 

apparent that I have skirted this issue. 

The circumstances of the original statement were a little bizarre. I had never met John 

before our first meeting and we had arranged to meet after a telephone conversation. 

John lived in Eastbourne and had asked that we meet in a cafe along the sea front. It 

was under these conditions that I fOlmd myself talking about creativity and sex drive 

with a complete stranger, in a strange place and lmsure where the conversation was 

going. As seen by my next question I retreated to more formal ground! 

On reflection, John's statement owes much too popular philosophical debate with 

Freud's thinking foremost in this line of reasoning. It could be argued that Freud's 

theory on infantile sexuality could be seen as an integral part of a broader 

developmental theory on human personality where creativity shapes the drives and 

ambitions of the adult person. I would like to think that rather than the adult person 

being formed by the bodily/sexual drives of the infant, it is the confidences built in a 

nurturing and loving environment which emboldens a person to express themselves 

creatively. 
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Rosemary Carter. 

Rosemary was perhaps the most difficult person to interview simply because her 

exciting and often outrageous statements left me completely bemused. 

Without a doubt her explanations regarding the application of a logical reasoning 

provided a valuable insight into a practise used by many visually impaired people. 

Her accOlmt of how she coped as a child with the problems of sight loss were heart 

rending and her inventiveness and creativity showed how humanity overcomes any 

difficulty if they wish to pursue any goal regardless of any disability. I particularly 

enjoyed Rosemary's explanations on how she explored ideas and how these ideas 

interlocked thought processes together with drawn doodles and observations from 

nature. Often though, Rosemary's bold statements confused me, I could follow the 

reasoning where she explained about her perceptions of a balance in the world and 

how she linked this with rats using their tails for balance. r liked her explanations 

conceming her observations in her garden and how she used plants and seeds to 

understand about shapes and harmony, but r found the statement about how her 

daughter took up ballet after leaming about seeds and plants quite a large step to take. 

r suppose the confidence Rosemary had was the issue that cOllcemed me and confused 

me. After space and time I realised what a potent force Rosemary is. Again I would 

like to make reference to our first meeting which helps to but into context my regard 

for Rosemary. 

Rosemary lives in a btmgalow on the south coast. After speaking with Rosemary on 

the telephone we agreed to meet and I travelled down to her house one Saturday 

moming. On arrival I was ushered into a large sitting room where r was seated \vith 

arotmd twenty assOlted parrots, parakeets and toucans. These assorted birds were 

randomly caged and scattered around the room. The birds were screeching at each 
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other was silent with their heads cocked and then screeching again. By way of an 

explanation Rosemary informed me that the birds were from different cmmtries and 

had just met. They were, she explained, learning each others language and would be 

quiet once they lmderstood each other. For around fifteen minutes of constant noise I 

was a little dubious but after a cup of tea and armmd twenty minutes the birds were 

quiet, Rosemary was satisfied with the bird's progress and our intervie\v began! 

After such a dramatic introduction to Rosemary one can appreciate my regard for her. 

The apology I \\rish to make is for the instances where I have compared opinions 

made by Joy together with important theories by such a dignitary as Jung. 

My final explanation for this is my subconscious reaction to Joy as a person. Joy was 

a deputy head at the Dorton house School for the blind and contributed to the 

hierarchical system practised there at the time. During our interview I was 'informed' 

of how visually impaired people behaved and I was instructed as to how they dealt 

with their impairment. Joy was a strong and fonnidable lady and her way of dealing 

with her own visual impairment brooked no argument. It was "rith this thought that I 

placed Joy in the arena with Jung, what a contest! 
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THE INDIVIDUALITY OF AESTHETICS. 

Mann's, (1998) makes the following historical observation regarding aesthetics, 

which he attributes to Kant's beliefs; 

While aware of the subjectivity and relativity of aesthetic judgements, Kant 
believed that common aesthetic experience could be achieved through the 
universally communicable pleasure generated by certain works of art. This 
pleasure is the result of common faculties of understanding, imagination 
and judgement, of bringing general concepts to bear on sensory information; 
and itis likely to be affected when one's personal or individual cares and 
interests are temporarily put aside or transcended. Such pleasure is intense 
but disinterested, serving no practical purpose. 

Mann's (1998) 

Fortunately, Mann's modifies this qualification for aesthetic judgement with a 

developing argument where he concurs those aesthetic judgements could be 

'universilizable' to the degree we are 'like minded individuals.' But he doubts that 

there is any aspect of human nature that is distributed generally throughout all 

humanity, (and questions the possibility ofa totally disinterested outlook). He 

suggests that we should not assume that there is one, collective universe of taste, but a 

plurality of universes, a collective of cultures with varying standards of beauty which 

will overlap to varying degrees with other cultures. 

I would like to endorse this explanation as I believe that aesthetic judgement complies 

with a common formula yet retains a unique quality which sets the object tmder 

scrutiny, apart from the ordinary. 

Aesthetic judgement is not a measure or propOltion, (although it includes a balance of 

propOltion) it is more a response to sensory stimulation, in fact it is a feeling! 

Feeling is not a visual domain and although visual approval is an initial (sometimes 

superficial) response, this facility for 'feeling' can be experienced by people who 

cannot see using other senses. A 'feeling' for the aesthetic can be met (albeit 

differently) through other sensory stimulation. 
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To develop this idea further I will draw attention to the experimental work embarked 

upon by Peter Mackay (1996). His explanation for his work using a flotation tank is as 

follows; 

Much of the art we see today attempts to give alternative means to interpret 
what we see and experience in the world, but is all this effort not just a 
duplication of a falsehood and a duplication of equal magnitude and falsity 
to the one it purports to depart from? I do not pretend to have all the answers 
to this age old dilemma concerning art and reality but I hope that my current 
experiments with sensory deprivation will provide me with a new awareness 
of my own blinkered outlook. 

Mackay (1996) 

Mackay feels that our modem world has subjected everyone to a 'visual 

bombardment' which in tum has rendered us all 'blind to what we see.' 

I contend that by examining both the artwork and by listening to the dialogues used 

by visually impaired people we can appreciate some of the concerns held by Mackay. 

Equally we can understand, not only, the artwork produced by visually impaired 

people, but we may also be able to reflect more fully upon the psychological reasons 

for the creation of artworks by everyone. (sighted or othenvise) 

Mackay offers us a further insight into his thinking with the following statement; 

Can we retrieve universal inner attributes of mind which have been 
buried by the workings of the contemporary brain or are those 
'universialities' culturally conditioned and educated into us, and 
if so when we scratch the surface of that conditioning are we at the 
mercy of our individual psyches adrift in aesthetic isolation? If we 
find novel or re-configured ways of seeing, do we abandon the comfort 
of a familiar world and feel ourselves constantly at the cusp of an 
aesthetic adventure, or do we constantly re-invent our surroundings 
to accommodate our needs and desires. 

Mackay (1996) 

For Mackay, the facility to experience and compare visual and non-visual stimulation 

is available. He can subject himself to the experiences that visual and non- visual 

stimulation can provide through his immersion in his flotation tank. He has instant 

and first hand information of both a visual world and that of a totally blind 

environment yet this information are purely subjective and can only relate to their 
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own experiences and his own knowledge, concepts and perceptions. My study works 

with the ideas and influences of a number of different people and the data can be 

compared with a range of people who have a wide and varied expelience of the world 

and its enviJonment. Mackay asks whether we can retrieve 'universal inner attribute', 

I would argue that the artworks and the dialogues demonstrated by totally blind 

people, constantly show that this can and does happen. What is needed is the facility 

and the ability to recogI1i"e these 'ment~l images' whenever they are displayed. 

I would also argue that the observation sheets demonstrate, that visually impaired 

people use these 'universal i!1ller attributes' whenever they create artwork. TIle 

di~logue shown in Observation sheet 003 is one of many examples of the 

individuality ofa blind person's aesthetic experience which uses the person's own 

experiences together with Iea..rnt i.tllOlmation of those 'thitlgs' which make up her own 

personal world. 

TIle section where the pupil is describing a hedgehog is particularly reve~ting. I quote; 

What does a hedgehog look like? 
Prickly. 
What sort of shape is a hedgehog? 
Squary? A circle shape. Like this ... L--- points to her curved finger nail. 

l1..le first response shows that the pupil has leamt by rote one of the qu~lities of a 

hedgehog. TIle next response is a guess and her fiT1al response indicates the subjective 

impression the pupil has for the shape of a hedgehog. After further reflection the pupil 

offers further infmmation with the observation that hedgehogs feel like horse chestnut 

shells. The pupil is trawling her range of concepts to develop a fuller understanding of 

hedgehogs and after consideling the whole concept, the pupil completes the exercise 

by placing the 'hedgehog into an environment. (at the bottom of a tree, but not near 
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the squirrel) As the pupil enlarges her ideas and her understanding of the aIt topic, she 

demonstrates a building of information dependent upon known and established facts. 

As the hedgehog is 'squary' so the fox becomes triaIlgular. The pupil knows that 

foxes are different from hedgehogs so , if hedgehogs are 'squary' then foxes must be 

aIlother of the shapes the pupil knows. The relative size of the creature is established 

against the size she has chosen for her squirrel. (Medium sized) This whole process of 

building the concept, starts with what the pupil knows, the process expands to include 

what might logically be expected and concludes with a whole complete matrix of new 

information which is a combination of the initial 'known' information together with 

assumption and hypothesis. 

At the initial reflection stage of the observation sheet, I had commented upon L-' s 

ability to construct personal logical concepts, where she would reason through her 

choices using either related or unrelated facts to confirm her actions. This method of 

work conforms to an individualistic perception of her environment together with a 

personalised ordering of her imagination. 

In the observation sheet 004, I further reflected upon Ch-'s accompanying narrative 

whilst she drew. The image becrune a separate entity once it was completed. Through 

the drawing process, the eyes and ears were of different sizes and this was commented 

upon by Ch-as she drew them but the observation was made as if the physical sizes 

were outside Ch-control. Although Ch-was drawing the objects, the fact that they 

became different sizes upon the German fihn was not something Cll:- felt she could 

control. I believe that once her idea had formed and the drawing process enacted, then 

the created image became a separated object. The creative process was complete and 

the created entity stands alone as a new tangible fact. Further examination of this new 
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separated object, in hUll, provides additional evidence to be considered and developed 

within the extended parameters of the Oliginal concept. Not only does this process of 

creative development provide for a developing personal concept of the world, it also 

provides for a unique and personal range of symbols, impressions and logical 

sequencing, that must produce an increasingly obscure personalised understanding of 

an individual world. 

Elizabeth Price Simmons (case Shldy number 003) has talked about her 'inner world' 

of chaotic semi-fOlmed shapes waiting for an outside stimulus to give form to her 

creativity. She feels these 'semi-formed shapes' are personal to each individual, rather 

like a form of creative DNA, where all of humanity may share in the celebration of 

the created entity but the mrique qualities of the creation depend upon the mrique 

qualities of the creator. Trevarthen (1995, pg 171.) qualifies this belief with the 

following observation; 

Making a statement about a real or imaginary world, telling a 
factual story, may be the conscious target of an artist's creative 
arrow, but it is the flourish of the movements by which the bow 
is plucked that has the aesthetic message. 

Trevarthen, 1995. 

Rosemary Carter, (case study number 002) demonstrated her 'aesthetic message' 

forcibly. Her own particular lUrique vision of her environment and the ways in wlllch 

she used namre as her basis for tmderstanding provided a further insight into the ways 

visually impaired people overcame sight problems in order to create artwork. 

Rosemary's intense observations and resultant concept development is a feature that 

is commonly used by people with sight loss when they are attempting to understand 

'things' in their environment, yet, the depth to wlllch Rosemary has studied and 

ordered tllls environment together with her reasoned conclusions indicate an 
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Oliginality that is quite breathtaking and completely unique. Her reasons for colom 

despite having no colom vision and her 'logical' progressions show how visually 

impaired people construct a fragile network of understanding which depends upon 

trust and supposition. Sometimes these suppositions are flawed and the resultant 

theory is inconect but the unique vision is clear. What is pertinent at this junctme is a 

further question about the desire of visually impaired people who wish to work in 

areas they cannot see and using materials they camlot see to shape. 

However, the question for this research programme is concerned with the natme of 

aesthetic understanding for people with a visual impairment, what is becoming 

apparent is that people with sight loss do have aesthetic understanding on a par with 

people who do not have a sight loss. What is being revealed are the different methods 

used by people with visual impainnents to produce artwork or to appreciate existing 

artwork. 

The observation sheet, number 007 reveals another facet of the individuality of the 

aesthetic processes demonstrated by visually impaired people, namely that of the 

subjectivity oflanguage. Language for most people is a common vehicle that provides 

for an individualtmderstanding. Pinker (1995, pg 18.) describes language as follows, 

Language is a complex, specialised skill, which develops in 
the child spontaneously, without conscious effort or formal 
instruction, is deployed without awareness of its underlying 
logic, is qualitatively the same in every individual and is 
distinct from its more general abilities to process information 
or behave intelligently. 

Pinker 1995. 

While I claim that language is subjective for most people, Pinker argues that it is an 

instinct. He states that language (as an instinct) should have a special set of genes that 

'help wire it into place.' He fmther argues that if an individual was impaired in any 
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way and language was purely a leamt process, then it would be reasonable to expect 

the language facility to be proportionally impaired. The fact that language perfOlms 

'outside' of the constraints of impainnent indicates that language could fimction in a 

similar manner to one of the plimary senses. The way in which visually impaired 

people use language as 'another sensory tool' goes some way to developing this idea. 

In observation sheet number 007 two visually impaired pupils experiment with the 

word sound 'jamongo.' This made up word conforms to a believable and convincing 

convention of word sOlmds. The dialogue between the two visually impaired pupils 

demonstrates how an abstract concept can be explained and appreciated between two 

people who cannot see shape and colour yet each pupil is accepting of the 

explanations put forward in the desclibing of the word. As the process of 'making 

word shapes' and the concepts regarding the word shapes develops, these 'language 

creations' become increasingly subjective, dependant only upon the individuals' range 

of experiences. Again, personalised logic is used to provide a fOimula for the 

acceptance of the created 'word shape.' The invented formula proves the reality of the 

word shape and language, shape and texture are imagined and combined to create 

either a conception or to help with the construction of a three dimensional whole. 

The aesthetic value of the artwork is provided througlt the logical reasoning that 

accompanies the making of the object (either actual or factual) and if the logical 

constructions make a viable proposition then the completed process is irrefutable. 

For this first section, I feel that I have explored the individuality of aesthetics and 

have found that the properties needed to demonstrate aesthetic judgement need not be 

limited to visual perception, an interplay of a multi sensory approach leads to a 

complete aesthetic understanding. Yet even if one sensory stimulation is absent, some 
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aesthetic judgement can be made and this judgement has a unique value. I have found 

that through the exploration of aesthetic understanding for visually impaired people, 

an ability to gauge a fuller aesthetic appreciation has been made possible. TIle 

individuality of aesthetics holds much truth for both sighted and tmsighted people. 
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THE INTERPLAY OF SENSATION. 

One of the main revelations of this study has been the regular demonstration, by both 

the participant of the case studies and the visually impaired pupils in the observed 

situations, of the ability to mix a variety of different sensory material together. Totally 

blind pupils have combined auditory and tactual sensations together with verbal 

description in their attempts to develop new concepts. Participants in the case studies 

demonstrated their abilities to draw on influences from their sub consciolls and their 

tmconscious together with traditional materials to develop their own pruticular artistic 

endeavours. 

However, whilst this facility for combining sensorial information is not unique to the 

visually impaired, it does demonstrate how visually impaired artists, (and indeed 

people) are in ttme with contemporary issues in rut. 

HOlmef(1992, pg 189) writes; 

If montage was the most striking methodological principle at the beginning 
of our century, citation has taken its place at the end of it. The scope of these 
two methods; however is not just a technical matter. There are points of contact 
between the two, and they also express some very striking spiritual and artistic 
attitudes. After the experience of the First World War, artists used montage 
techniques to put together the fragments of a world which had been shattered 
into many broken pieces, and so without trying to cover up the cracks, they 
created a new artistic unity. Artists nowadays use citation to call to mind what 
mankind and - by extension - art have irredeemably lost in the course of the 
20th century. 

Honnef, (1992) 

The fragmentation alluded to by Honnefhas developed from the fragmentation of 

materials to the fragmentation of style, influence, culture and class for the 21 st 

century. This 'fi·agmentation is also demonstrated by visually impaired people 

through their individual 'fragmented' sensory reception. Consequently the artwork 

made and appreciated by visually impaired people develops this expanding idea of 

fragmentation. 
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Montage, incidentally, is a medimn regularly used by visually impaired artists, yet 

this is because the tactile qualities are more easily manipulated than applying paint. I 

am open to the possibilities that visually impaired people are using the materials of 

fragmentation as a sub conscious demonstration of their own fragmented sensory 

perceptions, yet, I would be much more in favour to claim that visually impaired 

people use the facilities of citation (see glossary) much more readily, as a 

methodological principle in the delivery of their art. 

Citation as a method of media manipulation, in contemporary art uses diverse 

references to provoke, stimulate and infOlID. Traditional materials are either 

disregarded or combined with perfonnance, computer teclmology, or indeed, any 

media judged by the artist to provide the COlTect facilities for the projection of the 

artist's concept. 

Hilary Lorenz provides an example of using somewhat surprising materials for her 

artwork, where her ideas combine the use of scientific, medical and quasi- scientific 

material to portray her work. In her work V.A. Hospital (1998) Lorenz makes use of a 

number of microscopic slides that contain htIDlan tissue. Originally these slides had 

belonged to a pathologist who worked at the Pittsburgh Hospital and he had taken the 

slides home for personal research. After his death, the slides were discovered in an old 

barn and were presented to Lorenz. All the samples are from military personnel who 

had died during the Vietnam War, but their deaths were from cancer. The materials 

provide an opportunity for Lorenz to use somewhat shocking material in this instance 

yet the method of using whatever materials are available is a feature of the work 

experimented with, and used by visually impaired artists. With Lorenz we see an artist 

using tIDusuaI material in her attempt to provide an insight into the Vietnam War, yet 

these materials may not have been considered tIDtil they were suddenly available to 
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the artist. Once they became available, the potential of the 'new' material was realised 

and the concept was broadened to include human tissue. 

The observation sheets gathered during this programme of study have indicated that 

the visually impaired pupils have instinctively demonstrated a similar facility. 

Visually impaired children and adults will readily combine any new material into their 

mtwork if it is judged to fit into the developing concept of the original artwork. The 

intriguing feature of this artwork, however, is the ability to combine verbal 

description, geometric shape and tactual quality together. Lorenz has used shocking 

and unusual materials because she has the ability mId opportunity to do so, visually 

impaired people combine their range of different and new materials simply because 

these combinations seen natural to do so. Equally a visually impaired person will use 

these combinations as a method of experimentation and fiuther understanding. The 

process of creating a 'finished piece 'is more concerned with expanding the idea until 

diverse possibilities are explored, rather than the presentation of a completed mtwork. 

I would also suggest that the visually impaired, include many of their known stimuli 

into their artwork in order to demonstrate their knowledge of an 'unseen' world. 

Observation sheet munber 006. demonstrates the combining oflanguage (a television 

dialogue), an understanding of geometric shape, imagination and tactile image. The 

programme stimulates his imagination; he explores his ideas through tactile models 

and drawing using his knowledge of geometric shape to combine the whole process 

into a tactual dialogue 

To fiuther help us lmderstand how visually impaired people combine these separate 

sensory stimulation together into artwork, it is pertinent to consider the article, A 

POltrait of the Brain by Rose, (1995). In this article he considers how a mind works, 
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whether as a single mechanism that performs a variety of fimctions, or whether 

pellllanently dedicated faculties exist. Rose argues that it is generally accepted that 

several processes are more or less distinct from one another yet, interaction and 

crossover between these processes must occur. He states that parts of the brain receive 

converging visual, auditory and touch information, which culminates into 'cross 

modal integration.' Rose further states; 

The brain as I have tried to portray it here has near infinite depth: 
dimensions nested within one another that open out every time 
one approaches closer to examine the detail and open out yet again 
as we move in to study further. There are more than three dimensions 
to the brain and that is what makes it so fascinating. 

Rose, 1995. 

I would argue that many of the artworks produced by the visually impaired 

demonstrate this 'cross modal integration', and that the fascination Rose has for the 

brain echoes my interest with the images presented through the artwork produced 

by visually impaired people. 

Yet one main area for consideration still remains to be considered, being that of the 

interplay of the sub conscious within the physical mechanisms of the brains fimction. 

Trevarthan (1995, pg.193.) recognises the importance of consciousness (and sub 

consciousness) in the interplay between human brain growth and the creativity of art 

when he makes this statement; 

The body is the primary context and theme for deployment of the sensitive 
focal points of our consciousness, which are constantly moving, selecting 
and rejecting, near and far, on left and right The human cognitive asymmetry 
that penetrates the records of artists' work is elaborated out of an asymmetry 
of motives of a personal and emotive kind that serves in all communication. 

Trevarthan, 1995. 

Therefore the 'body' of the visually impaired artist with all of its complexities of 

sensory deprivation, different experience and individualised perception must provide 

for a unique form of commlmication. Trevarthan (1995, pg 194.) completes this 
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strand of thought with the following observation. 

In pictorial art, visible form gives evidence of a palpable, hearable, smell able 
and tasteable reality in its emotive aspects, inciting awareness of things of 
importance, recollected and imagined. 

Trevarthan, 1995. 

However he has not considered the role that sub conscious impression plays within 

artwork. 

Artwork demonstrated by visually impaired people use the 'hearable', 'smellable' and 

'tasteable' 'realities' together with those other properties of consciousness and sub-

consciousness. Elizabeth Price Simmons', (case study 003), belief that people 

respond to colour sub consciously is worthy of consideration at this point. She 

believes that people 'respond' to colour whether it is seen or not. She believes that 

colour imparts some kind of radio wave, rather like an infra red or ultra violet light. 

Elizabeth argues that if people can benefit from unseen ultra violet rays in medicine, 

then people (both sighted and unsighted) could benefit from the 'sub conscious' 

effects of colour. She further contends that the proximity of objects and the shape of 

these objects further effects (sub consciously) the state of mind, our receptiveness to 

those objects and in tum, our perception and concept of the environment. 

In the reflections at the end of Elizabeth's case studies, I have weighed these 

propositions and have commented upon a number of findings, I would make one 

further observation to add wejght to this argument. At the end of the book 

Consciousness Explained, (1993), Dennett makes the following statement. 

Surely it would be better to trey to foster an appreciation for the 
non-absolutist nonintrinsic, nondichotomized grounds for moral 
concern that can co-exist with our increasing knowledge of the 
inner workings of that most amazing machine, the brain. The moral 
arguments on both sides of the issues of capital punishment, abortion 
eating meat, and experimenting on non-human animals, for instance 
are raised to a higher more appropriate standard when we can jettison 
the myths that are beyond protection in any case. 

Dennet, 1993 

I contend that although one cannot prove the effect of one's sub conscious, it is a 
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mistake to discOlmt any possible effect. I further content that through this research 

programme, much of the data gathered, points to a demonstration of the ability of 

visually impaired people to combine an interplay of sensOlY stimuli beyond the usual 

combination of different sensOlY media. This in tum demonstrates the use ofthe sub 

conscious as a positive tool in an armoury of a multi -medial approach. 
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CONTROL OVER THE SPATIAL. 

The third issue I wish to reflect upon is the relationship between visual impairment 

and space. Earlier I had stated that Hill and Blasch (1979) had listed the loss of 

environment as one of the major problems for people with sight loss, yet tins 

manipulation of the environment has emerged as a main feature of this research. 

People who cannot see their environment, but wish to examine and lmderstand it, are 

partaking in a natural process. Blind people are part of their surroundings and wish to 

function and contribute within it, yet the need to develop this contribution to an 

ordering and controlling situation is puzzling. Why do so many visually impaired 

people wish to manipulate a space they will never see and why do they need to 

participate with the using of visual media? 

Throughout the research programme, I have refelTed to a number of different aspects 

of 'space' which the visually impaired people have engaged with in their pursuit of a 

creative outlet. These 'different spaces' reflect upon both the physical and mental 

attitudes adopted by visually impaired people and I believe that tile role between an 

'intemal' world and the 'extemal' world are pivotal to the answeIing of this questioll. 

Samuels (1989, pg 163.) informs us that the mundus ;mag;nalis is a 'fully objective 

real world with equivalents for evelything existing in the sensible world without being 

perceptible by the sense.' Initially I would like to explore the possibilities of a 'space' 

created by one's imagination for visually impaired people. 

The 'space' created by imagination. 

Again, Hill and Blasch (1979) list the loss of basic concepts as one of the three major 

losses for visually impaired people, yet, once a concept has been grasped by a visually 

impaired person, the ability to mentally manipulate these concepts is equal to any 

sighted person. Millar (1994, pg 135.) investigated the possibilities of visually 
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impaired people being able to engage with mental rotation. She states; 

Piagetian tasks indicate the developmental nature of mental spatial 
structures. The fact that the blind children solved the Piagetian tasks 
in the same order as the sighted, but at later ages, is thus taken to 
mean that the nature of spatial structuring is the same, but that visual 
deprivation retards that construction 

Millar 1994. 

This would indicate that the facility to 'visualise' ideas and to imagine, is available 

for all people whether they have sight or not and that sight is not a fundamental 

requirement for a developing imagination. Gales Encyclopaedia of Psychology (2001) 

states; 

Imagination involves the synthetic combining of aspects of memories 
or experiences into a mental construction that differs from past or 
present perceived reality, and may anticipate future reality. 

Gale (2001) 

For visually impaired people, the ability to combine mental imagery has been 

demonstrated through their ability to synthesize, language, tactual and physical 

stimuli into original artwork and a loss of sight do not impede these constmcts. 

Obviously their use of visual imagery will depend upon their experience and use of 

such media, but this facility is not barred to them. Equally, a loss of sight may 

encourage mental participation as the confines of a physical world do not apply if you 

cannot see the limitations (i.e. gravity, balance, weight.) 

Once a sensation of touch, smell, taste and sound is combined together with verbal 

language and perception, then the pme electrical impulses that are triggered within the 

brain, can produce an 'environment' for the imagination to flourish. In the case study 

002 (Rosemruy Carter) I had linked some of her behaviom with autistic traits where I 

had commented upon her ritualistic or formulaic behaviom. Cunie (1999) in his 

article Nt, the Mind and the Brain, examines some of the characteristics of autism 
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and ponders the problem of imagination. He believes that , .. rith Autism there is 

damage within the brain in that area that he calls 'the inlagination system.' He 

acknowledges that with Autism, there are often multiple deficits and that 'pme 

autism' may not exist, but he claims that it is widely accepted that a 'lack of 

imagination' is a common autistic trait. 

Equally I would argue that another Autistic characteristic is a lack of response 

towards an external enviromnent. Whilst I had tentatively made a link between the 

two conditions (visual impairment and autism), I would now claim that the visually 

impaired persons engagement with space and the visually impaired persons use of 

imagination, separate the conditions. The need of visually impaired people to 

participate within their environment and to engage with it using visual material sets 

these two conditions apart. Turning again to Samuels (1989), he develops his ideas of 

a 'world of imagination' as being a 'pre-existing environment for images,' and 

concludes that 'it is the space which is already present when images are produced.' 

He believes that these images are both personal and transpersonal and can reach past 

subjective, internal experiences into objective or external experiences. 

This explanation would sit well with the demonstration of the use of imaginary 

processes used by visually impaired people. If one considers observation sheet 

number 0016, there is a fascinating accolmt by a totally blind pupil of his ideas of 

transportation. D-has constructed a vast imagined environment for his range of 

creatures to enact his imaginary drama. I had commented upon D-tenuous grasp on 

the physical constraints of the real world, yet through D-use of his imagination he 

has transcended a mlmdane physical world and created an environment, which soars 

beyond three-dimensional stability. His ability to mix ideas and media and to develop 
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these ideas in a continuous flow of creativity must indicate a 'space caused by the 

imagination. ' 

Elizabeth Price Simmons (case study 003) had descIibed her 'inner world' as a refuge 

from reality and in tlris inner world there are 'swirling fragmented shapes' awaiting 

the catalyst of stimulation. Perhaps this is a descIiption of the environment where the 

imagination exists! 

The 'space' created by the physical body. 

An exercise used by professionals working with totally blind children is using jelly on 

the child's body to encomage the child to become aware of its bodily extremities. 

Blind children do not, natmally, reach out to their external world and do not enquire 

and explore in a sinrilar way to their sighted peers. Bee (1985 pg. 36.) explains the 

impOltance of internal and external influences; 

Both internal and exiernal influences are involved in virtuaIly every 
facet of development and the two interact in complex ways. Since 
the child also influences the environment she experiences we must 
think of complex transactions between the child and the world around 
her, which changes as the child develops. 

Bee (1985) 

For blind children, the transaction between themselves and an external world, 

initially, must be taught. The child must develop an tmderstanding of its own place in 

an unseen environment and must learn the differences between lying down, sitting 

and standing. The blind child must learn unseen positions such as up, sideways, down 

across and below. Together with these 'abstract' conditions the child needs to be 

aware of its own place and relationship within this environment. 

Perhaps the building of this special relationship with their unseen environment is the 

fmmdation for their concern with an outside world. For many sighted people, the 

environment is a medium to move through in their need to move from one place to 
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another. The environment, for sighted people, is a place of work, a journey to travel a 

place to rest or a situation to enjoy. For the unsighted it is also all of these, yet, it is 

also an intellectual exercise. 

This 'intellectual exercise' is also a concern of artists. Elena Cologni, (200 1) has been 

researching ideas of identity of the real in relation to experience and concepts of 

space. She states her intentions as follows; 

exploration through practice of new spatial ideas and interaction with 
the audience in a space to create new artistic possibilities to be analysed; 
audience interpretation and responses to be incorporated into the work 
and its meaning; to gain information on how audiences who vary on the 
basis of gender, race and nationality, modifies the experience of spatial, 
symbolic constructions and performances. 

Cologni (200 1) 

Whilst Cologni considers the differences gender, race and nationality impart upon 

spatial ideas, the concerns of a visual impairment upon this spatial concern must have 

a significant impact. Cologni is engaged with her own role together with that of an 

audience and she use herself to interact with her own intention and the perception of 

herself and those intentions by others. Her resulting work is video matellal of herself 

viewing others and others viewing her in a staged environment. Totally blind people 

exist in a conceptual environment and engage with others in a spatial vacuum, which 

must alter their ideas of a personal identity in relation to experience and concepts of 

space. Cologni has a firm idea of herself in an environment and is concerned with an 

interplay of people within a space, the area I wish to reflect upon is the appreciation 

of an unseen space and the manipulation of that unseen space by visually impaired 

people. 

As some rutists are concerned with spatial concepts, then it is equally probable that 

some visually impaired people will be concemed with sinlilar issues and these issues 

can be initially confusing. 
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Once a blind person understands the extent of their physical body and the concept of 

that body within a space, it is natural for an enquiry to be made concerning that 

'outside space.' This outside space is a place where things happen which engage all of 

the senses, sudden noises occur from' out there' and movement happens where one is 

suddenly transported from somewhere to somewhere else. Outside 'things' startle 

with unsuspected contact, smells appear and disappear. Warmth and cold are felt and 

without sight to rationalise these OCCUlTences, confusion, perplexity and fear could 

easily be a result. 

To develop this strand of enquiry fmiher I would again like to refer to the condition of 

Autism. Burgoyne, in his paper on Autism and Topology, draws references to the 

work that Bettelheim has done with developing spatial concepts for autistic children. 

Burgoyne notes; 

The desperate difficulties encountered by the child in constructing a world 
and, within it, a separate place for its own being repeat case after case. 

Burgoyne (pg 195) 

He attempts to explain this difficulty experienced by autistic children as the child's 

inability to create a world of inner representation. The recognition that these children 

need help to understand the terms of 'above', 'below', 'underneath' and 'to the right' 

is exactly the same problem that totally blind children encounter when they wish to 

engage with an unseen world. The monumental difference between these two 

categories is that with a totally blind child, all other reasoning facilities are considered 

to be 'nOlmal'. The impact of this sirnilmity could be important. 

The interest that visually impaired people hold for their 'outside world' may help with 

an tmderstanding of how autistic children deal with their own 'tmknown' space. 

How totally blind people develop an tmderstanding of global space has been 
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considered earlier and has demonstrated significant features of how blind people 

regard their immediate environment and also, how blind people perceive the space 

away from them. For a sighted person distance can be measured in a number of ways 

(time taken to travel, changes in scenery, amount of road changes) yet for a totally 

blind person, space is dependant upon the time it takes to move from one place to 

another. Once this allotted time has passed then temperature may be different, sounds 

may be different and smells may be different, but the physical being is still within the 

same physical confine. Sighted people are visually aware of a change in SlUTOlllldings 

and this feeds the appreciation of difference. TIle totally blind person will engage with 

this new environment in exactly the same way that they have been taught to engage 

with evelY environment. They will adopt a defensive and methodical exploration of 

their immediate space and establish what is in their way, how far they can move 

safely and what things are available for them. EvelY thing else depends upon a 

dialogue with someone else and the use of imagination. 

Millar (1994) clarifies the concem with spatial concepts and blindness with the 

following observation; 

In learning about a geographical space, the child, or indeed the 
adult first remembers particular 'landmarks' then organises these 
landmarks into sequentially into 'routes' With further experience 
landmarks and routes are first co-ordinated partially, and finally 
are fully co-ordinated into map-like overviews or configurations 
of the whole terrain. The sequence is assumed to be invariant. 

Millar, (1994) 

Tbis method of developing an lillderstanding of geograpbical space by sighted people 

is exactly the same method used by blind people to establish their position in their 

'lillseen' environment. The significant difference is that for sighted people tbis 

method of establishing a 'geographical space' can be updated kinetically by a sighted 
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person whilst they move around this space. For the tIDSighted person changes to the 

space depends upon verbal description and 'other than sight' sensation. I contend that 

this would lead to a more subjective impression of the space a blind person exists in. 

However, the most important point to consider with an environment is that the space 

is not just the description of a journey from one place to another or a sequential 

'unfolding 'of space Being placed in an environment is an awareness of being in a 

discrete situation, this again depends greatly upon subjective impression. 

Millar (1994, pg 229) yet again makes an important observation when she debates non 

verbal representation, she claims that cognitive skill is needed for any symbol systems 

that are derived from perceptual information and that merely imagining an event can 

have the same effect as physically executing it. This has an impact upon this research 

as it indicates a way that blind people may engage with their environment and 

answers the question as to why blind people are concemed with their environment to 

such a degree that they wish to alter it. 

The original question for this research paper was to reflect upon the nature of 

aesthetic understanding that visually impaired people may have. 

r found that: 

This tmderstanding is conditional upon individual experience and this experience is 

dependant upon all of the sensOlY input that is absorbed and shaped by any subjective 

or lmconscious perception. 

Whilst this is common to all individuals sighted or otherwise, this investigation notes 

that there are significant areas of divergence, which have been indicated throughout 

the research programme. 

The interplay of 'multimodal' materials used by visually impaired people whenever 
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they create an artwork demonstrates a unique method of working. (See observation 

sheets and case studies.) 

The use oflanguage by blind people (noted as verbalism by Scholl pg 132) has 

developed beyond the descliptive language shared between sighted and unsighted 

people. It has developed into a vehicle used by blind people to demonstrate a logical 

sequencing (possibly flawed) but unique and valuable in appreciating how a blind 

person perceives their environment. It also shows a use of combining descriptive 

language in an interesting form which does not rely upon visual imagelY, yet 

combines such descriptive passages as 'domed freckles' and 'scratchy curves. '( see 

observation sheets) 

The use of space. The research has shown the unique way blind people perceive and 

manipulate spatial concepts. 

The research has shown how some blind people engage with the issues of imagining 

and developing new concepts. 

Finally, this research has indicated a progress in the lmderstanding of aesthetics that 

visually impaired people may have, yet it has also shown a number of oppornmities 

for further research. I believe that in all research programmes it is important to end 

whilst there are still future possibilities. 
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GLOSSARY. 

I have used several different dictiollluies in an attempt to provide the exact meaning 
and an overview of the words and ideas used in this study. The main dictionary used 
is the Concise Oxford Dictionary although, references from both the Pocket Oxford 
Dictionary and the Longman Family Dictionary have been explored to provide a fuller 
appreciation of the terms used. 
Raymond William's' Keywords' has also been consulted and other literary references 
have been acknowledged. 
The internet dictionary has been accessed. 

ABSTRACT ART. Referring to ideas or qualities rather than material qualities. 

AESTHETIC. 

Of art in which the subject is represented by shapes and 
Patterns rather than by a realistic likeness C.O.D.) 

Dealing with the appreciation or theories concerning taste, 
beauty, a sense of judgement or criticism. 

Concerning the ruts. 

A developed sensitivity towards mtistic considerations. (L) 

Pertaining to art. Of a sensitivity to art or things beautiful. 
(Hobbs, 1985) 

Concerned with beauty or the appreciation of beauty 
(C.O.D.)(O.D) 

In accordance with the principles of good taste. (C.O.D.) (O.D.) 

The philosophy of the beautiful. (C.).D.) 

If we wish to discern whether anything is beautiful or not we do 
not refer the representation of it to the object by means of 
tmderstanding with a view to cognition but by means of the 
imagination (acting perhaps in conjunction with understanding) 
we refer the representation to the subject and its feeling of 
pleasure or displeasure. The judgement of taste therefore is not 
a cognitive judgement and so not logical but is aesthetic--
which means that it is one whose detennining ground cannot 
be other than subjective. 
Every reference of representation is capable of being objective 
Even that of sensation (in which case it signifies the real in 
an empirical representation). The one exception to this is the 
feeling of pleasure or displeasure. This denotes nothing in the 
object but is a feeling which the subject has itself and of the 
manner in which it is affected by the representation. 

Kant (1995) pg. 164. 
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(AESTHETIC) EXPERIENCE. 
The use of conscious perception or apprehension of 
reality or of an external bodily or mental event, with regard 
to aesthetics. (L.) 

Feel or be affected by. (C.O.D.) 

AESTHETIC MERIT. Worth or supelior quality, to have a positive feature or 
advantage. 

AESTHETIC UNDERSTANDING. 

BLINDNESS. 

BEAUTY. 

COGNITION 

The mental grasp. Comprehension. The power to make 
Expelience intelligible by applying concepts. (L) 
To perceive the meaning of. (C.O.D.) 
Perceive the significance or explanation. (C.O.D.) 

Lacking the power of sight. (O.D.) (C.O.D.) 
Without foresight, discernment, intellectual perception or 
Adequate information. (O.D.) 

The combination of all the qualities of a person or thing 
That delights the senses and mind. (C.O.D.) 

The act or process of knowing that involves the process 
of sensory information and includes perception, awareness 
and judgement. (L.) 
Knowing, perceiving or conceiving as an act of facility 
Distinct from emotion and volitions (C.O.D.) 

COLOUR CONCEPT. An abstract or general idea regarding colour. (C.O.D.) 

CONCEPT. Conceived in the mind. A thought or notion. (L) 
General notion, an abstract idea or mental picture 
of a group or class of objects formed by combining 
all their aspects. (C.O.D.) 

CONGENITALLY BLIND. 
Blindness existing or dating from birth. (C.OD.) 

(COLLECTIVE) CONSCIOUSNESS. 
An awareness or tmderstanding pertajning to the upper 
levels of mental life that is shared by many. (L) 
The totality of a person's thoughts and feelings or a 
class of these. (C.O.D.) 
An intense knowledge of what is. 

--four functional types correspond to the obvious means 
by which consciousness obtains its orientation to 
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CREATIVITY. 

DATA. 

DECORATION 

experience. 
Sensation. (i.e. sense perception) tells you something 

Thinking 
Feeling 
Intuition 

exists. 
tells you what it is. 
tells you whether it is agreeable or not. 
tells you whence it comes and where it is going. 

'When I use the word 'feeling' in contrast to thinking, I 
refer to a judgement of value for instance agreeable 
or disagreeable, good or bad. Feeling according to this 
definition is not an emotion-feeling as I mean it is a 
rational (ordering) function. 

(lung (1978) pg. 49. 

That consciousness is in itself an action, and not simply 
a something we use to think with is a novel idea. It 
changes the meaning of consciousness, suggesting that 
consciousness acts directly, informing us with its intelligence 
and transforming what is fixed and stagnant into what is 
alive and present. 

(Kant (1995) pg. 28. 

The act of bringing into existence. (O.D.) 

Information collected in a study, commonly perceived as 
numerical but for this research it will be the term used 
for the information gathered for the study of visual 
impairment. 

An addition that makes something more attractive or ornate. 
(C.O.D.) 

DEPTH OF VISION How far from front to back we can see. (C.O.D.) 

DYSLEXIC. Development disorder that causes difficulty with reading. 
(C.O.D.) 

FIELD OF VISION (Peripheral vision) is how far around we can see without 
moving your head. It locates objects in the environment. 

FOCUS GROUP. A group of visually impaired people who were recruited 
as 'random' members. Specialist groups or target groups who 
participate with the research programme. 

IDEALISED. To regard or represent in ideal fonn or character. (C.O.D.) 
Exalt in thought to ideal perfection or excellence. (C.O.D.) 

IN DEPTH INTERVIEW. 
Refers to detailed discussions carried out \vith individuals 
regarding the programme of work. Usually involves the use 
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KNOWLEDGE. 

of a semi structured inten1iew. 

The fact or condition of knowing something or somebody 
through experience or association. (L.) 
The range of a person's information, perception or 
understanding. 
Awareness or familiarity gained by experience. (C.O.D.) 

There can be in us no items of knowledge, no connection 
or unity of one item of knowledge with another without 
that unity of consciousness which precedes all data of 
intuition and by relation to which representations of objects 
are alone possible. This pure unchangeable consciousness 
I shall name Transcendental Appreciation. 

Kantpg20. 

The most significant moment in the course of intellectual 
development, which gives birth to the purely human fonns 
of practical and abstract intelligence occurs when speech 
and practical activity, two previously completely 
independent lines of development converge. 

Vygotsky (1978) pg. 24. 

LEARNING RESPONSE 

LOVE 

Reaction to acquired knowledge. (L) 
Reaction to the realisation of knowing. (L) 
An answer given dependant upon knowledge acquired by 
Study. (C.O.D.) 

To have a great affection for a person or thing. (C.O.D.) 

PARTICIPANT OBSERVATION. 

PILOT STUDY. 

QUESTIONNA1RE. 

Sometimes referred to as 'going native' this method 
(developed by Gold in 1958, commonly used in 
anthropology, sociology and ethnomethodology, and 
made famous by Goffman's 1961 study of asylums) 
refers to the process of the researcher taking on some 
of the characteristics of the group or individuals they 
are researching, and becoming integrated into their 
community or group for the duration of the research. 
Notes recordings and other sources ofinfonnation will 
be collated and interpreted. 

Pre-testing of the study, questionnaire or survey 
Methodology. For this research project it will be 
through the fonnat of a questionnaire and will help to 
form the main research programme of work. 
Conduct, lead or initiate as a new scheme. (C.O.D.) 

A set of questions to be asked of a number of people to 
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RANGE OF VISION. 

obtain statistically useful information 

Tells us how far things are away from us. (Distance.) 
The region between limits of variation. (C.O.D.) 

RESTRlCTED VISION. Confined to certain areas. Regulated or limited vision. 

SAMPLE. A number of people selected to represent the population 
of interest. 
A small part or quantity intended to show what the whole 
Is like. (C.O.D.) 

SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEW. 
A research interview canied out with the help of an 
interview schedule or discussion guide. Although 
questions are pre-scheduled, the order in which they 
are asked will often be determined as the conversation 
proceeds and there is scope for the researcher to follow 
up the additional information provided by the participant. 

SENSORY INFORMATION. 
Information concemed with the senses or with the sense 
of sensation. (L) (C.O.D.) 

SENTIMENT ALISED. Showing or effected by emotion rather than reason. 
(C.O.D.) 

An emotional feeling conveyed in literature or art. 
(C.O.D.) 

SEQUENCE. Continuous or connected series. 
Set of elements following the same order as the natural 
numbers. 
Set of things belonging next to one another on some 
principle of order. (C.O.D.) 

SIGHT LOSS. The inability to see fully, can be complete or partial loss. 
(0.0.) 

SYMBOLISM. The use of symbols where those symbols represent or 
suggest something else by reason of association. 
The use of symbols to represent ideas. (C.O.D.) 

UNCONSCIOUS. Not marked by or resulting from conscious thought, 
sensation or feeling. (L.) 
the PaIt of the mind that does not ordinaIily enter a 
person's awareness but nevertheless influences behaviour 
and may be manifested in dreaIns or unexpected behaviour 

(L) 
That part of the mind which is inaccessible to the 
conscious mind but which affects behaviour, emotions 
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VISUAL. 

etc. 

Producing mental images. 
Done or executed by sight only. 
Concerned with or used in seeing. 

VISUAL IMPAIRMENT. 
Concerned \l;,.jth the inability to see fully. 

(C.O.D.) 

(L.) 
(L.) 

(C.O.D.) 

(O.D.) 
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AN OVERVIE\V OF CHILDRE1\"S EYE CONDITIO:\'S 

The children at Dorton House School vary in their visual ability from those with 
good, useful residual vision to those who are completely blind. Children with the 
same medical condition may vary considerably in their standard of vision whilst 
children with the same standard of vision may vary in their degree of disability. 
The degree of visual disability is dependent on many other factors sllch as:-

-age of onset (past visual experience) 
-rate and type of visual loss 
-other medical conditions 
-family, social and academic environment 
-prognosis for vision 
-the personality of the child. 

Age of onset 
Children who are born blind (e.g. anophthalmos = born without eyes) have no 
visual experience and therefore have to be taught about themselves in relation to 
their environment. Many aspects of their social and physical development may be 
delayed (e.g. smiling, bonding, talking, walking). 

Children acquiring visual problems later in life will have had some concept of the 
visual world and their disabilities are more likely to be' confined to the visual 
system. The age of onset of an acquired problem carries with it its own particular 
advantages and disadvantages .. The older child may have a better educational and 
social foundation but may be more conscious, of their lo'ss and mourn it more. 

Rate of visual loss 
A child who suddenly develops a visual problem (e.g. acute retinal detachment or 
trauma) will be more disabled than a child with the same level of vision who has 
experienced a gradual deterioration over several years( e.g. retinitis pigmentosa). 
The latter will sometimes cope remarkably well despite profound visual loss 
because they have bad time to adapt to the disability. 

Type of visual loss 
Loss of central vision occurs in conditions such as macular dystrophies and in 
children with these diagnoses the peripheral vision may be HonnaI. Such a child 
may be unable to see any letter on the eye chart or to read print but should be able 

-to navigate in ,unfamiliar surroundings'-with-6ut too much trouble. ' They-'may be ' 
disadvantaged in the classroom having problems seeing the blackboard, textbooks 



vision). This is commonly associated with other forms of brain dysfunction which 
may give rise to physical and mental disorders e.g. cerebral palsy. 

Associated medical conditions 
Many of the children at Dorton House have visual problems associated with other 
general medical conditions. The nature of these conditions, especially if they 
involve the brain may profoundly influence the way in which a child copes with 
any particular visual deficit. For example, children who are blind from 
retinopathy of prematurity are likely to have other problems relating to their 
prematurity. These problems range from a mild diminution of I.Q. through 
chronic ltmg disease to cerebral palsy with all its attendant difficulties. 

Associated brain disorders include ab,normalities of brain and eye development 
e.g. septo-optic dysplasia where underdevelopment of the optic nerve is 
associated with mid-line defects in the structural development of the brain. 

In some cases the visual problem may be secondary to a life-threatening disease 
of the brain or its treatment. For example encephalitis (infections of the brain), 
haemorrhages within or surrounding the brain, hydrocephalus (water on the brain) 
and brain twnours (including their surgical removal and radiotherapy) may all 
affect the visual pathways. The degree of damage these conditions cause to the 
rest of the brain will determine the associated physical and mental disabilities 
which in turn will influence the child's ability to cope with their visual problems. 

I 

Degenerative disorders of the brain and eyes occur such as in Batten's disease. 
Children with this diagnosis show an inexorable deterioration in both vision and 
mental function until eventually they die. Thu? their ability to cope with their poor 
vision may decline as well as their vision itself declining. 

Other associated medical conditions incluCle deafness as in Usher's syndrome; 
the double sensory deficit posing its own particular problems: Many other 
'syndromes' have been described that link groups of congenital or inherited 
abnormalities together. For example Laurence-Moon-Beidl Syndrome 
characterised by obesity, mental retardation, polydactyly (extra digits on hands, 
feet) hypogonadism and a progressive retinal dystrophy. 

Abnormalities of each of the other body systems can be associated with ocular 
disorders: -
For example uveitus (inflammation within the eyes)· is a well recognised 
association -with juvenile chronic -arthritis:------· . -.- -----



Where the condition is inherited, life threatening and lUltreatable with risks that 
other siblings may develop the condition (e.g. Batten's disease) it is hard to 
imagine the distress a family will suffer. 

Prognosis 
Both the family's and the child's response to the eye condition will be affected by 
the prognosis. Some eye conditions change little with time e.g. congenital 
nystagmus or albinism and in these children a fairly accurate estimation of their 

. likely adult vision can be given at the initial diagnosis in infancy. Plans for the 
future and for education can be made early on. Other conditions may be stable 
e.g. optic nerve hypoplasia or retinopathy of prematurity (after completion of 
treatment) but the level of residual vision may be hard to predict until the child is 
several years old. 

Some conditions can be predicted to deteriorate with time e.g. retinitis pigmentosa 
but the rate of deterioration and the final visual outcome are unknown. TIllS 
uncertainty is unsettling and makes planning for the future and for education 
difficult. 

Many of the eye conditions represented at Dorton House are untreatable (other 
than to maximise the use of the residual vision) e.g. optic atrophy. In some ways 
tills makes coming to tenus with the condition easier and certainly avoids the 
disruption to schooling of multiple hospital attenciaI+ces and operations. 

I 

Some of the treatable eye conditions slowly deteriorate despite the best efforts of 
all involved. This is particularly tnle of childhood glaucoma (raised pressure 
within the eye) and the sense of failure fel~ by the family and the child (often 
tinged with guilt if they did not always adhere to the treatment regime) is 
sometimes exacerbated by the failure felt by the doctors. This inevitably will 
affect the way in which the child views their disability and learns to cope with it. 

Similarly, some children undergo repeated surgical procedures with ever 
decreasing returns in an attempt to salvage some residual vision . (e.g. retinal 
detachments). Their hopes may be raised and dashed repeatedly or they and their 
family may have unreasonable expectation as to what can be achieved. This may . 
give rise to feelings of anger as well as disappointment. 

Finally, certain diagnoses carry with them their own particular concems. For 
example retinoblastoma (primary cancer of the eye in infancy) is a potentially life
threatening disease although with modem treatment most children suIvive~ ·These: ... 
children, however, are predisposed to. Jormin-g other primary cancers later in lif~, 



STOCK QUESTIONS 

For use with the research on aesthetic understanding and the visually impaired. 

Incident Sheet. 
Name. 
Category. 
Age Range. 

Basic Artistic Information 

I am interested in the artistic and creative experiences you have received both in school and 
subsequently throughout your adult life. 

1. What artistic/aesthetic experiences did you encounter during your school life? 
2. How have these experiences changed or developed? 
3. Were there any creative experiences you wish you had pursued further? 
4. Have you felt any need to explore any creative/artistic pursuits since your eye sight 
diminished? 
5. What methods do you use to imagine or distinguish different people if you cannot see 
them? 
6. What impressions do you have of such things as colour, scale and distance? 
7. What knowledge do you have of artists and artworks? 
8. Do you have any anecdotal information that may help me understand more about visual 
impairment and aesthetics? 

Specific creative/aesthetic information. ( if applicable) 

1. What strategies have you developed to get over your ideas in what is fundamentally a 
visual medium? 
2. How do you develop your ideas and images to your complete satisfaction? 
3. What criteria do you use to satisfy yourself that you have achieved what you want to 
portray? 
4. How do you balance, purely visual imagery, (2D & 3D) with other sensory experiences, 
such as touch, smell and sound? 
5. If you have never seen, or lost your sight a long time ago, or have restricted vision, how 
important are shapes, colours, proportion, position and environment to you with the making 
of artworks and with your day to day living? 
6. What substitutions will you allow in your artworks, such as texture and different materials, 
to represent purely visual imagery? 
7. Do you have any definite feelings of what shapes and what colours things should be? 
8. Were you ever taught about specific shapes and colours and how important are these 
things to you? 
9. What has inspired you or driven you to work in an area that is basically a visual medium? 
10. Why does it matter whether we express our feelings or not? (Q) 
11. What is so significant about our individual perspective on events? (Q) 
12. What else could art be like? (For visually impaired people) (Q) 



Further Questions. 

1. What is your opinion of Abstract art? 
2. How can you make an artistic representation of an abstract concept? 
3. Would you consider a lot of visual information becomes an abstract concept for totally 
blind people? (For example, trees, clouds, rivers and mountains) 
4. How do you consider things to be as they should or "right" or "complete". (The 
proportion of a vase if you cannot see it) 
5. How do you define beauty? 
6. Would you agree that music or some other creative activity has artistic equivalents that 
help fulfill a creative need? 
7. Could Dance fit within a creative activity for a visually impaired person? (Ballet) 
8. Do you think that visually impaired people develop or have some "inner knowledge" or 
understanding regarding those things not seen? (Tree, environment, human proportion) 
9. If you hold a piece of sculpture, how can you decide if it is complete or finished? 
10. How do you think your use oflanguage and understanding oflanguage helps towards 
your understanding of the environment and towards artworks? 
11. Do you think you are able to fully understand about things purely from their descriptions? 
12. What do you consider our unconscious mind contributes to an understanding of what 
things are, in our environment? 
13. Do you have any thoughts or opinions regarding aesthetic understanding and the loss of 
vision? 



INFORMED CONSENT FORM. 

This interview/conversation, will form a part of the research programme at Middlesex 
University carried out by Bruno Del Tufo, in order to develop afuller understanding of the 
research question; 

"What is the nature of aesthetic experience for visually impaired people?" 

Throughout this investigation, the follOWing points will be strictly adhered to. 

I. I shall make sure that all relevant people, committees, and authorities have been consulted 
and necessary permission and approval has been obtained. 
2. All conjidences will be kept. 
3. Any progress reports will be provided upon request. 

Onfulfilment of the requirements listed above, I would like to retain the right to report the 
work, provided those involved are satisfied with the fairness, accuracy and relevance of the 
account which pertain to them and that the accounts do not unnecessarily expose or 
embarrass those involved Drafts of the report will be made available upon request and any 
publications using the information gathered will be notified to the people concerned 
For publication purposes pseudonyms will be used 

I would also expect to be able to report for various levels of release. 

If any specific quotes, verbatim transcripts, attributed observations, excerpts of audio and 
video recordings, judgements, conclusions and recommendations are presented for 
publication, then explicit authorisation will be obtained 

Any data kept by me will be stored in a secure place and will be for the purpose of academic 
presentation. 

Signed: 

Dated: 

Signed: 

Dated: 
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~- . NAME: 
CAT. lB. F. B. N . T. B. S . u. S 

REVISED QUESTIONNAIRE 

I am researching the artistic and creative appreciations of the 

visually impaired and would be grateful if visually impaired 

people would complete a questionnaire concerning their particular 

creative and/or artistic interests, hobbies and pastimes. 

Artistic Knowledqe. 

How do you consider your knowledge of artists and artworks to be? 

A. Very Good 

B. Good 

C. Poor 

Do you have any favourite artists or artworks? 

How often do you visit art galleries or museums? 

A. Regularly 

B. Occasionally 

C. Rarely 

How important is music to you? 

A. Very important 

B. Fairly important 

C. Not important 

Do you attend live music, concerts, pantomimes or theatrical 

events? 

A. Regularly --- (names and types) 

B. Occasionally (-----) 

C. Rarely 

Do you have a favourite type of music? 

Do you take part in any regular hobby? 



Interpretation of Visual Stimulus 

Do you have a favourite colour? 

Do you have a preferred texture? 

What types of shapes do you prefer? 

A. Geometric 

B. Organic 

Does sound have any colour or shape associations? 

A. Regularly 

B. Occasionally 

C. Rarely 

How often do you dream? 

A. Regularly 

B. Occasionally 

C. Rarely 

What form do your dreams take? 

Ordering Facilities 

Do you have definite places for items on shelves? 

A. Yes 

B. Sometimes 

C. No 

How do you decide on "what goes where" in your rooms? 

Do you have definite ideas on colour schemes for particular 

rooms? 

A. Yes 

B. Sometimes 

C. No 

Are there any items in your home that you feel are the wrong 



shape? 

A. Yes 

B. Sometimes 

C. No 

How important are clothes and colour co-ordinations for you? 

A. Very important 

B. Not important 

Visual imaqinq 

What methods do you use to imagine or distinguish different 

people? 

What methods do you employ to imagine new surroundings, such as 

rooms, houses, holiday places and town centres? 

Do you like to visit new places? 

A. Yes 

B. Sometimes 

C. No 

What lasting impressions do you have of special places? 

What other senses do you use when you build up an impression of a 

new place? 

What other senses do you find particularly useful when you are 

imagining anything? 

A. Sound 

B. Touch 

C. Smell 

D. Taste 



lUESTIONNAIRE 

Nhat sort of shapes do you like, regular shapes like circles and triangles, or 
10 you prefer organic shapes such as leaves, pods and seeds? 

)0 special shapes make you think of anything else? 

"'hat sort of textures do you like best and what do they remind you of? 

)0 you associate shapes with words? If so, what? 

)oes smell play an important part in your orientation? 

)0 you associate shapes with colours? If so, what? 

)0 you have a pet? Can you describe it to me? 

)0 you know the names of any artists or any artworks? 
:an you describe thern to me? 

)0 you think they are very special? 
Vhat do you like or dislike about them? 

las your opinion ever been changed if you have been told any more about 
Ile artworks? 

~o you have a favourite colour? 
~oes it remind you of anything? 

Vhen you buy or wear clothes do you choose them so that they are 
o-ordinated by colour or style, or are you happy to wear things that are 
hosen for you? 



,EMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEW FORMAT FOR BLIND CHILDREN. 

'reamble. 

am interested in the creative and artistic expressions of the 
fisually-Impaired and I am attempting to collect information regarding how 
he visually impaired perceive art. 

)uring the learning process there is a lot of information as well as 
tructured knowledge exchanged and through the following questionnaire I 
lope to find out a little more about art, art understanding and aesthetics 
nd visual impainnent. 

hope to find out: 

low visually impaired children perceive art. 

low children are made aware of an aesthetic sense. 

'0 what extent art and aesthetics are nurtured within children. 

Vhether there is any genetic influence regarding art and-or aesthetic 
ensibilities within any of the pupils --- If there is, to what extent? 

Inderstanding and anonymity will be employed at all times when using any 
Iformation received through the questionnaires, interviews or informal 
onversations. The process of gathering information can be of a sensitive 
nd personal nature and I would not wish to embarrass or compromise any 
Idividual who helped with the gathering of data. 

" 



;EMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEW FORMAT FOR BLIND ADULTS. 

reamble. 

am interested in the creative and artistic expressions of the 
'isually-Impaired and I am attempting to collect information regarding how 
le visually impaired perceive art. 

luring the learning process there is a lot of information as well as 
tructured knowledge exchanged and through the following questionnaire I 
ope to find out a little more about art, art understanding and aesthetics 
nd visual impairment. 

hope to find out: 

ow visually impaired children perceive art. 

ow children are made aware of an aesthetic sense. 

o what extent art and aesthetics are nurtured within children. 

Ihether there is any genetic influence regarding art and-or aesthetic 
~nsibilities within any of the pupils --- If there is, to what extent? 

nderstanding and anonymity will be employed at all times when using any 
formation received through the questionnaires, interviews or informal 
)nversations. The process of gathering information can be of a sensitive 
ld personal nature and I would not wish to embarrass or compromise any 
dividual who helped with the gathering of data. 



,EMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEW FORMAT FOR BLIND ARTISTS. 

)reamble. 

am interested in the creative and artistic expressions of the 
lisually-Impaired and I am attempting to collect information regarding how 
he visually impaired perceive art. 

luring the learning process there is a lot of information as well as 
,tructured knowledge exchanged and through the following questionnaire I 
lope to find out a little more about art, art understanding and aesthetics 
Ind visual impairment. 

hope to find out: 

low visually impaired children perceive art. 

low children are made aware of an aesthetic sense. 

"0 what extent art and aesthetics are nurtured within children. 

Vhether there is any genetic influence regarding art and-or aesthetic 
ensibilities within any of the pupils --- If there is, to what extent? 

Inderstanding and anonymity will be employed at all times when using any 
lformation received through the questionnaires, interviews or informal 
onversations. The process of gathering information can be of a sensitive 
nd personal nature and I would not wish to embarrass or compromise any 
ldividual who helped with the gathering of data. 



lUESTIONNAIRE 

arn interested in the artistic and creative experiences you have received 
loth in school and subsequently throughout your adult life. 

Vhat artistic experiences did you encounter during your school life? 

Vere you taught any methods of expressing pictorial irnages? 

Vere there any pictorial images you wish you had been taught how to 
flake? 

lave you felt any need to explore any creative-artistic pursuits since you 
~ft school? 

lave you received any formal lessons in living skills covering such things as 
dress sense" or colour co-ordination? 

Vhat methods do you employ to imagine or distinguish different people? 

Vhat impressions do you have of such things as perspective, colour and 
cale? 

Vhat knowledge do you have of artists and works of art? 

10 you have any anecdotal information that may help me get a fuller picture 
f aesthetic understanding and visual impairment? 



MI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEW FORMAT FOR ADULTS WORKING WITH BLIND CHILDREN. 

-amble. 

n interested in the creative and artistic expressions of the Visually-Impaired and I am 
empting to collect information regarding how the visually impaired perceive art. 

ring the learning process there is a lot of information as well as structured knowledge 
:hanged and through the following questionnaire I hope to find out a little more about art, art 
Jerstanding and aesthetics and visual impairment. 

>pe to find out: 

N visually impaired children perceive art. 

N children are made aware of an aesthetic sense. 

what extent art and aesthetics are nurtured within children. 

ether there is any genetic influence regarding art and-or aesthetic sensibilities within any of 
pupils. If there is, to what extent? 

Jerstanding and anonymity will be employed at all times when using any information 
eived through the questionnaires, interviews or informal conversations. The process of 
hering information can be of a sensitive and personal nature and I would not wish to 
)arrass or compromise any individual who helped with the gathering of data. 



lUESTIONNAIRE 

Nhat modifications do you make with the presentation of work to your pupil and to what 
!xtent do you consider artistic convention with regard to layout, colour, shape, proportion etc? 

~ow do you develop creative description to excite the pupils' imagination? 

)0 you make any conscious efforts to explain or describe the known environment? 

)0 you enhance their ideas of "What goes where" in an ideal setting? For example, do you 
!xplain and "compose" their surroundings into a regular setting? 

~ow do you develop their appreciation and understanding of shape, colour, proportion and 
)Osition? 

~ow do you develop their interest in known "artifacts"? 

)0 you have any special strategies for teaching shape and distance? 

)0 you have any special strategies for explaining scale and perspective to blind youngsters? 

)0 you teach your pupils about artists and works of art? 
f so, are there any special methods you use to illustrate the special way artists work? 

~ow do you explain human proportion? How do you identify and represent it? 

)0 you provide any "ideal proportions" to the youngsters (other than geometrical forms), 
naybe standard tree shapes, house shapes etc? 

)0 you engage in any sensory substitutions with your pupils in any of their creative 
mdeavours? 

)0 you have any anecdotal information regarding artistic or creative developments that blind 
:hildren have produced? 



(and their food) but may cope quite well moving between classrooms and in the 
playground. Whilst these children are likely to fall behind their sighted peers 
educationally they may do well socially. 

Loss of peripheral vision (tunnel vision) occurs in conditions such as retinitis 
pigmentosa and glaucoma and children with these diagnoses may have well 
preserved central vision. Such children may be able to see the smallest line on the 
eye chart and read the smallest print in the telephone directory but may not be 

. able to detect a large object right next to them unless they focus directly upon it. 
They may cope well with blackboard and textbook work but have great 
difficulties moving between classrooms and be frightened by the fast-moving 
children in the playground. These children may do quite well educationally in 
mainstream schools but may have greater social difficulties when dealing with 
their sighted schoolfriends than the children with central loss of vis ion. 

Reduction of vision throughout the visual field giving rise to generalised 
blurring of vision occurs in conditions such as cataracts and some forms of optic 
atrophy. 

Poor distance VlSIon but relatively well preserved reading vision occurs in 
conditions such as congenital nystagmus (wobbly eyes) and high myopia 
(extreme shortsightedness). These children may read textbooks quite well but 
have problems seeing the blackboard, bus numb~rs etc. They may enhance their 
distance vision by using low vision aids such as' telescopes but in a mainstream 
setting ' many children are embarrassed to use such aids despite their obvious 
advantages. 

Visual difficulties relating to certain lighting conditions can occur. For 
example children with albinism, aniridia and cone dystrophies tend to be 
photophobic and have greater problems in I sunlight than indoors. This clearly 
influences their ability to pursue outdoor activities. Conversely, children with 
retinitis pigmentosa initially become aware of the difficulties of seeing in the dark 

. whilst children with macular disorders may have particular problems with 
adapting to moving from light to dark or vice versa. 

Poor visual perception may occur in conditions where the eyes themselves are 
healthy but the brain is not able to integrate or interpret fully the visual 
information it receives . The best example of this is cortical blindness 
(malfunctioning of the visual cortex, the specialised part of the brain dealing with 

. -- ~. .. -"_ ... -----:--



Disorder of the skin and mucous membranes (linings of the nose, mouth, eyelids, 
anus and genital tract) can be associated with eye problems, most notably in 
Stevens-Johnson syndrome and in Vitamin A deficiency (world-wide the 
commonest cause of childhood blindness). 
Abnormalities of the genitourinary tract and a certain kind of kidney tumour are 
related to cases of aniridia (no iris in the eye). 
Abnormalities of the skull and face can be associated with eye problems (e.g. 
Pfeiffer's syndrome). 

Nearly all the above conditions are represented at Dorton House. In March 1997 
there were children with more than 50 different eye conditions, many with 
associated physical or mental disabilities . In addition, many of the children have 
psychological, behavioural or emotional problems which may compound their 
ocular disease and Dorton House has particular expertise at managing these 
children and their families . 

Family circumstances. 
When a child is diagnosed with a visual problem the immediate family is shocked 
and has to come to terms with the condition as does the child. The response of 
the family to the problem will certainly influence the response of the child. The 
stress of having a disabled child may sometimes callse tensions in the family 
which fonn an additional burden to the child: 

i 
Inheritance. One of the many emotions parellts feel is guilt and this is 
particularly emphasised if the eye condition is inherited from one or other or both 
parents. Many of the children at Dorton House have conditions that are inherited · 
in a recessive manner from both parents. The parents would not have known in 
advance of the child's diagnosis that they camed the gene for the condition e.g. 
Leber's Amaurosis (a cause of very poor visi~n from birth). 

In conditions with a dominant inheritance one parent alone is likely to carry the 
gene (e.g. some cases of aniridia and retinitis pigmentosa) and this feeling of 
responsibility for the condition may cause family friction. It will be likely that 
there is already an affected family member. If this person has coped well with the 
same eye condition then they may be both reassuring and a good role model for 
the child and family (the converse may also be true). Where the condition has 
been less severe or indeed barely noticeable in previous generations . (e .g. 
dominant exudative vitreoretinopathy) then the sense of guilt may be increased 
thus fuelling the distress of the parents. 



... 

· Similarly, children whose visual disability arises from a non-accidental injwy are 
likely to have additional problems in that they may have been abused in other 
ways and will most likely have been taken into care, fostered etc. This will . 
inevitably . have affected their confidence in themselves independently of their \ 

1\ 
visual problem. 

The character and personality of the child are all important to the manner in 
which they approach both life in general and their visual disability in particular. 
A happy child who is self-confident with a feeling of self-worth will cop~ with a 
visual handicap far better regardless of their level of vision than one whose 
confidence is undennined. 

I 

In conclusion, whilst the medical diagnosis may give some indication as to the 
nature of the visual disorder, the degree of the visual disability perceived by the 
child is dependent on upon many other influences. Indeed four of the children at 
Dorton House have no diagnosis without this adversely affecting their progress! 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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